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aiAPTER 1 

I N T R O D U C T I O N

1. BACKGROUND

The study of financial institutions in general and commercial

banking in particular is as old as history, although many economists

belirve that the effective beginning of English Banking System started

in the year 175&. Mint^(l970, p.9) argued th^t the study of the

operation of commercial banks started almost immediately these institutions

were established in the second half of seventeenth century in Great

Britain and in 1780 in United States. In Nigeria as veil as in

most developing countries, financial institutions started to operate

very much later. In Nigeria, the financial institutions started with

commercial banking in 1892 much later than in Senegal where the first

commercial bank was established in 1853*

The importance of the role of financial institutions in general

and the commercial banks in particular in any economy only came to be

fully appreciated ’ ith the work of Schumpter (1934). In his analysis

of the theory of economic development, often generally termed 'the

theory of capitalist economic development', he showed clearly tnat the

financial institutions in gen;ral are playing positive role in the process

of economic development. This view is not shared by many economists

and hence has resulted in great debates. The debates have in general

been concentrated on the crucial role the financial institutions can play

in the development process of any economy.

Some economists hold the vie^ that the development of financial

institutions per se is very crucial to the economic development and

capital formation of any nation. The premise under which this view is
1. See K.E. Krooes and F. M. Blyn: "A History of Financial Intermediaries" Rerd.— . 

House. New ?. L.W. Mints, "A History of Banking Theory in Great Mr1 tain,
and U.S. (1970). Chicago University Press.  ̂J.A. Schumpeter, (1934) "The.
Theory of Economic Development; An Inquiry into Profits. Capital Credit 
Interest, and the Business Gvcle /Harvard University Presc1



held is th-t for real growth of developing economies, development of

financial institutions should be considered as not only necessary but

also sufficient conditions. This represents the view expressed by
1

Schumpter and shared by other economists sich as Adelman and Morris-(1968),

Cameron, (1972), Goldsmith (1969 p.390), Mckinnon (1^73), Minsky (1972)
5

end Shaw (1973) to mention just a few.

The empirical evidence emanating from the work of Adelman and Morris (1968)

appears to corroborate the view expressed by Sch'impter, From the analysis

of the data from 74 developing countries for the period 1950 to 1963,

it was found th-1 out of the I4 purely economic varirbles there w^s n

clear evidence that the degree to which financial institutions are developed

is a very crucial factor in any country's development potentials. In

Schumpterisn analysis, two important variables are primed very important

for development of a nation, namely the bank or financial institutions in

general and tne entrepreneurs. Thus both Schumpter and Adelman and Morris

are very similar in their views that financial development has very

significant role to play in the development process of any economy. The

great need for rapid economic development in less developed countries (lDC)

has led most development economists to suggest th-t the development of

financial institutions is one of the most relevant variables in the

growth process of these developing economies. ^

Studies of financial institutions and their role in the development

process of the less developed economies have been undertaking by many

v’riters and these have resulted in rich case study materials for students

in this field. Because of the views held that financial institutions

are intermediaries in the financial system of most of these less developed

countries, many studies of these countries often show an implicit assumption

thct the financial institutions, and especially the banks have a causative 
%  See I. Adelman and C.T. Morris (^968)'s work on "Performance Criteria for Eva
luating Econ. Development Potential: An Operatiunal Approach" In J. of Ec. Vol. 
LX7XII; 2. R. Cameron (1967) "Banking and Econ. Devt. Some Lessons of. HlstorYl' „ 
Oxford p-rpccj W.R. Goldsmith (1969) "Financial Structure and Devt,.^
Yale iiniversdA-’v Press; 4. R.I. McKinnon (1973), '’Money and Canitrl in Econ. Devt." 
ine Brookings ‘"n-ti tn+ion. ; end 5. H.P. Minsky (1967).



role in the development process of these countries. Fbom this assumption,

many studies have come out to appraise the foie of the financial

institutions in particular and the financial system in general in most of
1

the less developed countries. Some case studies like that of Taylor(1972)
2 5

on Sierra Leone, that of Islam (1973) on Pakistan, that of Bourne L'969)
'4

on Jamaica and that of Abdi (1977) on East African Countries are clear 

examples.

All of these studies have so many similarities in common and one is that 

none oi them has made attempt at studying the factors which actually 

facilitate the grovd-h of commercial banks or any other financial institutions.

Many of the writers on this subject are so ambitious that they sought to 

enquire into the whole aspects of financial system from the macro view point.

Many of them concen'rate on analysing the role of the commercial banks 

in the procès^ of financial intermediation with basic attention on the uses 

and sources of funds and often to the utter neglect of their major role 

in the money supply process, in the control of inflation, and in the 

capital formation of the economy in which these banks operate. For example, 

the work on Nigeria by Nwankwo concentrates solely on the descriptive 

aspects of the Nigerian Financial System without touching on the crucial 

issues such as money supply or inflation. It is, therefore, not a 

gainsaying that such studies can hardly go de per into the analysis of the 

factors which actually facilitate the growth of commercial banks per se, 

their role in the money supply process, mobilisation of domestic savings, 

capital formation and credit creation in the transitional Nigerian economy.

One other important similarity in these earlier studies is that most of them 

ofcuy try to answer the dHOW* question o f  the operation of financial system and 

make no attempt to ans-'-er the question 'k!KY' on several aspects of the institutions.

Commercial banks as ell as other financial institutions in any country 

are generally under the proper supervision of the monetary authorities often 

fully or partially represented by the Central Bank.

financial institutions on economic development.



Writers on Nigerian banks often merely concern themselves with the

relationship between the commercial banks and the Central Brnk without actually

analysing the impact the Central bank has on the operations of these institutions.

In most cases, the role of other financial institutions such as the Federal Savings

Bank, Feder-1 Mortgate banks, thf Insurance Companies and others are not dealt

with in some of these earlier studies. In the developed countries, however,

the role of the building societies, the merchant banks and the insurance companies

as well as pension funds, has been well recognised in terms of their influence
1

on the monetary policy and the definition of money. In developing countries

the importance of the non-bank financial institutions and their effect on the

financial system are now in the process of being recognized. This is one of the

reasons why this study is very crucial since it attempts to bring into the focus

the role of these institutions in the Nigerian economy with respect to the efficacy

of monetary policy. Also the model of financial sector is very illuminating.

2. TKF OBJECTIVES OF THIS STUDY

In view of the foregoing, therefore, this study is conceived as an

attempt at both filling the void created by the earlier studies and improving

the insight these pioneers hrve provided in the study of financial institutions

including the specialized institutions in general and commercial banks in prrticular,

The basic aim of this study is, therefore, to empirically analyse the growth

and expansion of commercial banks in Nigeria, focusing particular attention to

the major determinants of thê .r investments and loan operation in the context of

credit rationing theory. Because of the grovd.ng importance of many non-bank
o

financial institutions, especially the insurance companies, this study also 

attempts to examine the growth and role of the various non-bank financial 

institutions as well as these created by the government for specific sectors of 

the economy. In the light of monetary policy of Nigeria, the study also 

examines empirically the financial repression hypothesis with respect to its 

relevance to Nigerian economy, as well as to some selected developing countries.

Since this study concerns all financial institutions in Nigeria, the ultimate
1. See Wilson Committee Report, (1980) on the Review of the Functioning of 

Financial Institutions, HMSO. London.



goal is to build a short-run model of Nigerian financial sector to test 

whether a valid test of the monetary aonroech is also possible for a developing 

country Nigeria.

With regards to the commercial banking activities in Nigeria, the 

basic question this enquiry seeks to answer is whether there are certain 

factors not yet accounted for that facilitate or hinder the growth of 

this institution in Nigeria. Furthermore, the study attempts to examine 

the justification or otherwise of the centrât bank control on the commercial 

bank credit to the economy.

The orientation of this study is both positive and normative. It is 

positive in the sense that it uses the aggregative data on commercial 

banks, central bank and other financial institutions as well as other sectors 

of the economy to analyse the reasons for the growth and expansion of financial 

institutions in the economy on the one hand, and the working of the 

financial sector in general on the other hand. In other words, positive in the 

sense that it attempts to ensver the cuestion W AT IS? That is, what are the 

factors resDonsible for the growth end expansion of financial institutions in 

Nigeria in general and commercial banks in particular? What are the main 

determinants of savings deposits, national and household savings, private 

investments, commercial bank investments, insurance company investments and, 

finally, whet are the intermediate targets of monetary policy in Nigeria?

In other words, is the total domestic credit an intermediate target of 

monetary nolicy in Nigeria?

The normative orientation is based on the premise that it is 

policy oriented in the sense that it attempts to find answers to the question



WhAT OUGHT TO BF? To do this, the financial institutions in some developed 

countries are examined in the light of the operation of such institutions 

in Nigeria.

There are certain unavoidable constraints associated witn the study of 

any less developed country and the chief among these is the availability of 

suitable data. All the developing countries share the complex problems 

of gathering and dissemination of econanic statistics which become even 

more pronounced where there are inadequate infrastructural facilities, 

institutions and personnel with suitable systems and procedures of 

gathering data. All these represent a major handicap to any researcher on 

less developed countries. In the light of the above enumerated constraints, 

therefore, this study has no other ootion than to use both macro-analyses 

to augment the main micro-analyses. This is to say this study relies 

heavily on aggregate statistics as a basis for analysing the activities oi 

the institutions and other sectors of the economy in addition to the 

cross-sectional and other empirical micro data.

3 WHAT IS THE RATIONALE OF THIS STUDY?
One good reason why tnis study concentrates on the financial institutions

is due to the fact tnat they are the main institutions in the finaiiCicJ 

sector of the economy through which orivate sector savings are passed on to real 

sector for investment needed for the development of the country. Since the 

operation of these institutions effect the efficacy of monetary nolicy, it is 

considered important to build up a model (for the first time ever) to explain 

t^e working of Nigeria financial sector anc how it relates to the^real sector

using the-^monetary-approach. Also, our analysis ®f the total domestic credit 

as an intermediate target of monetary policy in Nigeria represents the first 

attempt at justifying the use of credit guidelines oy the monetary authorities 

in Nigeria and our study of r-redlt rationing in the commercial loan market is , 

very crucial for the monetary policy implications.

O
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Another important reason why the attention is much more focussed 

on the commercial banks owes very much to the importance assigned to the 

banking sector in the Nigerian economy as a channel for mobilizing 

domestic savings and distribution of credit as well as being one of the 

major sources of inputs for monetary policy. As will be shovm later, 

the Nigerian commercial banks are the most important instrument of 

mobilization of domestic savings. According to table 5.1 banking 

institutions accounted for 90.9 per cent of the aggregate domestic savings 

in 1960 and 88 per cent in 1983. This shows that the banks will continue 

to play a dominant role in the realm of domestic mobilisation of savings 

for many years to come vis a vis other financial institutions. Also 

as an indication of the importance of this sector of Nigerian economy, the 

total commercial bank assets as a ratio of the GDP has risen from 

3.0? in i960 to 57.7 by the end of 1981 (See table 4.3). While these 

ratios compare poorly with those of United States of 33.57 end 01.98 in 

the corresponding period 01 196O and 1981 respectively, they compare more 

favourably with those of some oil-exporting countries. Thus in view 

of the magnitude of their assets and other banking scale variables, it is
i

little wonder that Robart ioiozi (1971) has' argued that of all the 

financial institutions, commercial banks contribute far greater to the 

economy of any nation. Most of the studies so far on Nigerian commercial 

banks have been conducted in the context of financial system rather than 

a deep study of bank as a sector. Moreover, some of the studies have 

become so outdated and this makes it quite justified to focus deep attention 

on commercial barks in the light of modern banking technological advancement.

Mobilization of domestic savings is perhaps the most important 

aspects of banking since they depend largely on the deposits in their

lending operations. The total bank deposits have been empirically tested^ as  ̂
— — See Rl Ruozi (1971) ’’Savings Banks and Agricultural Credit," in Conference, 

the Mobilization of Savings in African Countries., held in Millan, 20-23 
September.
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1
the major determinant of the bank supply of loans. In this study, attempt

is made at finding the determinants of the demand for time and savings deposits

in the economy. It is believed that without savers, there can be no money

for the bank to lend to ultimate borrowers. Banks derive most of their profits

from their lending operations and other businesses and it is through this

that they are able to contribute to the development efforts of any nation.

There have been great debates going on for many years on the issue of

interest rates policy in less developed countries. Many autnors have suggested

that except there is no interference with the interest rates by the monetary

authorities of less developed countries, the efficacy of financial development

in contributing to the real growth of those economies would be considerably
2

weakened. Amongst the advocates of this idea are Cameron (1972), Mckinnon (1973) 

and Shaw(l973), who have argued that the banking system or financial institutions 

system as Mckninnon and Shaw would call it, is usually grovd-n-inducing 

and that it is only when it is repressed, w;,ich in their view is often the 

case in LLC, would it fail to make positive contribution or act as obstacle 

to real grwoth. This is where 'Financial Repression Hypothesis' developed.

In tnis study, attempt will be made to examine this hypothesis in the light 

of Nigerian situation where banks are operating under administered interest 

rate. It is the common practice for the Nigerian monetary authorities 

to furnish banks with credit guidelines together with the structure of 

interest rates which tell them which sector of the economy should be more 

favoured with loan accommodation and what interest rates or range of 

interest rates to charge for loans or pay on time and savings deposits.

In most cases, the directives also give the methods of calculating those rates.

For example, according to 1978/79 Credit guildelines, only the reducing

ertatioi
Universitv of Kent at Cajiterburv. Kent^

2. ' Un urowth and Development see Cameron (1972), McKinnon (1975) arid Shaw (1975)
3. Central Bank of Nigeria,Report, 1979.



charges on loans payable in agreed instalments. In this study, therefore, 

the role of interest rates in the mobilization of savings will be examined.

In the earlier study on the determinants of demand and supply of bank loans, 

the interest rate variable was found to oe very insignificant.

This study provides a further test of the earlier findings.

Since Nigeria is an open economy, it is neces=-ry to consider the 

financial sector of the economy in relation to outside world. To do this, 

this study will examine the Nigerian mone1ary policy and the private capital 

inflow, through the building of a short-run model of the financial 

sector. This model is designed to examine whether a valid test of the 

monetary approach is possible and useful in a developing economy Nigeria 

"'-here there is a great intervention in the credit market by the monetary 

authorities.

In general, the commercial banks' function of mobilizing domestic 

savings in the economy constitutes the focus of this study since the 

level of deposits largely affects the extent to which banks can provide 

loans in the economy. That the lending operation of commercial banks 

is the most important function of banks in the economy is quite true since 

it is through this that they can contribute to the growth and development of 

their environment. But mobilization of savings througn which banks can 

provide productive investment funds which can lead to the promotion of the 

welfare of tne people in general is equally very important if not . 

most important. It is, therefore, considered productive to examine the main 

determinants of the level of total domestic savings in Nigeria in comparison 

with other selected developing countries in the light of 'financial repression 

hypothesis.' Mobilization of domestic savings has been considered by many 

economists as very crucial for economic development of any nation and the more 

so for developing countries.
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In dealing with the mobilization of domestic savings, attempt shell be made 

to examine the structure of interest rates in the context of banking development 

in Nigeria.

Because of the importance of credit in Nigeria economy and the fact that 

interest rate variable has be n tested and found insignificant in the loan 

eourtion of commercial banks (Adewomi, 1982), it is considered productive 

to look at the commercial loans in Nigeria in terns of credit rationing. A 

model will, therefore, be developed to test for credit rationing in the 

Nigerian loan market. In the context of monetary policy in Nigeria, this 

study also looks at the tot'l domestic credit as an intermediate variable of 

policy with a view to testing the justification or otherwise of the credit 

guideline policy of the monetary authorities*.

4. THE OUTLINE OF THE STUDY

This work is divided into 11 chapters. Chapter 2 deals with the 

discussion on the methods of analysis employed while chapter 3 concentrates 

on the survey of literature on the monetary economics in general.

Chapter 4 deals with the literature on the financial markets, financial 

institutions and the role of finance in economic development. Chapter 5 

is concerned with the traditional or unorganized credit institutions before the 

advent of cœimercial banks in Nigeria, while chapter 6 deals ^dth the development 

of commercial banking. Chapter 7 looks at the structure of commercial banking 

operation in Nigeria and the specification -nd estimation of commercial 

bank equations while chanter 8 deals with the issue of credit 

in the commercial loan market. Chapter 9 is very crucial since it deals 

with the empirical aspects of monetary policy in Nigeria. It reviews the 

Nigrrirn monetary policies since 196O in relation to commercial banking 

operations as well as inflationary trends and examines the determinants of 

household savings, financial repression hypothesis, and also the total domestic 

credit model as an intermediate target of policy. It also examines the deter

minants of private capital inflows in the economy. Chapter 10 is very crucial/ it 

dtalf with all other financial institutions in Nigeria and examines a model
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a short-run model of Nigerian Financial Markets. It looks at thm growth 

of other financial institutions in Nigeria and attempts to estimate 

the insurance companies investment behaviour designed to test the 

whether there is an element of substitution in their asset portfolios.'

Finally, chanter 11, which is the last chapter deals T-d.th the conclusions and p#licy 

recommendations on the whole asneets of Nigerian financial institutions.

SECTION II 

AN OVERVIEW' OF THE NIGERIAN ECONOMY

The Federal Republic of Nigeria started formally as a nation in 1914

when the Northern and Southern Provinces were amalgamated by the then

Colonial Governor, Sir Fedrerick Luggard. In I960, it attained its
1

independence from Britain and in ^963, it became a Republican country.

5. GFOGR^PHICa FACTORS:

Nigeria is situated in Vest Africa, sharing boundaries with the Republic 

of Benin to the West, the Cameron Republic to the Fast, and the Republics of 

Niger and Chad to the North. In the South, she is bounded by the Gulf of 

Guinea. Being situated in the tropics, its vegetation spans from dense forest 

area in the south through savannah to the semi-desert areas in the far north.

It occupies a land area of 915,072*64 square kilometres with a population
?

of over 90 million which makes it easily the most populous country in Africa 

and 4th in the Commonwealth (after India, Bangladesh and Pakistan). With her 

huge population, Nigeria has more than h^lf of tne sixteen West African 

countries put together and one in every 4 black Africans is a Nigeria.

6. POLITICAL A m  ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE

After the political independence in I96O and the subsequent replublican

status attainment within the Cozimonwealth, Nigerian political system has been
1, See the Nigerian Parliament Acts. 1963.
2. See the Map of Nigeria (Map 2a), sho^'ing the important tô -ns 01 tne country.
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distrupted seven times, firstly, there were three military coups between 

1966 end 1975, followed by e civilian administration between ^979 end 1985.

After a short spell of civilian administration, the military came to power 

again in 1985 December and finally a counter-coup in 1985. The 1979 - 1985 

civilian.rule was under the Nigerian constitution modelled on the lines of 

United States 01 America in contrast to the pre-1966 civilian rule which-was 

like the Westminster-type constitution.

Since 1914, the administrative structure of the country has been 

changing. In 1954, the country was divided into three regions under the 

Mercpherson. Constitution, namely Western, Eastern and Northern Regions.

In 1965,8 fourth region was created, carved out from tne then Western Nigeria 

purely on political grounds rathern than economic. In 1967, the military 

ruler under the forces of circumstances at th^t time, restructured the 

country into 12 major political states and these lasted until 1976. In 

1976, the country was restructured again into 19 states of the Federation

( See Map 2 showing the ooiitical division of Nigeria in chapter VII).
In terms of administration, there are three administrative levels of 

government namely, the Federal or National, the State and the Local 

Government Councils.

In the realm of foreign policy and relations, Nigeria is non-aligned 

and hence members of non-aligned nations. Ho^^ver, b«causB of tne colonial past, 

its foreign policy is often largely pro-west rather than pro-east.

7 . RESOURCES

The country is veil endowed with both human and natural resources.
1

Among the major mineral wealth of Nigeria are petroleum, natural gas, 

tin ore, coal, columbite, uraniun and some ouantity of gold. The country 

is also well endowed with rich soils and vegetations. The important agricultural 

products or Nigeria include cocoa, groundnuts, tobacco, rubber, cotton.

1. See Map 2B showing the important export commodities of Nigeria.
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kola nuts, palm produce, hides and skins, timber, ginger and soya beans.

Among the main food crops are yam, rice plantain, bananas, cassava,

millet, guinea corn with potatoes and wheat now being grown at increasing

rates. Map 2E shows the important resources and communication system of Nigeria

Even after almost 27 years of independence, Nigeria is still a

predominantly an agricultural country evidenced by the fact that about

70 per cent of the population are still gainfully emoloyed in agriculture.

Petroleum products represent the major foreign excnpnge earnings for

Nigeria since 1970, thereby putting agricultural products such as

cocoa, palm produce, rubber, groundnuts and timber into second place.

Oil prospecting h^d been going on fo^ many years in Nigeria but it was only in

1957 thpt oil in commercial quantity was struck. However, it was when the

price of crude oil went up very drastically th=t oil prospecting became

highly intensified in Nigeria. Thus in 1970s, Nigeria became the world 's

6th largest exporter of petroleum oil. This black gold (crude oil) accounted

for^more than 90 per cent of the foreign exchange earnings of Nigeria 
1

between 1973 and l9Y9. Unfortunately owing to the glut in the international 

oil market, there: was a fall of 50 .6 per cent in the production of crude oil 

in Nigeria and export fell by 54.7 per cent from their respective levels in 

1980.

Because of the huge oil revenues which accrued to Nigeria in l970s,

has become known in the world as the African wealthiest nation, with a

total Gross Domestic Products of about one-third of the other 49 black

African nations put together and nearly equal to that of South Africa.

The apex of financial institutions in Nigeria - the Central Bank -

came into existence in 1958 but only became operative on 1st July, 1959

to take over tne functions of the defunct V’est African Currency Boards

in addition to the statutory functions assigned to it such as maintenance

of external reserves, promotion of monetary stability and a sound financial
1. See The Central Bank Report. 1982.
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structure, bankers to bankers and Government alike and chief financial
1

adviser to the Federal Government. The financial institutions operating 

in the economy are the commercial banks, the merchant banks. Federal 

Savings bank. Federal Mor&gage banks including the various state 

housing corporations, finance houses, and Federal Loans board. Others are 

various development banks and insurance companies. There are other 

foreign banks with representative offices in Nigeria operating as 

commercial banks under Federal Government license.

See 1.0. NVankî ô (i960) on Nigerian Financial System , Macmillan Prpp.e. London.
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CHAPTER 2 

METHODOLOGY

INTRODUCTION

This chapter explains the methodology of the analysis employed in 

study of the growth and role of commercial banks and other financial 

institutions in the transitional economy of Nigeria. The hypotheses 

developed are stated in the next section of this chapter.

Section 3 of this chapter examines the concepts or banking institutions

the national savings and the commercial banks in particular. The

reasons for this lies in the lact that economists, as a matter of tradition, often

distinguish between commercial banks, savings banks on account of the

differences in the nature of their deposit liabilities as well as the
1

differences in the composition of their assets. Section 4 discusses 

the data used for this study.

By transition here is meant the emancipation of Nigeria from colonial 

or dependent status to an independent status in 196O.

2. THE HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY

The basic hypotheses 01 the study are stated as follows:-

(a) The money supply in Nigeria before the advent of central bank
is determined by the level of exports, the level of economic
activities in Britain as measured by the gross domestic products 
and other dummy variable to take account of the British Treasury 
monetary policy.

(b) That the growth of commercial banks in Nigeria is e function of 
bank spread, literacy level, level of economic activities and 
the monetary policy variable of the central bank of Nigeria.

(c) That the real rate of interest has no significant effect on
the level of national savings in most of the oil exporting
less developed countries.

(d) That in the commercial loan market 01 Nigeria, there are elements 
of credit rationing.

(e) That a valid test 6f monetary anproach to the study of financial
sector of Nigeria is valid and useful.

Y ,— See A.'~D. Bain (1981 ) The Economic of Financial System . Macmillan Prf 
Saxon House. AlHp-rchot..
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(f) That total domestic credit, monetary base, and the stock of money

defined as and are the likely intermediate targets of monetary policy.

Although some of these hypotheses are brord, they can be broken dovm

into manageable sizes for the purpose of empirical investigations as will be

seen in the coming chapters.

3. THE CONCEPT OF BANK

Going through the legislation and regulations on banks in Britain in

search of clear definition of ’bank*, it is surprising that we fould not

find a clear and consistent basis for defining such deposit-taking firms.

In 1973, a number of secondary banks started to face liquidity problems e

which became very acute after 1973 and this highlighted the problem of definition

coupled with th<= lack of tight supervision over the business operations of

deposit-taking firms. This was evidenced in the Vhite Paper published in
1

1976 and legislation, i.e. the Banking Act, which followed in 1979. This 

Act provides for two categories of banks: registered banks and licensed deposit 

taking institutions.

Since Nigerian banking institutions originated from Britain, it is not 

surprising that their operations are similar to those of British banking 

institutions. In Nigeria, all banks were formerly reouested to register 

during 195&S, bmt this has changed. All banks are now given licence to 

operate as deposit-taking institutions. Thus the term "bank” being used 

in this study refers to all licensed banks in Nigeria. (See also chapter VI).

4. BANK A1:D NON-BANK FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Although all the financial institutions have a common basis for their

operations and the same role ’Ith respect to the lender/borrower relationship,

a lot of controversy have developed over the years on the issue of difference

between two groups of financial institution often referred to as "Bank

financial institutions* and 'non-bank financial institutions*, commonly

abbreviated to B.F.I. and N.B.F.I.

For example, some economists suggest thrt one can divide financial institutions

into two kinds based on the alleged distinction between N.F.I. and the N.B.F.I.

One argument for the distinction is that unlike the N.B.F.Is, the B.F.I.s*
1. See the British Parliament Act, 1979, ^
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liabilities are used as money, i.e. medium of exchange and payment.in the economy. 

However, while this may be true, it is equally true that N,B.F.I.s are capable 

of adding to the volume of credit in the economy as we shall see later. One 

can, therefore, argue that if it is true th-t changes in the amount of credit 

available has more effect on spending in the economy than changes in the money 

stock, then the alleged distinction between the B.F.I.s and the N.B.F.I.s is 

greatly becoming relatively unimportant in the modern day advanced technology 

in banking. All the financial assets created by modern day financial institutions 

heve special, and possibly unioue ourlities and it may not be legitimate 

to consider only the liabilities of B.F.I.s as been unique. (See also chapter III).

The concepts 'Financial Institutions'and 'Financial Intermediaries' are

often used interchangeably in the literature since they both refer to the

same thing. In this study, however, we shall stick to the use of the concepts

'financial institutions'.
5. THE DATA EMPLOYED

Ibis study covers the period between I96O and 1985 snd in consequence, 

all the data available on the Nigerian financial institutions in general 

and commercial banks in particular are employed. Ibe principals of the 

sources of data are the Central Bank of Nigeria publications such as the 

Annual Report and Statement of Accounts of various years, the Financial and 

Economic Review of various years end the Central Bank monthly reports. Other 

sources are the Federal Office of Statistics publications such as the Nigerian 

Statistical Review of various years , Nigerian Macro-economic aggregates , the 

Statistical Digests and Niger;an Year books of various years. In addition,

IMF International Financial Statistics of various years provide a valuable 

source of materials for other less developed and developed countries included in 

this study.

In most of the analyses, tables are set up to show ratios as well as 

absolute figures and percentages of the banking variables and in some cases graphs. 

Where estimates are made,the standard ordinary least souares method and the 

2-stage least squares method are used to establish the empirical findings of the study
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CHAPTER III

A RFVIEk’ OF LITERATURE OK MONETARY THEORIES AND THE GENERAL 
NATURE OF FINANCIAL MARKETS, BANK AND NON-BANK 

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

1. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this chapter is to survey literature on the monetary 

theories as they relrte to the main topic of this study. It is not intended 

to be exhaustive, rather it will be an attempt to outline some principal 

strands in the monetary theories as far as the supply of and demand for 

money as well as the financial markets, banks and non-bank financial 

institutions are concerned. In the next chrpter, the role of finance 

in the economic development of any nation will be examined. This chapter 

is, therefore, divided into two principal sections. Section I deals with 

the issues of demand and supply of money while section II outlines the general 

nature of financial markets, brnk and non-bank financial institutions.

S E C T I O N  I

2. ISSUES ON SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR MONEY THEORIE.S

In the past it was very common among the macro economic theorists to 

concern themselves with the problems relating to the determination of levels of 

gross domestic pro-ucts, (GDP), employment, price level and the causes of and 

the rate of changes in those economic magnitudes over time. The real 

variables such as private investment, consumption, expenditures and government 

spending were treated as 'real forces' of productivity and thrift. For a very 

long time, the grovR^h theorists dia not recognize the importance of supply 

of and demand for money in the economy. This is because these earlier 

theorists viewed money as neutral without any positive role to play in the 

economy.
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To many economists nowadays, analysis of national income determination

without money is incomplete since its exclusion is like excluding the central

figure or the moving force of the system. This is why Gvartney(1978)

is correct when he wrote that:

"While the majority would assign a somewhat lesser role to money, 
today almost all economists believe that money, end therefore 
monetary policy, matters a great deal."

Even for th^ lay public, that is, the non-economists, the monetary aspect

of day-to-day economic life is considered very important. There is little
2

wonder, therefore, that J. S. Mill has observed :
"There cannot .. be intrinsically a more significant thing, 
in the economy of the society, th n money; exceot in the 
character of a contrivance for sparing time and labour. It 
is a machine for doing ouickiy end commodiously what would 
be done, tnough less quickly and commodiously, without it: 
and like many other kinds of machinery, it only exerts a distinct 
and independent influence of its own when it gets out of order. "

According to Mill, money is a machine, but dinstinct from all machines 

because it is all-pervasive. It should not get out of order, lest 

it throws a monkey varench into operation of all other machines. Thus 

the pervasive nature of money coupled vdth its potentiality of great 

virtues and vices means that its supply and the demand for it need to be 

controlled so as not to get out of order with consequent disturbance 

to peace and prosperity.

Many economic theorists are now showing keen interest in the demand 

for and supply of money. The classical eriphasis is basically on the supply 

of money determining the price level and the value of commodities. This 

has resulted in great debate between the two schools of thought which emerged 

as a consequence.

To the post-Keynesian economists, stock of money is a 'necessary', but 

not a 'sufficient' condition for determining the equilibrium level of money 

and income, while the classical believe strongly that it is necessary and 

sufficient. However, the two schools of thought generally agree that money

stock has an important influence on the changes in money national income,
1. See J. D. Gwartney Macroeconomics’- - Private and Public Choice. Academic Press. 

1975.
2. J. S. Mills (1936) • Principle^ of Political Economy Book IIJ, T.nndon.
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Changes in money national income also affect chrnges in demand for money.

However, there is still no agreement among economists on the price role of

money in explaining nominal income. Some economists consider it as the

strategic variable while some others regard it as one of the several factors which

influence tn^ national income. As a matter of fact, there are still some

economists who treat the supply of money as a dependent variable of changes

in national income.

The bone of contention among economists lies on the importance of

controlling money supply and the importance of the stability of demand

for money. The traditional quantity theorists have always emphasised the

relative stability of demand for money. The champion of the so-called
1

Chicago School, Professor M. friedman has once said for example, that:

"the ouantity theory is in the first instance, a theory of 
demand for money. It is not a theory of output, or of money 
income or of the price level."

2
In the General Theory, p.l66, Keynes believes tnat the decision on 

how much to save generates another decisions when he wrote :

"Does he want to hold it in form of immediate market command,
(i.e., money or its equivalent)".

Thus, Keynes showed that money is not a mere proxy but an independent variable.

3. DEMAND FOR MOimEY THEORIES

Most demand for money theories start of with the question "Why do 

people demand money?". To the classical economists, people demand money 

for transactions purposes. The neo-classical economists believe thft 

nobody needs funds for its own sake, unless one suffers from 'money illusion'.

Demand for money by households or firms may go up sometimes according to the 

nature of economic or social circumstances. For instance, firms may want 

to buy new machines which will cost more money while the households may have 

to spend more during special occasions like festivities such as Christmas time.

However, according to newo-classical, the demand for money may also decrease
~  See M. Friedman (1956), The Quantity Theory of Money - A Re statuent.: InL

Studies im the Quantity Theory of Money. M. Friedman, ed. University .of f̂ hicaâ o 
Prpĉ c. 2. Also see J.K. Keynes, ( 1936 ) The General Theory of Employment, 
interest and Money> Eirŝ t Harbinger Edi , 1965.
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but more or less usually stable and largely determined by income and price 

levels.

(i) FISHERIAN MODEL OF DEMAJJD FOR MONEY THEORY

It-is-generally agreed by many economists th t I. Fisher is one of the

first great economists to offer a consistent theory of money. However,

because he was much carried away with his concern for the supply of money and its

influence on the general level of price, he did not put it in the framework of
1

theory of demand for money. Thus Fisher came up with the identity in which 

one side represents the value of sale and the other represents the v-lue of 

purchase. Formally expressed the identity is as follows:

= PT (3.1)

where is the quantity of money supplied, is the transactions velocity 

P is the price level and T stands for the volume of transactions. This 

simple identity does not tell anything than truism, although it can be 

used in a theory of demand which is quite capable of explanation end prediction. 

The famous quantity theory of money which is derived frcm Fisherian 

identity can be formalized as follows:-

= PT (3.2)

The only difference between the two equations is the bars above and T in 

the second equation and these bars ere designed to show that the two 

variables are constant in character in equation (3.P) commonly termed the 

equation of exchange. The equation of exchange as stated above implies 

that changes in money supply can bring about a proportional change in the 

price level given that T and V are constant.

Fisher's model tells us about the definition of money; it is a medium 

of exchange and its demand is determined by the value of transactions 

generated in the economy during a period of time. This means that the 

demand for money in Blsherian model is eoual to a constant ratio of the value 

of transactions as expressed formally below:

= K^PT (3.3)
1. See I. Fisher, (ISMi), The Purchesing Power of Money (Nev York. Kacmlllnn).
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The equilibrium condition or steady state for demand for money will be 

as follows :

«d = «S (3-4)

The combination of (3*3) and (3*4) yields the following equation:

"d = KtfT = *3 (5-5)
Hence 1 = PT = (3.6)

where ( 3.7 )

What the equation (3.7) is saying is that the transaction velocity of money

or demand for money balance set as a ratio of the volume of transaction in

the economy ere reciprocal to each other. This Fisherian transaction

approach to the theory oi demand clearly hypothesises that "demand for

money is a constant proportion of the level of transactions. The major

weakness of this approach is the underlying assumption of full employment income.

However, most economists now agree that the removal of this assumption will
1

not afiect the explanatory po^er of the theory as such. Vhat is of great

interest in this approach is the fact that the Cash balance Appro'-ch of the

Cambridge school is more or less a new brand of the quantity theory. This

Cambridge approach clearly confirms the conclusion from Fisher's model

through the use of a very sound framework of the theory of demand for money.

(ii) CAMBRIDGE MODEL OF DEMAND FOR MONEY

The Cambridge approach, like Fisherian approach, emphasises the transaction

purpose of holding money. However, there is a great difference between the

two approaches. For while Fisher's theory relates to the determination of

amount of money that is needed for transaction business, the Cambridge version

focuses on what determines the amount of money that an individual would want

to hold, given the desired volume of transactions. Put another way, tne

Cambridge economists emphasise on 'whet to hold' as different from 'have to hold'

emphasised by fisher.

In Cambridge version, the demand for money is seen to be a function of

volume of desired transactions and the opportunity cost of holding cash
1. See A.H.Hansen, (1953) A Guide to Keyn^.g (New York. Mkerew-HiiT^,
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balance. Implicit in the Cambridge version is the recognition of such

factors as total wealth, interest rates and futu'e expf ctetions as being
1

very important in the demand for money balance. However, Pigou, (1949) and 

others have suggested that all those factors could be assumed to hold in

stable proportion with one another in the short-run. Put formally, the
1

Cambridge approach takes the following form:

= KPÏ (3.8)
: M** = M® (3.9 )

Combining the tŵ o equations yields the following:

M® = KPÏ = (3.10)

Hence M® | = HÏ = M®V (3.11)

where 'V* is the income velocity as different from in the earlier model

which implies the number of times a unit of money turnsover or the ratio of

circulation relative to the rate of production. Another difference between

Cambridge version and the earlier theory is the recognition of interest

rate variable by the later in the determination of demand for money.

Although one major weakness of the Cambridge version lies in the fact

that the model fails to provide any clear answer on wny money is held, however,

it is important to recognize that the Cambridge economists have laid a

solid foundation on which other economists after them later developed.

(iii) -KEYNES' THREE MOTIVES FOR HOLDING MONEY AND KEYNESIANS DEMAND P̂ OR MONEY

Keynes* v’ork was largely an improvement of Cambridge theoretical

framework. Although after 1936, he broke away from Cambridge tradition

and established his ovm idea, yet it is quite difficult to draw a line

of distinction between his work and that of Cambridge tradition. Many

economists still believr that the treatise on money completely belongs to

Cambridge tradition.

While Fisher and Cambridge economists considered the medium of exchange

aspect of money implicitly or explicitly linking the demand for money 
T !  See the book by A.C. Pigou (1949), ‘Bnployment and Equilibrium' 2nd ed., 

Macml 11 an. T.qpdop̂ , '• - '
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balance to the volume of transaction? in a given period of time, Keynes's 

analysis considers transactions as one of the three motives for holding money.

Keynes also recognized the influence of interest rate on demand for cash 

balance for transaction purpose. He argued that there is a tradeoff between 

the demand fô " transaction purpose end the prospect of holding other income 

yielding assets leading to the earning of interest income. However, 

to Keynes, this interest rate variable has a strong association with the 

second motive of holding money which is the 'speculative'. The other motive 

is ttiat Keynes termed 'precautionary'. Thus in Keynes' paradigm, the 

demand for money depends on three motives as follows:

(a) Transaction demand
(b) Precautionary demand

and (c) Speculative or Asset demrnd.

Since the introduction of the General Theory, two major developments

within thf Keynesian tradition have occurred. These developments were

actually designed to b/se demand for money on microeconomic behaviour at

the individual level. The first can be viewed as a challenge to the separation

of the two demrnd for money into income-related and interest-related components,
1 2

as can be seen in the work of Baumol (195?), and that of Tobin (1956).

The introduction of risk element into the individual decision-making process 

represents the second major development on the Keynesian theory of demand for
3

money. Markowitz (1952, 1959), as a matter of fact initiated the idea of 

risk into the demand for money, however, the work of Tobin(l958) puts this 

in good theoretical perspective in accordance with the foundations already 

outlined by hicks as long ago as 1935.

Many Keynesian economists now believe that the precautionary demand for money
4

in Keynes' paradigm actually originated from the work of Edgeworth(1885).
.5.

The Keynesian economists like Patinkin (19&5), Whalen(1966) and Orr (1970)

have done a great job to improve upon Keynes' work on precautionary demand for money.
1. For brilliant discussion on demand for money in terms of microeconomic behaviour, 

see W. Baumol, (1952) "The transactions demand for cash - an inventory 
theoretic approach", in Quarterly Journal of Econ. Vol. 66 pp. 545-566.

2. See two articles by J. Tobin 1195b and 1959J T5T Also see J.R. Hicks (1955).
4. See F.Y. Edgeworth (1885) "The Mathematical Theory of Banking", Journal of thm

Roj âl Statistical Society, Vol 51, 1888. 5. See the work of other Keynesians 
like D. Patinkin (1965), E.L. khalen (1966), and D. Orr (1970)
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It is quite obvious th't both precautionary and transaction demand for 

money imply a choice decision between capital-safe assets and money on one hand 

and between narrowly defined money and a variety of deposits accounts with 

financial institutions on the other hand. Thus the two motives can largely

explain the demand for money narrowly defined. The portfolio analysis of
1

denand for money developed by Tobin (1958) brings into focus the choice 

between the capital-safe assets and capital-uncertain assets such as bonds.

This portfolio analysis or demand for money is very interesting and needs 

a deeper examination since it relates very much to the financial institutions 

which is the focus of this study.

(iv) THE THEORY OF PORTFOLIO SELECTION

The theory of portfolio selection developed by Tobin (1958) is designed 

to correct some of the weaknesses inherent in Keynes* analysis of demand for 

money. For instance, Keynes was of the view that the speculative demand 

increases as the proportion of investors in the money-holding category rises 

and also as the bond holder group falls. In essence, therefore, Tobin's model 

is intended to predict that the proportion of each individual assets held 

as money may vary vdth the rate of interest. Keynes.' liquidity preference 

is rooted on expectations with respect to future interest rate as opposed to 

Tobin's analysis which emphasises element of uncertainty associated with future 

interest rates, which might lead to wealth holders sustaining loss instead of 

capital gain.

In general, Tobin seems to have adopted this theory to analyse the asset 

demand for money. Tobin seems to address himself to one question: "Given

a fixed amount of wealth and a group of different assets with associated 

different yields and risks, which choice of assets from these will maximize 

expected yields frcxn a given basket of asset wealth?"

Thus in Tobin's paradigm, money is just one in the whole spectrum of asset

wealth and hence asset demand for money is treated as a problem of choice. It is
1. See J. Tobin (1958) "Liquidity Preference as Behaviour towards Risk", in the

Review of Economic Studies, vol. 25. February.
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8 problem of how pn economic unit or wealth holder can make a choice from the 

portfolio of assets which maximizes the r"te of return on the entire portfolio. 

Risk is an unavoidable element in the portfolio selection since without it, 

the tendency is for a wealth-holder to hold all his wealth only in the highest- 

yielding assets. ' In theory, an individual economic unit who likes or is 

indifferent to risk may hold all his wealth in a single highest-yielring assets. 

In practice, howsv«r, this is not always the case. Many an individual tends to 

diversify his asset portfolios because he is a risk averter. Because of the 

unavoidable risk associated with choice of assets to hold, a wealth-bolder 

needs to make his decision in accordance with rational calculation.

The decision to select from different types of securities is largely 

affected by interest rates associated with individual securities. The 

interest rates make it possible for a wealth-bolder to estimate what Tobin 

terms ’certainty equivalent ’ of each of the securities. Thus a wealthholder 

considers ■'•*hat amount he is prepared to exchange his clnim of uncertain value 

for a claim of certain values which may be cash. A ouestion about what an 

investor or a wealth-noider is prepared to pay for certain

value, will indicate how much an investor is willing to invest in any particular 

type of security. With the application of marginal utility theory, it is 

easy to know how much an adaitional Naira (Nigerian currency) invested in 

say government treasury will yield an additional marginal utility with 

respect to the entire werlth portfolio. An optimum or efficient diversification 

is one in which the marginal utility deriv'd from each last Naira of security 

is equal. The proportion in which income-yielding wealth assets and money 

are held will determine the total rate of return, with the return being highest 

if all wealth is in income-yielding assets and the loss greatest if all is in 

money, although much less will be the risk. Between the two extremes, there 

are always infinite combinations of yield and risk according to the proportional 

division of portfolio among assets and money.
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An optimum portfolio is manifested through diversification among several 

securities ’̂hen the marginal advantage from each security is equal,

Tobin made use of marginality theory in his analysis of portfolio choice 

selection but with great modifications. For example, in place of the law of 

diminishing marginal return, he imposed the assumption of risk aversion. This 

idea of risk aversion can be easily understood with the aid of a diagram 

below:
Mg. (3.1)

PORfOLlO SELECTION WITH MONEY >KD OTHER ASSET

R

Securities

M
Porticm of sYock of 
wealth held as money.

A btal Stock of Wealth B.

The line RR' in the above represents investor’s risk aversion.

For each Naira worth of security, therefore, there is less utility since 

it increases the total amount of a possible capital gain or loss associrted 

with a given portfolio. An investor will increase his purchases of the 

securitites until the marginal utility derived from the security just eouals 

that derived from money at point R'. Thus his ootimum portfolio which 

will maximize his expected utility will consist oi MR* in securities and 

M*R' in money. Should an investor continue to increase his subjective
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evaluation of the risk associated with security, the slope RR’ in the 

diagram below will become steeper end increasingly less utility is derived from 

one Naira worth of security. Point R will remain unchanged since it is 

associated only with the rate of return on security for there is no risk 

associated with holding zero amount of securities.

In the diagram 3.I the horizontal line Ab measures the amount of capital 

to be invested while the vertical axis AR measures the amount of marginal 

utility brought about by the last Naira 01 investment on a particular asset.

The marginal utility of money is assumed to be constant since it is not subject 

to risk as depicted by KM’ in fig. (3.^). î^ney is shown to have positive 

utility because money is the most liquid of ell assets.

In Fig.(3.2 ) below is shovm the proportional shares of three types of 

asset categories in the portfolio of assets. From right to left is measured 

the new security holding while the amount of old security is measured from 

left to right. The implicit assumption underlying this diagram is that 

the yield on each of the two types of securities are independent of one another.

Figure (3.2)
PORTFOLIO SELECTION WITH MONEY AND T/O OTHER TYPES OF

SECURITY

•ri
&

M M'

Stock of Wealth
Again an investor vi.ll increase his holdings of both types of securities 

until the marginal utility of money is equal to each other. Thus from the
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above, the hypothetical investor holds MR' in Treasury bills and B'M' 

in form of shares while holding RB' in form of money. If RR' and B'B 

have intersected above MM', no money could have been held as part of 

wealth portfolio.

If an economy is experiencing inflation, an investor may select his

asset portfolio by either holding less money in favour of more security

holdings to take advantage of upward shift in the yield of securities

associated with inflation or by treating money like any other securities

if the price situation is uncertain. This would involve a downward sloping

curve for money indicating not only a negative return but also an uncertain

rate of return. Should price uncertainty persist, the investor might be

forced to seek for a new asset to perform the functions of money asset,

for example, foreign currency as in many of the less developed countries where

rate of inflation is still high.

In general, an investor with a desire to maximize his rate of return

on his wealth portfolio will hold some amount of money in his portfolio as

well as other assets in accordance vdth the rate of interest on each

type of asset and the amount of risk associated vdth their holdings.

Tobin's approach, as can been seen from the foregoing, is a clear

generalisation of the treatment of money as one among a wide range of assets

that represent alternative formr of holding wealth. Thus the demand for money

is considered as one decision in the formation of an optimal porfolio

selection, the choice of which is being determined by a trade-off between the

rate of return and licuidity service or convenience. This kind of approach
1

also manifests itself in lYiedman'r "RESTATEMENT" in 195^. Omitting human
2 . ^

capital, Brainard and Tobin(l9o8) also adopted this approach in their 

analysis of demand for other assets.

Like Keynes' demand for speculative balances, portfolio approach has not

escaped criticism. Some economists have argued thrt portfolio approach
1. See M. Friedman (1956)
2. See J. Tobin end W.C. Brainard (19&8), "Pitfalls in Financial Model Building," 

American Economic Review. Papers end Proceedings, Vol. LIII, No. 2 (May).
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merely- attempts' to explain how an investor makes^ a cnoice between assets 

whose yields are certain and those whose yields are not without necessarily 

offering explanation on the choice between money and bonds. This type of 

criticism can only be justified under the narrow definition of money and can 

be very misleading under the broad definition of money which includes bank 

deposits bearing a competitive rate of interest. Moreover, in so far as 

depositors can transfer money from deposit accounts to current accounts without 

incurring any cost, it is reasonable to expect depositors to hold money in their 

current accounts only at the level which satisfies their transaction's

and precautionary needs. In this case, one mignt expect porfolio demrnd to aoply

only to the choice between deposits on which interest is paid (and in fact 

all bank deposits are now attracting interest) and bonds or treasury bills.

The definition of money gets broader and broader as the financial system of a

country becomes more and more conplex ewing to sophistication in new technology.

While the portolio approach introduced by Tobin might be considered '■s 

representing a narrow aporoach to demand for money, Friedman's formulation of the 

quantity theory can be interpreted as a simule generalization of a portfolio 

approach to include the total demand for money with broad definition.

(V) THF VJFALTH THEORY OF DEMAND tOR MONEY

The Keynesian approach to the theory of demand for money is an 

outgro^-dh of develooment of the earlier theory developed by the Cambridge 

economists. Keynes extended the Cambridge analysis by examining the other 

motives behind the holding of cash balances by people.

Like Keynesian approach, the modern ouantity theory also took off from 

where the Cambridge economists stopped. To these economists, the demand 

for money is the same as the demand for any other commodities rendering 

services. To Milton iriendman, the chief exponent of this approach, money 

is 'durable'consumer goods held for the services it renders and yielding a 

flow of services proportional to the stock. Some economists have also argued
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that the vealth theory of demand for money developed by Friedman is largely
1

an extension of Keynes' theory. For in Friedman's analysis, people demand for money 

in the same way as they demand for any other assets, financial or physical.

Thus assets are given very broad definition in this theory just as the 

definition of expenditures.

Friedman(1956) enumerated five broad ways of holding wealth, namely 

money, bonds, enuities, physical goods and human wealth each with its own 

distinctive characteristics and each yielding some returns either in money 

or in kind. The convenience offered by money tc its holder is a 

a service yield since it makes the holder to avoid trouble and even costs 

of not having money for immediate use.

being regarded as one of the durable goods, the general principle of 

'Diminishing R^te of Substitution' is applicable to money. Thus the more 

money one holds the less valuable the money becomes to one relative to other 

assets rendered. An economic constraint is imposed on any individual by 

the limitation of his wealth. Thus an individual can hold wealth assets only 

to the extent of his financial resources.

The concept of wealth in modern economics generally includes all assets

such as bonds, stocks, shares, acuities, land, buildings, etc. which can be

traded and yield income. For the sake 01 analysis income from labour is 

elso amenable to trade in future income frcxn labour. This is the rationale 

for including human wealth in the concept of economic wealth by Friedman.

Thus income from human wealth is regarded as a return on a particular type of 

wealth just like interest on bonds or dividend on enuity or rent on building. 

However, inspite of the analytical similarity between human and non-human wealth 

there are empirical differences between the two. For example, while there is 

B great scope for trading among assets included in non-human wealth such scope is 

limited in human wealth. Of course, an individual may sell some of his non

human wealth and invest on education or skill formation and equally too, it is
1. See A. Leij#hkufvud, (I9 68) ''On Keynesian Economics and the Economics of Keynes'

New York: rhrfo-rd Unive^el^v Pv o c o ,
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possible that sn individual may avoid spending on his education and invest it 

on accumulation of non-human wealth. Thus there is a possiblity of substitution 

between non-human and human wealth. Although the inclusion of human wealth in 

the concept of wealth by I'fiedman might be justified in the light of the 

substantial portion of increase in GNP to human investment in any country, but 

the limited marketability of human wealth poses a problem of substitutability 

among assets within the portfolio of asset wealth. If the human component 

in the total wealth is higher, its limited marketability can be compensated for 

by greater demand for holding money.

In Friedman's analysis, wealth inplies the present value of the 

discounted flow of permanent income on the ground that it is a maintainable 

income. Put formally, this can be stated as follows:

 ̂= ̂  ( 3 . 4 )

where W = wealth

YP = permanent income 

and V = velocity.

However, while Friedman prefers the use of permanent income - which is the 

v’eighted average of current and past values of income- as an indicator, some 

other investigators have concentrated on non-human wealth, v.

Like Cambridge tradition, Friedman also considers the cost involved in hold

ing money. The opport'^nity cost of holding money is the income foregone 

by not holding other ass'ts such as bonds, eouity, durable goods and also 

human wealth. Following the principle of Diminishing Marginal Rate of 

Substitution, he asserts that if the return on other assets increases, the 

demand for money would decline. Hence the rate of return on various assets 

are relevant for determining the demand for money.

The price level stability or otherwise determines the rate of return 

on money. If price level changes, the real value of money holding would fall 

in proportion to a change in price level. Thus a rise in price level causes
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e negative return on money balance and a fall makes it positive. Friedman, 

therefore, includes in his analysis the expected rate of price change which 

may also be taken as the exoected change in return for money. The higher the 

rate of expected return on money, the greater is the demand for holding money 

or crsh balance and the lesser the return, the lower the demand for it.

The services th"t money renders create a demand for it and these services 

are measured in terms or constant purchasing pov̂ er. Price changes determine the 

amount oi nominal money balance. The demand for money crn be expressed as 

follows to incorporate =11 the variables discussed so far:

Md = f(w, r - 1_ dr , 1 ̂   ̂ h)P (5.5)
r dt P dt

1 dr is the percentage chrnge in interest rate used to measure the exoected 
r dt
percentage change in capital gain or loss as a conseouence of holding other

assets, 

where :

Md = demand for money balance 

w = wealth

h = ratio of human wealth

r = rate of interest 

p = price level.

In this model, the appropriate construct on money holdings has become

expected rate of returns on wealth, iriedman’s model shows that the demand

for money and hence velocity of money in contrast to other forms of wealth

is in equilibrium in the long run.

(VI) KEYNESIANS AND QUANTITY THEORIES COMPARED

Friedman's model was presented as an alternative to the Keynesians'
1

approach to the demand for money. However, Patinkin amongst others has 

argued convincingly that: "What Friedman has actually presented is an 

elegant exposition of the modern portfolio approach to the demand for 

money w h i c h ........  can only be seen as a continuation of the Keynesian

1. 'See Patinkin, D. (1969) "The Chicago Tradition, the Quantity Theory, and 
Friedman", in the Journal of Money. Credit and Banking, Vol. 1.
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theory of liouidity preference" (Patinkin 19&9 p.47). Friedman himself 

once declared that thr reformulation of his theory was "much influenced 

by the Keynesian licuidity analysis."

In spite of the similarity between the two approaches, there are some 

fundamental differences between them. For example, the quantity theory lays 

emphasis on wealth as opposed to current income and omits any unstable 

element such as imnlied in the speculative demand for money. Another 

fundamental difference is that the ouantity theory gives much weight to 

the price level variable as well as the exoected inflation which is regarded 

as the cost of holding money. Moreover, to the Keynesian, a great weight 

is attached to interest rate variable since it has been shown that this 

variable highly effects demand for money. In contrast, the quantity theorists 

do not consider interest rate to be special in the demand for money theory 

since they do not expect to find that the interest elasticity of demand for 

money is high.

The issue of the proper definition of money is still largely debatable.

On the question whether the money is directly substitutable, the cuantity 

theorists hold that money is possessing a nroperty of a direct substitute 

over a wide range of assets and hence has greet implications for monetary 

policy. It is now generally recognized that each particular theory 

carries with it the implication for interest-elasticity of demand for money 

and interest-elasticity of investment.

The quantity theory deals with the long run analysis of price level 

while the Keynesians deal with a short-run model which emphasises the 

importance of interest rates as being very important variable in the 

demand for money theory. The quantity theorists have advanced six basic 

propositions and the first and most basic of these is their strong belief 

in quantity theory. The second relates to an hypothesis on the way in which 

changes in the quantity of money stock affect the national income, generally

1. See D. Patinkin, (1969), "The Chicago Tradition, the Quantity Theory, and 
Friedman", Journal of Money, Credit and Banking, Vol. 1 No. 1
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referred to as transmission mechanism. Prominent among the monetarists

V' 2
on this issue ere l-Yiedman (19&9) and Brunner and Meltser( 196)) \Aio have tried to

explain this transmission process in their models. Also interesting is the
5

work of Laidler (1978) who provided en excellent survey on the issue of 

transmission mechanism on the part of the quantity theorists. The third 

proposition involves their belief in the stability of the private sector 

of the economy. It is argued that ill-considered policies of government 

tend to destabilize the economy. Thus in the absence of government's 

.bad policies, there would still be some fluctuations in income but with 

tolerable levels of unemployment and of course^little inflation. In contrast, 

Keynesians, by and large, hold the belief in inherent instability of the private 

economy and hence emphasize the need for fiscal policies rather than monetary 

policies to stabilize it. The fourth proposition is rather subtle and it 

relates to research technique. The quantity theorists assert that in determining 

nominal income, one should concentrate only on the factors changing aggregate 

demand like quantity of money, while ignoring the allocation of this demand 

among the component sectors of the economy. To the Keynesians, however, 

the incentives to spend in these component sectors of the economy determine 

the aggregate demand. Hence they determine aggregate demand by combining 

the demands of various sectors of the economy. To be sure, both the monetarists 

and the Keynesians agree that '•hen the stock of money increases, nominal 

income does rise. However, there is still no agreement on how this increase 

is brought about. For example, the quantity theorists believe that this 

occurs because the public increases its expenditures in order to bring 

its real money holdings back to equilibrium level. They, therefore, argue 

that in determining what will happen to nominal income, one should concentrate 

on the aggregate expenditure rather than asking the types of exoenditures 

since if some types of expenditures, for instance the purchase of capital 

goods, do not increase, others will increase even more to compensate for this.

The Keynesians, however, believe that since a rise in the money stock has

8 negative impact on interest rates, it is necessary to examine how expenditures
1. See M. Friedman,'(1969), Optimum Quantity of Money , Chicago: Aldine.
2. See Brunner and Meltzer, ) %  See also Laidier (1978;.
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# negative inpact on interest rates, it is necessary to examine how 

expenditures in various sectors such as in residential construction, 

react to this fall in interest rates.

This issue clearly brings out anotner point of difference between the 

tvo schools of thought. Thus while the Keynesians prefer large-scale 

econometric models that describe various sectors of the econosy in detail,

the monetarists favour the use of smaller but highly aggregated models
1

like St. Louis model developed by Andersen and Jordan(l96d).

Another bone of contention between the Keynesians and the monetarists 

relates to the behaviour of price level. Contrary to .the Ke^mesisns, thr monetarists 

believe in tna fieribilit;, of osiers both up̂ -ard and downward.

An hypothetical example will drive this point home. Supoose there is 

a rise in price of oil by say 20 per cent, the Keynesians would say that 

if oil is considered directly or indirectly as a raw material representing 

about say, 10 per cent of QNP, it follows that the 20 per cent rise in 

oil prices wowld result in,two per cent overall rise in price level. To 

the monetarists, there is a general belief th^t if the stock of money is held 

constant, much of the rise in the price of oil and oil products will be 

removed through the declines in other prices assuming there is no inflation.

If there is inflation, however, this rise in oil price will be removed by 

a decline in the rate th^t other prices are rising. A 2 per cent rise in 

price level, according to monetarists, will lead to an increase in the 

demand for nominal money in excess of money supply and this will result in 

the fall in aggregate demand and hence a further decline in prices.
Perhaps of great importance is the stability issue on which there is 

still no agreement bet een Keynesians and monetarists. This relates to

the stability oi private sector without the help of government stabilization
2

policies in a situation of high unemployment level and high inflations.

The strong belief in instability of the private sector has led the Keynesians

to develop an approach as a response. The capitalist economies witnessed
1# See L.C. Anderson and J.L. Jordan, (1968)7 Ch "Ihe Monetary and Fircal Actions: 

A Test of their Relative Importance in Economic Stabilization" in the Federal 
Reserve Bank of St. Louis Monthly Review. Vol. 50, No. 11 ' November.

2. Also see C.R. Farrett and A.A. Wallers (1^ 6 )
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a preat deal of disruptions caused by pmics, recessions and depressions

for nearly two hundred years before the World War II. The Great Depression

01 1950s represents the last straw and this stimulated economists to examine

the cause or causes. To the monetarists, the sharp declines in the growth

rate of the money stock coupled with the innerent fault in the capitalist

system represent the main cause of the depression rather than poor monetary

arrangements. The governments in all the economically advanced market economies

became engulfed with formulation of policies aimed at preventing or limiting

the uneven movements of oroduction and employment which had resulted in great

waste and suffering in the past. To rationlize the government interventionist

policies in the economy, the Keynesian developed the income-expenditure

model as a paradigm for the analysis of any alternative stabilization policies.

Thus to the Keynesians, the instability in the private sector economy is

attributable to the variations in the investment opportunities as a result of

new techniques and n«̂ w products. This variations became aggravated by the

speculation in the security markets.

All economists now agree that the basic issue underlying the debate between

the monetarists and the Keynesians revolves around thelength of the horizon

of one’s analysis as well as the speed with which the economy adapts. For

example, the Keynesians accept many of the arguments advanced by monetarists

as correct in the long run, but certainly not in the shorter run necessary
1

for the effectiveness of economic policy. Keynes' famous statement, "in the

long run we are all dead," is a direct response to the quantity theory.

(VII) SOME CRITICISMS OF QUANTITY THEORY

Some Keynesian economists have levied some criticisms against tne quantity

tneory. Although many studies have shown that the demand for money bears a

staDle relationship to its determinants, but only few of them are in agreement
2

with Friedman that interest rates are unimportant. Laid1er(1966) argues that

there are•convincing body of evidence to support the claim tnat the demand for

money is stable and negatively related to the interest rate. Also m^ny studies 
TT See M. Keynes, (19?4), A Tract on Monetary Reform, (London: Macmi11 an p.80).
2. Also see D. Leidler (1966), "The Rate of Interest and the Demand for Money - Some 

Emriricsl Evidence". Journal of Political Economy (December).
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have sho>’n thet the money sunply is partly endogenously determined. For
r

example, Teig^nC1964) finds th^t money supply is affected positively by

interest rate changes. It is argued that in a situation of bright investment

prospects when the demand for finance increases, the bank may expand the

money supply. However, in such a situation of high demand for finance,

the monetary authorities may intervene perhaps for debt-management reasons

to make sure that the rise in demand do not lead to a sharp rise in interest rates,
4

Thus, the demand for, and supply of, money may not be strictly independent. It

is, therefore, argued that Friedman's claim that a discrepancy occurs betweeen

demand and supply of money because of changes in ncxriinal income is erroneous.

Some critics have argued that Friedman's introauction of tne permanent

income hypothesis into monetary analysis is an attempt to explain that the

apparent large money multiplier may be superflous. The superfluity of the

multiplier may be due to spurious correlation between money and nominal income.

It is further argued that the claim that in the long run the velocity is

stable and in the short^run exhibits pro-cyclical movement can oe explained

in terms of endogenous money supply determinants only and not by permanent inccMne.

For example, in the long run, a stable velocity ratio between money income

end money stock will manifest itself if the monetary authorities continually

adjust the money stock in response to prior changes in money income. Since

money income rises first during an expansion, in the short run, the interest

rates are increased resulting in an increase in velocity ratio as demand

for money falls, while the money supply increases only after some lag.

It has also been argued that the monetarists show their evidence on timing

so as to avoid the endogenous interpretation of monetary time-series data.
2

This is clearly evidenced in the work of Tobin(l96l) where he claimed that

in addition to being inconclusive, the timing evidence only points to

some inconsistencies in the Monetarist approach. Tobin examined the

timing implications of an economic model in which the money supply was

treated as endogenous and fcund that it implied cyclical timing patterns 
fl See R. Teigen, (1964) on "Demand and Supply Functions for Money in the U.S.", 

Econometrics, Vol 5? (October)
?, Also See J. Tobin, (196I) "Money, Capital and Other Stores of Value", American 

Economic Raview (May)
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between income money and money like those found by Friedman and Schwartz (I9 63}. 

Tobin, therefore, concluded that timing evidence alone cannot support the 

monetarist theory.

So far for the criticisms. One c«n only conclude that as empirical 

evidence is emerging from empirical investigations of demand for and supply of 

money, the apparent gap between the monetarists and the Keynesians will soon 

be closed.

A. THE f i n a n c i a l INSTITUTIONS: THEIR NATURE, TYRES AND GROWTH

The operations of the financial institutions, which are often referred

to as financial intermediaries by some economists, take place in the financial

markets. A financial institution is often defined as an enterprise which

operates like Dusiness enterprise, but whose products are in the form of

financial assets and liabilities. Rut in another way, a financial institution

can be defined as an enterprise whose assets and liabilities consist almost
2

exclusively of financial instruments. According to Pierce and Shaw, the 

primary function of the financial institution is to purchase primary securities 

from the ultimate borrowers, while at the same time, collect deposits from 

the ultimate lenders.

The financial institutions, in general, ovres their existence to the 

borrowers and lenders whose various requirements are often incompatible.

(i) hORROlERS AIJD LENDERS

The borrowers are the deficit units who wish to borrow principally 

to finance their various planned expenditures, investment or otherwise. They 

are interested to borro'» a relatively large amount of money for a reasonably long

period at a very low rate of interest.
H  See M. Friedman and A.J. Scb artz (19&5), - A Monetary History of the United 

States Prii^ce+ qn TTni ver ^Fw
2. D.G. Pierce anc D.F. Shâ - 0979), -Monetary Economics: Theories, Evidence 

and Policy'. But+orworth^ Tnndpn
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The lenders are the surplus units who might have got their 

money through past savings. People and institutions often save in order to provide 

for their future needs. They may wish to ensure a regular flow of income for 

themselves as well as their dependants in the future. This desire, therefore, 

motivates them to accumulate savings in the present and take up insurance policy. Thes* 

savers are the lenders who often lend in order to take advantage of profitable 

opportunities. Since a borrower may also turn to be a lender, the distinction 

between the tvo economic units should not be taken to suggest that they 

are separate groups in real life. An economic unit who might be an individual 

may borrow largf sum of money, insure his life and property and also lend money 

to bank or other financial institutions. Thus all these various activities will 

put him in contact with many financial institutions to satisfy his various needs 

and recuirements.

(ii) WHY DO FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS EXIST IN THE ECONOMY?

It is obvious that no single transaction is likely to achieve 

all the objectives of borrowers and lenders without the existence of financial 

institutions. Thus financial institutions exist in order to reconcile the 

conflicting desires of borrowers and lenders and make them compatible. Therefore, 

the existence of financial institutions is justified by the type of functions 

they perform in the economy.
I

The most fundamental of these functions is the collection of small savings 

01 the surplus units and the lending of these in larger packages to the 

borrowers. In some cases, large loans are obtained by financial institutions 

such as commercial-bank^ only to be broken down into smaller parcels to make 

them more acceptable to the savers who want to borrow.

In general, every financial institution makes at least two markets, 

one for the suppliers of its funds and the other for its borrowers. With 

each economic contract in both markets is associated a peculiar characteristic
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which only implies that no two institutions can have the same form of

financial instruments. The financial institutions issue short-term

liquid financial claims to lenders while they themselves collect less

liquid claims from borrowers which might be in form of bond, share,

mortgage or any type of collateral securities. Put succinctly, the

financial institutions in the process of their operation, make possible the

substitution of indirect form of securities for direct primary securities
1

in the asset portfolios of savers. For example, commercial banks issue

liabilities to lenders such as demand deposits and time and saving deposits,

payable on demand, while acquiring financial assets thrt have long maturities.

(iii) HOW ARE THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS CLASSIFIED?

The predominance among the sources of funds of liabilities compared

with the networth vnich aopear in the balance sheet 1% as a matter of fact,

one of the basic characteristics of most of the financial institutions.

Most of the financial institutions, therefore, can be regarded as institutions

that depend on borrowing for their funds, which they use for lending. The
2

primary classification of the financial institutions, according to Goldsmith (19&9) 

can be based in terms of the form and sources as well as uses of the funds in 

which they deal.

Fourfold classification is adopted by Goldsmith to distinguish between 

various types of financial institutions. These are, (i) money (currency 

and current accounts)(ii) other short-term claims such as bond or treasury 

bills, (iii) long-term claims and (iv) corporate stock. The distinction 

between long and short terms rests on the time interval between deposits and 

withdrawal or betwern loan and repayment or between issuance or retirement oi a 

bond or note. The terms of claims and liabilities, arising under life insurance 

and pension contracts, are regarded as long-term and so also are mortgages, 

corporate bonds and government securities with an original maturity of over 

five years, bank loans to business and consumer credit fall within the

1. See P. F. anith, (1975) Money and Financial Intermediation Ihe Theory
pnd Structura of Finanri ml Sy^tAmm, P^'ecent^e-Ha'11 ._New Jersev,

2. Also 8CP W.R. Goldsmith, (19&9) "Fin^cial Structure and Development" 
(New Haven), Yale University P^*==.
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category-of short-term claims, since they scarcely remain outstanding for mo^e 

than two or three years. Savings deposits are not easy to classify since 

as statistical data indicate such deposits on the averace remain with the re

ceiving financial institutions for a period of about four years, inspite of the 

fact that depositors have the right to withdraw them at short notice. Demand 

deposits by comparison stay on the averare for only ten verk days in depositor's 

bank account in developed countries and much lower in developing countries.

The financial institutions also exhibit a lot of differences in aspect of

organization. For example, organization in form of business corporation is
1

very standard among the commercial banks, property insurance companies, finance 

and investment companies. In most developed capitalist countries, tois form 

of organization is not common among savings and loan associations, and life 

insurance companies. The other common form Ox organization is called mutual 

organization which is assosicted with the savings banks, savings and loans 

associations, credit unions and life insurance companies. The t^o forms of 

organization reflect the fact that they are run as business enterprises with the 

primary purpose of making profits. While both forms are similar in terms of 

motives, there is one fundamental difference in form of ovmership type. Thus 

while the corporations are controlled by their shareholders, who often appoint the 

management and are entitled to all profits, the mutual organizations h=ve 

no shareholders. The suppliers of funds are the depositors or policy-holders 

who in law elect the management. In practice, however, this management is self 

perpetuating. The profits arising out of the mutual organization's business 

are often returned to the depositors and policy makers or accumulated for an 

indefinite time in the enterprise to constitute networth.

The other form of organization is the one being controlled by eitner 

government or private, and in most developing countries like Nigeria, 

by both government and foreign private nationals. For example, the Nigerian 

Pension fund is essentially a government institution, but scmie commercial

1.‘ "See P. F. Smith, (1970), Fooromics of Financial Institutions and Markets, 
Homewood. Illinois: pi-^-rd r
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banks are both owned by government and some foreign interests. With respect to 

Nigerian Pension FUnd, the funds in this institution, is managed usually in 

accordance with the regulations under which it was established. In general, 

all the funds accumulated are held for the benefit of contributors.

In most countries of the world, the main financial institutions fall 

into the four different forms of classification as already analysed above.

However, the number of financial institutions in any economy depends very 

largely on the level of economic and financial development which is 

responsible for creating the need for any type of financial institution. For 

example, in most develooing countries, many financial institutions are State-owned 

unlike in the developed countries where they are largely private concerns.
1

In United States oi America alone, there are more than 60,000 financial institutions,

the first of which started operation as a fire insurance company in 1752, while

the first bank started in 1781.

In most of the less developed countries like Nigeria, the first taste of

financial institutions was usually a banking type. This brings us to the

otner classifications which relate to whether an institution is a banking tyoe

or non-banking type. More will be discussed about this in the later chapters.

(iv) THF MfIN FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS IN THE ECONOMY

It must be mentioned that the Central Bank in any economy stands as the apex
2

of all financial institutions, but since its role is principally the regulation of

price level in the economy to ensure financial stability, discussion on it

is in chapter 9 which deals with the review of Nigerian monetary policies.

The most important of all the bank-type financial institutions are easily

the commercial banks and they represent the largest financial institution in 

any economy, performing a number of inter-related functions.

On the liability side of the balance sheet, commercial banks represent 

the primary source of money supply. For example, the Money Supply, M^ rose up 

sharply in Britain in the first quarter of 1986 owing to increasing lending
1. See R.W. Goldsmith (1958), Financial Intermediaries in the American Economy since

190Q , Rripcpton Univer^itv ,
2. See J. Ahreiisdorf (1959), "Central Bank Roiicies and Inflation A Case Study of

four less developed Economies, 1949 - 57", Staff Papers. October.
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1

activities of the commercial banks (Channel 4 7 o'clock news, 6/5/86).

The banks open demand deposits for customers and through the creation of credit 

in the form of loans and investments they are able to provide liquidity for 

the economy. In the short-term loanable funds market, banks are the chief 

suppliers to business and consumers. Furthermore they are also large 

purchasers of securities issued by the government in any country. They 

keep custody of their communities' money as well as managing most of their 

monetary transfers. Commercial banks will be fully dealt vdth in chapters 6, 7 end 8, 

Other forms of banking institutions are the merchant banks and 

accepting houses, There are also savings and loans association. Post Office 

Savings Institutions, etc. The merchant banks and accepting houses facilitate 

trade by accepting bills of exchange and marketing securities. In most 

developed countries, these merchant banks and accepting houses have 

developed further by their operations in the international financial markets 

such as euro-dollar market, as veil as operating offices in foreign countries.

These institutions are often referred to as wholesale banks as opposed to the 

retail banking since they take deposits of large amounts which are for 

relatively short periods like three months or more, and lend these out to 

other financial institutions like commercial banks as well as non-banking 

institutions in large sum.
. 2

To many financial economists, the original function of financial 

institution concerns the financial process of transmutation, coming from 

ultimate borrô -̂ ers to ultimate lenders. They do this so as to match 

as closely as possible the needs and desires of the separate surplus and 

deficit units. Thus through the provision of more liquid assets for 

the surplus units to hold, financial institutions like banks or building 

societies are able to attract very small, temporary savings which would

otherwise not be available for investment. They pooler together all forms of
il This was mentioned in the 7 o 'cloek news at Channel 4 on 6/5/86.
2. See N.J. Gibson, "The Significance of Financial Intermediaries for Economic 

Policy 1952 - 1965, 1967 -7U, Institute of Economic Alfairs, 1970,
Hobart paopr No.
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deposits collected from a large number of largely independent sources, and 

lend same out to borrowers on interest. The process of taking deposits 

has given all the deposit taking institutions much more enviable position 

among all the financial institutions in general.

(v) WHY THF COMMERCIAL BANKS ARE UNIQUE AMONG OTHER FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

The commercial banks are the most unicue of all the deposit-taking

financial institutions. It has, therefore, been recognized by most writers th^t
1

commerci'l banks differ from other financial institutions because of

certain exclusive right and advantage which they enjoy. For example. Pierce and

Shaw see the distinction in the indirect securities the banks

issue, i.e. their deposits, which are a means of payment and are, therefore,

money, as opposed to the indirect securities of all other financial institutions

which are not generally acceptable as a means of payment and hence, not money.

It has been strongly argued that most depositors of banks regard their 

deposits PS the basic reservoir of money. Consequently, when these

customers receive payments, the money will be deposited in their bank accounts.

Long years of banking business has made bank to acaept it as a custom

that any payment made out of one bank is very likely to be deposited in other

banks. Thus the loss of cash by one bank is the gain to anotner.

The old debates on tne "uniqueness" of banks were revived by the 

conclusions dravvi on Shaw and Pierce's study of Non-bank financial institutions.

The common argument has always bordered on the unique ability to create credit 

on the part of commercial banks. While a banker can create a bank deposit 

'with a stroke of the pen' as writers commonly say, other institutions 

are only able to lend on "funds" kept with them by their depositors. The 

bankers, on their part, had protested against this notion and argued that 

they too, merely pass on savings. The modern version of this counter

argument is embodied in the 'New View' of the supply of money and
2 3

(first expressed by Sorley and Shaw (19554 and later by Tobin and Brainard (19634).

ls!'shîwXl9557"Hn.ncial Aspects of Econ. Development", . 
in American Economic RpvieiaL. September.

3. See the work of Tobin and Brainard (1965), "Financial Intermediaries and the 
Effectiveness of Monetary Control", American Economic Review. May.
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It is argued that both banks and other financial institutions are finance- 

constrained in th' ir credit-expanding activity by the willingness of their 

customers to hold their liabilities. In other words, the banks are limited 

by the amount of saving entrusted to them. However, the argument has now shifted 

from the ability to create credit with a stroke of the pen to the ability

to expand credit in a multiple of any increase in reserves. Fven then, the

unioueness of Cwnks in terms of the use of their indirect securities as a 

means of payment is still largely uncontestable, as we shall see in chapter 10.

A typical commercial bank in its simplest form consists of a privately

ô Tied institution with authority to accept demand deposits, which shape its 

proiits opportunities and its operating problems. As an institution, it derives 

its funds largely from enuity supplied by stockholder and the fixed value claims 

of depositors. Out of these funds it lends as well as invests at profit.

(vi) THF GENERAL ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL CONSTRAINTS CONFRONTING BANKS AND OTHER
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS.

The commercial banks as veil as any other financial institution are 

confronted with certain constraints in their business operations. These 

constraints pose as a threat to the success of any institutions. The banks in 

particular are faced with the potential liquidity problems which can accompany 

too much and unexpected deposits withdrawals that can lead to potential losses 

on the loans and investments which they made with depositors' funds. Fortunately

however, many of these problems are rather statistical in nature and 

therefore, must be treated in terms of probabilities and frequency distributions.

However, the fact that no bank has a direct control over its demand 

deposits, makes the problem quite real and hence a need for bank to design 

its asset portfolio in a way that gives it the liquidity it needs to meet 

potential deposit vdthdrawals. The problem facing the bank, therefore, is one 

which involves reconciliation of the potential need for liquidity with the profit

ability of the asset portfolio. This is because depositors largely hold transac

tions balances vdth the banks since they expect cheques drawn on their accounts
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to be promptly settled.

The major constraints confronting the financial institutions in general

and the bank in particular are liquidity and sustenance of public confidence.

Many writers have now recognized that bank's liquidity provision which is

a function of act of faith is the foundation upon which public confidence

in the bank is built. In order to ensure liquidity at all times, most

banks distribute their funds among individuals and institutions in the economy

in the form of short-term loans and other marketable securities. Consequently,

at any sign of a threat to its liquidity through large vrithdrawals, bank's

first line of defence is usually the portfolio of short-term marketable securities,

or its secondary reserves. These securities provide liquidity in tvo ways.

(a) The regular turnover of funds provides a stream of cash flows which can

easily be used to cover deposit withdrawals, and (b) the securities can be sold

and the proceeds used to cover deposit losses where necessary.

To maintain the trust in the banking system, commercial banks in most

countries do keep cash reserves as a matter oi prudence. In some countries,

it is a matter of formal legal requirements. For example, in Nigeria, Ghana and

Siera Leone, banks are required by law to keep a certain amount of cash reserve

requirement with the central bank in addition to the stipulated 25 per cent 
1

liquidity ratio. It has been suggested that since maintenance of -trust in tne

banking system is the responsibility of all the economic units, prudential

control over all institutions in the market is necessary in order to ensure
2

the stability which is required at all points in the financial system. This 

is in recognition of the interdependent nature of decisions every economic unit 

which implies that the success oi each individual institution depends very 

largely upon the stability and continuity of the whole system which should be 

associated vdth the stability of each separate institution in the system.

OTHER FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

1. See G.O. Nwankow (I98O), The Nigerian Financial System..Macmillan Rress.
2. See R.T. Coghlan and U. Sykes (I98O), "Managing the Money Supply", iHovds 

. Bank Review. No. 135, January.
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Other financial institutions operating in any economy include life 

insurance companies, stock markets, hire purchase companies, building societies 

as veil as public financial institutions which in less developed countries 

are referred to as specialized institutions. For example, in Nigeria 

there are three of these institutions, namely the agricultural bank, 

the bank for commerce and industry and the Federal mortgage bank, (See Chapter 10).

In general, stock market is usually one of the institutions which developed

in response to the n' eds of modern industrial economy. In Brit''in for instance,

it developed in the early process of industrialization. However, stock

markets are relatively more important in United Kingdom and in Nigeria

than countries like Japan, and Germany. This is because the British Commercial

banks are traditionally in favour of short-term loans, and so also are their

extensions overseas. Stock Exchange markets are the main avenue for long-term

credit in place of banks. In Japan and German, on the other hand, stock

exchange markets are playing secondary role in the provision of long-term

finance for industry, since banks in these two countries have been active

provider of long-term finance to industry almost at the start of their 
1

operation. In general, however, in every market economy, the stock exchange 

market serves as an indispensable provider of market for the sale of secondary 

securities. The Nigerian Stock Exchange will be discussed in chapter 10.

Life insurance companies and pension ftnds are very active in the stock 

exchange market as any investing institution with preference for long-term 

securities. They obtain their funds from contracts entered into with them by the 

insured person. The life company gurantees some minimum return on the money 

and payment in full to the beneficiary of the insured in the event of certain 

eventualities, such as death or to the insured himself in the event of his 

disablement or retirement. Thus it is understandable why the insurance's 

liabilities are usually largely illiquid. In some cases a policy is often

T l See E.A.O. Fhillips, The Capital Market of a Developing Country: Nigeilfi
a Case Study , unpublisned Ph.D. thesis, Repnvavlvqnia State Jlnlveraitv. 1978
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accepted as collateral for a loan from another institution or intermediary.

The common argument among most modern economists is th^t the general 

insurance as distinct from life insurance, provides a service ratner than 

financial intermediation and hence general insurance policies do not constitute 

a financial claim in the same way that life policies do. However, it must be 

countered by the fact that the funds derived from these general insurance 

companies often result in a pool of funds which is available for investment 

in financial assets as will be discussed in chapter ''0 »

It is usual to find only a few items of liquid assets in the balance 

sheet of any insurance company since large proportion of their funds are 

held in the form of highly illiauid assets which have very variable potential 

capital assets but with stable income flows.

In most advanced countries there are private unit trusts and investment
1

trusps whose major objective is to provide investors with the benefits oi expert 

portfolio management as well as a diversified portfolio at a much cheaper cost than 

if the investors were to deal directly with investments markets. The balance 

sheet of these trusts usually show long-term financial claims and liabilities.

The establishment of building societies in most developed countries 

was a response to the urgent desire of people to be ovTier occupiers as a result 

of economic affluence associated with high level of economic development. In 

some countries where the bank’s role in the area of building finance is very 

small,these building societies developed as a form of specialized institution 

created by the state for that purpose^»

In United Kingdom, building societies provide loans to people to build their 

ovTi houses while in U.S.A., the savings and loans associations as well as 

Mutual savings fulfill this ro&. However, in most developing countries 

like Nigeria, it is a state-owned institution. For example. The Federal Mortgage 

■bank in Nigeria and the other various state-ov^ned housing corporations 

serve the housing needs of people. In all cases generally, funds are 

predominantly supplied to the institutions in the form of short-term deposits or

1. K.W. Wilson, (1983), -British Financial Institutions-. Hitman Book Ltd.. london,
2. bee D. Ghosh (1974), The Economics of Building Societies, -- Soxon Hruse.
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predominantly supplied to the institutions in the form of short-term deposits 

or shares which are often more liable to immediate withdrawals. In most 

countries, these institutions are often allowed to enjoy certain tax advantage 

over other financial or industrial organisations since the service they provide 

is rather social in nature. For example, in Britain, interest rate on building 

society ,shares and deposits are paid net of the standard rate of tax, whereas 

the societies are only required to pay tax on these payments at a composite rate 

which is sometimes less than the standard rate of tax.

Many governments regard building societies as non-profit-making organizations 

and hence, are not required to pay dividends over and above the interest paid

on their shares and deposits. By so doing, the authorities have 'given the -
!

building societies competitive advantage over all other institutions.

Furthermore, in Great Britain, borrowers from building societies are

entitled to tax relief on their mortgage interest payments up to a certain limit,
1

thereby reducing the cost of such borrowing.

One distinguishing characteristic of building society is that their 

balance sheet consists of mortgages vbich are largely illiquid form of 

lending and shares as well as deposits that are highly liquid form of borrovâng.

In addition they usually have large proportion of their other investments 

in illiouid forms which is a reflection of their traditional stability as well as 

the excellent security for loans provided by the property, during the inflationary 

period.

The Hire Purchase Company is one of the most recently developed
2

institutions in most industrial countries. In U.S.A. this is often called 

Credit Union. Industrialization in most developed countries has resulted 

in the grov^th of durable goods which are often costly to be paid for at once 

from average individual earning. The products of industrialization resulted in 

availability of a wide range of durable goods like cars, televisions, washing 

machines, radiograms, bicycles and motor-cycles which called for high demand 

for finance by the majority of the population who are employed. Many people
t. See D. .Ghosh (1974) .The Fr̂ nnnmin.g of Wuilding bocieties. Saxon__Houge. 
2; See. A.D. Bain, The Fconomics of the Financial System . Qxfa>r.,î̂  1981.
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do not want to have to save the total cost of the commodity before enjoying

the benefits of its services, rather they prefer to pay for the commodity

while at the same time enjoying the flow of services resulting from its

possession. The hire purchase in principle, is similar to house ovnership.

In this case, however, the credit is given by finance companies.

Another type of specialist lending institution very common in developed

countries are the finance houses which derive most of their funds from deposits

which are not withdrawable on demand. As already mentioned there are also

state-created institutions designed to meet certain needs of the economy

in terms of finance. Invariably, this is often seen by the government as an area

in which the private sector does not perform adequately. In Nigeria for

instance, the Agricultural Credit Bank, and the Bank for Commerce and Industry

are two typical examnles to meet the finance needs of agriculture and industry

respectively. In Great, Britain, such state created institutions include

National Enterprise Board, Finance for Industry Ltd., and since “'976, Equity
.1

Canital for Industry Ltd.

(vii) GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE LIQUIDITY NEEDS OF FINANCIAL.INSTITUTIONS

Uncertainty is very pervasive in all the economies of the world as to

the future prospects of businesses. Thus individual economic unit is not

sure whether his present income will continue in the future to enable

him undertake all his planned purchases. The firms are not sure of the

political problems of most countries of the world which can affect their

profit profile. The prices of oil have been going up and down causing

problems for many oil-exporting countries by making it impossible for them

to fulfill their budgetary objectives. Many nations of the world are in great
2

debt that they still find it very difiicult to service. Thus many financial 

institutions are not always sure ^specifically the likely future trend in the

1. See T. Mayer, J.b. Duesenoerry and R. Alioer, Money, Banking and the Economy', 
WJV. Nqrton_& Como any. Inc. New York. 198I. "

2. oee K.W. Wij-son (1985), British financial Institutions . rltman Book '
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deposit withdrawals because of the uncertainty. The main requirement for 

liquidity of any financial institutions is a function of uncertainty with respect 

to the possibility of withdrawals from the financial institutions in relation 

to the expected flow of new deposits and the predetermined income flow from the 

repayments of capital and interest.

For the commercial banks, it is essential that the means to meet the

likely sudden withdrawals are available so as to maintain the public's
1

confidence in the banking sysuem. Commercial banks remain the most 

unique and at the same time the most vulnerable institutions owing to the nature 

of deposits which they accept but used largely by their depositors as a 

means of payment.

Other variables which can affect the liquidity position of financial

institutions are market conditions and the state of the economy. The cost

01 borrowing at short notice and the credibility of financial institution per

se can influence its liquidity requirement. The credibility of financial

institution gives it the ability to borrcnv . In general all the financial

institutions always strive to maintain adequate liquidity. Many hold a

spectrum of assets ranked by liquidity and yield in accordance with the

type of business they undertake, and this dictates the proportion of the

individual asset security holdings.

(viii ) THE EMERGENCE Of FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS IN THE ECONOMY
2

According to Gurley and Shaw, there must be certain necessary and 

sufficient conoitions which must be present in any economy to give birth to 

financial institutions. These conditions are the presence of deficit spenders 

and the surplus units in the economy. Furthermore the two different kinds of 

economic units must each have relatively conflicting interests which make it 

impossible for them to deal directly with each other. Thus financial institutions 

developed to cater for the conflicting needs of the two types of economic

units in the financial sector of the economy. In so far as these institutions
1. For a lull discussion, see Goldfield/Cnendler (1982; The Economics of money

and nanking. 8th Edtn. H^per^ and Row New York.
2. See. Fierce end Sna’- 0979; *wonetm:*y Economics: Theories. Evidence and Foiicy . 

Buttervrorthe . London. Ronton,
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are able to reconcile the conflicting portfolio requirements of these economic

units in perpetuity, their continued existence is assured.

The economic development of r nation is tied up with the development

Oi financial structure, which is in itself an on-going process, and hence
1

changes as new financial needs end requirements arise. Most economists now 

believe th-t a thorough understanding of economic development process of a 

nation should take account of the development of the financial institutions.

Thus the type of financial institutions existing in any one country is a 

clean reflection of the history of that country and its tradition within 

which they operate. This is why financial institutions may not be identical 

in terms of standard of service or nature from one country to another.

However, it has been argued that in soite of this unidentical institutional 

arrangements throughout the world, the underlying principle still remains the 

same. It is further argued that the development of financial institutions 

anywhere in the world is a direct response to pres ures madr apparent through . 

markets. It follows , therefore, that development of financial institutions and 

markets will continue to play a more important role in facilitating economic 

grovfh than any other financial variables. In chapter 4 will be discussed 

the financial institutions and the economic development.

1. For a brilliant discussion on tnis, see R.W. Goidsmitn (1969) Financial 
Structure and Development, Yaie university Press New Have.
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' CHAPTER IV
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND FCONuMIC DEVELOPMENT

INTRODUCTION: |
j

In the last chapter attempt was made at looking at some of the theories 

of demand for real balances. The importance of financial markets nas been

analysed with the aid of some diagrams end mentions have been made of the
J

financial institutions witn respect to types, nature, and what conditions 

necessitate their existence in any economy. In this chapter, the aim 

is to examine the literature on financial institutions and economic 

development very briefly.

4.2 FINANCE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT:

There have been considerable literature on the importance of financial

institutions in helping to provide the finance need for economic development.
1

As early as ^934, Schumpeter, in his writing on economic development, viewed 

the existence of financial institutions as a necessary condition for the 

capitalist economic development. To him, if an economy is to develop, 

there must be two conditions which are both necessary and sufficient, namely the 

existence of financial institutions and the availability of entrepreneur. Many 

other writers also share the view of bchumpeter at least with respect to the basic
^ 5

principles. Some of these are Goldsmith (1969), Patrick (1966) and Cameron (197O). 

Goldsmith examined the data on 55 developed and developing countries in his 

attempt at finding the difference between financial development and real 

development. To do this, he calculated the financial interrelations ratio ' or

the ratio of financial instruments to the real wealth. In his findings, he
1. See J.A. Schumpeter (1934), Thpnry n.f Wrnnnm-i r  i ipvp1 opmpnt, I nmH Ty

into Profits. Canital . Crpnit. IntprAst^ «nd thP L.yr»_1 Harvard.
2. For further explanation see Patrick (I966), "Financial development and Economic

Growth in Unaerdeveioped Countries", in Economic development and cultural Change 
Vol. XIV (January).

3 . See R. Cameron (l9b?;, en.. Banking in the Earlv Stages of Industrialization;
A Study in comparative Economic History , Q>'iord Universitv Press.
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concluded that financial development is a prerequisite or simultaneously 

goes with real development. In his study, an economy is said to have 

a high financial structure development if there is a high financial inter

relations ratio. The weakness of Coldfield's findings is the fact that 

he played down all otner factors which can facilitate the development of 

financial structure per se. For example, political and cultural factors 

have great influence on the lavels of financial structure development.

However, inspite of this, the high empirical correlation shown between 

financial structure development and real development can be regarded as 

suggestive.

Examining the historical economic development oi scxne developed and 

less developed countries, Cameron and others came out with their postulation 

with respect to the functions of financial institutions in general or in particular, 

the banking system. These functions are (a) intermediation (b) furnishing part 

or all Of the means of payments or money supply, and (c) the provision of 

entrepreneurialtalent and guidance for the economy as a whole. The writers 

also argued that the success of development effort depends largely on the 

way the banks execute their functions and suggested that banks should 

strive to attract more deposits which should be allocated in form of loans 

to those entrepreneurs >diose investment projects have high rate of social 

return.
1

The work of Gurley (1967) was more or less a challenge to the 

Schupetarian view on financial institutions. From his study of the development 

process of socialist and developing countries, Gurley concluded that 

financial system is not a necessary condition for development since 

there are alternatives or substitutes for the role being played by financial 

intermediaries in the development process. He, however, recognized that 

financial institutions might be great contributors to economic development*

See J.G. Gurley (19&7), Financial Structures in Developing Economies,
— jn kdqrsi pnH Mnnpt.fl-ry Problems in Developing btqtes. J'̂’vid K-r1vine .pd. 

( New York p
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I
on the conditions that there is a decentralization of decision-making,

specialization of savings and heavy emphasis on external rather than internal

financing of investments' (p.104) especially in the economy with features of

capitalist economic system. Gurley's conclusion can be applicable to a

particular case rather than general. Miile it can be true for pure capitalist

economy, one wonderp wnether it can be true for developing countries which

are operating hybrid economic system i.e. quasi-capitrlist and quasi-socialist.

The only conclusion to be dra^Ti from Gurley's exposition, however, is thrt

except the developing countries arf operating capitalist economic development

system, Gurley's conclusion is not applicable to them. The view that

financial institutions are necessary for development will continue to hold

strong for the foreseable future in developing countries.

4.3 EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE

The works of those pioneers on the financial institutions and development

have given impetus to many writers and students to address themselves to the

study of the relationship between financial system and institutions as well

as economic development in both developed and developing countries. In particular

many of these empirical efforts were directed at investigating the role of

financial institutions in the development process of a particular economy.

As one would expect, most of these studies have been done in pursuit of

doctorate degree by students from developing countries. Some of these are
1 2 3

Taylor (Sierra Leone - 1973), Islam (Pakistan - 1973), Bourne (Jamaica -1969 )

and Abdi (Eastern Africa - 1977). All these students came out with the

same conclusion that financial system and institutions can make a great

contribution to economic development on conditions that appropriate measures

are taken such as mobilization of domestic resources, removal of obstacles

in the accommodation of loans to agricultural sectors, and improving the

Quality of investment in order to increase the productive capacity of the economy. 
T. See A.B. Taylor (1973) on The role of Financi-1 Institutions in tne Economic 

.-Deveinprnenf. nf Sip.rra Leone (Jnrublis^^ed_Ph,„d Thesis^ Gj^spow Ubiycrfi+v.
2. R. .Islam (1^73;, Monetary Management. Commercial ureoit j x̂pansj-on ana economic

TVvA.opmpnt In Pakistan , Unoubiished Thesis, 'oncost-" "n^.rerH+v.
3. C.E. Bourne (1963), "Commercial Rank.g and IJevelooment in Jamaica. M.Sc.

Dissertation (Unpublished), TTn-ivorajfv^
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There is no doubt that these conclusions are realistic since in most of these 

countries, financial institutions have been assigned a greater rple to play in

the area of provision of development finance. This is because, the other

options or alternatives to financial institutions such as taxation as sugg-sted

by Ourley are either costly to experiment or the government for political ,

reasons is not willing to make use of them. ^

For the developed countries, the work of Griggs (1971 and that of

Greenberg (1975) are very crucial. In their work, they have tried to examine

the roles being played by financial institutions in selected American
2

communities. Greenberg (‘*975) concentrated on the extent to vbich commercial 

banks in Philadelphia execute their traditional and developmental functions.

Griggs’ work was directed at the personnel of those banks selected for his study.

He stuaied how thp“ lending ofiicers are aggressive in lending to small scale 

and new businesses in Texas. The conclusions of botn studies seem to suggest 

that financial system in general and commercial bank in particular have an 

important role to play in development process. Thus in both developed and 

developing countries, financial institutions have been accorded a pre-eminent role. 

Greenberg (1975), however, argued that there are many factors that can influence 

economic activity and one of these is a banking system. He held that optimal 

banking system (which can be defined as one that allocates resources towards 

their most efficient uses) is not a sufficient condition for attracting new 

resources, promoting technological change and full utilization of a region’s 

resources.
One general feature of the recent studies of the role of financial institutions 

in the development process of the economy is that researchers on both developed 

and developing countries have been very critical about the view held on the role 

of financial institutions, as a result of their empirical evidence. Thus it can 

be said that th^ debate on the role of financial institutions in the development

process of a nation will continue for some foreseable future, since the
H. Griggs (1971) aTi&j.l Business Loans Fii.d Thesis. (Unpublished). Texas.

2. C.A.C. GrAArberg (1975), The Role of Commercial Banking ir T?ag1orff1 venroglr 
— DrvrIn]~>iu£Lt - Phij.ndelphie 1945 - 197C Unpublished Ph.d Tnesis, univmrsitv of P^nglwanie.' • .*.
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basic question at the core of the arguments is yet to be answered. The

question relates to causality, i.e. whether it is the financial development

that causes economic development or otherwise. The problem is that the two

processes in real life start almost simultaneously in a very complex, interwoven

and inter-deoendent manner. Thus the problem of identification of the direction

Ox causality, if at all possible to find, becomes even more difficult to solve.

However, the fundamental issue in the debate which is the relationship between

the real and monetary variables still remains generally accepted that both
1

real and monetary variables are related. This view is shared by Porter (I9 66)

4.4 THEORETICAL UNDERPININC OF THE RELATIONSHIP

Most of the growth theorists have shown in their work their long recognition

of the relationship between real amd monetary variables. The most common

and one of the earliest growth models is that of Harrod-Domar model of growth.
2

Some economists have argued that the work of both Harrod (1959, 1948) and Domar

(1946,;. 1947) were more pr. less an extension of Keynes's analysis of the long

period econcxny, Keynes, in his analysis, was basically concerned with the

effects of the level of investment and saving on the stock of capital, Keynes's

silence on the productive potential of the stock of capital is caused by his

concern for the significance oi investment and its overriding influence on effective

demand. However, since in the long run investment expenditure adds to the capital

stock, any analysis of such long run must include this fact. This is why

Domar showed the recognition of this by showing the relationship between the

actual output and effective demand on tne one hand, and the potential output

and the capital stock on the other. Harrod, in his part, considered the

relatiohsip between growth and output growth in the other way round through the

adoption of acceleration principle in which producers' demand for capital goods

is considered to be proportional to output. The work of the two writers have been

very interesting since they arrived at results which showed striking similarities

in some important respects in spite of the fact that they followed different
See R. Porter (I9 6 6;, "The Fromotion of Banking Habit and Economic Development" 
in Journal of Development studies. Vol. 2 No. 4

2. Bee R.F. Harrod (1959), "An Essay in Dynamic Theory", Economic Journal. Vol. 49,
pp. 14-55. Also Harrod's Work on Towards a Dvnprnic E c o n o m i e s London.

3. J.K. Keynes, 1957, "The General Theory of Employment", Journ-I bf
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way. This study is not conerned with the full details of growth theory but 

only to show the relationship between the real and monetary variables. It is 

therefore, imperative to look into Harrod model to consider the relationship. 

Harrod's model commences with identity thus:

\  (4.1)

where = investment in time t 

and = savings in time t.

Harrod‘s proportionate rate of growth is Ü and can be decomposed as follows:
★

^  ^  = ft ft (4.2)

■ t t L L
where K = volume of capital and a star on the variable indicates its derivative 

with respect to time:

Y* = . K* = ^  (4,5)
dt * dt

Y = change in national income.

Equation 4.2 gives the definition of the rate of growth of output or national 

income as depicted by the first identity while the third identity defines 

ex post saving and investment. If the two are cancelled out, s-

It will still show that the second identity is correct. Thus the 

famous Harrodian identity which forms the corner-stone of modern growth theory 

can be written as follows:

= ft "'t
Y ‘‘ -»T- (4.4)

since saving is eoual to investment, then investment function in Harrod model 

can be stated as follows to show the relatiohsip between national income 

and capital or investment:

S ^ = s Y ; 0 ^ s ^ 1  (4.5)
= rY*; r - ^ 0  (4.6)
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The ttarrodian identity (equation 4.4) expresses the grovd^h rate of output as 

the ratio of the proportion of income saved to the incremental capital-output 

ratio, while equations (4 .5 ) end (4 .6 ) are saving function end investment function 

respectively. The Keynesian condition for equilibrium condition in good market 

is stated as: ( 4 ,7 )

Hence n = T* = 6 (4 .8 )
—  r
L

where s represents the average or marginal propensity to save out of income

and r, the desired ration of the proportion of income saved to the incremental

capital-output ratio. What this implies is that assuming an economy is in

equilibrium (of course a closed economy), given a constant and positive rate of

s and r, there will be a unique growth path in which all the three variables

of the system grow constantly at the same rate s or n.
r

Many economists have expressed their criticism against Harrod model on many

grounds. For example, the model has been critized for its simplistic assumption

of fixed co-efficient of production, and the disregard for the role of entrepreneur.

In other words, the model has been criticized for assuming away the influence

of all factors affecting the level of national income other than capital. However,

this study is interested only in the central role of capital in the production

of the national income and the dependent relationship between national income

and capital through invesment mechanism.

4 .5  THE MONETARIST AND THE DIRECTION OF CAUSALITY
1

Goldsmith (1969) is one of the first earlier researchers to conclude that

there is a positive relationship between the monetary and financial sector.

As already noted, the champion of Chicago school, M, Friedman, examined the

direction of causation between monetary sector and real sector of the economy2
and concluded based on his study with Schwartz (196,5), that causation runs from

monetary to the real sector. His examination of the relationship between money
T . See Goldsir.ith (1969). Financial Structure and Development Yale Universitv Press
2. See Frieoman and Schvartz (I9 65), A Monetary History of the U.S.. i867-19bU , 

Princeton University Fred's.
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and the industrial production index for United States data, Friedman (1969)

concluded that there is a high positive relationship between these variables

and this lent credence to his earlier assertion on direction of causation.
1

Sims(197?) tried to find statistical evidence in support of exogenuity of 

money in the money-income reletionship(p,540) by using the US time series 

data and sophisticated regression analysis. Based on his findings, he 

concluded that the hypothesis that causality is unidirectional from money to 

income is in conl’ormity with the post-war US data, while the hypothesis 

that causality is unidirectional from income to money has no support.

There are many opponents of the view that there is a causal link between2
monetary and real sectors. For example, Lcsnbra and Torto(l975) have argued 

that it is quite possible for a situation of'reverse causation' in which 

cyclical and other variations in money income can affect the money stock.

However, Hamburger(1970), had earlier indicated along the line of Sims that 

the evidence of a direct causation from monetary aggregates to money incomes 

w a s  based on the time pattern of the relationship and that changes in money 

stock had resulted in movements in money incomes whereas the reverse was not 

the case.

On this causality debate, two pairs of v’riters have tried to reach a 

concOusion on the direction of causation based on Canadian data working separately.
4

Barth and Bennett, the first pair, concluded that their finding on Canadian 

economy did not find support for Sims' result and conlusion.(1974, p.310).

However, based on the same Canadian data, the second pair, Sharpe and Miller(1974) 

gave support to Sims' quite contrary to the conclusion of the former.
TT See Ü./.. Sims ("^72;, "Money, Income end Causality, " in American Economic

Review, Vol. IV, No. 3 (Fecruary).
2. R.E. Lombra and R.c. Torto . ( 1 9 7 3 "Defensive" Behaviour and the Reverse

Causation Argument,' Southern Economic Journal, vol. 40, No. 1 (July)
3. M.J. Hamburger,- i1970), "Indicators of Monetary Folicy: The Arguments and the

Evidence.", The American Economic Review. Vol. 60 (May), papers- and proceedings.
4 . J.R. Barth end J. Bennet (1974), "The Role of Money in the Canadian Economy -

An Bnpirical Test". Canadian Journal of Economics. May.
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4.6 EATRICK'S VIEV: OK THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN REAL AND FINANCIAL SECTORS:

The two concepts - demand-following and supply-leading - introduced

by Patrick(19 66) clearly illustrate his view on the relationship between

financial and real sectors of the economy. In his analysis, he conceived

01 financial institutions in the wake of economic development as being either

responding to the demands for financial services of the real sector in a

passive manner (demand-following) or responding postively through the provision

of financial services for the real sector in anticipation of demand for them

implying (supply -leading). The demand-following type of financial institutions

is generally associated with Great Britain's economic development history while

Japan and German's'.epitomize the supply-leading financial institutions. In

these economies, financial institutions are involved in industries serving the

role of a banker as well as an entrepreneur. Realizing the fact that

the process of economic development is an on-going phenomenon through different

stages, Patrick suggests that supply-leading can cause innovâtion-type investment 
1

even'before sustained industrial growth gets under way.' According to him,

the supply-leading which gives rise to real growth is soon submerged by

demand-following financial response.
?

The work of Stammer (4968) on the role or financial institutions in the 

process OÎ economic development based on Hong Kong economy gave support to the 

Patrick's demand-foilowing and supply-leading notion of financial development. 

However, he was of the view th^t the role of the existing institutions 

and their willingness to take initiatives and respond positively to the 

demands for new financial services is far more important than the development 

of new financial institutions in response to new economic activities in the 

economy. This is to say that he did not share the view of Patrick that 

as economic activities increase with great sophistication, there would be the

emergence of new financial intermediaries in response. Even then, Stammar's
TT See the work of Patrick (1956; "Financial Development and Economic Gro^'tn in

Underdeveloped Countries" p. 177. in Economic Development and Cultural. Ihange, 
Vol. XIV (January).

2 .  N. Stammar i1yb8). Money and finance in Hong Kong-, unpublished Ph,d Thesis _ 
Australian Na+'onal University.
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analysis vas based on Hong Kong economy and hence might be right for that 

economy. For developing countries like Nigeria, hov^ever, the view of 

Patrick is still very evidenced, at least in Nigeria's case for which this 

study is based. Thus as far as developing countries are concerned, the 

central theme of Patrick's analysis i.e. that there is an important role 

for the financial sector at a certain state of the development process 

which is growth-inducing is still applicable. What is really of importance 

to the developing countries is the allocative efficiency and the encouragement 

of entrepreneurial abilities which the supply-leading financial development 

involved and this aspect is essential for economic growth. It is this 

aspect which is of interest in this study.-:'The financial institutions 

in general and commercial banks in particular are very crucial in the 

development aspiration of Nigeria.

4 .7  The Exponents of Financial Repression and the Structuralist Hypotheses

The analysis 01 the role of financial institutions in the economic

development will not be complete without examining two of the widely discussed

hypotheses of the role of finance in the economic development, namely the

Financial Repression Hypothesis and the structuralist Hypothesis.

The chief proponents of financial repression hypothesis concentrated

basically on the role the financial system and institutions play in the

development aspiration of any nation. In their view, the role is fundamentally

growth-inducing, if of course, tney are not repressed. The champions of
1 2 5

this school of thought such as Cameron (1972), Mckinnon (1973) and Shaw (1973)

lay great emphasis on government legislation and policies on interest rate

as well as legal restrictions on economic activities as the chief sources

of repression. These government legistative policies on interest rate, according

to them, only help to distort the full operation of the market mechanism in

the allocation of prices for financial resources. The consequences
1. R. Cameron, ed . (197? Jj--Ranking ;tnd F.a.nnnmi r I)pvp1 nnment « i.oconnp nr

—HI stnry, Oxford Univers!tv P"oc<s Np v Ynrk.
2. R.I. Mckinnon ( 1973J. Monev and caoiuai in Econnmir TIp v pInnmpnt (Wa^hingf̂ nn

U.C.: The Uy'nnlf Jnstd tnt/ - - j.
3 . bee also E.D. Shaw (1973), financial Deepening in Rconomin. ,

Oxford University PaH-e.
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of these repressions are manifest in tne limited savings and the existence 

of financial dualism. The interest rate ceilings resulted in limited 

savings, loan rate ceilings and the sectoral allocation guide rules resulted 

in limited loan resources. They, therefore, advocate free interplay of market 

forces in developing countries for the efficient mobilization of domestic 

savings and efficient allocation of loan resources.

There is no doubt, that in theory, these advocates of free interplay 

of market forces, sound convincing, but in practice, because of the peculiar 

economic circumstances of different nations, their conclusions cannot be 

generalized, at least to some extent. For one thing, their studies are

based on advanced economies. Thus interpretation of the result may be
I

applicable to tne developed economies but unless with sufficient qualifications,
i

may not be applicable to developing countries with their environmental peculiarities
i»

A lot of differences exists from one economy to the other in terms of volume 

of financial assets and institutions, in terms of technological advancement 

in financial sector, and in terms of interrelations of the different subsectors 

and level of economic activities and operators. It is a gross misconception 

on the part of these advocates to thing that every financial environment 

is perfectly competitive, but this is not so as far as less develooed countries 

are concerned. Their suggestion that re-aligning interest rates alone can 

wipe out financial dualism only shows their ignorance of the background of 

lending business in developing countries.

The traditional moneylenders in developing countries are still very important 

since their operation is very siiiple in that the ultimate borrower does not need 

book knowledge necessary for filling of forms in bank lending, and neither does 

there any need for him to provide colateral security for the loan. This is 

because, the moneylenders are more flexible in their approach since they have 

excellent knowledge of their customers as well as the socio-economic factors
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they possess. The recipe for the removal of financial^ dualism suggested
I

i.e. re-alignment of interest rate might not automatically induce savers

in developing countries to shift to modem financial institutions for saving

and hence not remove the 'financial dualism*. Even if they want to do so, they

might.not because > of the innumerable (so to say) inconveniences and costs

associated with such a change, especially in a vast country like Nigeria

where ah ultimate saver may have to travel more than five miles in some

areas before he can reach a bank office. On the issue of government

legislative policies on financial institutions, there is no responsible government

in the world which will not exercise some element of control on financial

institutions in general and commercial banks in particular if only to ensure

the stability of financial system. One can therefore, argue that there is

some element of control, although in varying degrees from one econoiry to the

other on the use of commercial banks' as well as other financial institutions

loan resources, since credit is so central to economic activities in any

economy and is also potentially and politically sensitive. Hence no government

will like to abandon the allocation of credit and its use to purely price

mechanism without some intervention as economic situation dictates.

This is highly inevitable in most developing countries where markets are

largely imperfect, information grossly inadequate and financial resources highly

insufficient. The only option open to government in most of these countries

is to administer and allocate financial resources through interest rate policies

and issuance of credit guidelines (See Chapters 9 And 10 of this study on this issue
1

The Structuralist hypotnesis is associated with the work of Qerschenkron( 1962). 

In his thesis, he argued that the role as well as the ability of the financial 

institutions in the economic development of a country depends on the structure 

of Its economy at any particular time. Using level of industrialization 

as a measuring rod, he tried to classify all countries with advanced countries 

at the top while the most backward countries were at the bottom. Topping
1. A. Gerschenkron (1962), Economic Backwardnams in Historical Pprsnentlva: 

A Book of Essay , Harvard Univpreitv Presa.
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the list 01 advanced countries is Britain, while Germany and Russia cccupiW 

the midway and the bottom respectively in descending order of degree of 

backwardness. In the light of his historical analysis of the role of 

financial institutions during the period of industrialization in Europe, 

he expressed the view thrt in highly industrial countries, where great reliance 

is placed on internal finance by the entrepreneurs, the role of financial 

institutions can be expected to be minimal. While he cites Britain as an 

example of highly industrialized economy, he argues that Germany which is 

a moderately backward economy, had to rely very heavily on the financial 

institutions since there was limited financial resources available to all 

kinds of business enterprises. For the Russia, Gerschenkron gives the following 

description of the country's economic and financial environment at the intitial 

stage of industrialization;

"The scarcity of capital in Russia was such that no 
banking system could conceivably succeed in attracting 
sufficient funds to finance a large-scale industrialization; 
the standards of honesty in business were so disastrously 
low, the general distrust of the public so great, tnat no
bank could have hoped to attract even such small capital
funds as were available, and no bank could have successfully 
engaged in long-term credit policies in an economy where 
fraudulent bankruptcy had been almost elevated to the rank 
of a general business practice." (p.19-2 0).

What this implies is that Gerschenkron does not see the oossibility of

a financial system playing a prominent role in industrialization process of

sucn country with such unprofitable and unhealtny financial environment

of the description above. There is no doubt that such description can be

applicable to many developing countries of today, and in fact is applicable

to Nigerian economy of 1950s and most part of 1960s.

However, while such description might be applicable to many developing 

countries of today, his implied solution can be regarded as irrelevant for 

two reasons. First and foremost, in most developing countries, the financial 

institutions in general and commercial banks in particular occupy the commanding
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height of the economy, and hence have a substantial stranglehold on the 

financial resources. The second reason is that most of these developing

countries were formerly ruled by their colonial masters to which they still 

have strong ties in terras of the political system they operate in their 

respective countries. Thus, many of these countries have adopted capitalist 

mode of development eitner in pure form or in mixed form (often referred to 

as Mixed Economy). , The governments of these developing economies, therefore, 

have no political will to change overnight to centrally planned economy which 

involves the centralising of economic decision making. Furthermore, the 

generally low levels of income in most of these countries means that it would 

be quite impossible to impose heavy taxation to generate savings instead of 

financial institutions.

In spite of all the issues raised above so far, Gerschenkron's analysis 

has served the useful purpose of putting the role of financial institutions 

in the process of development in clear perspective. He has succeeded in 

identifying the role for financial system at some stage of industrial or 

economic development. While many economists will agree with Gerschenkron 

on the problems entailed in financial intermediation in developing countries 

such as fruadulent bankruptcy, business honesty and general distrust of the 

public, to mention a few, many economists in developing countries find it 

hard to accept the solution he offers, which is the adoption of centralization 

of financial resources mechanism. Instead of adopting Gerschenkron's 

alternative, in many developing countries, it has become a deliberate policy 

of governments to establish and foster financial institutions and markets 

by increasing financial instruments and developing capital market. Through 

this act, they are able to encourage financial institutions to mobilize 

savings and to allocate investment funds efficiently.
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GHAFTER V

TnE GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF CREDIT SYSTEM IN NIGERIA:
THE TRAUITIOwAl CREDIT INSTITUTIONS. & COMMERCIAL

BANKS

INTRODUCTION:
In the last chanter attempt was made at examining the literature on 

the role of finance in econanic development process of an econcxny. In this 

chapter, the development of credit system from the time when the country was an 

agrarian economy before the colonization to the present time when the 

country is in the nrocess of industralization will be examined. Most

writers on Nigerian monetary system often concentrate on the organized

financial system while neglecting the unorganized credit system in spite 

of the important role it had played in the economy before the advent of 

organized credit system. In fact scxne of these unorganized credit institutions 

formed the bedrock of some organized indigenous credit institutions as will 

be shovm later. It is a pity that most books on Nigerian monetary system did not 

recognize the fact that part of the sources of finance for indigenous 

commercial banking business in Nigeria was from the traditional money lenders and 

that most of the cooperative Unions in Nigeria were the outgrowth of the 

traditional Esusu Credit bystem, the relics of which can still be found in 

the remote parts of the country.

This chapter as well as the next chapter is very important, since unlike other

vrriters on Nigerian Monetary System^ attempts are made at examining the

reasons for the failure of most early indigenous banks in Nigeria and also 

to show that the failure rates were largely due to competition being 

perpetuated by the foreign banks with their head offices overseas. That 

only indigenous banks without state backing failed adds weight to this argument 

and suggests that the foreign banks too would have failed as a result of 

competition but for the financial support they got from their head offices 

overseas.

The chapter is divided into four major sections. Section I examines the
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effects that the existence of any type oi credit system will have in a 

closed economy. It also discusses financial institution as any business 

firm with profit maximizing motives. In section II, the unorganized 

credit institutions are discussed while section III concentrates on the 

organized credit institutions, and in section IV the possibility of 

interactions between the unorganized and organized money markets is discussed 

with tne aid of gr^hic model.

S E C T I O N  I

5,2 EFFECTS OF TH^ EXISTENCE OF ANY FINANCIAL INSTITUTION IN A CLOSED ECONOMY 

The economic development of a nation is tied up with the development of 

financial structure. The financial structure per se is an on-going process 

which continues to change as the new financial needs and requirements arrive.

It is now generally recognized by economists that a thorough understanding 

of economic development process of a nation should take account of the 

development of the financial institutions as already discussed in the last 

chapter. The type of financial institutions existing in any one country is

always a reflection of the history of that country and its tradition within 
1

which they operate. Thus financial institutions may not be identical from one 

country to another, but the fundamental principles for their existence remain 

the same. In order to illustrate the importance of tne existence of 

any financial institution in a closed econcxny, it is instructive to take 

the perspective of its effect on cost and availability of finance. With 

tne aid of a diagram, the effects of the existence of financial institutions 

in the economy may be illustrated.

As can be seen from the diagram 5«1 below, it is assumed that the cost 

01 borrowing represents the one incurred in the search for potential lenders 

in the absence of a financial institution and hence will rise in direct 

proportion to the quantity. Th^re are other elements of cost, such as the 

incentive needed to get the ultimate lenders to agree to lend which, of course.

1,See H. Ben-Shahav (1972), "The Structure of Capital Markets, end Economic 
Growth - The Case of Is^eal" in v.nnnoml r Grnwf.h.
ed. Arnold sametz. New ?ork University Press.
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should include the return they would normally require to offset the risk 

end loFS of liquidity involved. The magnitude of cost of finance depends 

largely on the kind of financial structure in existence. The diagram 

shows that as more and more financial institutions are being established, 

the cost of borrowing will continue to fall and Investment will continue 

to increase. Thus in Nigeria before the advent of organized or unorganized 

credit institutions, farmers depended on internal finance to carry out their 

investment projects on their farms. Of course, during that time, farmers 

did not need the heavy and costly modern farming equipments, but the simple 

implement of farming such as cutlass and hoe. Thus the quantity of investment 

in the economy was very small and this is depicted in the diagram at point 

01̂ . The cost of borrowing to the farmers is at point cb^ which is very high, 

since the farmers had to go to friends and relatives who mignt be living so 

many miles away in order to obtain loans. However, with the advent of 

credit institutions, firstly the unorganized, the cost of borrowing fell 

to cbg while the quantity of investment increased by 01^ - 01^ = z

The advent of modem banking or organized credit institutions is depicted 

by a fall in the cost of borrowing from cb^ to cb^ with the associated 

investment level which increased from 01^ to 01^, an increase of 01^ - 01^ = w.

Diagram 5.1.
Effects of different Financial institutions on Cost end Investment.

Cost of 
internal 
finance =IF
Moneylender,
= Mr- 1

r, Instltutlgn 

R = Return

FIF

^  ^ Q u ^ t i ^  of investments

1. See G.I Jones (1951), Dual Organization in Ibo Social Structure in Africm Journals
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In the diagram above, curve IF, which is almost vertical stands for the 

internal finance, curve MF, for external finance in form of traditional 

moneylender and curve FIF for the finance from the financial institutions 

with its associated low cost and higher investment level. While the 

traditional moneylender improves the quantity of invesments through their 

lending operations, the cost of borrowing is still very high. However, 

the advent of financial institutions not only lower the cost of borrowing 

but also improve substantially the investment level in the econcxny. Thus 

it can be seen that existence of financial institutions not only makes finance 

more available but also at lô 'er cost than could possibly be if only 

internal finance or traditional moneylender finance were the only possibility 

in the economy.

It can be argued that the improvement in the level of finance for

investment ourposes generated by the existence of financial institutions should

be related to the fact that they have efficient organization and management

far more superior to that of traditional credit institutions. The financial

institutions are normally headed by professional managers who are capable

of handling large scale operations quite more efficiently, thereby enhancing
1

tne importance of their securities to the public. With the financial

institutions in the economy, the surplus units are sure of getting their

money back on demand while the deficit units are able to get a fairly long

term maturing loans. Those with large amount of money to save are able

to lend more and more as long as returns on their money is attractive.

The small-scale savings are attracted into productive use by the financial

institutions, made possible by their ability to match the portfolio

reouirements oi the various borrowers and lenders.
2

Caghan(198l) has argued that in an economy where there are already 

various financial institutions in operation, introouction of new ones 

may generally be interpreted as the provision of a more efficient service

than had been done before or the provision of an entirely new service. Thus
1. P.F. Smith, Monev and Flnanciax Intermediation. The Theory and Structure cf

Financial System  ̂ Prentice^Hall- 1977.
2. See R. Coghlan, I98I The Theory of Xonev and Kinar.cr̂ . Macmillan Press. L/ondon
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in Nigeria, the ccxnmercial banks were the first financial institutions 

to operate in the economy oniy to De followed later after many years 

by all otner various financial institutions which provide new services 

to meet the growing needs of the economy. The development of all the 

various institutions will oe discussed fuiiy in the later chapters.

S E C T I O N  II
5 .5  THE GEI'ŒRAL NATURE OE UNORGANIZED CREDIT INSTITUTIONS IN DEVELOPING 

COUNTRIES WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO 
NIGERIA^BEFORE 1890s

Organized credit institutions did not aporar in the developing countries 

until later part of seventeenth century and in Nigeria, until after I89O.

In Senegal, the first bank ever started to operate as early as
1

1853 and -̂’as established by the French. The late arrival of banking

institutions in most developing countries can be explained in terms of 

the agrarian nature of their economies coupled vdth the associated traditional 

beliefs which did not favour any form of interest system on money borrowed. It

can also be explained in terms of the undeveloped nature of their monetary 

systems which did not constitute a conducive profitable environment for any 

type of organized credit institutions like those operating in the developed 

economies. Thus there were unorganized institutions in Nigeria before l89Us.

For the purpose of clear analysis, it is productive to distinguish 

between the organized financial or credit institutions and unorganized ones, 

and this can be easily done by explaining the general characteristics of 

unorganized credit institutions.

5 .4 Characteristics of Unorganized Credit Institutions and Money Market
In general, the unorganized credit institutions consist of local unorganized

money markets which are very indigenous in characters. In Nigeria, for example,

and in many developing countries in general, the money markets were unorganized

for many years, and were generally more imperfect and less homogenous than any

organized credit market in operation in developed countries before 1890s.

Unorganized market was generally noted for lack of impersonality in the granting

of loans to peoplç in need and this remained' an important feature of the

credit markets of many developing countries for many years. In this kind of market.

1. R. Fry (1976) Bankers in Wrst Africm . London.
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the granting of loans is usually based on personal knowledge oi the borrower,

and prompt repayment is not often pressed. In Nigeria, before the advent

of banking institution, the traditional credit institutions often granted

loans to people without provision of collateral securities. The lenders,

usually the moneylenders, were much more interested in explanation of

terras and condition of credit in specific details without actually putting

it on rfco-d. This is to say in the Nigerian unorganized money markets

as well as in any developing country with such kind of markets, oral

arrangements were regarded as being sufficient for the accommodation of

lorns. In some countries where the unorganized credit institutions were
1

well developed like India, for instance, money lenders often preferred

to keep their money instead of lending it on bad or unacceptable collateral 
2

securities. Unfortunately, lack of proper records to quantifjf the activities 

of these unorganized credit institutions in Nigeria had precluded deeper 

analysis of their importance in the provision of finance in the economy 

before the advent of banking institutions. Attempts made by some scholars 

at interviewing peoole involved met with disapoointment since people were 

rather unwilling to disclose their trade methods or secrets. Neither were 

they prepared to produce their account books. Moreover, the known borrowers,

because of social prestige, were not ready to admit that they borrowed.
i

However, since most of the cooperative societies in Nigeria in most oart of

1950s shared many characteristics of an unorganized credit institutions and

the fact that most local moneylenders were members of these cooperative 
5 .

societies, it will not be out of place if these cooperative societies per se 

were regarded as unorganized, Ihe table below shows to what extent the 

unorganized credit institutions were complementary to the organized institutions 

with respect to the total credit allocation in the economy.
According to table 5.1 below, in 1944 when there was no record of unorganized 

TI See G.L. Karkei (19&7), Unorganized Money Markets in innia_^_Lalv&nn MubAisni ng-
2. £ee"fiso’ S. Ghatak (1981.1 Ijniytflm.iFfiBnflnilsn ;1n npTfllfffling CQUPt^-£«..
3. W.R. Bascon (1949), "The Esusu: "A Credit Institutions of the Yoruba" in

Journal of the Roval Anthropoligical Institute Vol. LXAXII, p. 6 3.
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TnF RELATIVE SHARE OF 0RüfNI7ED AND UNORGANIZED CREDIT 
INSTITUTIONS IN THE TOTAL INSTITUTIONAL 

CREDIT IN THE NIGERIAN ECONOMY 
1944 - 1959
( In million N)

YEAR
I Organized Unorganized

Total
Credit

Absolute
Share

Percentage
Shnre

Absolute
Share

Percentage
aiare

R H % * S
1944 0 .7 0.7 100 — —

1945 1 .0 1 .0 100 —— —

1946 1.9 1.9 100 — — —

1947 5.4 3.4 100 — —

1948 7.7 7.1 92.2 0 .6 7.8

1949 8 .6 7.8 90.7 0 .8 9 .3

1950 9 .56 8.7 91 .0 0 .86 9.0

1951 11.9 11.0 92.4 0.9 7.6

1952 20 .8 18.3 88 1.5 12.0

1953 2 5 .0 20.4 81.6 4 .6 18.4

1954 30.7 23.8 77.5 6 .9 22 .5

1955 47.9 38.1 79.5 9.8 20.5

1956 64 .2 51 79.4 13.2 2 0 .6

1957 82.1 68.9 83.9 13.2 16.1

1958 96.6 79.9 82.7 16.7 17.3

1959 100.2 81.8 81.6 18.4 18.4

(Table 5.1)
Source: The Federal Ministry of Finance, Lagos.

credit institutions, all credit in the economy was from the organized 

credit institutions. However, since 1948, the shere of the unorganized 

institutions became noticeable, contributing a total of *0.6 million 

to the credit needs of the economy. It continued to increase throughout 

the period under review except for 1957 when there was no increase at all. 

However, in percentage terra, the highest share was recorded in 1954 with
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a share of 22.5 per cent as egeinst 77*5 per cent lor the organized 

institutions. The lowest percantage record for the unorganized was in 

1951' with 7.6 per cent idiile the lowest for organized was in 1954 with

77.5 per cent. There is no doubt th^t unorganized institutions had 

made considerable contributions towards the credit needs of tne economy 

in the past even though there are no adequate and reliable data to quantify 

them.

The organized credit institutions operate in the organized market under 

the conditions of perfect competition, between the two extremes, i.e. 

organized and unorganized, are the semi-organized credit institutions 

which often contained some characteristics of both, but whose operation 

vas v^ry limited in scope. Because of the importance of these unorganized 

credit institutions in most developing countries in the past to a large extent 

and in the present to a limited extent, it is instructive to give a diagramatic 

analysis of their general structure;

THE GENERAL NATURE OF THF STRUCTURE OF UNORGANIZED CREDIT 
INSTITUTIONS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

I Unorganized Credit Institutions j

Urban or
------------ y------ ^

Rural (or village)
Town Credit Institution

r
rofessional
aneylenders

Non-Professional
Money-lenders

Family lenders 
(e.g. friendml

Professionrl
MonevienderA.

— 1 _  1 1 j _ . 1 ----------  - -ZL
Pawn
brokers

Merchants Traders IE su su Jüther§4 1 Landlords Merchants I Other Agric. 
Institutions 
e.g. Esusu

[others.

In any society, it is possible to discover relics of unorganized credit
'

institutions, (CGI). In fact many modem banking institutions developed from 

such UCIs» Thus developing countries*:case is not an isolated one. For example.
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1

Cyril James (1972) in his book entitled "The Economics of Money, Credit and 

Earning" tried to trace thf' history of modern banking to the Ancient world 

and discovered that the early forms of banking consisted primarily of 

money-changing, which gradually developed into moneylenders. However, these 

money changers/lenders were brought under regulation since they became 

recognized as important profession in Roman Rnpire and hence became organized 

credit institutions. Thus the history of unorganized credit institutions 

VPS very long and is associated with the undeveloped nature of a nation’s 

economy. Nigeria and other develooing countries, therefore shared this 

experience with the contemporary developed countries of the world like Italy, 

B'"itain, and France at the time of their monetary development process. The 

above diagram shows the general structure of unorganized credit institutions 

"in any developing country.

Since these UCIs operate in the unorganized money markets, the nature 

and forms of their operations are much in line with the characteristics asso

ciated ^ûth the unorganized money market. Thus in his article entitled "Interest

Rates Outside the Organized Money Markets of Underdeveloped Countries", U.2
Tun Wai (1957)', gave a vivid picture of unorgrnized money markets. He saw 

unorganized money markets (UMMs) in developing countries as being generally 

imperfect and much less homogenous than organized markets. They are scattered 

about in rural areas, since there is little or no contact between the 

lenders and borrowers in different localities owing largely to poor communi

cation system. He ”ent further to sey that the d̂.der socioeconomic pattern 

of the rural life often reflects the type of relationship which develops 

between the ultimate borrowers p.n^ lenders. In Nigerian unorganized money 

market‘d, the lending and repayments were done in kind rather than Im mo*:ey 

before the advent of monetized economy. This was so since the borrowers 

were largely agriculturalists and hence the average size oi loan was usually 

very small. This is in sharp contrast to the characteristics associated

with the organized money markets where the ultimate lenders are almost
1* C. James (1972). The Economics of Monev. Credit and Ranking-. RonniH

New York.
2. U.i. ,vsiU957), "Interest Rates Outside the Unorganized Money Markets in 

Underdeveloped Countries", iMr, btaif Rapers^JVol. VI, No. 1 (November).
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monopolist!cally the commercial banks and borrowers are usually big firms 

and government functionaries. In the UMKs, the lenders include a few 

financial institutions such as cooperatives, private and government sponsored 

agricultural banks, indigenous bankers, professional lenders, large traders, 

landlords, shopkeepers, relatives an^ friends as already shô -n in the diagram 

above.

On the basis of the characteristics of the suppliers and demanders of

loans, it is possiole to divide the UMMs into three major components. The

first component consists oi markets in which the indigenous bankers, cooperative

societies and other institutions are dominant and in which the demanders are

largely rural traders as veil as medium-sized landlords end farmers. The

second consists of markets in which the credit needs of small agriculturalists

-with good credit ratings are catered for by usually fairly respectable

moneylenders, traders and landlords in return for a relatively high rate of 
1

interest. Finally, the third component is associated with markets in ttiich

exorbitant rates oi interest are charged simply because the demandera of credit
2

are generally poor credit risks for their lack of suitable collateral. This 

type of market is usually served by the shady moneylenders. For the sake oi 

simplicity, however, the UMMs may be divided into two broad groups instead of 

three by merging together the last two components on the grounds that the 

same borrowers and lenders are often found in both markets. For example, 

a professional moneylenders may give credit to a creditworthy farmer at 

reasonable rate of interest and at th< same time to another borrower 

at an exhorbitant rate of interest, thereby operating as a loan shark.

Similarly, the ultimate borrower who is credit-worthy may like to augment 

the loans obtained frcxn the second market by further loans from a loan shark.

In most developed countries, unorganized money markets are largely pre

valent in rural areas where they meet the small-sized credit needs of

agricultural canmunity. In large urban centres, however, it is possible 
Ti See G.L. Karkei (I967), Unorganized Monev Mgrket.g -in TnH-î a.. . Lalvarm PuhTi.shlng 

House. India,.
2. S.F. NAJJEL, A Black Rvzantium OUF.. London 1951.
3. See also an interesting articles on the unorganized Credit Market in developing 

Countries by S. Ghatak in the Journal of the Developing Economies, 1975.
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to find professional moneylenders satisfying the credit needs of small business

enterprises as veil as consumer credits to wage earners* In some countries

pawn shops operate also in the commercial centres. In Britain, for instance,

there are m^ny pawnbrokers in the big city centres satisfying the needs of

their clients desperately in need of urgent cash but who fina it difficult or

are not qualified to obtain loans from the banks. However, one cannot totally

regard this type of institution es unorganized since many of them operate

within the confines of British law, and many often advertise their business
1

in some local as well as national papers.
In many developing countries, agriculture still remains the mainstay

of the economy, accounting for between 60 and 80 per cent of their national

income. The table below shows the contribution of agriculture to the

gross domestic product of Nigeria in 1950s end early part of 1963. According

to this table, agriculture contributed 49.5 per cent of the gross domestic

product of Nigeria in 1950 as against .0,566 in respect of manufacturing sector.

The highest contrioution from agriculture was recorded in 1958, with a sh^re

of 68.8 per cent, as against 2.B per cent for manufacturing. Thus it is

certainly necessary that any discussion of credit institutions should take

cognizance of the unorganized credit institutions in any developing country

sinc^ these institutions had helped greatly in giving loans to farming

comiTiunity where the banks could not either because of non-existence or because

the farmers were credit risks and hence not in conformity with traditional

principles of banking. In most developed countries, however, the existence

and hence the importance o^ unorganized money markets is not so pronounced

since industrial enterprises rather than agriculture contribute at least

90 per cent of their gross domestic products. For example, in Britain and

United States, the share of agriculture in national income is between 5 
2 -and 10 per cent. Also, very small proportion of the labour force in developed 

countries is engaged in agriculture unlike developing countries where-
1. See the Islington or Backnev Gazette. London of any issue for the advertisement.
2. UNO Food end Agricultural Organization, 1975; also see Vienne Institute for

Comparative Economic Studies. 1976.
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the proportion Is much large and often of between 66 and 75 per cent, and 

else in most developing countries agricultural indebtedness represented in 

the past the major portion of rural indebtedness. For example, a survey- 

conducted by the Board of Economic Enquiry in Punjab in 1951 indicated that 

in Pakistan, 80 per cent of all the ru^al credits represented agricultural 

credits'.
In some developing countries where data on UMMs exist, it is possible

to estimate the -^elrtive size of these markets via the estimation of the value

OI agricultural indebtedness relative to its value in organized markets.

For example, it has been argued th*t such a comparision is possible only in

a fe-i*’ Asian countries where evidence o^ the performance of the UMMs has been

fully documented. It is claimed, for instance, that if agricultural indebtedeness

is higher thrn the claims of the banking system on the private sector of the

economy, it means that unorganized money markets are more imoortant th^n 
2

the organised ones'. In Nigeria, this comparison is not possible to m^ke

since there are no adequate and reliable date. However, the only comparison

possible which has been depicted by table 5»^ can only be regarded as an

aporoximation in so far as only one type of unorganized credit institutions

was compared with the organized. Even then, since agricultural loans

are rather long term in nature and the fact that banks in Nigeria were largely

disDosed to giving short-term loans rather th^n long term, the amount of

contribution given by the unorganized credit institutions to farming community 
was more significant than that of the organized ones in 1940s and 1950s.

,5 How to Measure the Extent of Development of UMMs in Any Economy;
There has bean growing concern among economists on how to measure the exent of

UMMs impact on any economy.
'One possible way of measuring the extent of the development oi UMMs in

a developing economy is to find association between currency in circulation and the

level «f- growth. It can be hypothesized that, other things remaining equal.

1. See for instance, M.K. Lowermilk (1973)

2. See the work of U. T. Wai (1977) on interest rates Outside the organized 
money markets of underdeveloped countries.
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tne higher the currency In circulation, the higher the growth level of the 

economy and the less subsistent i-s the economy, hence the more developed the UMMS.

In general, it is believed that as the currency in circulation within 

an economy increases with the level of economic development,'the greater 

will be the extent to which the economy is monetized. But a monetized 

agricultural sector does not necessarily mean th^t credit systems are deve

loped. Another way to measure the extent of UMMs, is to compare the relative 

magnitude of the agricultural loans and the amount of currency in circulation 

Also, by comparing the agricultural loans with agricultural income and national 

income, one m^y be cble to indicate whether such loans a"e too small or too 

large. For example, it has been observed that in a number of developing countries 

like India, Burra and Mexico, the agricultural loans before the 1929 great

depression was quite voluminous end that it had been expanding rapidly
2

owing to rising prices of agricultural products. Tun Wai (1977) estimated the 

noninstitutional sources of credit in Africa and Asia at 72 per cent of tota] rural 

erfdit in each region and that of Middle Fast at 63 per cent as against the low 

figure for the fiv^ Latin American countries which was estimated at 15 per cent.

For Nigeria and Sierra Leone, Wai suggested that traders, middlemen,' produce 

buyers, and moneylenders supply between 40 and 50 per cent of total rural credit, 

and if loans from other sources are added,* will.amount to 72 per cent.

5. 6 Sources of Credit in Unorganized Money Markets of LDC

As can be seen from figure 5# 1, the principal sources of credit 

in the UMMs are largely noninstitutional. These are the professional ^ 

moneylenders, landlords, traders and relatives or friends. The reports 

on the rural surveys conducted in India, Pakistan and Thailand clearly 

confirms the structure shown on figure 5-1 «id in fact, the report shows 

that there are usually many persons besides professional moneylenders, >dio 

lend at very high rate of interest. As already pointed out, the unorganized

credit institutions had been very important sources of credit in develooing
1. See for instance A.G. Chandaverkar (1977).
2. E.F. Simpson (1937) on Mexico
.3» Other sources include friends, relatives, neighbours and landlords.4 M. Long (1968) on Interest rates and the structure of agricultural credit markets"
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countries before the advent of organized credit institutions end even after 

the advent for the foliowing reasons:

(a) In most developing countries, the existing organized credit 
institutions largely restrict th'ir lending activities to 
commercial centres rather than mral areas which they often 
regard as poor risk section of the economy.

(b) The rural ultimate borrowers too have preference for unorganized 
credit institutions as sources of their credit needs even at a 
higher rate of interest tnan obtains in organised credit institutions 
since the procedures of obtaining credit are much more"simple
than in organised institutions.

The preference for unorganized credit institutions by rural ultimate 

borrowers inspite of higher price of loans than organized may be due to many 

factors. Firstly, the organized institutions are usually prevalent in urban 

and commercial centres, and hence are at considerable distance from the rural 

borrowers. The unorganized credit institutions, on the other hand, are 

usually available in every village. Secondly, ultimate borrowers obtain their 

loans almost immediately from the unorganized credit institutions either for 

economic or uneconomic purposes likf marriage »nd litigation, which is largely
I

impossible with the organized institutions. Thirdly, because of the ve^y

nature of the cost of such loan, there is usually no publicity on the

amount of money borrowed from unorganized institutions. Moreover, there are

virtual absence of intricate and complicated conditions to be fulfilled before

the accommodation of loans by the moneylenders. This is because, the

borro-'-’er does not need to provide collateral security as a condition for
2

the loans; a mere verbal promise to rep'-y is considered sufficient. Thus

the non-rec^lrement for collateral security may partly explain the continued

existence of unorganized Institutions in most developing countries up till

today since most people in the rural areas are generally poor and hence

hrve ve^y little in the form of financial or physical assets.

5.5 Source of Organized Credit

The importance of commercial b^nks as a source of credit to the

rural agricultural sector varies from one developing country to the other 

. 1• See for instance the Consortium for the study of Nigerian Rural Development
1966.

2. This view is supported by the work of Chandavarkar (1965)-
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depending on the nature of banking development and the central bank’s policy of

selective credit controls. For exemple in some Latin American countries, commercial

banks have been important sources of agricultural credit for a long time, whereas
1

in some developing African countries, the cooperative banks as well as cooperative

societies have been more dominant as important source of credit in rural areas.2
This was very evidenced in Nigeria in 1940s and 1950s when the cooperative societies

were very active in the rural areas of the country. Using the amount of credit

from the cooperative societies to the agricultural sector of Nigeria as representing 

the share of unorganized institutions, (and in fact these societies were not well 

organized in 1940s and 1950s), in 1948, all the credit from unorganized Institutions 

- *0.6 million - was for agriculture as against *7.1 million from the organized 

which was totally for business enterprises and government functionaries (See Table 

5.1). Ho"^ever, owing to the active intervention of the Nigerian Central Bank, 

with its selective credit policy instrument, organized institutional loan
3

to agriculture has been increasing since 1976* Also in some Latin 

American and kiddle “astern countries, governments have actually taken up

the supply of credit to agriculture either directly, through the specialized

institutions or in partnership with other institutions. In Nigeria, for instance,

the Federal Government established a specialized institution specifically for

agriculture in 1973 knoim as the Nigeria Agriculture and Cooperative Bank, charged

^ith the responsibility of providing soft loans to farmers. (See Chapter 10).

5.8 Cooperative Credit Societies;
Cooperative credit societies exist in Nigeria as already mentioned, and also

in most develooing countries, especially in rural areas where tney have been very

helpful as source of loanble funds to rural communities. For this reason, some

writers often find it more convenient and reasonable in the past to classify them

with the unorganized money markets. Today, however, in some countries, many

co-operative credit societies have become more organized and many are performing
4

commercial banking functions. In Ghana and Nigeria, for instance, there are

cooperative banks which operate fully as commercial banks and which developed 
basically from the various old cooperative societies operating in those countries.
1. Se*' A.G. Chandavar :ar (19&5)
2. See T. Adevmmi (1982)
3. The Central Bank of Nigeria Annual Report and Statement of Accounts, 1977
4. See. Tun, Wai (1977)
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In general, in most countries, cooperative societies mry be a limited 

or unlimited form of organization. In some cases small cooperative societies 

may combine together to form central cooperative banks which in turn 

combine to form an apex cooperative bank. This apex cooperative banks 

offer banking services to the cooperative movement as a whole] Examples 

of this are the three cooperative banks in Nigeria,i«e. the Northern 

Nigeria Cooperative Bank, the Cooperative Bank of Eastern Nigeria and 

the Cooperative bank of Western Nigeria, The bulk of the finance of 

these cooperative banks normrlly comes from the government and also frcro 

the cooperative movements per se.

5.8a Some Shortcomings of Cooperative Banks

A lot of shortcomings heve been identified in the operation of cooperatives 

which are of vaiy/ing degrees in accordance with the level of development 

of cooperative banks per se,in any particular country. One of these short

comings relates to the shortage of fund which makes their lending operations 

very inadequate with respect to medium and long-term credit. This is one of 

the greet problems facing the cooperative banks in Nigeria because of
2^

excess demand for their loans. Another example is the study by Wai (1957) which 

revealed that the Cooperative Department Administration Report on the 

working of cooperative societies, 1954 showed that the cooperative credit 

societies made a substantial amount of short-term loans to people, but could 

not adequately meet the needs of those looking for long-term loans because 

Oi shortage of funds. One other important short-coming of the cooperative 

societies is that while they represent a very good channel through which 

government fund can pass into the hands of farmers, they are generally less 

important in the domestic capital mobilization. The cooperative movement 

at any one time depends on the nature of agricultural prices and terms of 

trade. Thu« whenever agricultural incomes fall, the movements too will 

feel its impact.

1. See ihe work of R. Ruozi (1971) on"Savings aM' Agricultural Credit 1* .
2 . See Wai (1957) ^
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In somm countries, the roir of government often inhibits the
1

effectiveness of the cooperative movements as in Indonesia. In many other

places, land tenure system remains a major obstacle in the establishment of

effective cooperative society and this hinders the channelling of funds to

the agricultural sector. Yet some countries have had a long history of successful

cooperative movements, for examole, in India, Pakistan end Burma, cooperative

movements had been well established since 1904, while Ceylon and Thailand

had a taste of it in 19'’2 and 19^6 respectively. In Nigeria, it was much

later with first coooerative society established in 19?8.

5.9 THF DFVELOPKFKT OF UNORGANIZFD CREDIT INRTITUTIONb IN NIGFRIA

The develooment of credit institutions and money markets may be associrted

with the development of agriculture from subsistence to modern agriculture.

The rationale behind thi^ is the fact that for rn̂ ny years, agriculture was

the mainstay of Nigerian economy (See table 5.2), contributing more than

two-thirds of the country's gross domestic products. before the arrival

of the colonial master, Nigerian economy was largely subsistence; agriculture

vas based on self-sufficient tyoe since there were no markets in which any

surplus coul^ be disposed off. And even if mnrk^ts had existed, the

disposition would be based on double coincidence of wants , since the economy

was largely moneyless. Although some commodity monies had been in use for2
some time, but these were highly localized. Even within eacn locality 

many types of commodity money existed without uniform standard of 

measurement. No generally accepted standard of payments could emerge in a 

country where tribal wars and loyalty were very rife. Therefore, in such 

kind of economy, there was little or no need for credit since hope for the 

future could not be built as people lived in constant fear of tribal attack.

As time went on, however, some farmers were emerging properous in the

sense that they could afford to hire labour. As a reward for s<^rvice rendered,
1. See R. Ruozi (1971)
2. L. Eric (1975), Money and Credit in Developing Africa , Heinemenn. London.
5. See J.K. Onoh (1982).
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farmers fed his workers and satisfied their basic needs as well as that of

his household.

A Emergence of Rudimentary Market Agriculture

As time went on, people started to settle dovn, since the tribal war

was rescinding. Hence it wrg possible to produce more th^n each household

could consume. Market, therefore developed locally through which the

surpluses were disposed off by way of barter. In line with this deveionment

was the emergence of rudimentary needs for credits as a result of vagries

of weather vnich could often result in droughts and consequent crop failures.

Also during this period, people were often at the mercy of animal and human

epidemics, and in each occasion of such mishaps, people sought for credit

accomodation which was often given in kinds such as seeds, timber for

house-building or food. Where credits were given in kind, such as foodstuff

or seed like maize, rice or cassava, such loans were often used either

as s^eds for planting or as wapes to the labourers. In other words, such

credits were often used for current farming expenditure or for immediate

consumption either by farmer or by his labourers. Some writers have argued

that such form of credit which developed in the traditional or unorganized
1

institutions were largely for consumption and therefore not productive.

However, this is not correct. It is quite arguable that since such form of 

loan is in kind and to the extent that it is used for consumption, it is pro

ductive in so far as such consumption would make the borrowing farmer fit 

for work, (in a situation where manual labour is in vogue) and hence a great 

possibility of increased productivity exists. Had the farmer no opportunity 

to borrow, production would suffer, no matter how small.

In general, one can say that the significance of the unorganized institutions 

however rudimentary, might be well illuminated by asserting that if

farmers failed to consume what was borrowed or to p»y the labourers to do

the work, the productivity of the economy would be b=dly affected. Therefore,

one can conclude on this issue that all agricultural loans are always
Tl See G.l. Karkel (l9^7)
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productive whether used by the farmer for his family consumption or for 

current farming expenditures.

Unlike the impersonality culture associated vrlth the operation of 

organized credit institutions, mutual personal understanding and confidence 

on the part of lender and borrower is one of the fundamental principles 

governing, the lending and borrowing in the unorganized credit markets and 

institutions. The lender has the confidence that the borrower would repay 

beck later the same amount or ouantity borrowed, no more, no less especially 

when the credit transaction is between friends and relatives other than

borrower and moneylender.
I

P The Structure of Unorganized Credit Institutions and Market 
in Nigeria before the 1960s.

The structure of unorganized credit institution and markets follows closely

the stages of develooment of the financial system. However, the financial

system per se depends on the development of agriculture since, as already

pointed out, agriculture remained the mainstay of Nigerian econcmiy for a

considerable number of years before and after independence. For example the

share of agriculture in the total national income of Nigeria in I960 was

6?.9 per cent and in absolute term it was ♦i14M .6 million, out of a total

GDP of 2,247.4" (bee table 5.2). It was only in 1970s that the share
1

of agriculture started to be falling markedly. For example in 1974 it fell

to 25 .9 per cent and this fall was steady and finally reached the rock
:2

bottom sh^re of 18 per cent in 1979. For convenience as well as for analytical 

purposes, the unorganized credit markets and institutions can be divided 

into five ., from the most rudimentary form to the semi-àodern form of 

markets in terms of the characteristics of borrowers and lenders in each market:

1. Relations, Family and friend Unorganized Credit Institutions 

2 Twofa Credit Institutions end,Markets 

3* The Esusu Credit Institutions end Market

1. Also see Figure 5.2. Tnere vas a slight fall in the share of agriculture
in 1956 which might be due to fluctuations in the price of cocoa in that year.

2. Central Bank of Nigeria Annual Report and Statement of Accounts. 1979.
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4. Traders’ Credit Institutions and Market

5. The Professional Moneylenders and Market.

It should be pointed out, ho^eve^, tn^t each tyoe of market and institutions 

developed as the nature of economy at each particular period warranted it. 

Although the markets and institutions have been divided into five types, 

but in practice it is difficult to draw a cl^ar demarcation among the^e 

five types, and hence this classification should not be taken to imply lack 

of coordination or interdependence amnng them. As a matter of fact, they 

were linked to each other in some respects. Ihus it is not unlikely to see 

ultimate borrowers from one market in another market if their demand for 

loan in one market is not satisfied. The classification adooted here, 

therefore is simply designed to bring into focus the structural characteristics 

oi the unorganized institutions in Nigeria and how they developed.

(i) Relative, Family and Friends Unorganized Credit Institution & Market 

The virtual absence oi any visible professional intermediaries 

is one of the chief charactristics of this institution and market. Credit 

transaction, in general, is based on face-to-face arrangments between the 

altimate borrowers and lenders. Since loans are usually granied on personal 

basis, they are largely unsecured beyond a. verbal pledge. Today, in the 

relatively unbanked areas of Nigeria, majority of the borrowers are the 

householders in need of consumption loans and small business enterprises, 

such as small traders snd small-scale prooucers. The borrowers also include 

farmers who find it difficult to obtain sufficient funds from the organized 

credit institutions.

The suppliers of credit in this market in the past were largely relatives

and friends and such credits were always in kind. Today, the suppliers

are largely heterogenous. They consist of non-commercial moneylenders who
1

are largely relatives, friends and acquaintances and neighbours as well as local 

commercial moneylenders. As should be expected, non-commercial unorganized

1. For example, R.B. Morrow (1975) reported that in ?. Korea 60 per cent of rural 
credit came from other farmers, 28 per cent from relatives and 12 percent from 
traders and moneylenders. (Reserve Bank of India. 1961-62).
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institutions like this extend credit because of kinshin and friendship 
1

loyalty. The local moneylenders usually combine moneylending v4th other 

business activities and as such do not have either the facilities for 

credit mobilization or any formalized procedures of lending. They operate 

mostly with their own friends and since they don't usually have broad 

knowledge oi a broad market, their lending activities are usually within a 

small geographical, region in which they live. Hence they are limited in number 

vrhen compared vith non-commercial credit suppliers.

In the past, the unorganized credit institution of this kind did not 

charge interest rate on loans. For examole, the relation credit did not 

attract any interest because it wrs against the tradition of the society 

to demand more than was given. In fact this zero rate of interest on loans 

has its roots in religious belief among the. muslim, in particular that it was 

highly unorthodox and, therefore, very anti-social to demand interest rate 

on loan. It was viewed as adcing to tha burdens of the borrowers.

This kind of unorganized credit institution developed in early p^rt of 

18th century, perhaps, when production were mainly based on subsistence 

in a moneyless economy.

The extensive road development projects which followed the amalgamation

of hitherto Northern and Southern Nigeria into one unified country opened up
!

extensive trade links with various commercial centres and cities of the

country. These cities and commercial centres of the country relied on the

rural agricultural communities for the supply of food while they concentrated

on their trade and industry. As the demand for food was growing in these

urban centres, the rural communities became drawn into the market economy

of these commercial centres and cities. Already, the British silver coin

had been introuuced as a legal tender on 21st May, 1880 in most of
2the important towns and cities in the country.

Î1 See C.R. Wharton, 119&2) on "Marketing, Merchandising and Moneylending,
in Malayan Fconomic Review. Vol. VII, No. 2 October.

2. See R. Fry (1976) Bankers in west Africa , The Story of the Bank of British
West Africa Ltd., fnndon.
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The resultant production for markets following the use of s i lv e r

coins as medium of exchange coupled with the increasing demand for agricultural

products heralded an intense need for credit on the nart of thr fanners.

It should be pointed hout th't the cultivation of such feod crops like yam,

cassava and rice are very tiresome and needs a lot of labour input. Since

these crops were the staple food of totmdwellers as veil as the rural dwellers

by thet time and still are, the need for finance among farmers to increase their
1

production can never be overemphasized. The fact was that contacts

farmers and traders with their merchandise generated an added desire on the

part of the farmers to increase production so as to get enough money to buy

such things as bicycle, clothes end other things of thrir desire. The traders

too demanded more credit to be able to satisfy the needs of their customers.

At the early stage of development, the credit needs which arose were

cuite small and yet very important. These needs were usually met in either

of th^se three ways; (r) part of the future harvest could be pledged to

^prkers or be paid with the money borrowed either from thr family, friend or

relatives and in some cases, from the local moneylenders who lent on commercial

basis with the proceeds of the harvest as collateral. In a majority of

cases, the contribution from the Esusu Credit Institutions could ease the

credit needs of the farmers. In some parts of the country likr northern- .

Nigeria, the high demand for foodstuff was often met by the local government

authorities through the system of "land-lease" of machines which allowed the
2

farmers to pay a fixed rental charge for the machine after the sales of 

their produce. However, the economic use of machine demands very vast area 

of land and hence the credit needs were less satisfied by the local government. 

In fact the rigorous procedures involved often put off many potential users of 

that form of credit. Thus Many farmers satisfied their credit needs by 

direct personal contacts vith family or friends who were in a position
1. See also A.G. Chandavarkar (1977).
2. See the nonsortlum for the Study of Nigerian Rural Development (1966a) pp. 8-9
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to satisfy their credit needs. Where the needs for credit still remained 

unsatisfied, farmers could make use of the opportunities offered by Iwofa-Credit 

institutions. The family credit will be taken up later with empirical evidence, 

(il) Iwofa Credit Institution & Market

This kind of credit institution involves the need for ultimate borrower 

or onA of his children, in particular female, to work on the farm or household 

of the moneylender till the debt is paid. The service of the person pledged 

as collateral, represents a form of interest on loan. Since it offers very 

cheap labour, this system of credit is still very prevalent among the rich 

and poor alike in tne remote parts of Nigeria, especially the southern part.

(iii ) The Fsusu Credit Institutions

The Fsusu Credit Institution is essentially a native of Nigeria

although it also appears in other developing countries under several names 

and guises. For example in Korea, it is called the "Rotating Credit Club" 

or "Kye Market". In essence, Esusu is a form of ratating credit association 

commonly found in African, Asian, Fast and South-Fast Asian countries, but 

under different names like 'Ko*, *hai*, 'Dashi' etc. with their different local 

meanings.

The Esusu Credit Institution is more or less a device through which

traditional forms of social relationships are mobilized in order to meet

non-traditional economic needs. This institution has provn largely within the

peasant social structure to harmonize agrarian economic ppttems with the

commercial ones. Today, it acts as a bridge between peasant and trader

attitudes tow;rds money and its uses.

In general, the operation of this kind of institution had its fundamental

root in the social club formation in Korea. However, as the pace of economic

development quickened, this kind of institution lost its traditional element of

mutual help, community solidarity and harmony* The continued presence of this

kind of institutions has been noticed in other developing countries. For 
2^

example, hascom'" an anthropologiest, has tried to explain the presence of 
T l See P.O. Cole, Studies in the Modernisation' of tha B̂ piiblift of

Korea, 1945 - 1975 Harvard Universitv Press.
2, . See also W. R. Bsscon, ( i
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this institution among the Indians in West Indies in terms of cultural 

transmission. It is held that the spread oi the institution w  s due largely to * 

the Yoruba-speaking elements who settled in those parts of the world.

Although this kind of institution did not impose any interest rate 

charges on its operation, yet is has been widely recognized as a channel for
I

mobilising small savings to make l^rge sum of money. Esusu credit institutions 

gave contribution to member farmers which in the oast had enabled them to 

purchase cattle, fruits and land for agricultural extensions as well as 

for housebuilding. Bascom has clearly emphasized the advantages of this 

institution when he argued th^t the "Fsusu geve members enough money to
1

enable them to m^ke expensive purchases or to meet debts of a considerable size."

Today, the Esusu institution has been transformed from its former role 

of mutual help and maintenance of community solidarity and harmony into 

informai but economically rational financial institutions in many countries.

To be sure, the Fsusu institutions are a kind of instalment system for deposits 

and loans. The scheme covertly or overtly ^as originally designed to pool small 

savings to make a large sum of money. The principle on which the scheme is 

based results in a lump-sum fund contributed in variable amount by all the 

members according to their individual economic ability. Nowadays, the 

institution is based on an interest payment calculation from each members 

to whom the money is loaned out. Each member, therefore , is a saver-depositor and 

the longer the duration of a member's deposit or the later his position in the 

secuencp of rotations, the higher will be the rate of return on his instalment 

deposit. As a borrower, the longer the duration of his loan repayment, 

the higher will be the rate of interest to be paid. Usually the interest rate 

calculation in most Fsusu are not so rational. This largely depends epon 

one member's position in the secuence of rotation for loan as will be explained 

later in this chapter based on the personal experience of the writer. '

See W.R. bascon (1949; on "The Esusu; A Credit Institutions of the Yoruba" in the 
Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute, Vol. LXXXil, 1949 p. b3 cf.
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One very important regulation in the Fsusu institution is the fact that

it precludes its members from debts which would have resulted h°d the members pone

all out to borrow money from the moneylender at a very high rate of interest.

It is one. of the conditions of membership thrt anybody T-ho breaks this

important rule would no longer receive any financial help from the club and

that might result in expulsion of such persons.

The Fsusu uredit Institution should be seen as an improvement on the

family, friend and acquaintances unregulated credit institutions, "'he transition

of agriculture from subsistence to market agriculture is associated with the

development of credit institutions from unorganized to semi-organized and finally

to organized institutions. Fsusu institution, therefore, could ba regarded as

standing in the mid-way between the two extreme forms of institutions.
^ e n  the farmers started to take a broader view away from the purview of their

territorial boundaries, export economy emerged and they started to produce for

export markets. In addition new articles like radio, bicycles and many other

fanciful hardwares were being imported into the country. Th^se imports

created strong demand from the farmers especially fo^ the bicycle, which

was later translated into increased export production . Where it was not

possible to increase production to the desired level because of shortage of credit,

other forms of credit soon developed.

Export production and Credit Needs

Transport constraints considerably inhibited export production in

1950s and 40s. However, with th^ commencement of operation of railways,

export production started to grow in importance. Groundnuts was one of the

chief cash crops of the country an- the production of this was formerly

limited to local consumption. It was hardly possible to move groundnuts from the

producing areas in the north to Lagos, the only export port by thrt time

situated in the south at a distance of about 850 miles without good
1

transport system. Thus in 1900 only 600 tons of groundnuts were exported 

as compared with 520,000 tons in 1957 when the railway started operation.
1. See IBRD 11954). ^Economic Development of Nigeria^ Baitimore._
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This figure later rose to a record level of 715,000 In 1957. Palm oil

export stood at 6000 tons in 1900 and by 1937 rose to 46,000 tons. By
.1

1958 the figure stood at 190,167. It is interesting to note th^t over 

90 per cent of the export production came from the rural peasant farmers using 

t'heir drude method of agriculture.

As economy vas moving away from subsistence to export production, credit 

needs of farmers because highly intensified. The farming population in Nigeria 

at that time vas more than eighty par cent of the workforce and this 

puts the farming population in great need for credit either for the extension 

01 tneir farms or for the purch'>se of imported commodities and modern 

technioues of production. The groundnut farmers, for example had genuine 

desire to buy ploughs and tractors but no credit. Similarly, the cocoa 

farmers in the Southern Nigeria needed credit to build storage facilities 

for their products but no credit. Because of the poor ro-d-network, the p^lm oil 

producers in the south needed bicycles to carry thrir produce to market 

from where they would be loaded for exports, but no credit also. The small 

amount of credit wnich trickled to the large majority of farmers came from the 

unregulated or unorganized credit institutions and this varied in size and 

costs. The organized financial institutions might also have assisted 

indirectly, probably through provision of credit to well-known merchants %dth 

adequate collateral and vho in turn lent this to farmers. Unfortunately 

no record of this is availabla for this study.
I

(iv) Traders or Merchant Credit Institution

The merchant's credit represents a link between the unorganized 

and organized credit institutions. One can regard merchant's credit 

institution as informal credit brokers which clustered around the business or 

commercial centres. In most cases, th^se informal credit brokers often 

disguised as legitimate business concerns in order to avoid taxes and 

encounters with leg=l authorities. As a group, these merchant moneylenders 
U  See the Economic Survey of Nigerlu., 1959. Qovemment-printers^_Lagos^
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exerted consideraole influence on their borrowers and set terms and interest

rates on loans. They often exchanged information about borrowers ana

ultimate lenders, often made loans to each other and had market-sharing

arrangements. Unfortunately, some people interviewed about this only

gave account of the operations of these moneylenders but there was no

record of their activities.

These merchant moneylenders made lo^ns to large exoort farmers who sold

their produce through the midolemen. These middlemen were merchants of

agricultural products in disguise but largely moneylenders in themselves.

These middleman moneylenders always tried to secure long term customer

relationship idth th^ir producers by granting them credit at high rates oi

interest which could even be more than the rate obtained in organized

credit institutions by 20 per cent according to one of the produce buyers

interviewed in connection witn tnis study. These merchant-cum-lenders

(so to spy ) were often very intimate with the farmers' credit needs and

so were able to borrow money from banks ^nich they lent out to farmers.

The role of merchant credit institutions was aptly described by Qallelt#

et al as follows:-

"In 1952, the cooperatives had not the suoply of loanable 
funds nor the experience in credit to replace him. The 
state was offering a limited suoply of funds for development 
purposes. The banks were not in touch with the farmer and 
had not the organization to handle-a vast number of petty 
loans in thousands of villages."1

Thus the banks preferred to lend to these merchant-cum-moneylenders rather 

than the poor risk farmers. The merchrnt-moneylenders in turn lent to farmers 

on a very small-scale. In a few cases, they often borrowed customers in the form of 

credit-purchKse system to enable them to buy tractors and other farming 

implements needed in their farms pending the harvest time.

The merchant-cum-moneylenders often actea us commission agents to town

merchant-cum-moneylenders. The village merchant would collect the raw
Tl beF R.B. Gailelt and I.U. Dina (195^;, on "The Nigerian Cocoa Marketing 

Board", Nigerian Cocoa Farmers.
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materials or agricultural products from his clients and suoply same to

tovm merchant. More often than not, in an attemot to ensure the smooth and

uninterrupted flo'f-̂ of supply of products from the farmers, the merchant

often put it doa-m as one of the conditions for loan that the farmers should either

sell to him or through him ^t the agreed price. Although credit from the
1

merchant-cum-moneylenders carried high rate of interest, there is no doubt 

that they had greatly helped,regardless of the size of credit, farmers witn 

loan to improve their productivities, even where banks coula not for security 

reasons.

(v) Professional Moneylenders and Some Bnpirical Evidence on their Activities

Most of these moneylenders specialized in small-loan business in to^ns and 

commercial centre^ of the country. They often extended small loans for 

consumption and working capital to small retailers, wholesale traders, and owners 

of various smrll service enterprises in urban areas.

The Nigerian moneylenders were not very many and had limited resources 

^hich dictated the scope of their lending activities. The smaller moneylenders 

granted petty lo^ns to workers and labourers at very high rate of interest 

which varied from one lender to another. However, those moneylenders with 

large resources mostly advanced lo^n for trade and commerce. While big 

moneylenders existed in tovms, the smell moneylenders were found in villages 

serving the credit needs of farming communities. Although there were some 

banks in some city centres sucn as Lagos, Ibadan, Port Harcourt and Kano, 

tne chief source of credit to the indigenous businessmen still remained 

largely the merchang moneylenders. This is not to say that the organized 

institutions did not contribute to credit needs of the economy by that time, 

but the scope of such contribution was relatively small owing largely to the 

banks' conformity to the traditional principles of banking. Even then, most 

OI the merchant moneylenders relied heavily on organized institutions for 

the bulk of their working capital since they were able to provide suitaule

See United NatiPHZ (1965), pp. 30-1 for examples in Gambia, Sudan and 
Sierra Leone, Moneylenders charge between 5G and 300 ’per cent on lo&As.
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collateral securities, especially landed properties. The rate of interest 

charged on loans by moneylender vas invariably high, an»̂  at times up to 50 to

70 per cent but some time between 20 to 50 pe^ cent. The high rate 01 return

or interest charged by a moneylender is very common in mo^t LE'C countries. The

reason for charging high rate 01 interest might be due to the fact that the

moneylender borrowed from the organized institutions at a high rate of

interest, composed of pure rate of interest (i.e. the rate that eouates

the supply of an- demand for loanable funds in this context) plus administration

and risk charges. The moneylender in turn lent money to the farmer, probably

for six months from sowing to harvest time only, while for the rest of the

year, his money was not put into any use and hence no interest income. In order

to compensate for the period when his was lying idle, then he would have to

charge perhaps twice the normal rate in order to cover the opportunity cost 
2

of his money. Many studies have shown that this tendency of high rate of

inta^est charged by moneylender is common with the developing countries as

indicated before. For example, Msbet's study of rural credit survey in

Chile ( Nisbet 1966 F.15) showed that moneylender commonly lent until hwrvest

time, from six to nine months and hence one should expect higher interest

charge on loan to farmer.
Various reasons have been adduced fô " the continued dominance of the

unorganized credit institutions, especially moneylender, as a source o^

credit to the indigenous businessmen in Nigeria or any other developing country

for that matter. The most important of these reasons was recognized to be the

credit policies and the urban-oriented operations of most organized credit

institutions. In 1940s and 50s loans were restricted to only those

indigenous businessmen which the banks considered not to be poor risk

and virtually nothing to the agricultural sector directly. Thus the only

source of credit opened to agricultural sector was the unorganized institutions,

some of which borrowed from the banks and relent to farmers.

1. For example, it is claimed that in Gambia, Sudan Slarra..Leone, moneylenders 
get between 50 and 3OO oer cent on loan as interest (United Nations ( 1965).-PP. 50-1

2. See A. Bottomley (1975) on -Interest. Eptes Petarmi npt.i nn 1n araaa
3. See also G. Nisbet (196b) p. 13 on "Interest rate and imperfect uompetition".
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Thr high interest rate associated vith the loans from unorganized institutions

is often referred to as "Userer Credit". Unfortunately, since the interest

rates were often paid in kind, and also because th^ borrowers and renders

preferred to ke^P their activities secret, the ouantitative analysis of these

rates o± interest cannot be made. A lot of researches h^ve been conducted

on the calculation of concealed interest rates in the unorganized capital
1 . 

markets of some developing countries such as India, out no research in Nigehia has

been done oa this score owing to lack of data. It is largely because of

lack of data in most developing countries with regard to the interest rates

charge by the unorganized financial institutions that prompted bottomley (1975)

to conduct a study on how interest rate was determined in underdeveloped

rur»l areas. Going through a lot of literature on the unorganized money

markets of many developing countries, he came out with an hypothetical lending

cost structure on loans to a borrower vdth a constant return to scale. berhr>ps

the most interesting point in his analysis was the fact that he was able to

show the urDan bank cost of loans in comparison with the moneylender's cost.

According to his analysis, the lower the amount of loan, the greater will be 

the cost. Thus for a moneylender loan, the average cost for a loan of #100 

will be 50 per cent while that of bank attracted a cost oi lOO per cent, thereby 

putting moneylenders, cheraper sourcecpf credit tr ultimate borrower. This is because 

small loans are often very costly and difficult to administer for the banks.

With the loan of #500, both moneylender and bank charge the same amount of 

interest which is 23 per cent, on the average. However, as the magnitude of 

loans is increasing, it becomes more obvious that the moneylender credit 

is more costly than bank credit. Thus for a loan of #1000, the cost of 10 

per cent for the banks while for moneylender credit, it is 20 per cent.

Thus in so far as the majority of small farmers are in existence in any 

developing country with their associated small loan demand, unorganized 

financial institutions like moneylenders will continue to be major sources of

1. See Also the Report of the Committee of Direction - Ail India Credit Survey, 
in the Reserve Bank of India. (Bombay).
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credit to rural dwellers.

One can also explain the high interest rates phenomenon In terms Of

suDoly and demand for loanable funds in unorganized canita! market of

any developing country like Nigeria. Any analysis of high interest rates

in unorganized money market should include all the factors thwt can affect

the suooly of and demand for loanable funds. A lot of literature exists

on the SUD ̂ ly of and demand for loanable funds in the unorganized capital
1

markets of developing countries, for example, Bhadim (1975) attempts

to find explanations for the high interest rate on short-term consumption

loans in some West Benra. villages during 1970 to 197^. The same author, in his

article entitled "On the formation of Usurous Interest Rates in Back'-ard

Agriculture" , tried to analyse how the high interest ~*te was attached to
2

credit in unorganized capital markets. Bottcxnley (‘’965) attributed the high 

interest rate to the increase in supply price of credit as a result of 

greater administrative cost to lenders. However, in another paper, the same 

author (as already pointed out) found another reason in terms of lender's 

risk element.

Perhaps the most interesting article on this supply-demand explanation of high 

rate of interest is that of Wai (1957)» In his article, he considered many 

relevant factors which affect the demand for end supply of credit in rural 

areas of less developed countries and exposed the exploitative way of formation 

of usurious interest rates. Bhadim (1975), utilizing the factors highlighted 

by Wai (1957) developed an argument in form of a formal model to show how the 

several essential factors responsible for the formation of usurious interest 

rates are connected with each other. In this paper, it is instructive to 

look at the high interest rate in terms of scarcity of loanable funds since 

this is rather more reasonable and rooted in microeconomic price theory.

Moreover, since there are inadequate or no data on how the interest rate 

is being determined in the rural.areas of most developing countries, including 

Nigeria, it is considered more rational to look at the rate of interest

1. See tiie interesting work of Bhaduri (1973- and 1977Ï
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in terms of supply and demand theory. Clearly this is in contrast to the so-

called thaory of the customary rate of interest following one of the authors in his

explanation for the high rate of interest in an unorganized money market. For
1

example, W. T, Newlyn and B.C. Eowan did not think thrt supply of and demand

for loanable funds are responsive enough to changes in supply and demand conditions.

Hence they concluded th-t interest rates were likely to be determined mainly

by law or convention. The two vu'iters believed that this happens in all economies

in which lending and borrowinrs are contracted by private bargains rather

th%n two markets. However while this might b^ t n e  in the short-run, it

might not be true in tha long run as economic and social conditions may change.

Even then, the theory of customary rates failed to explain how or why the

custom of high rates developed. This represents the rationale for taking a

different view in this oaner on the whole issue of why the interest rates

were so high in Nigeria in ‘’940s and 50s in the unorganized money markets.

Moreover, while some vrit'-rs have tried to expl^^in high rate of interest
2

phenomenon from the demand side only, others from the supply side, this

study is combining the supply and demand factors together to explain how

the interest rate level in unorganized capital market in the ppst was determined.

In the diagram below, the vertical axis represents the rate of interest or cost 

or credit in the unorganized markets while the horizontal axis shows th^ amount 

of credit granted at any point in time. The supply curve oi loanable funds 

is a bit steep indicating that moneylenders or the unorganised financial 

institutions in general are assumed to be financially constrained since 

the provision of credits depends largely on their ovu limited financial resources. 

Moreover, the state of Nigerian economy by then was such thrt many people were 

poor and only very few people could afford to lend their money out to people. ^) 

And among those unorganized financial institutions, only few could seek 

more funds to augment their own for their lending business. As this is general 

for all developing countries, on example from India Rural Credit Survey will

T. • See Newlyn and Kwah (1954) 
2.. ' See Bottomley, (1975).
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drive this point home.

According to the survey, only 28 per cent of the moneylenders interviewed
l(p.178)

showed the willingness to try and obtain funds in addition to their own resources.

This cannot be a surprise since majority of the farmers, in general, prefer to

borrow money from relatives and friends vith little or no string attached rather

than from moneylenders with high interest rates. For example, four studies
2

conducted on Thailand cited by Donner (1971) revealed that 46 per cent of credit to 

farmers were from relatives and friends, out of which 35 to 40 per cent came fron 

the former while between 39 and 57 per cent from the later. In another study on 

South Korea, Morrow (1973) showed that 60 per cent of the private rural credit 

funds were from other farmers, 28 per cent from relatives and friends and the 

remaining 12 per cent from traders and moneylenders.
4

The study conducted on Pakistan by Lawdermilk (1973) showed a considerably 

low share of rural credit originating from moneylenders. According to the study,

63 per cent of the credit came from friends and relatives, 17 per cent from the 

well-to-do rural people, 13 per cent from the cooperatives and only 4 per cent 

from shopkeepers and moneylenders. However, in Sri Lanka, ' moneylenders provided 

29 per cent of the rural credit as against 26 per cent from the relatives and 

friends.

All the above studies seem to justify the nature of the supoly curve for 

loanable funds in the rural areas of Nigeria in the past. Credit supoly from the 

family and friends would be ver\’- small indeed since it is unlikely they could augment 

their suoply with the borrowed fund from banks largely because of lack of suitable 

collateral and the more so because there was no interest payment on loans from them. 

However, the few moneylenders who were in serious business in various parts of 

the country might have the opportunity to obtain funds from the banks at interest 

and relent same in addition to their own resources at very high rate of interest.

Since most the credit supply from the family, friends or relatives-was-largely 

in kind and invariably withojt interest rate payment as already pointed out, it 

is necessary to consider the relatively small number of moneylenders as the true 

source of suoply of credit for investment or productive purposes in the
Reserve Bank of India (1954; on India Créait survey

2. See Donner ('>971), 3» the work of Morrow (1973) on Korea and 4* G. Guntilleke 
(1973a) on Sri Lanka.
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rural areas of Nigeria, and to which our suoply of and demand for credit analysis 

is eoplicable. The moneylenders per se might have limited resources, hence they 

would have to consider their personal exnencitures before they could lend money. 

Thus the volume of loans any moneylender can grant largely depends on the sources 

of his incomes such as repayment of both interest and capital. It also depends 

on the credit terms of lending; if the term of credit is very short, one would 

expect an incre-se in the turnover of loanable funds, since as the borrowers are 

returning the orincipal end interest, (assuming there is no default risk), the 

more loans will be available for others.

For the demand side, one snould expect the demand for loan to be elastic 

since savings by farmers are likely to be very low owing to their low incomes.

Most of the borrowers were largely small farmers who borrowed not only for 

investment in land, cattle or for working canit^l for the purchases of seeds 

and fertilizers, but also for their minimum basic needs like food, shelter, 

and clothing. Thus the demand for loans would be very high in a country 

in which large majority of the population depended on agriculture with associated 

low income and hence low savings, which implies that capital would be scarce.

It is generally believed th-t in developing countries, scarcity of caoital 

in the past could actually affect the rate of interest. For example, an 

empirical study on the structure of interest rates in agricultural credit 

markets by Long (1968) and that of Bottomley and Nudis (1969) have both 

argued that scarcity of loanable funds must necessarily raise interest rates 

regardless of the benevolent or non-benevolent attitude of moneylenders.

As already pointed out, apart from scarcity of capital, the rate of interest 

charged by the moneylenders also usually includes returns for the risks they 

take by lending on promises or doubtful securities*f U. T. Wai (1956)).

The example above and many others seem to suooort the explanation of high 

rate of interest in the unorganized money markets in Nigeria in the past.

Since the majority of small farmers could not borrow from organized money markets 

for lack of collateral, they had no options after seeking from relatives or friends

than to borrow from the moneylenders who offered them loans at very high cost.
1. See Long (I9 68); 2. Bottomley and Nudds 41969),

Also see Tun ^%i (I9 5 6) on the brilliant oi'-cussion of risks entailed in 
lending in unorganised credit markets.
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s.If)Analysis of ï i ±m Interest Rete with the aid of a diaf^ram:

It can be seen from the diagram 5»^ belô -’ that ov̂ ing to scarcity of

loanable funds because very limited number of domestic severs who

tunned to moneylending business, the rate of interest vas set at r \  Since
Investment Demand and Supply of Loans

cost of 
borrowing

1r

ro

Quantity oi investment
(Diagram 5,3)

it is assumed here that the ultimate borrowers would not pay more than 

they themselves individually would have earned from such loans, (assuming 

that the loans -̂̂ ere for investment purposes), only those borrowers who were 

very desperate would be able to borrow at this cost, •'•-hereas many •̂’■ould have

also preferred had the interest rate been lower than r \  Since the
-1

loan was for investment, at r rate of interest, only OQ^ investment was 

possible owing to scarcity of capital. Assuming tnat the economic conditions 

had become more favourable such that ultimate borrowers are noi'T eager to 

borrow' to take advantage of the economic prospects offered by the economy 

and all have reasonable collateral to assure ultimate lenders of repayments at
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due date. Moreover, assuming liirthrr that the same favarouable economic 

conditions generated a spillovei on the lending business as well as 

on all other economic sectors such that many more people are now engaged 

in lending business. While the individual financial constraints remain 

relative as it was, in aggregate more funds become available as a result of 

increased sources of credit by way of more lenders. Consequently one would 

expect the rate oi interest to fall to r^, resulting in a considerable increase 

in ouantity of investment which now stands at OQ^.

This analysis of the price of investment capital in the unorganized 

money market is, no doubt very simple and hence does not accommoaate 

some of the realities of the situation, for example, it does not show what would 

happen to the interest rate in the presence or organized capital markets .

This will be taken c^re of in the analysis of a possible linkage between 

the two types of money markets. In reality, it should be pointed out that 

there pre certain other contributing factors associated with high interest 

rate on loans in unorganized money market of Nigeria. One is that most of 

the borrowers in rural areas were largely small farmers and hence their 

credit needs were relatively small. Because of this, some moneylender might 

impo*^e a fixed handling charges and this would raise up interest rate 

on loan. While this is the common practice vith banks on small loans, it is 

not likely that moneylender could impose such fixed penalty for small loan.

As a matter oi fact, moneylender would prefer offering small quantity of loans 

to as many clients as possible since it would tantamount to the spreading of 

risks. Thus in case of default, he would not loose all his money since not 

all the clients would fail to pay.

Bnpirical Evidence on tne Riek-pf Default as an explanation fg j r High Interest
Rates in Unorganized Markets
There is mountain of evidence to support the view that in unorganized 

money majî cets, default rates are much higher than in the organized markets, ana hence
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a higher.rate of interest in the former. However, the evidence is not clear

to support this claim with respect to repayment of loans granted by moneylenders,

but there is a mountain of evidence for high rate of default with respect to

official loans from government to the rur«l farmers. For example, study by
1

St,ickley and Sa tana (1973) reveals that in Turkey, there was a default

rate of 37 per cent on agricultural credit and in Sri Lanka, it vas reported

that in 1963 default rate rose from 9 per cent to 16 per cent in 1969 on
2

the government's agricultural credit scheme (Guntilleke et rl. (1973a), p.2^7). 

Perhaps the highest record of deliquency on government loan w s  that 

recorded by >fyers (^973) for uangladesh in which the detault rate in seven 

ye-rs rose from 1 ner cent to to 28 per cent In 1967 (Stickley and Hayer(1975), 

pp. 2, 3 0) and finally reached a record high of 83 per cent during the 

struggle for independence. However studies conducted in some other less 

developed countries showed a lov’er rate of loan deliquency. For example, 

the study by Donald (1973), p. 15), shoved that default rate on official 

credit to small farm in Colombia stood at 15 per cent. The study by Wai and
4 . ‘

Hoover (1973), P-36) recorded a default rate of 14 per cent for Malaysia,
but the study by Rbth and Goodall (1966) ou Tcuador showed 2.65 per cent default rate

It has been argued that the fact that default rates always tend to be 

larger in unorganized capital markets of the developing countries than the 

organized should not be taken to mean a lower standard of morality and unwilling

ness to repay on the part of ultimate borrowers. The major cause of this 

tendency lies in the unavoidable fluctuations in agricultural prices and 

hence farmers' incomes. Crop failures may cause lov’er income to farmers and 

hence disposition to default on loan borrowed. For example, in Sri Lanka,

it was reported that 3̂  per cent of agricultural borrowers gave crop failure
6

as the cause of their default (Guntilleke et al. (1973a), p.80, (1973b)).

Whet this means is that as the income of farmers are increasing, the ability

to borrow and repay loans will also increase. bottomley and Nudds have 
Î1 See tne work on Turkey by Sticley and batana (1?73;
2. See G, Guntilleke. et ai." (1973a) on Snail Farm Credit in Sri ^ a
5, D.hÿers (1973); 4. Wai and Hoover (1973); 5. Roth and Goodal (i960)
6, G; Guntilleke, et al. (1973b).
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argued that a rapid increase in the net income of farmers than the cost of 

borrowing would result in an increase in their ability to repay as opposed to 

their willingness to repay. Thus there is a strong possibility of a positive 

association between increases in borrowers' net income end levels of repayment 

and in fact Von Pischke (1974), pp.109, 158. has shovm that the correlation 

is smaller than expected. In most of the studies conducted to find 

any association between the farmers' income and the volume of,loans,^the general

conclusion aonears to be the occurrence of posivite association. For
2

example the study conducted by Adams, ('’971 ), pp.164-65 showed a credit 

income ratio of 0.55 for United States where farmer's incomes are very high 

as against 0.15 in many of the poorer countries in 1967 or 1968. This 

supports our earlier assumption thrt as economic conditions become favourable, 

the volume of loans would increase, and the co^t of borrowing would fall.

In Nigeria one other contributory factor to high interest rate 

on loan is associated with land tenure system which prevented land from being 

used as collateral by farmers. The consequence was the continued reliance on 

unorganized financial institutions like moneylenders for credit needs of farmers 

since these did not normally empahsiz^d the need for collateral as a condition 

for granting of loans.

The cost of borrowing was so high in Nigeria in the past that the government

made unsuccessful attempt to regulate the interest rate charged on loan b}'

moneylender by requesting them to register. In addition, a ceiling was

also imposed on the rate of interest to be charged. Thus it was stipulated

that 18 kobo should be charged on every N2. This law w?s further strengthened

in 1949 and made maximum rate of 12.5 per cent on 1st mortgage or property,

15 per cent on the 2nd and 45 per cent on promissory notes. However, the

moneylenders cleverly circumvented the law and often gave receipt with lower

interest rate than actually charged to their clients. This is not surprising

in an economy with low domestic savings and hence very low level of investment

funds. Wai (1977) also reported evidence of malpractices of moneylenders in 
African aud Asian Countries.________
1. See Von Piscnke (1974) ;2. D.W. Adams (1971j 6n"Agricultural Credit in L. America
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5.ir A general appraisal of esusu credit institution in NIGFRIf BASED UN INTFRVIKW 

Before closing this section, it is necessary to point out that of all 

the unorganized financial institutions operating in the unorganized capital 

markets of Nigeria in 1940s and 50s, Esusu Credit Institution moves more 

nearer to the organized type or financial institutions. If it is accepted 

that a Rood credit institution should mobilize the savings of the people in 

order to ensure an adequate sup )ly of loanable funds, Esusu Credit Institution;, 

comes very close to achieving this particular objective. Since a typical 

Fsusu institution always had meetings regularly in which opinions were 

shared as to the need for thrift, it might not be an exaggeration to say that 

this institution was very important in meeting the credit needs oi 

small farmers in a situation where savings and investment opportunity were 

very limited. The only source of credit to small farmers besides friends 

and relatives was the moneylender, some of whom might De very unscrupulous 

in their dealings with these small farmers. Its role as a past provider of 

soft lopns to small businessmen and farmers, therefore, cannot be over 

emphasized. Out of '’00 farmers interviewed in Nigeria in the course of 

tnis study, only 5 indicated that they were able to borrow from organized 

credit institutions, in particular State Finance Corporations while others 

obtained their loans from moneylenders and other informal sources. The five 

who indicated obtaining lo^ns from organized institutions were relatively 

large farmers, tnree of them we^e cocoa farmers while the other two 

groundnut farmers. This supports the finding of Brown (''975) in his study 

of rural farmers in Costa Rica which shows that very large farmers were 

able to obtain loans from finance corporations at an interest rate of between 

1? and 24 per cent as against between 18 and 56 per cent paia on loans from 

moneylenders by small farmers.

Most of these informal credit institutions are still existing in

Nigerian economy today, but with lower scope of operation. Unfortunately

their activities in the economy cannot be nuantify, but interewiew held 
Î1 ana_LL oct i e farmers cannot obtain loans from organized institutions since 

their credit needs are very small ^nd hence very high adminsitrative costs.
For example, the Nigerian Western Region Finance Corporation inccured 47 ^ 
of its revenues between 195& and "'963'on administrative costs of loans to 
small fsrrrers (Oluwa^^nml and *1=0 ) 19&5. Nigerian Journal of Economics & S. S. 
See A. L. Brown (1973). '
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with 50 merchant/moneylenders in Kano, Maiduguri, Ibadan and Ilorin

clearly indicated that there are still large number of these moneylenders operating

in various parts of the country, most of whom will not like their activities

to be known. In order to get the information about their activities, the

writer had to pose as a borrower in each of the interviews which were often

broken off when agreement on interest rate and repayment method could not be reached.

In one such interview with Mr. Abdullal Musa in Maiduguri (Musa versus 

Adewumi), agreement could not be reached on 25 per cent interest on N200 loan 

payable in 6 months# This moneylender (Mr. A. Musa), actually owns a petrol 

filling station to cover up his moneylending activities. The interview with him 

was only possible through somebody who k n e w  him very well and through whom he 

was connected with many of his customers. This man indicated that their 

customers were all over the country from various’ sectors of the econony, some 

of whom borrowed to pay for dowry,-or court fines and some for consumption purposes 

or for burial*. It was indicated that only few customers borrowed for productive 

purposes.

Since the puroose of this chapter is to show the importance of the unorganized 

financial institutions in Nigeria before the advent of modern financial institutions, 

it will suffice it to say that where is no doubt that these unorganized institutions 

had played a major role in the suoply of finance needs of small farmers and business

men in Nigeria at a time when banks were largely unwilling to give loans to small 

farmers and businessmen whom they considered as poor risk. However, the establishment 

of some financial institutions for the purposes of providing soft loans to farmers 

and businessmen by the government seems to have reduced the influence of these 

informal credit institutions to some extent in the area of provision of credit.

Lack of adequate data has precluded the quantification of the role of government 

in Nigeria before 1970s in the provision of credit needs for small fj^rmers and 

businessmen who could not succeed in obtaining credit from banks.

Inspite of the data limitation, however, the Central Bank of Nigeria succeeded

in gathering some information from the annual reports and balance sheets of various

government institutions in order to provide some figures on government contributions t 
Chandavarkar (I9&5)*s findings in India support the above; 14 moneylenders out of 
613 interviewed in India had no other occupation (P. 524).
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credit needs of the economy. Thus in 196O the aggregate credit granted 

by the government institutions was million and by the end of March,

1966, it Had; risen to *78.8 million,"representing an average yearly increase 

of *7 million. Although the magnitude of government contributions to the 

credit needs of the economy was very small as will be seen in the later 

chapters, there is no doubt that the.government has taken a step in the right 

direction.

5.13 The Possible Interactions Bet̂ >-een Unorganized and Organized Money 
Markets and Institutions in Nigeria.

DurinR the colonial era, the organized financial system w s  designed ®nd 

fostered to accommodate the financial needs of the foreign businessmen vho 

lived and transacted their business largely in the urban and industrial centres 

Oi the country. Most of the organized financial institutions, especially 

banks ooe'^ated only in urban areae while leaving the rural are^s to be taken 

care of by the unorganized financial institutions. This situation persisted 

in Nigeria for a long time and for this reason the Federal Government of 

Nigeria decided to act in order to bring tne banking services to the rural 

areas of the country through the Rural banking Programme instituted by the 

Central bank of Nigeria in 1978 which shall be discussed later.

Most of the commercial bank investments were in foreign financial

assets since the Nigerian money market was yet to be developed. The

non-existence of organized money market means that the indigenous businessmen

and the nascent industrialists had no where they could raise fund for their

business other than the small number of foreign commercial banks operating

in the country. Those with surplus funds which they did not renuire for

immediate use ( most of them expatriates) had no option than to repatriate

those funds for investment overseas in London especially during the off-season

and drew on them when the economic prospects warranted it. It was after

the Nigerian independence that organized capital market was firmly established 
. See Central bank of Nigeria Annual Report. 1970.
. See T.A. Uyedejl (1977) on strategy of Industrial Development in Nigeria.
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thereby providing local investment outlets for the surplus funds in Nigeria

as well as for the investments of funds repatriated from abroad following the

government's generous ofier of incentives to that effect.

However, inspite of the establishment Of Nigerian Money Market, the

unorganized money market still continued to exist, the phenomenon which

can only be explained in terms of the credit oolicies of the organized

financial institutions and their urban-oriented operation to the utter

neglect of the rural areas. Although there are no adequate data, it is
1

reasonable to assume that what obtains in some less developed countries also

obtain* in some others,, although with slight differences. Hence, India's

experience can be assumed as ccxnmon among developing countries with, respect to

the relative contributions of organized and unorganized financial institutions

to the credit needs of the economy. It was estimated by the Indian uentral

Banking Enquiry Commission that in the 1950s the share of the unorganized

credit institution was about 90 per cent of the total credit in tue economy.

furthermore, the All-India Rural Credit Surveys in the 1950s and i9&0s showed

no significant change in this ratio inspite of the massive expansion of

institutional banking facilities. Thus while unorganized institutions

accounted for 85 per cent of the total credit, the organized banking institutions
2accounted for only 15 per cent.

t><Lng to lack of data, the link between the organized and unorganized capital-

markets has not been adequately established by any researcher on rural agricultural 

credit of developing countries. However, there has been a suggestion by 

Wai (1957; on how to measure the degree of interaction and this involves the use 

01 commercial banks' direct or indirect loans to agricultural sector of the 

economy as an indicator. Thus the larger the credit extended by the commercial 

banks to agricultural sector, the closer would be the link between the two types of 

capital markets. The weakness of this suggestion is the likely distortion 

associated with this criterion since it is highly oossible that commercial

1. Tun Wai (1977) estimated the share of institutional credit in total credit for
India as having risen from 7 to 25 per cent between 1^50 and 1970, while that
of Pakistan from ^6 to 20, that of Sri Lanka from 8 to 19 and that of Taiwan 18 to
73 per cent. He suggested a share of between 40 and 50 % of total rural creditIas being supplied by unorganized for Nigeria and Sierra Leone.

2. q^pgprve PanV Tnd^n.flShS). o . 1509.
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bank lending to agricultural sector might fall largely in the hands of big 

landlords and estate agriculture owners who might be reasonably regarded as 

part of the modern economic sector while leaving the small peasant farmers 

largely unaffected. In spite of this, however, one cannot totally dismiss this 

criterion as useless in so far as the money is spent on the rural agricultural 

sector. Using this criterion, Wai (1957) found that inmost developing countries, 

commercial bank loans to agriculture were less then 10 per cent and in which case, 

the link between the two markets was concluded to be rather slight.

Following Wai (1957) criterion in this analysis, the findings stated in Table

5.2 emerged. According to this table, between 196O and 1966, the commercial bank 

loans to agriculture were very considerable. In 196O, it was 19.8 per cent of 

the total bank loans. Steady increase was recorded in the share of agriculture 

in the total brnk loans which reached its peak in 1965 with a record high 

of 2 5 .5 per cent. However, a decline set in in 1966 and in ‘'981, it stood 

at just 10 per cent, implying a very slight link between unorganized and 

organized sector. The high records of share recorded in 196O up to 1965 

might be largely due to the distortion associated with this criterion already 

mentioned above. For example, there were a number of foreign firms which 

o^ned large agricultural plantation in Nigeria, especially in respect of palm 

produce and tobacco. These firms could easily get loan from banks since they were 

foreign-owned and because they could easily provide collateral for the loan. 

Moreover, another explanation for the high records of share of agriculture in 

the total bank credit is the fact that the government, shortly after independence, 

was aware that except something was done, the bank would continue to give little 

credit to agriculture as before. Thms through the Central Bank of Nigeria, 

which was itself established just a earlier than country's independence,

the government persuaded the commercial banks to give more loans to agriculture.

Another way to measure the degree of connection or interaction between

the t’-’O tyoes of capital market in any developing country is to look at the 
1. See Central Bank of Nigeria Annual Report, 196I.
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magnitude of loans from banking institutions to the semi-organized financial 

institutions such as orivate agricultural banks, cooperative credit societies.

These semi-organized financial institutions, like the moneylenders, often 

borrow large sum of money from the organized financial institutions and 

relend to farmers in small lots. In order to measure the magnitude of such 

loans from banks to semi-organized institutions, one has to compare the 

outstanding agricultural loans to such institutions "4th the national income 

earned by the agricultural sector and with the currency in circulation.

Since agriculture engaged more then three ouarters of the country’s working-populatio 

one should expect to see a significant linkage of about 75*per cent using 

the percentage of agricultural loan to the gross domestic product
from agriculture and to total currency in circulation in the economy as indicators.

According to Table 5.2, in 1958 the commercial bank loan to agriculture

was only 1.8 per cent of the agriculture gross domestic products (AGDP) anf~-

21.7 per cent to total currency in circulation. The implication of this "

figure is that organized institutions'cohtributed insignificantly to agriculture
t '

which suggests.  ̂ insignificant linkage between the t"-'o types of money markets.

In 1966 and 1967, commercial bank loan to agriculture ^tood at 1.8 and 2 per cent 

of Agriculture, GDP reso^rri^ely and the . corresponding percentage of bank 

agricultural lo-n to total currency in circulation stood at ^S.6 and 26 .5  

respectively. The reason for the lower percentage recorded, for 1967 was..because of 

Nigerian Civil War which lasted from 1966 to 1970. The .highest'bank Ion. .

as a percentage of AGDP vas recorded in 1965 and it was just '2.7, j j ] absolute

term,-the highest organized loans.to agriculture was in 1965 when it stood'at N68.5

millionj representing just 25.3 per cent of the total • gricultural loan in that yeai

u';4ch implies that the unorganized institutions supplied the remaining percentage.

This clearly supports our argument about the importance of unorganized institutions 
in Nigeria in the past. Because of lack of data, if Is difficult to explain how

the interest rates were determined in each of the two types of market. Hovever,
1. See Oluwasanmi and Alao (1965), on "The Role of Credit in the Transformation

of Traditiona Agriculture", Nigerian Journal of Economic and Social Studies (March).
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it is possiule to develop a model with an application of several assumptions 

to explain the interest rete gnd quantity of loan phenomenon in the two 

tyoes of market and more so to explain the possible interaction between 

them.

5 .15  A Model to Explain the likely Interaction between Organized 
and Unorganized Capital Markets and Institutions

In order to build uo a model like this, it is necessary to make some 

assumptions in order to make the analysis as realistic as oossible. The 

following assumptions are, therefore, made:

(i) That in each 01 the two types of market, there are only
t-̂’O types of financial assets; in the unorganized market, there 
are the real assets and credit while in the organized market, 
there exist commercial bank loans awd oth*=rwise known as 
the high-povpred money according to i^riedman

(ii) that there exists one-interest rate for the whole economy,
which can be construed as the normal marginal productivity of 
caoital. This might also be regarded as « return on investment.
In this model, the short-run dictates the suooly of re^l assets, 
while tha rate of interest follows closely the base rate for the 
whole economy and this is denoted by BR. Theoretically speaking 
therefore, the promissory notes, financial bills and cheques as "-ell 
as other securities flowing into the unorganized caoital markets are good 
substitutes for real assets. If the conditions in the market dictate, 
the rate o^ interest on bank loans,, for instance, the level of economic 
activities may increase and hence leads to greater demand for credit 
in the economy, this might load to automatic exitinction of the 
unorganized capital markets or the reduction of their scope of 
activities to the extent of making them highly insignificant in the 
in the economy. Hcr.*:ever, if the deposit rgtes of interest as well

as loan rates are fixed at a level well below the equilibrium rates, 
this would le^d to credit rationing. The consequence of this will be 
the emergence of the black capital market or the unorganized capital 
markets will e>’pand in scope, thus implying the two typps of 
capital markets have now develooed into two separate and independent 
credit markets t̂' diffrrrnt char-*:eristics. Because of this,
1. See M. Friedman (1970) "A Theoretical Framework for Monetary Analysis" 

Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 78, (March/April).
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bank deposits and unorganized securities are not substitutable for 
each other in the asset holder's portfolios. It follows also that the 
bank credit and ti.e unorganized market loans are not perfect 
substitutes in the borrower's portfolio.

(iii) that unorganized credit and modem or organized markets c-̂ n be
substitutes in the eyes of the ultimate borrowers. Put differently, 
the borrower is indifferent between the two alternatives. However, 
the two can also be complements, depending on the nature of the 
financial system in general rather then the nature of the two kinds 
of liabilities.

and (iv) that in the real world situation, there are various tyoes of loans 
from the banks and from tne unorganized credit institutions with 
varying rates of interests according to the relative degrees of risk. 
However, for convenience as w pH  qg simple analysis, these rates have been 
converted into one - representative rate of interest which is hereby 
called the base rate (ER) for both markets.

There is no doubt that all these assumptions are unrealistic. However, 

this model is intend'd to bring into sharp focus the likely interconnections 

bet"-"een the organized and unorganized money markets and institutions. All the 

underlying assumotions of the model are mainly designed to simplify the analysis 

without necessarily altering the essential aspects of the workings of the two 

markets and, of course,■the basic conclusions of the analysis.

In accordance with the foregoing assumptions, the asset demand and supply 

functions of the model may be spedified as follows:

Public demand for currency and bank deposit model:

SC = Stock of currency

Hence SC = C^ where C^ stands for demand for currency (5.1)

R = Commercial bank Reserve

= Demand for deposits

Hence R = (5.2)

Equations 5.1 ^nd 5.2 are identities and they imply that in equilibrium, 

the tot'’I public demand for currency is the total stock of currency (SC) and

the total public demand for bank deposits is the total bank Reserves (R).
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:

Currency Demand:

C** - f(BR, r**» r®. I, W) (5.3)

bank deposit rate

expected rate of inflation which is the expected rate of percentage
change in domestic cost of living index or expected price instability,

T = nominal national income
Net :4calth which is the current value of total^tangible wealth minus 
current liabilities (i.e., outstanding loans).

Demand for deposits:

0^ = f(r,'lQ, D) f5.4)

v'her“, r^« deposit rate of interest 

0 = required reserve ratio

D = the total deposits i.e. the s"ira • total of demand deposits as well

as time deposits.

Money Supply:

M® = SC + R (5.5)

where = Money supply exogenously determined in the system.

Bank Credit Market;

DD = (5.6)

d‘1= f(bR, r'l, r®. I, W) (5.7)

TD - TD*̂  ' (5.8)

TD*̂  = f(BR, r**, r®, T, W) (5.9)

BD = DD + TD (5.10)

L® = (1 - r‘̂(r, Q), BD.+B** ) (5.11)

= f(BR, r®, «  , T) (5.12)

L® - (5.15)

BR . * * (5.M)

where DD = demand deposits 

TD = Time deposits,

BD 3 Volume of bark deposits
T, This is the Net Money Doctrine of Shaw, (i960) when he argued that being in 

debit inhibits expenditure, and hence only current sector wealth is relevant 
to private sector spending. See J.G. Gurley(l960) "The Radcliffe Report and 
and Evidence (a review article)", American Economic; Review, 45, 515-558.
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L® = total bank loan supoly 

- total bank loan demand 

= Bank borrowing from the central bank 

= demand for bank demand deposits 

TD^ = demand for time deposits 

The demand functions for demand deposits and time deposits are 

specified in equations (5.7) and (5.9) respectively. Equation (5.9) 

defines the total volume of bank deposits and the supply function of bank credit 

(L®) is derived implicitly from the commercial bank balance sheet identity and 

this is given in equation (5.11). Equation (5.12) specifies the demand 

for bank credit function while eouation (5*14) indicates the relationship 

between the bank deposit rate or base rate and the loan rate wh^re u is a constant. 

Unorganized Financial Institutions Credit Market:

UL® = f(aE , d ï , T, W) (5.15)
Y

Ul'I = f(BR, rf, Y, W) (5.16)

UL*̂  = UL®

where UL® and UL^ are the unorganized credit supply and demand

(5.17)

respectively. Thus, eouations 5.15 end 5-16 are supply and demand functions

of unorganized credit market. The working o^ the model as

specificied by equations 5.  ̂ to 5.17 is hereby presented in a diagramatic

form below. The exogenous v^ri^bles in this model a>-e M®, Y, W, r^, Q
band B which implies that they are all determined outside the system.

The demand curve 'UD' is sloping dovmvard in the diagram below in line with 

the the assumption in the model that, other things being equal, the demand for 

bwik credit will be negatively relatqd to loan rate (r^). Thus an increase 

in BR, other things being erual, would result in a shift in demand curve 

*DD* to the right indicating that the cost of bank credit has now become 

relatively cheaper. The supply of bank err dit schedule, *bS' is directly 

related to the public demand for indirect securities issued by the 

commercial banks. This is assumed to be positively related to loan rate r^
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given BR and other exogenous variables in the system. It is expected that 

a leftward shift of ’SS' schedule would occur as a result of an exogenous 

increase in BR «rhile holding other variables constant. This would induce 

thp" vealthholders to shift out of the bonk deposit markets into the unorganized 

financial market. On the other hand, an increase in bank borrowings from the 

Central Dank - B^ - would result in a shift of *SS’ schedule rightwards just 

as a reduction in required reserve (0) would result.

The equilibrium point in the organized financial market is represented 

in the di^gr^m by = L® = In the absence of any outside influence like

the government regulation# or intervention through the Central Bank, there 

would be no excess demand or supply at point r^o and hence there would be little

or no demand for credit from the unorganized credit market. On the other h^nd,

if the government or the Central Bank lower the BP or set the bank lo^n rate 

3nd deposit rate (r^) at r^ below the equilibrium rote, this intervention 

vouia result in an excess demand for b^nk credit situation. The excess demand 

is measured by - 0^ in the diagram 5.4 below. In order to maintain tne 

price of credit at r^^ the Central Bank would have to accommodate the 

commercial banks with additional loans, or in the alternative, reduce the 

Q. This would make the supply schedule to be perfectly elastic at r^ . If 

this cannot be done, a situation of credit rationing among ultimate borrowers 

would occur. Various means would have to be employed through credit rationing 

to do away with the excess demand - Q^. In this situation, tne ultimate 

borrowers who could not get credit accommodation from this market, as well as 

the ultimate lenders who consider the new deposit rates as being too low, would

then meet in the unorganized credit market.

Now assuming that this low rate of interest situation has been in operation 

for some times in the whole economy, then tne tendency is high that the excess 

demand for bank credit would spill over into unorganized markets as demand for 

credit. This situation is represented in diagram 5.5 by the demand schedule
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which is related fundamentally to the DD in diagram 5*4.  Now if the 

organized credit market liabilities and the unorganized credit market liabilities 

are perfectly substitutable for each other. The magnitude of the spill over 

inpy be obtained by subtracting at all levels of r^ from the demand curve

Cost of credit 
D

Cost of 
Credit = 
BR

BR

T

M "0 
Bank Loans 
(Diagram 5.4)

Unorganized F.I. loans 
(Diagram 5 .5 )

Model Showing the Interaction Between the Organized and the Unorganized
Credit Markets

DD.

As already discussed, the cost of credit in unorganized money market 

i? very excessive in most cases. This is because the ultimate lenders in 

this market are subject to varying degrees of risk of default associated 

with the economic characteristics of the ultimate borrowers. Bbrtherraore 

where there is a form of government regulations on the activities of 

moneylenders and other lenders, these ultimate lenders are also subject to an 

additional risks associated with the violation of the usury regulations and 

incOTie-tax evation. The unorganized credit market also involves high costs of 

information because of its imperfect nature. Because of all these, ultimate 

lenders are expected in this model to aemand a risk premium over the rate of

i I
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return they could earn had they put their money in the bank (organized

credit markets). This risk premium is a form of compensation to them for the

informal loans they supply. The amount of risk premium charged is a positive

function of the volume of loans granted since, otner things being equal,

the larger the amount of loan a borrower borrows, the higher wixl be the

likelihood of his being unable to repay. However, in the diagram 5.4

the risk premium is assumed to be invariant to the size or terms of loans

and is measured by and BR^. Thus BR^ is comparable with r^^ in this

diagram which implies that there would he no supply of loans forthcoming

from the organized to the unorganized credit markets. At BR^, however,

the supply of loans schedule in the unorganized market will be positively

related to BR. The magnitude of loan supoiy emanating from the organized

market can be ascertained if it is assumed that bank deposits and unorganized

market securities are perfect substitutes in the lender's portfolio.

This can be obtained by substracting from the SS schedule in the
ddiagram 5.4 at all levels of interest rates r^ . The equilibrium level

in the unorganized markets is obtained at point where the rate of interest

BR is in force, o

1.,. See Eottoiiiley (1975).
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From all the evidence from the literature, there is no doubt that

unorganized credit institutions have made important contribution to the

economic development of the rural areas of Nigeria before the advent of

organized institutions and after. Unfortunately, the lack of proper redords

precluded us from giving.the quantitative analysis of their contributions. However,
1

we shall examine the possible linkree and complementarity the^ have with banks.

5 .1 5  The Fossible Complementarity and link between the Unorganized and Organized
credit Institutions

We have tried to analyse how unorganized credit institution# developed 

in Nigeria. We have also discussed their importance in the economy, especially 

in th& rural areas of the country w&ere they provided the rural farmers with 

the credit they needed for their planned expenditures. We snail no^ examine the 

link between the t""0 types of financial institutions as shown in 

Table 5*5. The concern here is to carry lurtner the assumption of substitutabi

lity of loan from unorganized institution and that of the organized. Thus 

the ultimate borrowers would be indifferent as to the sources of the lo^n since

the same interest rate operates in the t"-"0 markets as already assumed.

For tne purpose of this analysis, it might be reasonable to regard the soeci=lizad

institutions in Nigeri- as part of the unorganized markets bec-use of the

characteristics of their customers, while the commercial banks represent

the organized markets in order to establish the complementarity between the

t"'TQ markets. In fact Tun Wai (1977) has suggested this line of reasoning

for tho measurement of c mplementarity between organized and unorganized

credit markets in developing countries.

Tha complementarity "-elations could oe more pronounced in most developing 

countries "«"here the rates of interest in organised financial sector are kept 

below the eouilibriura rates insoite of the high expected rate of inflation.

One reason for this subsection is to examine the possibility of this seeming

1. We want to examine now the unorganizea and organized institutions can be 
possibly linked and complemented each other.

2. See T^ Wai U9Y7).
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complementarity relationship and to discuss its implications for short-run 

as veil as long-run financial oolicies. Since there is no reliable information 

on the volume of credit emanating from the unorganized credit markets, and 

the only information about the rate of interest is scattered about in the 

literature, one is precluded from having any meaningful empirical examination of 

the hypothesis of complementarity. Thus all one can do is to provide qualitative 

and some indirect quantitative evidence..

Discussion on complementarity relation between loans from commerci-1

banks and those from the unorganized institutions is often related to the ways

in which business enterprises finance each component of their real expenditures

such as fixed and inventory capital, trade credit, and other liquid assets

in the two typ^s of markets. Thus, through the modifications of the model

developed for interaction between the two markets, one can examine the

capital relationships between firms’ re*l expenditures and financing decisions.

For th<̂  sake of simplicity, it is necessary to assuma that the business

enterprises expenditure decisions are made before the financing decision. This

assumption, which is common in partial analysis like this is based on the
1

ground that commercial banks do not ration their customer^. The two

decisions, of course, are likely to be made simultaneously in a general

enuilibrium framework. Although the partial equilibrium analysis is being

used in this case, yet the assumption already made may not hold if there is credit

rationing in the commercial bank loan market, since the availability of credit

and its cost often determine the sc^le of business operation in terms of the

volume of sales and production inputs. But it is highly likely that with

access to funds in other markets such as unorganized credit mrrkets, the

commercial loan market rationing would be offset and may completely be avoided.

The assumption of separate decisions on the part of the business enterprise 

with regards to expenditure and financing may be considered reasonable and

therefore, acceptable if it is considered that f^rms or business enterprises
1. See the Consortium for the Study of Nigerian Rurai Development (1?obo/.
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first decide on expenditure on investment and afterwards modify their decisions 

in accordance :^th any borrowing constraint they may f-ce in the commercial 

loan market. Even after the firm has ascertained its finance need, it still 

has to decide what would be the source of the amount needed. This will be 

the work of management to decide the finance needs of the firm between the 

available sources such as unorganised or the organized capital markets.

This will inter alia, depend upon the structure of the enterprise's assets 

with regards to maturity, liquidity, acceptability as collateral, and the 

relative cash and availability of loans from the two types of marKetp#

If it is assumed thrt the term and cost of commercial bank loans are more 

favourable than those of the unorganized institution (and in reality they are), 

one should expect that the funds, required by firms to finance their expenditure^ 

would largely come from the organized markets, i.e. commercial loan markets,

perhaps without having to go to unorganised markets, hovever, in reality, 

it is not certain whether th® firm would be able to obtain the size of loan it; 

requires. If it is not possible for the firm to obtain all or part of its 

finance need, it has to face two options. With respect to its real expenditure 

and financing decision‘s, "̂ he first option is to reduce its re^l expenditures 

according to the size ol the lo^n it has already got, or the second option is to 

adjust its net assets. Hovever, it is not clear which assets it should reduce 

and by how much. The two options does not s°em very realistic since some invest

ment may be inform of c-nital investment which cannot be broken up into small 

pi^c^s. One alternative option wnich seems more realistic would be for the 

firm in finance need to enter the unorganized money markets to obtain the 

remaining finance it needs. However, the firm's entry Into this kind of 

markets poses >two important questions, first concerns the magnitude of loans
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required from the unorganized markets and tne second relates to the 

collateral or the classes of its assets which the unorganized markets loans 

would most likely finance.

In Nigeria oefore independence, commercial banks hardly extended .credit 

to the indigenous businessmen or farmers because of fear of possible default. 

Default risk is very common in the developing countries' rur-l areas. In the past 

•most farmers could not provide suitable collateral to enable them borrow"- 

fa'om organized capital markets even at relatively cheaper cost than the 

unorganized. The only option opened to them vas the unorganized market where 

they could obtain the loans they needed since provision of security was never 

an imoortant condi'^ion for granting credit in t ^ i s  market. For example, 

Chandavarker (1965) study of India revealed th^t an estimated four-fifths 

of debt owed to orofession^l and agricultural moneylenders were unsecured.

And in Nigeria, four-fifths of loans granted by moneylenders were also

unsecured. (Consortium (1966) p.13) This is one of the reasons why the
\

interest rat^s are so high in unorganized capital markets relative to those

01 the organized. Of course/ some studies have shown that some moneylenders
2

do charge lower rate of interest. For instance, Sansom (^970) revealed 

that moneylenders charged 3 per cent to 4 per cent a month on secured loans 

while they charged 5 per cent on loans which were not secured in South Vietnam.
3

hanandikar (1956) study of Indiavreported that for secured loans, the rate 

charged by indigenous barkers varied between 6 and ‘'B ner cent per annum,

depending on the nature of the security as against ‘'8 to 37.5 per cent

charged on unsecured loan.

The Nigerian commercial banks "--ere wholly foreign-ovmed with their 

head offices overseas. Since they were in business to make profits, they 

preferred to gr^nt loans to foreigners and foreign firms who were able

to provide suitable collateral at very low rate of interests. For example
4

in 1955, commercial banks charged only 3 per cent on loans maturing in 6 months

as against 50 per cent on loans from unorganized credit markets.
1. See A.G. Uhandavarkar (1965) ; 2. R.L. Sansom, (1970)
3. See S.G. Fanandikar (195b) on banking in India.
4. See J.K. Unon 09b2; on Money ~̂ nd banking in Africa, Longman London.
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As already pointed out earlier, the commercial banks also lent money to 

moneylenders at lov" interest rates who in turn relent in small bits to farmers 

at high interest rate. In the di,scussion of complementarity between 

the organized and unorganized credit markets, one has to take cognizance 

not only of interest rate ?nd ability to provide collateral securities on

the part of ultimate borrowers > but also the credit policies of the respective
!

markets. The credit policies of commercial banks in Nigeria before 

independence was not conducive to the economic needs of the country since 

the banks were operating in Nigeria under the same principles of banking 

obtained in the developed overseas countries. Thus their rigidity to these 

orthodox principles of banks only djenied credit to indigenous businessmen 

and farmers who were in dire need of credit. Thus the low interest rate or

low cost of borrowing and provision! of collateral ^lone could not solve the

credit needs of the country except the commercial banks modified their 

credit policies to incorporate the developing nature of Nigerian economy.

According to Table 5.1, in 1948, out of the total agricultural credit 

in the economy which stood at *7.7 million, commercial banks contributed

92.2 per cent while the unorganized;markets contributed the rest. As the

banks were giving more and more loaps to the moneylenaers, who in turn lent
i

same to tne ultimate borrowers, the! share of the unorganized markets continued

to increase and in f̂ ĉt reached the record high of 22.5 oer cent in 1954.

Complementarity between the loans from each of the two types of markets

may also be considered in terms of aggregate investment function under a number

of assumptions. One assumption is that there is only one aggregate investment

function in Nigeri* ^hich may be considered based on either the present

value maximization orthc celebrated Keynesian marginal efficiency of investment 
2

criteria. 'One can also assume that business enterprises which may be farmers 

wit^ large acres of farmlands have no disposable income of their oi-m and
1. Also see the work of M. Long (1973) and th-t of A. Bottomley (1975) on 

the,causes of high interest rate on agricultural credit.
2. See F. Davidson (ly'/d). The Money and the re^l World. Macmillan Fress.
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hence rely on the loans they could obtain from the organized and unorganized 

institutions. The implication of this assumption is that the enterprises 

total demand for loans is a function of total investment. The total 

investment per se depends on the lerèl of interest rates, income, level 

of economic activities which indicates they future economic prospects, and other 

variables.

This assumptions is quite reasonable in case of Nigerian Farmers who in 

fact hrve no other income of their own except the proceeds they can 

get after the harvest of their farm products. As a matter of fact, some 

farmers, in general borrow money for consumption and repay back after the 

sale of their harvest. This case is not limited to Nigeria, but includes m s p j 

other developing countries. For instance. Tun Wai (1977) reported that for 

15 developing countries^he studied, about one-third of the demand for 

loans in the rural areas was for consumption, wuile borrowing for investment 

or productive purposes included borrowings for such current expenditures as 

purchases of seeds and payment for labour and taxes. Borrowing for payment of 

labour and taxes represented between 0.5 and 2 per cent in Nigeria and 2.5 

per cent in Punjab, Pakistan. The capital expenditure for which the loans 

were ushaily required in Nigeria in the past included t^e purchase of farming 

eouipment, land or cattle. However, as the economic development is taking 

place, new and better methods of agriculture are being adopted, borrowing 

for consumption purposes are on the decline. However, one should expect 

that included in the total credit to farmers is usually some fraction for 

consumption before the crop is harvested.

Another important assumption foi* this analysis is that firms are not 

subject to non-price rationing in the unorganized credit markets. This 

implies that any farmer or businessman who could pay the price would not 

go witr.out getting loans in this market, but in reality there is usually 

an element of costly information because of the secrecy associated with the 

moneylending business in Nigeria.
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The investment schedule in diagram 5.7 is based on all the foregoing 

assumptions. Frcxn the earlier equations 5»t1 and,15.15, It is possible to 

derive an aggregate supoiy of funds for the whole economy as depicted by curve 

SS. Curve II shows the tot'll demand for funds or investment goods for the 

whole economy The interest rate remains constant at r^ uo to the point 

. Thus the distance 00^ measures the quantity of lo^ns obtainable from 

the organized credit markets, i.e. commercial banks. Ihis quantity represents 

the commercial bank loans to foreign firms and nationals, moneylenders, 

cooperative societies and some few indigenous businessmen who could afford 

the provision of suitable collateral for the loans. The aggregate amount 

of loans beyond represents loan borrowed from the unorganized markets 

at the cost determined by the level of interest rate in operation in tnose marĵ ets. 

The intersection of the two schedules indicates the level of investment for 

the whole economy.

Suppose it is assumed that there is an increase in commercial loan rate

r^ to r^ resulting "n excess dem-ni f'or credit still yet in the commercial
/

brnk loan market^. In reality, this kind of phenomenon was witnessed in

Nigeria between 1970 and 1980 "-"hen the economy was booming because of high

oil revenues accruing to the government resulting in high government

expenditure on investment projects. Inflation rate was very high and in

an attempt to control it, as well as bank credit, the Central bank of Nigeria

raised the GEN rediscount rate designed to reduce the ability of or willingness

of commercial banks to gr^nt credit. Since the banks borrow largely from

the Central bank, they in turn increased their lending rate by a minimum of 
1

2-J per cent. The increase in bank rate is expected to induce, in the first

instance, the ultimate lenders to accumulate bank deposits since the deposits

rates were also raised. Thus if interest rates are truly intruments for

more effective mobilization of savings through the offer of realistic rates

on monetary savings, one should expect a flow of f’jnd from the unorganized 
See Central bank of wigeria, Economic and Financial Review, December, 1981.
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credit markets to the organized commercial banks in form of bank deposits.

Thus interest rate-induced increase in demand for bank deposits would

enable commercial banks to expand their lending activities by increasing

their suoply of loanable funds, holding commercial bank credit policies

constant. Consequently there would be a shift in suooly of loan schedule

SS upward to SS', while the investment demand curve II would remain intact

as in diagram 5.7 below. The overall effect of this increase in r^ would

be to reduce the level of investment. Since the excess demand still occurs,

+-he consequence of this increase would be a further .reduction in the yp.lume of

loan from the unorganized institutions, resulting in increase in loan from organized,

The foregoing analysis is based on aggrep^te investment function^.

However, there are deficiencies in the an-lysis ev^n though it depicts

to a very large ex+ent the actual workings of the two markets in Nigeria

as well as many other developing countries. One such deficiency lies in the

f^ct that it fails to analyse the different characteristics of the two

markets in terms of thp loans they offer. For example loan.terms- may either

be long or short, vhile one type of market may prefer small loans to large

ones. The analysis also fails to make distinctions between fixed and working

investment capital. This is quite unrealistic because the underlying

theoretical structures ol these investment types are different from each other.

In fact they have different mode of behaviour over the business cycle

according to the theories and empirical studies of fixed inventory

investment behaviour. It is therefore necessary to present the analysis

using a disaggregated investment functions.

5.16  Analysis of Complementarity between the Unorganized and the Organized 
Credit Markets Using Disaggregated investment Function

It should be pointed out th^t the assumption of the existence of 

aggreg-tç 1nv^sment function only indicates that firms' decisions on how 

to satisfy thoir finance needs from either of the two markets will denend
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on the relative cost and availability or the two liabilities and this is

invariant to the nature of the assets the firms intend to finance.

Diagram 5.7 
Investment Demand and Supply of Loans

Cost of Credit

BR.

BR

0 Total Loan Supply
>

With the disaggregation of the investment between fixed and working capital, the 

structure of firm's assets then becomes one of the variables which can influence 

firm’s decision on the relative amount of loan it can obtain from both markets. 

One assumption necessary for this analysis is that for the inventory behaviour 

the desired stacks of inventory deoend on the expected sales of the firm and 

that they are insensitive to either the cost or the availability of funds.

The com-on practice of firms in Nigeria from time immemorial is to 

regard loans from bank^ as long-term liabilities against which they 

must provide collateral of fixed real assets. Because of this firm loan
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behaviour and the relatively low cost of bank loans, it should be expected

that a relatively large proportion of fixed business investment would be

financed by the organized credit institutions, i.e. commercial banks, and

very small by the unorganized markets. However, one would expect that the

unorganized credit market would finance larger percentage of the working

capital reouirement since the working capital of business firms embodied in

the inventory normally have a  shorter gestation period between borrowing of

funds and the proceeds from sales due to these funds, but this would be more costly.

As already explained, loans from the unorganized credit markets are always

more costly than those from the organized and generally of short-term nature

since on the average, the size of such loan is usually small in developing
1

countries. For example, in 195® 43 per cent of surveyed agricultural

loans were less than 028 and 88 per cent less than ^ 4 . This tendency is general
2 %

to all developing countries. For example. Hunt (1966) in his study on 

Uganda, reported that the average size of loan to ordinary cooperative members 

between 1964 *~nd 19&5 was around 020 , The figure for the mean size of surveyed 

private individual loans in agriculture in Equador was 033 and for Chile 

and Ceylon in i960, the figures were 084 and 026 respectively (United Nations 

(1963), pp. 41i  43) • Because the loans were always awarded in small units 

according to demand by the borrowers, they were always very expensive to administer 

and hence made the cost of credit still more expensive. For example, the study 

of the then Western Regiona Finance Corporation by Oluwasanmi and Alao (1966) 

revealed that the corporation devoted 47 per cent of its revenues to cover 

adminimistrative costs of loans between 1958 and 1963.
I

Having given the reasons why the firms would have to pay high cost for credit 

from the unorganized market like any individual, it is now oDvious to 

know what the effect of credit rationing by the commercial banks can have on the 

firm’s inventory. However since cost of loan is really not relevant to inventory 

financing, it is the firm’s fixed capital investment which would feel the impact. 

This is because in response to credit rationing in the organized

1. V.S. Vigo (iy58); 2. D. Hunt, U986;; ? United nations. Oyéj;.
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credit markets, firms in general, would likely inrthe^process of adjusting,

curtail investment in fixed capital while leaving their assets intact.

Should the rationinp persist for long, this would affect the level of fixed

investment. Ih the short-run, one should expect the unorganized credit

markets to serve a buffer function in the supply of credit for fixed investment.

The Inrge firms ^ith good creditworthiness might be able to renew their

short-term loans and make these available for fixed investment. It should

be expected th^t this tendency "puld be stronger, the larger the di^crenancy

between the rate of return to capital and the rate of interest in the

unorganized credit markets. In the long run, however, the proportion of fixed

capital financed by unorganized markets is likely to be very quantitatively

Insignific-nt since sources of funds to these markets are very limited to

their individual savings and in some cases to the amount of money they can

borrow from organized markets in addition. But if this is th«̂  case, the unorganized

markets, too, are subject to credit rationing by the organized markets like

firms ^hich now turn to them for credit in this analysis. Since there is 
not enough evidence to support this claim, one can reasonably argue that

the loans from the unorganized institutions to ̂ the firms would be insignificant

on the following grounds. Firstly, in general usurious interest

rate operates in unorganized capital markets “̂nd because of this business

firms ’-puld be reluctant to clan on long term investment with finance obtained

from these markets. Secondly, the ultimate lenders, although allowed the

role-overs of their loans, will be in general, reluctant to tie up their

resources with a oarticular borrower for an extended period of time. This might

çndanger the anonymity as lenders in the unorganized markets and hence

lead to subsequent encounters with the tax collectors as well as colonial

authorities. The recent currency reform in Nigeria embodied in the Decree 
1

01 April 6, 1984 entitled "Anti-Sabotage Decree" was in recognition of the
1. see Central Bank of Nigeria, Annual Report. I984
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unorganized caoital markets in Nigeria and the need to stop their 

illegal dealing not only in local currency but also in foreign exchange.

This decree like other regulations before it, might reduce, volume of credit in rural
areas and create uncertainty among lenders as to the dangers of surprised government*:

1
crackdown on the activities of operators in the unorganized capital markets.

Thus as a way of nrotecting themselves against such danger, the moneylenders 

in the unorganised markets would, therefore, like to maintain their portfolio 

in liquid form.

Another reason concerns the ruthlessness of the moneylenders. Thus

at the first sign of poor performance of their borrowers, ev^n though it was

just for a while, these moneylenders might decide to pull out their loans.
2

For example. Tun Wai ( 1^ 37) in his article on interest rate outside the

organized mrrket stated that in mrny develoning countries, moreyl^rdqrs

often appropriated the collateral whose value was much in excess of the loan

in the ^vent of failure to repay at aooropri?>te time. Lastly ?nd perhaos 
one of the most important reasons , is thp seasonal nature of most credits 
from the unorganized mrrkets and which are therefore subject to fluctuations.

With all the foregoing assumotions and some evidence from the literature

in support, there is no doubt thrt both the organized and un organized

caoital markets c m  complement e^ch other. With disaggregated business

investment and fixed investment being constrained by the availability of

commercial bank loans, other things being equal, an exogenous decrease in

r*̂  would lead to the expansion of loans in the organized markets and hence

^n increase in demand for investment goods, which through national income

multiplier would increase the level of income.

It is clear that in the short-run, this increase in demand for investment

cennot be matached by an erual increase in production because of the proauction

lag, Consecuently, as should be expected, the latent result of any Increase

on commercial bank loan will be an unintended decumulation of the inventories,

’■•hich gives the firms the opportunity to reduce thair unorganized markets

1. See Blizt gnd ,Long (1965) for more aetails about the economic imniications 
of usury regulations.

2. See Tun Wai (1957)
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liabilities. There will be a discrepancy between the desired and actual

level Ol inventory stocks because of the initial decumulation and the

consequent increase in the expected sales resulting from the expansion of

investment and the associated increase in income. Consequently, the firms ■

iirill hwve to start building up their inventories to a new desired level higher

thrn before. The financing of inventories, therefore, will be through the

trade credit and oth°r liouid assets at the firms’ disposal and partially

through the loans from the commercial banks. In case of Nigeria, most of

the financing would be done through the unorganized markets, assuming the

firms were.insensitive to cost of credit differential between the organized

and the unorganised markets. And in fact, studies hrve shown that bulk of

the credit needs of rural areas are being financed by the unorganized mrrkets

and that the borrowers are inv-riaoly in favour of loans from the unorganized

than the organized because the loans are given without delay as a result of
1

much paoer work associated with organized credit institutions^

Ona* may conclude that in the short-run, firms in general, will reduce 

^heir security holding in the unorganized markets, but in the long ^un, they 

will borrow more from them as ^he desired level of inventory stock gradually 

rises. Ho^over, at the new point of esuilicrium, it is not clear whether 

firms’ short-term liabilities from unorganized market would rise, fall or 

remain unchanged. 'Tiere will, of course, be a rise in interest rate.

Finally, it should be expected that the expansion of loans in the 

organized markets will have impact on small finns. For instance, through 

linkage effect, it '-d 11 stimulate demand for more investment by those small 

firms which have no access^to commercial bank loan^ They w^uld, therefore, 

have to finance their inventory investment through the unorganized markets 

thereby increasing the demand for loans in those markets.

The foregoing analysis is designed to suppopt the hypothesis thrt 

in Nigeria, and for that matter, in most develoning countries, a high 

See A. Bottomley (1975).
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Interest rate policy may not necessarily reduce the volume of loans in the

unorganized money markets at least in the long run in azS economy with’two active

but distinctive loan markets. Moreover, it also confirms the hypothesis that

the unorganized financial institutions and markets have played & gr^at role

in the provision of finance needs of the Nigerian economy, especially with

respect to agricultural finance. Many studies on otner developing countries

have also indicated the important role played by the unorganized financial

institutions in the pro— * rton of finance in the agricultural sector. This

is why Tun Wai (1977) wrote:

"For the majority of developing countries, noninsti+utional sources 
of rur^l credit are still more important than Instltrrtional sources. 
Noninstitutional sources of redit in Africa rnd Asia amount to about 
12 per cent of tot^l rural credit in each region, followed by the

ft
Middle Fast (o3 per cent).

CONCLUSIONS

The unorganized institutions in Nigeria as well as in many developing 

countries constituted a major source of credit for the rural agricultural 

commuBities for so many years and they were very important during the time 

when tnere was no organized credit institutions. In fact, tnese unorganized 

institutions were very useful sources of credit to peasant farmers in Nigeria 

since the banks were not willing to lend money to agricultural sector for lack 

of collateral securities. The unwillingness on the part of commercial banks 

to lend money to agriculture led the Federal Government of Nigeria to establish 

one Agricultural Bank wnich is designed to provide soft loans to farmers as will 

be discussed in cnapter 10.

The structure of unorganized institutions varies from one country to 

the other. However, there are many similarities, some of which are the hign cost and 

size of loans, tne characteristics of tne moneylenders and the type of their 

customers. Unorganized institutions are generally notea for their nigh cost 

rate of interest, the reason for which may be adduced to the risk involved, tne 

size of loans, and the conditions of demand and supply. In Nigeria, as well as in
i

any other developing countries, the size of loans demanded by farmers are usually 

small and nence can be diiflcult to administer by banks. Farmers, therefore.
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are not the type of customers the banks generally want. The moneylenders 
axW other types of unorganized credit institutions such as Family, friends

relatives, cooperative societies and créait unions provide important source

of credit to farmers as well as small businessmen. Traders also grant credit

to farmers against their harvest.

Although lack of data on the activities of the unorganized 

institutions precluded us from presenting a quantitative analysis of their 

operation, with the aid of a model and the empirical studies in those 

develooing countries where data are available, we have been able to 

present a Qualitative analysis of the unorganized institutions in isigeria.

With the model developed, it has been shown that there is a possibility 

of interactions between the unorganized and organized money markets and 

institutions in Nigeria. It has also Deen shown that tnere is a possibility 

of complementarity as well as linkage between the two types of credit institutions. 

Since the discussion on complementarity relation between loans from commercial 

Danks and those from the unorganized institutions is often related to the ways 

in Which business enterprises finance eacn component of their real expenditures, 

such as fixed and inventory capital, trade credit, and other liquid assets 

in the two tyoes of markets, we have modified tne modei developed for the 

interaction between the two markets to explain tne possibility oi complementarity.

From the analysis, it is clear that as long as the organized and 

unorganized institution co-esist in Nigerian economy, the ultimate borrowers 

have a choice to make between borrowing from banks or from unorganized institutions. 

Even in developed countries, there are various credit institutions providing 

loans to small businessmen and other small borrowers. The unorganized institutions 

in Nigeria will continue to function for a long time to come. However, one can 

say that as more and more peoole become literate and as banks are more willing 

to liberalize their loan policies, the unorganized institutions in Nigeria will 

become less and less important source of créait to small borrowers and farmers.

Put more succinctly, with the increasing pace of economic develooment, there would

be a proportionate fall in the -emand for credit from the unorganized markets (See 
1

Cihatak, 1976).

j1. S. Ghatak, (1976), Rural Money Market in India 'Macmillan,
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CHAPTER VI

THE DEVELOPMENT OF BANKING SYSTEM IN NIGERIA

INTRODUCTION
In the last chapter, the role of the unorganized financial markets and 

institutions in developing countries in general and in Nigeria in particular has 

been examined. Most writers on Nigerian monetary development have always been 

silent on the possible role those unorganized institutions had played in the past 

in the provision of finance needs of agriculture which stood as the mainstay 

of Nigerian economy until early 1970s. Another reason for examining the 

unorganized institutions is that most of the indigenous banks which were 

established in 1940s and early 1950 actually evolved from these institutions 

according to the interviews the writer had with some officials of indigenous banks 

in course of this study. This is an area which has been neglected by most writers 

and therefore, the purpose of last chapter is to bring into the focus the 

importance of these unorganized institutions to the small businessmen and rural 

farmers in Nigeria before and some years after independence.

It should be pointed out that in all countries, there are elements of

unorganized credit institutions in different forms and degrees. For example,

in Britain, there are various small credit institutions which give credit to people

who are in need and who perhaps, because of the size of loan required or inability

to obtain loan from the banks. Some people who use the credit services of these
1

institutions often pledge their social security weekly allowaiices as collateral.

In addition to this, there are various pawn brokers and credit agencies which 

often borrow money from the banks and relend in small lots to people. Also in 

America, France and Italy, there are various brands of these credit institutions.

The only difference between them and those in developing countries is that 

most of them are registered with the government and hence their activities are 

well known.

The focus of attention in this chapter is on evolution of organized financial 

institutions in Nigeria. Because of the importance of commercial banks, this chapter

r  See also L.A. WILLIAMS (19Ô0), A._Gompetitor.!s View la.
Competitors. Cambridge Seminar, Institute of Bankers, London.
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examines the growth of commercial banking in Nigeria as a starting point being 

the heart of the vehicle through which payments are made, credit allocated 

and monetary policy is often conducted, and'hence the favourite-of almost every 

writer on financial institutions. Because there are many writers on how 

banking institutions started in Nigeria, the specific purpose of this chanter 

is to try to examine critically the salient factors in the development of banking 

and how these compare with those of other countries. For exrmnle the factors 

responsible for the failures of many indigenous banks in Nigeria as compared 

with banking debacle in United States will be examined. \This is a very important 

point in that it helps to explain why most banks established in the later part of 

1960s.have not experienced failure and -̂̂ ny the structure of commercial banking in 

Nigeria is as it is tod^y. Unfortunately many writers failed to look at this 

point and hence this study attempts to fill the void. The present commercial 

banking structure is such that only the old formerly foreien-owned commercial

banks are still very dominant ^ith their operation nearing monopoly or oligopoly.
This chapter is being.divided into three sections. Section I deals with the

concept of a bank in comparison with a commercial bank and how banking started 

operation in Nigeria. Also in this section, a model is developed to explain

the major determinants of money supply in Nigeria in the light of the operation

of I'̂ est African Currency Board while in Section II deals vdth the expansion of 

banking in Nigeria and b^nk competition among the emerging foreign banks. Finally, , 

section III examines the development of indigenous banking business in Nigeria 

and government regulations on banking operations.

SECTION I

6.1 THE CONCEPT OF A BANK .AND A COMMERCIAL PANK

The term * Bank ’ can be given several definitions. In a broad sense.

Any financial institution*operating a short-term deposit account for customers 

might be technically termed a bank. This means that sny Fuch institution is 

subject to the risk of its deposit liabilities being substantially withdrawn

\
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probably with very short or without notice by their depositors. Since

differences exist in the nature of deposit liabilities and in the characteristics

Ox the.assets oi the various financial institutions, economists customarily

distinguish between commercial banks and savings b^nks. Thus the characteristics

of a pure commercial bank in the actual sense of th-t word, is short-term,

and highly volatile nature of its deposit liabilities, caoable of being

u^ed as money in normal course o^ events. This means th^t such a bank would

have a relatively high degree of preference for short term assets in substantial

magnitude in order to meet the deposit withdrawals by its customers. In

addition, it would hold large quantity of short-term commercial loans. On

the other h^nd, a bank dealing witn savings purely would be characterized

by long-term, lo^er-volatility savings deposits since such bank has a lower

degree of banker’s risk. The institution of this kind will be ^ell disposed

to longer t<̂ rm assets such as bonds, equities and mortgages. buch an

institution always invest their surplus funds on projects or capital

formation which involves long term financing.

The commbercial banks, by tradition, have been identified with

institutions th^t accept deposits from customers, but so also are other 
kinds of financial institutions. However, one unique characteristic of

commercial banks is the statutory right of redeeming withdrawal ’"equests
I

with thein own notes. Unfortunately such rirht has never been granted

to other fin^nci^l institutions. In adoition the use of chenue facilitates

thn system of payments in thn economy and this puts commercial banks

in an enviable position among all other types of financial institutions.

Since their demand deposit liabilities form the major proportion of the

money supply in =ny economy, banks remain unique in all countries the world

over. The term commercial bank is aqplicable only to institutions thrt accent
2

deposits ^hich are payable de jure and de f^cto on demand.

1. See H.K. Smith, 11979 Monev and Financial Intermediation . Princetnn-Ha.il-
2. See R.S. Sayers Mnriprn Ranking:. Oxford Univer^itv Hra^s.
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probably with very short or without notice by their depositors. Since

differences exist in the nature of deposit liabilities and in the characteristics

Ox the.assets oi the various financial institutions, economists customarily

distinguish between commercial banks and savings b^nks. Thus the characteristics

of a pure commercial bank in the actual sense of th-t word, is short-term,

and highly volatile nature of its deposit liabilities, capable of being

ured as money in normal course o^ events. This means th?t such a bank would

have a relatively high degree of preference for short term assets in substantial

magnitude in order to meet the deposit withdrawals by its customers. In

addition, it would hold large quantity of short-term commercial loans. On

the other hrnd, a bank dealing witn savings purely would be characterized

by long-term, lo^er-volatility savings deposits since such bank has a lover

degree of banker’s risk. The institution of this kind will be ^ell disposed

to longer term assets such as bonds, equities and mortgages. buch an

institution alv*ays invest their surplus funds on projects or capital

formation ^hich involves long term financing.

The commbercial banks, by tradition, have been identified with

institutions th-t accept deposits from customers, but so also are other 
kinds of financial institutions. However, one unique characteristic of

commercial banks is the statutory right of redeeming withdrawal requests
I

with their: own notes. Unfortunately such ri^ht has never been granted

to other financial institutions. In addition the use of chenue facilitates

the system of payments in the economy and this puts commercial banks

in an enviable position among all other types of financial institutions.

Since their demand deposit liabilities form the major proportion of the

money supply in any economy, banks remain unique in all countries the world

over. The term commercial bank is applicable only to institutions th^t accept
2

deposits ■' hich are payable de jure ^̂ nd de f^cto on demand.

1. See H.F. Smith, 11979 Money and Financial Int.ermpdiatlaiL , Prlnceton-Hafl.
2. See R.S. Sayers M o d e r n  R a n k i n g  . Oxford U n i v e r s i t y  Wrees^
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6.2 The Early History of Banking in Nigeria

In most developed countries oi the world, bank developed as a private

enterprise owned by the citizens of those countries, for example, the

year 1750 marked the beginning of English Banking system which was dominated
1

by the orivate banks. However, by 1844, the private banks were already

in decline and their place taken over by the new joint-stock b^nks and branches

By this time, tha English industry had already reached take-off st^ge and

there was a great need for banking legislation and this was met in 1844.

In Nigeria, however, in common with the United States of America

because of the historical colonial past, banking system developed as an

extension of British broking system. Thus the first ever British bank

to be established in Nigeria was the Bank of British West Africa which

started operation in 1092. 'Tiis marked the start of the oace of economic

and financial orogress in Nigeria. For this establishment, regardless of

the type of ownership, clearly put Nigeria in line with the economic

development of other nations of the world in terms of the development of

financial institutions. Thus as a matter of natural evolution and in support

of claims by some writers as already explained in chapter III of this study,

b-nk was the first financial institution to develop in Britain as well as

in any developed country. At first the institution provided a form of

depositories for those who had valuable treasures like gold, and as economic

development was progressing, there developed in the British economy sound

financial institutions as a mark of financial development. Thus from the

provision of depositories for valuables, banks in Britain develooed into

gener-I deposit-taking institutions with the attendant provision of more
2efficient means of payments.

In U.S.A., unlike Nigeria, banks were founded simultaneously with the 

attainment of independence ’>’ith th*̂  efforts of ôbê *- Muris ^n^ Alexander

Hamilton who we^p acme of the leaders that established the bank of Nf’w York
1. See R. Fry (19Y6 ). Bankers in West Africa %ht^h1=np. London.

2. A.D. Crockett (1973), Money; Theory. Policv and Institutions , Nelson & Sons.
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in 17M. In case of Nigeria, banking started as a branch of one of the 

banks in Britain during the colonial period.

The rrench colonial administration brought the taste of modern credit

institutions to french West African colonies much earlier than the British.
2.

For instance by 1853, a bank had started operation in Senegal, which 

was 39 years earlier than that of Nigeria. The common reason adduced 

to the lateness of banking operation in Nigeria had generally been tne

backwardness of most parts of the Briti=-h West African colonies between 

1800 and 1890 °s reflected by the traditional barter system which was 

still very much in evidence by that time. This is because no common currency 

had been imposed as a medium of exchange by the colonial administration 

until 190? vnen the law -̂'as imposed to abolish all the indigenous currencies 

being widely used in different parts of the country. Thus by such law, 

the adoption'of a common currency for use in Nigeria * became possible n_nd 

this enabled the colonial authorities to secure a firm control of tfie Nigerian 

economy like fkance in french colony of Senegal. To make for the efficacy 

of this lav, other-'ise known as "The Native Currency Proclamation 1902", 

the colonial authorites imported very large amount of silver coins into 

West Africa in January, 189? some of which found their way to Nigeria.

Prior to this importation, a bank known as "The African Banking Corporation", 

the first bank ever, had began operation in British West Africa and to this 

same bank was entrusted the responsibility of importing end distributing 

the silver coins since it was also the banker to the colonial government 

in Nigeria. The name of the bank was feter changed to British bank of 

West Africa fbbWA), then to Standard Bank and in modf^rn times, it is now 

knouTi as +he first Bank of Nigeria. Ltd. The success of this bank was 

without challenge for so many years since it enjoyed the monopoly of importing 

silver coins from the Roy^l Mint, London and the distribution of same to 

all other centres along the West African Coasts which belonged to colonial 

government, namely Accra in the then Gold Coast, now Ghana, freetown in

1. See M. Friedman and A.J. Schwartz (1963), . -A Monetary History or the Uni tad 
. States , Princeton, New Jersey. j

2. See R. Fry
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Sierra Leone and mrthurst In Gambia now called Banjul.

6,3 The Evolution of West African currency Board and the Determinants of 
Money Supply During the Colonial Period

In all the British W^st African colonies, the silver coins in use

in Britain were also in use until a permission was given for the operation

of a separate currency for the colonies which led to the establishment of

West African Currency Board in 1912 to play the unique role the moaern
1

central banks are playing in any economy. Prior to this permission, 

all the colonial governments had expressed strong desire to have a share 

in the profits derived by the British Treasury from the printing and 

exporting of the silver coins but which was flatly denied to them. Thus 

the permission to operate a separate currency for the colonies was a 

compromise.

Although the permission had been given, yet there were certain 

conditions which the 'treasury considered should guide such operation. Firstly 

a case must be established to show that there was a need for separate currencies 

for colonies. Therefore, in order to establish this case, a committee 

was appointed by the then British Colonial Secretary, Lord Joseph 

Chamberlain in 1899 and was asked to work within these two terms of 

reference :

(i ) To examine the possibility of retention oi the British 
silver coins in the West, African colonial territories 
and the sharing of the seignoriage between the British 
Treasury and the colonies.

(ii) To examine the possibility oi creating a separate
currency system for West A f r i c a  by which the colonies 
'̂Tould take over the costs, risks, profits as well as 
liabilities resulting from ’the issuance of currency*

The committee found that the case for a separate currency system

did exist and made recommendations for its establishment accordingly.

However, inspite of the permission given earlier by the Treasury and the

1. See J. B. Loyncs , Tha. History of WACB 1912 - 62 -̂ Grosvener 1962
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subsequent recoomendatior^ for its establishment by the committee, the
1

West African Currency board did not come into existence until 1912. Thus 

the importation of silver coins from Britain continued unabated and between 

1900 and 1910, it had grew from £360,200 to £1,259450. The amount silver 

exported still increased further to a tune of £2201,615 from 1886 up to 

19TI as a result of change in world trade in favour of silver coins. The 

increase in export of silver resulted in further increase in proiits accruing 

to the British Treasury, but which was later shared with.thè“colonies;■

Hovrever, the sharing oi profits with the colonies only increased the t®mpo 

of agitation for more share in the profits. Since the persistent demand 

by the colonies on this score could no longer be ignored, a committee was 

set uo in 1911 to look into the two sides of the dispute, which, having found 

that the colonies had a genuine case, recommended the establishment of a 

West African uurrency Board. Such board, according to the committee's 

recommendation, was to be soecifically charged with the responsioility of issuing 

npw currency notes and coins for the member colonies and redeeming the British 

silver coins.
2As would be expected, the Board's headquarters remained in London, so 

also was the financier resoonsible for ourchasing silver bullion, minting and 

orinting currency notes. The board was made up of representatives from the 

London Joint stock bank (now called the Midland bank) and all member colonies,
3

whose capitals soon became distribution centres for the Board. These 

were Accra for the Gold Coast (Ghana), Lagos for Nigeria, barthurst (now 

Banjul) for Gambia and Freetown for sierra Leone. The idea of separate 

currency system for the colonies was not limited to British West Africa but 

to all other colonies belonging to Britain in Africa. "he table 6.1 

shows the currency liabilities and reserves of both West African Currency

Board and Fast African Currency Board between 1925 and 1965. Since the 
conditions 01 world trade always dictated the currency liabilities of these

1. See J.B. Loynes (1957), "Report on the Establishment of a Nigerian Central Bank"
2. J. B. Loynes, (iqAp ), "The History of "est African Currency Bocrd^ 1912 - 1962"
3 . Map 1a overleaf shows the West African British Colonies which were members of 

the Board. The Map also shows the export products of tnese colonies.
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Table 6,1

THE CURRENCY LIABILITIES AwD RESERVES OF THE.VEST AND THE 
EAST AFRICAN CURRENCY BOARDS 

1925 - 1965

(In Million £)

Year Currency Liabilities

WACB
£

EACB
£

Foreign Reserves

WACB
£

EACB
£

Foreign Reserve 
%

WACB
%

EACB

1925

1926

1927

1928 

1999

1930
1931

19%9

'933
1934

49^6

'937
1938

4939

1940

1941
1942
1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

1948

1949

1950 

'951

13.0

12.81
14.74 

15.23 
14.86

13.66
9.46

9 .07

9.57
8.13

9.95
12.54
'9.97

18.06
11.7

12.65 

13.48

17.75 

23.95 

26.15

29.43
33.38
41.38

47.33

67.31

65.65

na

5 .6

5.3
5.3

5.1 
5.'

4.7
4.0 
% 6
3 .8

4.2

4.3
5.1 
6.0

21.1
6.9

6.9
8.2

14.0

21.1 

24.8

28.4
24.4 
?4.0
27 .2

29.6

39.3
48.3

12.8
12.84
14.84 

15.88 

15.52 

14.15 

10.1  

10.2

10.94 

9.61

11.96

14.2 

20.11  

19.19

12.74

14.33

15.93

20.5

26.95

29.49

3^.38
38.^6
46.23
52.29
72.2

71.73

na

2 .4

2.3
2.4
2 .1

2.2

1.3

0.7
0 .4

0.6
1.0

1.3 

2.?
2.7
3.2
3.2

3.7
5.1 

11 .0  

18.1
22.5

26.6  

23.4

23.6  

23.2

26.8

30.0
39.9

98.8
00.4
00.6
04.4  

04.7

03.6
06 .7

12.4
18.4
18.4
26.1

13.3

04.3

10.4
10.1

13.3

17.3

16.4

13.8 

14.1

14.3

16.0

13.0 
11.7 
07.6

09.4 
na

43.6
43.8

45.1

42.3

43.4

27.9

17.6 

9.9
16.8

94.8

30.2

38.1
45.5

49.8
49.5

54.0

62.1

78.3 
86.0
90.7

93.9
95.4

96.8

98.1 
98.3

101.2

102.3



Tear
Currency Liabilities Foreign Reserves Foreign Reservt 

%

WACB EACB WACB EACB WACB EACB
£ £ £ £ % %

1952 na 48.6 na 46.5 na 96.2

1953 na 53.3 na 50.3 na 103.6

1954 na 53.3 na 57.6 na 108.0

1955 na 60.4 na 61.8 na 102.3
1956 na na na na na na
'957 na na na. na na na
1958 - 58.7 - 63.4 - 108.1
1959 - na - na - ne

19^0 - 60.4 - 66.8 - 110.5
1961 - 59.2 - 66.1 - 111.7

196? - 58.5 - 68.4 - 113.5

1963 - 66.9 - 75.2 - 112.5

1964 - 69.3 - 75.9 - 109.5

1965 - 61.8 - 69.9 - 113.1

Source; W. T. Newlyn and D.ü. Rovan, Money Banking in British Colonial 
Africa, Oxford 1954 p. 50, 59 and
Ernest Joseph Paun. Bas Bankwasan in Osrafrica, Munich, 1969 p.254
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Boards, the unsteady growth of currency liabilities as exhibited by the 

table cannot b<° a surprise. How ever, after the Second World War and from 

1940 onwards, the growth of currency liabilities in both boards had been very 

steady. Thus from ^940 figures of £12.65 million and £6.9 million respectively, 

the currency liabilities of the two Boards rose to £65.6 million and £59.3 

million respectively which can be associated with the general growth in world 

trade which benefited the colonial master's economy greatly. More will be 

said about this when discussing the soecifications of the model for suooly of 

money under the currency board system.

6 .4  The Appraisal of West African Currency Board;

The Wert African Currency Board was a caricature of modern central bank 

created by the colonial authorities for the issuing of West African currency.

In an “conomy ch=rnctrised by the use of many kinds of commodity currency as 

well as commodity exchange in some cages, the establishment of West African 

Currency Board was an important single action w^ich turned the economies 

Ox the colonies into tr>je market economies. With +-h° use of the West African 

Currency Board pound sterling - £WACB - the last vestiges of barter economies 

started to disappear in the British colonies of West Africa. With the currency 

so standardized and in oarity with the British pound sterling, the necessary 

confidence in its use secured and great was the attraction of this 

standardization to foriegn investors who now found economic sanctuary in the 

colonial economies in terms of establishment of trading enterprises and nucleus 

of manufacturing companies. Owing to the relatively undeveloped nature of 

most parts of the colonies, there was very few or no avenue for security
1

portfolios. However, since the £WACB was in parity with the British pound 

sterling, the board invested Irrge sum of its surplus funds on sterling 

sezurities which yielded interest. The share of each member colony in the 

suzh profits h^d been used for many development projects when the board was 

di'mantled on attainment of independence. In this regard, WACB had assisted

1. See J. B. Loynes, 1962.
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most of the colony members in their economic development while at the same time

involved the people to a greater extent in the market economy. So far for

the advantages of the currency board.

However© the operation of the West African Currency Board (WACB)

largely reflected the dependent nature oi the British colonies per se. This is

reflected by th® fact that the function of this board was very restrictive,

baing tied up ’.dth the primary export trade between the colonies and their

master Britain. The colonies were subjected to the production of raw materials

to feed the british industries and the quantity produced determined the

price and nence tha quantity demanded by the british manufacturers.

Since no mon*y could accrue to the colonies without trade with the colonial

master, as will be specified later, the money supply, therefore largely

depended on demand for raw materials by the colonial master, and the demand

in tha world trade for colonial master’s goods, rather than to the growing

economies of the colonies. Thus, the board was nothing short of a toothless

bull dogs, having neither control of b^nks nor ability to encourage tne

development of the money and capital markets in the member colonies.

However, this inability can easily be adduced to its limited activities

which largely involved the maintenance of the fWACB in strict parity with the

British pound sterling. As a mark of its inferiority to the modern day

central banks, the board was totally unable to prevent the occurrence of the
V

banking boom in Nigeria and its consequent collapse in the 1950s. Inspite

of its importance as a currency issuing institution for the whole British
1

West African Colonies, it could not give any financial directives to the

member colonies' emerging financial institutions and neither could it control

the unhealthy competition which was very much in evidence and very endemic

in tne banking system in its infancy. This competition had resulted in the

failures of many indigenous banks 4n Nigeria and Ghana.

The WACB cannot be regarded as an independent issuing authorities

in tha British West African colonies since the note issued was simply 
1. S. J. B. boynes (1?b2/. ,
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a British pound sterling in disguise and hence the boai^ was merely a

changing and accounting institution. Or put another way, the board was merely

a glorified institution in name but actually, it was largely a representative

branch of the colonial office and the Crown Agents. As a matter of fact, all

the board members held their posts only at the discretion of Colonial Office in
1

conjunction with the British Treasury . This element of unnecessary 

affiliation with the British Treasury only points to the dependency of West 

African- countries on British monetary system, and put the board in line with 

banks operating in the colonies at that time, but which owed their primary 

allegiance to their head offices overseas.

Since its activities were strictly tailored to suit the economic 

intar^st of Britain, all tne board could do w^s to invest its surplus funds 

on long-term low-yielding British securities only ^uthout any opportunity to 

diversify such investment in assets portfolio of other countries such as 

American dollar, the Germ-'n mark, the i'Tench franc and the Swiss franc.

The board continued operation in tnis fashion without any change in either 

its functions or In its headquarters and organization generally until the 

the member colonies were emerging into sovereign states.

The first country to call it a day with the WAUb is Ghana, which shortly 

after independence in 1957 opted out of the Board to establish her own 

Central Bank, which is of course inevitable if she were to have independent 

control over her monetary policy as a sovereign nation. The then President 

of Ghana, Dr. Kwqme Nkrumah, bursted out his silent resentment against the 

board when after independence of Ghana he branded it as "a Static uolonial 

Monetary institution which was thoroughly incapable of changing the Ghanian 

economy." Thus when the Central Bank of Ghana was established, a full monetary 

functions similar to those of the Bank oi England were assigned to it.

As will be discussed in the later chapter, even before the Nigerian

1. See J. B. Loynes (1962; for a full account of now members of the board were 
chosen.
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independence, there had been a c*»ll for the establishment of e central bank

in Nigeria which woula be capable of providing a good leadership for the

other financial institutions in the country as veil as performing its developmental

role by a private member's motion.

This agitation for the establishment of a central bank in Nigeria became

more pronounced shortly after the attainment of internal political autonomy.

Thus following the recommendations on the establishment of a Nigerian Central

Bank by Mr. J.B. Loynes from the Bank of Ehgland appointed by Nigerian

government to look into the case for such bank, the dream of Nigerians for a

central bank came true when the bank was established in 1958, tvo years before

full independence. Ho^^ver, it was cm 1st July, '959 before the bank finally
1

commenced effective operation. But insolte of Nigeria and Ghana's exit

from the WACB, th^re was still no change in its operation with the remaining members

Sierra Leone, Gambia =nd Western Cameroon were still operating their monetary

policies under the board. However, in 1965, the board stopped operation on

attainment of indepencence by Sierra Leone, Gambia and also Western

Cameroon which was a British mandate until I960. All the aeeets, and liabilities

of the dead board were shared among all its former colony members.

^.5 A Model to Explain the Determinants of Money Supply in Nigeria Under 
The West African.Currency Board Systen'

As already explained earlier, the money supnly in any of the former
2

British colonies of West Africa was tied up vith export trade with Britain 

whose currency bore . one to one relation with the WACB's currency. The 

implication of this is that the level of money supply in a colony was associated

with its <=xport tr^de level with Britain^ The trade level itself was determined by

demand for British goods in the world market. This means that if the world

market prices for manufactured goods from the raw materials supplied by the 

colonies fell, this fall would be impacted on the money supply magnitude in 

those colonies. Or if the British goods could not sell well in the world 

market, this would have impact on the price and quantity that would be demanded
T! See 0. Olakanpo (1965). Central Banking in the Commonwealth, Bonkl :;nd, Calqutt
2. See External ?copomic Relations and Problems of integration in "igerim.

"Paper presented to Conference on Nigeria National Unity, Northwestern Unity," 
March 3' - April 2, 1966 by 0. Olakanpo,
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for the colonies* tredeable goods such as rubber, cbtton, cocoa, timber 

end oil oroduce. Ihus if the economy of Britain was booming, it would 

have impact on the colonies through the money supply orocess.

It is, therefore, oossible to hypothesise that "Money buoply in 

Nigeria or any other former British colonies under the West African Currency 

Board System was function of the level of exports, the level of economic 

activities in Britain, the .gmount of money received fro*û Britain;- 

as.^aid for development-.of the tcountry and an error term to take 

account of other variables such as weather conditions which can affect 

the level of exports. Thus tne money supply in Nigeria during the currency 

board system might be formalized as follows:- 

= f( Yb , FA; FX, U^)
2

where M = Money Supply

.= Foreign Aid.  ̂ i

Fa  = Fxoorts of Nigerian tradeable commodities

= The error term to capture all other unforeseen contingencies.

The result of the estimates are as presented in t-'ble 6.2 below. As a standard 

procedure, the equation was estimated by ordinary least souares.

tab le 6.2

ESTIMATION OF MONEY SUPBLY MODEL UNDER ThF CURRENCY BOARD SYSTEM

c TB PA EX 11 Time & - 11̂ .

0.^4501
(?.no?9)

b.6945
(3.2 6 7)

0.4221
<(3,078)

1.1264

(A. 5671

1 , 
-0.5671

) f-s.171

0.9824
1

1.8751

As is expected, the estimates of these parameters do not conflict

with the theoretical preconception in regard to sign. The result of the 

regression lends support to our hypothesis and all the variables are positive

and significant at the 5 per cent level. The Durbin Watson statistics,

concerning the independence over time of the disturbances was estimated at
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21 S ' which indicates the absence of autocorrelation, while the R of 0 3 9  

suggests the appropriateness of this model and indicates a good fit. The 

T-statistics in parentheses clearly show the significance of all the 

variables. The trend variable was entered as linear in natural units, and 

hence its parameter estimates cannot be interpreted directly as an estimate 

of elasticity. Other estimates may be interpreted in the form of the following

ceteris-paribus economic statements since the equation is log linear.

(a) A 1 per cent increase in the level of: •cenenio a«%4vities in Britain would

yield approximately 0 ^ 6 9 per cent increase in demand for raw materials frcm

British colonies and hence proportionate increase in mone# supply

(b) A 1 per cent Increase in foreign aid, given tuat If was in money, would
lead to 0.42 per cent increase in money supply and

( e ) '  A 1 per cent increase in export_would lead to 1.5 per cent increase in 
money supply.

As can be se-=n from the result, the level of exports with elasticity 

of lore than 1 was the most significant determinant of money supply in Nigeria

and also for other colonial countries under the West African Currency Board

System. Since this model represents the first attempt ever at estimating the 

determinants of money supply in & colon!al-country under the currency board, 

this result should be accepted as an approximation. The result hrs shown 

at least that level of exports,^the amount -of foreign aid in money «uQd the 

level of economic activities in Britain ’-’ere the major significant determinants 

of money supply in Nigeria.

6.6 The Expansion of Banking in Nigeria

There are certain economic conditions whlOh'cari'induce the growth of banking 

business in any country of the world. The most important of these the level

of economic activities and the degrees of monitization of the economy. Others 

include the level of education, which dictates the level of public confidence in 

the monetary and banking system and finally, the type of regulatory control over 

the operation of banks In Nigeria, some of these conditions*were present to 

some limited extent by the time of the first bank ever was established. This bank 

was called the African Banking corporation with its headofflce in oouth Africa. After
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two yepTs’of'operation, it taken over by ELde» Démpster lit. 1&93 later

replaced by the Bank of British West Africa (BBWA) which was established on 51st

March, 1894. with an authorized capital of £100,000 of which £30,000 was called

up and £12,000 paid up,
1

This bank (BBWA) was confronted with many difficulties most of which resulted 

from the personality clash between the manager of the Bank, Mr Alfred Jones '

and some officials of the Government in Lagos. This kind of problem should be

expected since the bank was the only bank in the whole country and hence the 

government banker. Ho^^ever, in snite of these initial difficulties, the bank 

succeeded in opening three branches between 1894 and 1910 and within the next 

nine years, the bank opened up offices in another five commercial centres in 

Nigeria and one in Duala in Cameroon. Being the banker- to the colonial 

government, tne bank was subjected to careful scrutiny by the Uro^n Agents 

vrith resoect to the movement of coinage, since as a matter of f^ct, it was the 

only institution given the monopoly right for importing:; silver coins into the country.

However, with the arrivals of other banks, the BBWA*s monopoly of silver coin

importation and distribution was challenged. Realising the great advantage 

the monopoly right had given BBYA, and the need to ensure fair competition 

in banking industry, the colonial officials agreed that the supply of silver 

coins should be shared among the operating banks in the economy. However, 

since the manager of the bank was very influential, nothing was done to stop 

the bank's monopoly until 1912 when the West African Currency Board was , . .

established, thereby replacing the BBWA as a banker to the government, and 

as the importer and distributor of silver coins.

6.7 Early Nigerian Banking Competition:

The banking competition began in earnest in Nigeria when tne other bank 

known as Nigerian bank was established, but which was later taken over by

1. See British Overseas Banks in Developing Countries from inception 
to 1945, in the Institute of Bankers Journals (June 1972).
Also see R. Fry 0976).
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the BbWA in 1912.in order to forestall'«ny kind of competition.. Inspite of

this, competition continued between tne organized credit institutions,
1

i.e. commercial banks and the informal or unorganized instituions represented

by the wealthy traders who offered credits to farmers and small scale

indigenous traders. These wealthy traders, who were largely foreign

nationals, assisted farmers and small indigenous businessmen by oroviding
2

for their credit needs even though at very high rate of interest.

Considering the level of education at that time in Niger!'' and the necessary 

formalities one had to undergo before opening an account or before-one- can 

obtain a loan from the bank, there is no doubt that these wealthy traders 

as already mentioned, were very important to the rural communities as well 

as some small businessmen in commercial centres, majority of whom could not 

read or write and hence could not obtain loans from the bank, furthermore. 

Most of these borrowers:,could not provide collateral which was one of the 

conditions for the accommodation of loan bv the banks, most of which 

operated only in capital and commercial centres to the utter exclusion of the 

rural areas.

In order to remove tne competition between the banks and the 

traders, the BBWA decided not to gr^nt credit to the.se traders, thereby 

crippling their ability to grant credit to ultimate small borrowers. Through 

this, the bank wag able to reduce the magnitude of the comoetition.

However, a bank called Colonial Bank started operation in Nigeria as a 

branch office to challenge the apparent monopoly of BBWA in the banking 

industry. With the moral and financial support from the major firms 

in the country, and in particular the Royal Niger Company, this bark 

succeeded in avoiding the takeover bids proposed by the BBWA and thus 

was able to pose as a formidable rival in the banking i n d u s t r y . '

1954, the bank ch^^ged its name fr^m Colonial Bank to Barclays Bank, while 

the BBWA changed its name to Standard Bank of West Africa in ‘*956, which

1. A full discussion about the unorganized institutions is in chapter V,

2. See R. Fry U9Y6;.
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V88 later changed to its present name First Bank of Nigeria Limited"
1

following the Indigenlsatlon of banking in Nigeria in 1976.

Another bank which was established to rival the BBWA was called the 

Anglo-African Bank, liiis bank was formed by the wealthy traders operating 

in the country vith a nominal capital of £150,000 and the subscribed shares of 

£52,000 out of which £24,000 was called up and £18,000 paid up by 1903.

However, unlike the BBWA which had its headofflce in Lagos, the Anglo-African 

Bank had its own headofflce in Calabar basically designed to take advantage 

of the port facilities being used by the powerful merchants. Within very 

short time, this bank was able to establish morë than six branches around the 

soutnem part of Nigeria.

E(y 1916 two important commercial banks in Nigeria were the BBWA and 

the colonial Bank. The colonial bank not only opened branches in Lagos but 

also in the northern part of Nigeria such as in Zaria and Kano', thereby 
bringing tne teste of modern banking to .that part of the country for tne lirst time. 

Since the colonial bank had been operating far back as I836 before its rival, 

BBJA, it did not find it difficult to compete vith the BBWA. Below is the
»

comparative analysis of the balance sheet of the two foreign banks in Nigpria 

in 1916.
Table 6.5

COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEET OF FOREIGN BANKS
IN NIGERIA. T5TT ;

Items

r
Banks

Colonial Bank British Bank for West 
Africa

Nominal Capital £2000,000 £2000,000

Paid-up Capital 600,000 560,000

Reserves 150,000 220,000

Source: Bankers in West Africa.

1. Bee. A. (Jyejide and Soyide (eds. ) 11979/, Commercial Banking in Nlgerimf 
-.Evolution. Regulation .structure «hd ^ rfomanee. Ihartan Unlvarsitv
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Prom the above, the two b^nks were eoual in terms of nominal capital 

but there ended the similarity. The paid-up capital of Colonial Bank was 

greater than that of the BBWA whose Reserves was more than offset the imbalance 

between its paid-up capital and that of its rival, the Colonial bank. The 

BBWA*3 reserve stood at £220,000 as against £150,000 for the Colonial Bank.

The ratio of reserve to nominal capital for the t^o banks stood at 11 per cent 

for BBWA as g-tnst 7.5 per cent for the Colonial Bank.

Inspite of the difficulties experienced as a result of competition between 

it and its arch rival BBWA, the Colonial Bank succeeded in opening bank 

branches in other oarts of the country designed to increase its deposits as 

well as its sphere of influence and by 1920, it had opened 15 branches. It is 

interesting to note that the type of competition going on in Britain between 

the banks in the British Banking system was also extended to Nigeria ag well 

as other colonial countries "here tae«^e b-nks had offices. Thus the BBWA 

increased it sh^re capital to £3000,000 with funds from Llodys Bank in 1919, 

basically designed to swallow up its rival Colonial Bank. The foreign banks 

in tne developed countries had become well established at their respective 

countries and with the surplus funds they possessed, they were looking for 

profitable investment outlets in other parts of the world. The British bnnks, 

with the backing of the government "ith th# necessary regulations, were ready to 

invest and eertend their business operation in the colonial countries.which /

offered suitable economic prospects. Thus, Nigeria, being a promising country, 

attracted the British Banks. By 1920, th^re^ore, instead of establishing 

their own branch ofiice in Nigeria, the Lonaon County Westminster -̂ nd Paris 

Bank (now called National Westminster), National Provincial and Union Bank 

of Bigland, and the Standard Bank of South Africa now called the Standard Sank, 

decided to take up shares in BBWA, which enable this bank to increase tne 

tempo of its banking activities in the country. Thus the BBWA was able to attract

more customers through the provision of long ann short
1. The British Overseas Banks in Developing Countries from inception to 1945, 

in the Institute of Bankers Journal. (June 1972).
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term loans to expatriate firms and Institutions far more than its rival.

This non-price method or non-pitL'ce competition hit very hard on .the ColoniaJL Bank which 

lost many of ika customers to its rival, BBWA, and sustained a considerable fall 

in deposits.

In order to survive, the Colonial bank called for a rescue from some 

foreign banks, but only the Barclays Bank resoonded by integrating it as a 

component of integrated international bank. The new bank from this Union 

became known as Barclays Bank (D.C.O) and ia known nowadays as the Barclay/s 

Bank (PlC). With this develooment, the Colonial bank wgg able to tell the 

BBWA th^t it h^d come to stay and operate permanently in the emerging nigérian 

banking. .

6.8 Increasing Competition in the Ene^ging Nigerian Banking Industry

The importance of unorganized credit institution as a orecu-sor of organized

credit institution is clr^rly reflected uy tne fact that from merchant credit

institution operating in the unorganizad capital market of Nigeria emerged ^not^er

foreign b-rJc, While tvo big foreign banks '-'ere operating in the commercial

centres between I9i6 and 1945, there were n^jmerous unorganized credit

institutions operating in tne raral areas and very few in large cities and

commercial centres -̂s well. One of these nnorg'^nized credit institutions wqg
1

the United African Company (UAC), which was a very wealthy trading coirçany.

This company not only offered credit to small businessmen and rural moneylenders,

but also to the colonial government in the form of payment for customs and

other duties in London and Liverpool rather than in Nigeria. This forced — -

the two banks to soften the conditions of their credit in order to attract

more customers away from th*̂  UAC. However, becau«^e of the nature of credit

being offered by this informal bank without too much paper w r k  and rigid

security requirement associated ’vith the bank credit, UAC ag a source of

credit remained in operation until “’957.

(a) FVnergence of other Foreign Banks:

As the trade and commerce were growing, economic prospects in the country

1. See R, l-Yy (1976;.
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were increasing as a result of a general increase in the level of economic 

activities in the country soon after the Second World War, other foreign investors 

started to out their interest in tne Nigerian emerging banking industry into 

reality. Among these nê  ̂foreign investors "ere the French bankers. The 

late arrival of these French bankers in Nigeria was due to the market sharing 

agreements between them and their British connteroarts with respect to the 

spheres of influence and market areas. In line witn this •agreement, the lYexich 

Bank took its leap forvrard not from Paris but from London. The Banque National 

pour le Commerce «̂t I' Industrie (BNCI) founded a subsidiary company in London in 

1945* Tii*̂  bank '■eon changed its name to British and French Bank for Commerce 

and Industiq', und=r which it established a branch ofiice in Nigeria in 1948.

After i period of intense competition w*th the othe^ two foreign banks, the 

bank managed to survive.

It should be noticed that n't 1 the ^hree banks hrd one element in comion.

Both of them ware operating "ith the capital '•ubscribed by various international 

b nks find this is one reason behind their success insoite or fierce competition.

As will be seen Ipter, any indigenous bank which grew up certainly had to struggle very 

herd to survive a banking system dominated the branches of two of the world giant 

banks with their enormous resources and long banking experience with competent workers.''

'Hie three banks, the BBWA, the Colonial Bank or Barclays Bank DCO, and the
1

British '̂ nd French B^nk for Commerce and Industry, are now the three biggest 

b*nks in Nigerian banking industry. The fourth big bank "as registered in <959 

with the statutorily recuired initial canitel of £1.5 million or N3 million.

Like other foreign bank before it, the b-nk was a joint venture of many big 

banks overseas. Unlike other banks before it, it started operation in Kano, 

in the northern par+ of Nigeria where it had no rival at all. Having established a 

bridgehead at K^no, it "as able to open new branches in Lagos, Apapa and 

Port Hareourt to compete for deposits. Using the magnitude of its capital end 

reserve as a measure of its success, one c'-n easily see that by 1970, its

1. See Table 6.2 shoving the profitability of commercial banks in Nigeria. The 
three banks are easily the most profitable of all banks in Nigeria.
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capital had risen to peid-up shares of N̂ 3 million as gainst the reserves which

stood at *26.4 million. By 1975, the paid-up capital had a furttjer jump to 
N6.0 million with additional reserves of NI .4 million. In 1980s, the

bank's branch network had risen to 36 while its assets and liabilities rose

from #37.9 million in 1973 to #95*4 million in 1974 to #339.1 million in

1977 .̂ ' ■ In recent years, the IBWA has increased its branch network considerably

in line with the Central Bank directives which will be discussed in later chapter.

SECTION II'

6.9 THE EVOLUTION OF FIRST INDIGENOUS BANK IN NIGERIA

In common with the BBWA "hich started operation "ith capital supolied by

the shipping companies and some British traders, the first ever indigenous

Dank in Nigeria started operation v1th the capital suoolied by the British
2

merchants and some enlightened Nigerian traders.in 189^ under the registered name of" 

Anglo-?.fr'l can Bank. Thi^ n^me was chosen,  ̂ssenti'^lly as a compromise to the 

subscribers Oj. its ceoit^l. However, '’s mentioned before, the name 01 the 

bank "Ps 1-ter charged to Bank oi* Nigeria.

To be sure, the establishment of the Anglo-Afric^n Bank in 1899 was a 

direct response to the monopoly of the BBWA as mentioned earlier. The 

survival 01 this bank owed largely to the financial backing it received from 

the giant British trading companies in Africa» For example, the Royal Niger 

Company, Alexander Miller Brothers and Company, and the African Association 

led by the Chairman of John Holt and Co. and many others were very prominent 

in ensuring the survival 01 the bank in the face 01 strong competition from 

the foreign banks.

Although Anglo-African bank did not keep government's account, it still 

operated successfully as reflected by the numbers of accounts it kept for its 

customers. For example by 1911 its African cust"me^s had grown considerably

to the extent thrt as many as 463 Arican accounts were "ith the banks as against
1. See the IBWA Annual Reports, 1980 - I9 84.
2. R. Fry, (1976).
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26 expatriate bank accounts. As would be expected of course, the expatriate 

customers' deposits were very large and hence more inmortant than those of the 

African customers. However, the most important thing was that the banking habit 

had started to grow amongst the African customers which was a sure precursor to 

holding large deposits accounts in the bank. Even then, some African 

customers' deposits were already growing and beeetdsf very Important to the 

banks, even though they were me*nt only for a term. Most of the African 

customers kept deposit accounts witn the bank only ^s a conformity with the 

landing requirement at that time which stipulated that there should be lipuid 

securities keot by customers before any lorn could b-» granted to any African 

customers. ^^is requirement "«̂as or^valent ^nd v e r y  important to the banks by then,

since the oroperty and mortgages were not popular because of the difficulties in
1

establishing and oroving the title right.

This Anglo-African bank whose name was later changed to Nigerian bank

gave loans to African Indigenous businessmen and small farmers who kept

accounts with it. It enjoyed considerable patronage from Nigerians

«soecially when it changed its name to Nigerian bank and all told it awarded
2

loans to a tune of £30,000 during the short period of its operation. The 

conditions for granting loans to indigenous borrowers were much more relaxed 

than tho=e of the foreign banks and this soon put the Nig*ri an Bank into the 

brim of collapse, in the face of teething competition with BBWA and Barclays 

Bank. The economic dominance of the BbWA in particular in the emerging 

Nigerian banking system continued almost unabated uo to 9̂'’6, since it was 

the only bank acting as a modern central bank, a banker to the government, 

and being the only well organized channel through which credit could be got 

for business ourposes. When the Nigerian bank could no longer survive 

economically as a bank, it was swallowed up by the BBWA on 20th June,

1911, thereby putting an »nd to an indigenous bank in Nigeria for the 

time being.

1. See also Q. 0. Nwankwo, Nigerian Financial System. 1980.
and C.V. Brown,. The Nigerian Banking System , London: George Alien and 
Unvirx, 1966.

2. R. fry 11976).
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Aroralaal of the Foreign Banka»-Operati'ena in the Bnergln»
Nigerian Banking System. —

As already mentioned, all the expatriate banks operating in Nigeria
1

in the early stage of banking were controlled-from outside the country. The 

BBWA, for instance, was subject to control fr^m London ^here its board of 

directors was snd only a v^ry small measure of discretionary power was vested in 

th*» management of the bank in Nigeria. Consequently, one should expect it to 

follow the banking principles of its headquarters office overseas, ^he kind 

of competition ooeratinq in th«= headquarters would surely be its view of 

competition in the Nigeria^ economy in -hich it was operating. Most banks 

did not want any rivals and they could go a long way to eliminate any rival 

as already stated ”ith respect to BBWA's operation in Nigeria.

One of the mo^t important way a bank c-̂ n h*lp a developing c^untry is 

in the provision of credit facilities for economic projects as "ell as for 

business ventures. However, the foreign banks' ability to gr-’nt credit 

v n s largely curtailed by the control imposed by their head office. Conseouently 

no epeci-'l treatment or consideration was given to the colonies; the same 

standards of granting locns and adv-nc®s v'ê e set for all nationals without 

consideration of peculiarities of different localities. The direct result of 

this was that the Nigerian traders and businessmen as veil as farmers found it 

difiicult to obt in loans and advances. This tendency owed la-gely to the 

inability of these potential borrowers to fulfil all the necessary conditions 

for the accommodation of loans and advances.

The Colonial Bank which started operation in '9^6 also followed the same rigid

principles Ox banking as obtained in its home offic® with respect to the

granting of credit. Since these t^o b-nks were being controlled from 
2

outside N i g er i a ,  the suspicision, how-ver unjustified, no doubt arose

among the indigenous businessmen that these banks did not necessarily operate

with the interests of the country uppermost in their minds. To many Nigerians,

Î1 Q.A. Jawando, "Trend in Commercial Bank Ownership in Nigeria,
(9th Annual Banking Seminar/ Nigerian Institute of Bankers, Sept. 1972

2. C.V. Brown (19b6).
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therefore, thesebanka were only serving the economic needs of the foreigners 

rather than the Indigenous people . Consequently, there was a general feeling of 

resentment against the two bank* for not giving credits to many Nigerians
I

who needed credit, but only Interested in their deposits. Only very small

minority of Indigenous businessmen who could fulfill the necessary conditions

got loans from the foreign banks.

Perhaps one should not lay the blame for not providing enough credit

to the indigenous people squarely on the foreign banks since they w^re being

guided by the sound banking orinciples operating at their home offices. To be

sure, they were in business to make profits and in order to do this, they had

to abide with those basic banking principles, some of which pertained to the

granting of loans. Thus banks would not grant credit to people except they "ere

quite sure of repayment at maturity. Most ultimate borrowers in the Nigerian

economy at that time were often very poor to own property which would have .

served as collateral. The first Nigerian indigenous bank ever, the Anglo-African

bank ended up  in being absorbed by the IBWA when it could no longer survive

as a result of immense default by its indigenous customers^ ^

It shoulu also be understood that for the loc-1 Nigerian traders and

farmers, t^p nabits of borrowing from the b-nks did not develop early since

they relied em trade credit and small loan from moneylenders. For the

indigenous traders, they used the banks as a safe and secure place to store

their money. The illiterate Nigerian traders "ould prefer credits from

the unorganized credit institutions since such credits were readily available

on reouest without any ceremony in terms of rigid procedures and writing
2

of documents associated "ith the modern credit institutions. The expatriate 

banks did give loans to small number of Nigerian businessmen only if they 

were traders since the banks believed that after the sales, these traders "ould 

repay the loans from the proceeds. However, this type of loan was not scarce

to get since many expanding commercial houses such as UAC, the Royal Niger

1. See the discussion on unorganized credit in chanter VI
2. See G. D. Paton (1949) Report on Banks and Banking in Nigeria. Smemlonal 

Paper *’o. 7 available in the University of Lavos Libi-arv.
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company, the John Holt Company and many others, did give loans to large number 

oi Nigerian traders in form Ox trade credit. What the Nigerians could not get 

was the medium and long term loans which, of course, the commercial banks, 

though well abled, could not grant because of the possible violation of the 

sound banking principles they so much enjoyed and cherished since the time immemorial. 

This apparent unwillingness to grant loans to the indigenous businessmen who 

could not procure collateral securities had l'=>d to old time accusation of the 

foreign banks as discriminating against Nigerians. The counter accusation on 

the part Oi these banks was that the Nigeri-ns were poor risk. Many Nigerians who 

were well educated were, tnerefore convinced that the establishment of indigenous 

banks "ould be the only solution to their problems oi shortage oi working capital.

This desire for Nigerian banks was out into reality be+ween ^929 and 195? as 

i*5 being discussed below.

The Establishments of other Indigenous Banks in Nigeria
After the demise Ox the first ever indigenous bnnk in Nigeria in 1911 as

already stated, th°re was no otner indigenous bank established until 19?9

wh^n the Industrial ?nd Commercial Bank Limited was established by a few

indigenous businessmen cum moneylenders based in Southern part of Nigeria.

However, owing to lack of banking experience, competent personnel and the on-going
I

teething competition in the banking industry, this bank vent into financial

liquidation within a year of its establishment. To a large extent, tne bank’s

operation and lending policies did not augur "ell with to the standard doctrine

Oi banking. Loans were awarded to people who could not ev^n provide good 
1

col l a t e r a l  securities. TVhil® this might easily ruin a bark of fragile economic

resources, the presence of unfair competition could also send packing any bank

idth gr^at banking experience. In view of the nature of 'banking competition in

the country by that time as discussed earlier, only banks "ith financial supports

from big banks of international -^«pute could survive as new banks, except of

course, the one established by the government or which enjoys Its financial support.
See the coMnents .adë on t..o tyoe of securities Nigérien borrowers usually 
presented 1. New.yn and r . M.n.y m d  Bankinz in British Colonial Africa, p. 82,
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Another indigenous bank which started operation but collapsed after 

some years was the Nigerian Merchantile Bank, This bank lasted till 1936 

when it went into liquidation as a result of competition.

Success in indigenous banking began in 1933 with the stablishment 

of the National Bank of Nigeria. However, this bank owed its survival 

to the financial backing it enjoyed readily from the then Western Nigerian 

Government which was determined to see that an indigenous bank was firmly 

established in Nigeria to cater for the credit needs of the country in the 

context of the developing nature of the economy. Thus inspite of various 

times of financial difficulties in the life of National Bank, the Dank 

was able to weather the storm of the raging competition and since 1970s, 

it has been growing in financial strength as reilected in its huge deposit 

liabilities from over & 1?0 million at the end of 1976 to over N3UU million 

by the end of 198 .̂

The National Bank of Nigeria, in common vdth the other big banks 

in the country now owns offices in some financial centres of the world, apart 

from over 80 branch offices it has in Nigeria. Its paid-up capital and 

reserves bad risen considerably from under one billion naira in 1976 to over 

one billion naira oy the end of 1985. In terms of personnel management, the 

staff strength of this oanx had grown from 6OI in 1966 to 1,859 by the end of 

1985.
The second surviving indigenous bank is called Wema bank. This bank

was initially established by a group of businessmen and moneylenders with

a fully paid-up capital of just Ad0,000, which was later increased to N25,OuO

in accordance with the requirements of the Nigerian Banking Ordinance of

1952. Like the National Bank of Nigeria before it, its loan policies were

too liberal to the extent that over 70 per cent of its deposits was loaned
2out by the end of 1958 fiscal year. Hence the bank could only operate as 

a private banking institution until 1960 when it lost control of its management 

to the then Western Nigerian Marketing Board wnich finally took it over in 1969.
1. See the National Bank of Nigeria - 1976 - 1985.
2. See R. Fry (1976;.
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The third surviving indigenous bank, tne African Continental Bank Ltd., 

also owed its continued existence to the financial supoort it received from 

the then Eastern Nigerian Government. This bank, like the National Bank 

of Nigeria has experienced considerable financial crisis frc?n time to time 

owing to its liberal loans policies. However, inspite of strong competition, 

it has been able to survive witn more than pO branches in Nigeria and about 

three branches in some financial centres of the world.

While the National Bank of Nigeria, the Verna Bank and the African Continental 

Bank were so lucky to survive, many other indigenous banks wnich were established 

after them before the 1952 Nigerian Banking Ordinance "ere not so lucky. Because 

these indigenous banks that were established were so many and so short-lived, 

some Nigerian economists have referred to the period 1947 and 1952 as the 

Indigenous mushroom banking period.

The Question which easily cernes to mind is "Why did many banks developed 

and failed during the period ^947 and 1952'”' In other words,"What caused the 

indigenous banking boom?" Many writers have tried to answer the question, but

there seems to be no agreement on the actual cause of this banking phenomenon.
2Newlyn and Rœ^an (1954) among others, attributed the main cause to the very aoooint- 

ment of Baton Commission of Enouiry into the banking business in Nigeria by 

the government in 1948. The reason for the appointment of Baton Commission 

was because of the abuses in the Nigerian banking system which had resulted in 

losses of money by many bank customers. Since the action of the government 

was to put a stop to the abuses in the Nigerian banking system, thereby 

safeguarding the interests of the public against the unscrupulous banks, the 

argument was that owing to the uncertainty about what government would do 

in the aftermath of the Baton's Commission's Report, the Nigerians decided 

to establish banks. However, while this might be part of the reasons for the 

indigenous banking boom, it is certainly not the only one. There are other reasons. 

The reason advanced by the earlier writers such as Newlyn and Rowan must be 

challenged on the strength of available relevant statistics, as argued by 

Nwankwo (I98O),

Ranking Ordinance, 1952, Lagos
2. Newlyn and Rowan Money and ngnkin? in British Colonial Africa,

TT-n-i e? — P C Q  ----------
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It should be realized that in vie" of the on-going competition in. the banking 

system at that time, anybody wishing to daboie into banking business must have 

huge financial resources. Furthermore, the nmber of banking establishments at th-t 

time were ...so few that tney could not satisfy the credit yawning of the Nigerian 

Donulace. Besides, tho^e b^rks as at that time were largely foreign-owned and they 

were much more in favour of the foreign nationals to which they g«ve credit "hile 

leaving the indigenous businessmen to the mercy of unorganized financial institutions, 

Thus in such a situation of excess demand for credit, the urge could be too strong 

be ignored by anybody with enough financial resources to establish banking 

business in order to tap the potential profits the system could offer. Moreover, 

th^re was no regulatory barrier to entry into banking business in Nigeria. All 

that was required was to register as a banking company.

In summary, therefore, thr^e basic factors c n  be adduced lor this indigenous 

banking boom in Nigeria during that period. One is the availability of funds, 

the second is ^he apparent profitability associated "ith the banking business 

at that time because of the lobsided banking services b=ing provided by +han by +ho 

few available banking institutions and the third is the absence of any strong 

government regulation on banking business.

Th" av ail a b i l i t y  o^ fund factor raises another o-uestion. Where did the funds 

come from? Again many "uniters tried to find answers to thi^ ouestiop since 

the establishment of a bank required a huge amount of capital which was v^ry 

hard to come by. One school of thought, for instance, a^yued that the boom in 

indigenous banking coincided "ith the period "hen the World War II had just 

ended. Tius the huge profits made by people durln? the "a^ from sealing very 

vital products which were scarce as a rp^nlt of war . '"he dislocation and 

distruption of producing channels caused by war only created price inflation in 

the economy and this had benefited only the few traders who were able +-q keep 

UP  "ith the supplies oi essential commodities. In support of this argument, it

1. See G. 0. Nwankwo (1972), "Indigenisation of Nigerian Banking", The Bankers
Magazine. July, pp. 15-?'’; Also see chapter 9 of Nigerian Financial System
by the same author on his view on expatriate banks alleged discrimination.

2. See also Zik, Selected Speeches of Dr. Nnamdi Aaikiwe. (Cambridge 196l)
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should be rememoerad th^t during the World War II, Nigerians a g "ell ag

other nationals under the British colonies actually served under the British

Royal Arm. They provided the take off bases as veil ag many vital scarce
1

prouucts such as vegetables, oil, cocoa, timber -and tin. The huge proceeds from the 

the sale of these products were accumulated In the hands of indigenous 

people invoved in such tr-de. Furthermore, it must be strongly stated th^t 

most of the indigenous bankers who started banking business "ere most probably 

formerly the age-long moneylenders who were operating in the Nigerian economy 

to cater for the ne^ds of those "ho could not obtain credit from the banks.

The interview held with some farmers in the Northern part of Nigeria confirmed 

that many farmers turned to the moneylenders because they could not get loan 

from the bank. Since the moneylenders charged very high in+erest on their 

loans, they were able to accumulate large amount of money with which they 

started their banking business. A well known example was the originator of 

the Agbonmagbe brnk which is now known as the Wema bank. The chairman of this 

bank when it was first established started as a moneylender ano provided 

all the necesrary capital in partnership with another moneylenders as already 

mentioned. Apart from moneylending business which they did not do openly 

for fear of being caught by government officials, many of them 

were largely successful traders and businessmen. (See Chapter V).

The unorganized credit institutions like money-lending has had a long 

history and exists till today in «very country of the world in onp form or the 

odher. In faut in mo^t countries of the world, banking institution evolved from 

the unorganized credit institutions. In the e^rly days of banking in Britain
I

"hen the Goldsmiths were pioneering the art oi banking business, they were 

certainly in an unorganized form in the absence of any legislative control.

Even with the present level of development and the adoption of modern 

computer technology by many banks in Britain and other developed countries, 

the info r m a l  or unorganized credit institutions are still operating in various 

degrees and f o r m s .as already mentioned in chapter V. Unlike developing countries.

1. See G.K. Heileiner (1966), "Agriculture. Government and Economic Growth in 
î Ni ger1 a". Ira/in Homewood 111,
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most of which rind it difiicult to control the operation of these unorganized

institutions, most developed countries have succeeded in bringing their own

unorganised institutions under the armnit of law. The various pawnbroking

houses in Britain are eouivalent of the moneylenders in developing countries

out they operate under the law. They give loan to people at exhorbitant

interest rate and in fact, because of the social security system, some

ultimate lenders who find it difficult to obtain loans from banks often

pledge their weekly social security allowance to obtain loans from the

loan shops or pawn-broking houses:^ Many such borrowers have become

engulfed in debt th=>t it seems they will never bP able to repay in full, lor

example on August I5tn 1985, it was reported in Thames News at 1.30 p.m.

that seme loan shops hired collectors who go aoout collecting debt from

borrower^ every week. On 12th June, 1986 it was also reported by the

South East News of iBC One on an interview by thp cameraman of some

borrowers on the nature of interest rate changed by loan sharks operating

in London. It was reported that many bo-^ro"ers pay more than 100 per cent

interest rate on loans borrowed. In fact one borrower "ho w^s intervipwed

live reported that she used to run away from home whenever the loan collector

called because she found it difficult to pay back. Inspite of the high

rate of interest being charged, it was reportpd that the business of moneylending

continues booming, because of the high patronage being enjoyed frcam those

in desperate need of credit. Since London is a cosmopolitan city, one is,

however, not sure whether those who are still borrowing from the loan shops

inspite of widespread of banking services are foreigners or British citizpns.
41In India, there ere many professional monpylanders "ho collected 

deposits in ^he form of money fr m  their clients.for safp custody and from this 

practice, some indigenous banking institutions have pmerged. Thus Nigerian 
casp of moneylender becoming indigenous banker is not an isolated one*

Î1 See G.K. Heileiner (1966).
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On the Question of potential profitability of banking business, the 

indigenous banking entrepreneurs in Nigeria had visualized the prospective 

profitability climate the Nigerian economy offered at that time. The 

high demand for agricultural products by the overseas manufacturers created 

considerable growth in export tr-de in Nigeria and hence gro'-dih in National 

Income. For example, as can be seen from table 2 in chapter V, the agricultural 

sector of Nigerian economy accounted for N681.8 million of the total domestic, 

product of #1377.4 million. The share of agriculture increased to #778.2 

in 4951 which represented more th?n 14 per cent of that of ''950* and in 

1952, the share increased further by approximately 29 per cent, a string 

indication of booming economy of a country where the agriculture was the 

mainstay. Thus the need to finance agricultural projects by farmers to meet 

the gro"ing demand for cash crops was far too great to be met by tne few 

banking institutions, majority of ’'hich "ere o’-med and operated by expatriates 

and which of course were not ready to give loan accommodation to indigenous 

businessmen "ho could not provide suitable collateral securities. Since the 

general economic outlook in the country was very promising, any Nigerian with 

adequate knowledge of the local people and their credit needs could easily 

dabble into banking business. The expatriate banks at that time catered for 

the needs of government and parastatals as well as the foreign companies, while 

the indigenous banks concentrated on the small indigenous businessmen market. 

The foreign banks collec+ed large deposits f^om the government and other 

foreign firms and government officials . For example as can be seen 

Table 6.4 the foreign banks had a total nominal capital of #6 million, 

paid-up capital of #2.4 million, deposits of #0,8 million and a total, reserve 

of #2.82 million in 1916 as againct a total nominal capital of #0.2 million, 

paid-up capital of #0 .0 5 million a tot-1 deposits of #0.01 million and a total 

reserves of #0.002m. for indigenous. In percentage terms of the totals for 

the econcmy, the foreign bank had 96.8 per cent of the total nominal capital

1. Also see HEILEINER (1966) on the importance of agriculture to Nigerian 
Economy.
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33 against 3.2 per c«nt share of the indigenous banks. While the foreign

banks shared 97.9 per cent of the total oaid-up capital, 98.7 per cent

or the total deposits and 98.6 per cent of the total bank reserves, the

indigenous bank which was only one in 1916 as against two foreign banks

had 3.2 per cent, 2.1 per cent, 1.3 per cent and 1.4 per cent shrre of the

total nominal canital, paid~UD capital, deposits and bank reserves respectively.

In 1951, the share in the total nominal capital by the expatriate banks had

increased considerably to 99.d P'̂'e cent as against only 0.6 per cent for the

indigenous, and the share in total deposits was down to 99.2 as against

a share of 0.8 per cent for +he indigenous banks. However; in 1952 the 

share in total deposits 01 the foreign banks had fallen down to 92.2 per cent

while the indigenous banks increased their share to 7,8 per cent . This 
high increase in deposits by the indigenous banks can be accounted for in terns 

of the large increase in the number of indigenous banks which reached its 

peak in 1952. Unfortunately, because of the absence of lender 01 last -assort, 

many of the indigenous bank collapsed. The foreign banks on the other h-nd 

had no liquidity problems since they "«re just branches of the giant banks 

in economically advanced countries.

Thus considering all the reasons above, one needs not "onder why there 

"ere so many indigenous banks established in Nigeria bet"een '’947 And 1952. 

However, one thing is to establish a business, the other is to make it a 

success. The failures of m^ny of these indigenous banks o-ed largely to several 

factors apart from the absence of a central bank already mentioned. Perhaps 

the most important of these was the nature of the banking competition' which 

is discussed together with other reasons below.

6.12 Factors Responsible for the High mortality of Indigenous banking business

Prior to tne establishment of Central bank Ox Nigeria, the general structure 

Oi Nigerian banking system was one in which t"o classes of banking institutions 

were operating, namely the expatriate and indigenous. In the newly emerging 

Nigerian economy at that time, there was a situation of excess demand for credit
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largely because of the loan policies oi expatriate banks which were q,lte 

unfavourable to prospective Nigerian borrowers, more especially those who 

were not able to provide good collateral securities. The few indigenous 

banks which were weakly operating could do little to satisfy the credit 

needs of the indigenous because of tne low level of their deposits, the 

nature of their depositors which were largely small savers most of 

which were term savers and more importantly because or the on-going 

cut-throat competition among the banking institutions in the economy.

(See Table 6,4 for the relative shares in the tot-1 deposits by the foreign 

and indigenous banks). In a situation of high demand for credit as well 

as virtual absence of an̂ / legislation on banking, people "ith necessary f”nds 

found it easy'to establish'banking business, but found it difficult to survive. 

The result was that there "ere many banking businesses in Nigeria "ithout 

«trong financial foundation.

As a direct -ction to"-rds th«" building of a virile financi-1 system 

in Nigeria, the barking ordinance of was promulgated consequent upon

recommendations of Baton Commission Report Ho"«ver, "hile this Ordinance 

laid the first legislative banking foundation ever, it represented a sharp 

axe through its v-rious provisions against the weaker indigenous banks already 

in operation and a guardian ox banking system for tho fe" "hich could meet its 

requirements.

The absence of central bank in Nigeria until ''959 m«ans that thos« 

indigenous banks which found themselves in financial problems had no option 

but to liquidate. This is why the history of indigenous banking in Nigeria 

was more or less the history of f-llure and success. Th« successful ones are 

largely state-owned, unlike in most countries of the world like U.S.A. and 

Britain "here State supoort for banks -ere in tdose days transmitted through 

the Fad«rpT Reserve Bank o^ th*= Bank of England respectively.

Other reasons for tha failures of those indigenous banks which could 

not get State's support were very common among the developing countries of

U  See B.U. Hpton (1949), 'Report on Banks and Banking , Sessional Paper No. 7,
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of the world and also at the early stage of banking in most developed 

countries of today. Competition aside, curruption among the bank officials, 

acute mismanagement of funds, and lack of banking experience were some of 

the factors which caused collapse of many indigenous banks in Nigeria.

As already mentioned, bank failure in Nigeria is not an isolated case. For 

example in India there was also a record of high banking mortality between
1

183% and I860 which was a direct conséquence of fruad and defective auditing 

in common th Nigeria. The Paton Commission Report ge.ve a very cGear 

picture of one case of corruption associated with the failure of one of the 

indig«noua banka whi «h can be quo*-ed as follows:

". . . In one case it was found that Managing Director of the
«o-called bank was a m«n ’-ith a shady past. The prospectus originally
issued by the 'Bank' was a highly misleading document. It gave prominence
to names of companies' solicitors, auditors, and sec^et^ry who were leading
London firms. These firms had never been informed thrt their name would appear
on the prospectus and "hen their attention was drawn to it, they ceas«d
to haye any dealings with +he company. Prominence was al^o giv°n to the
authorized capital ’-'hich was stated to be #200,000. The state of company's
records "as also chaotic thrt liquidators "ere unable to find out what
the paid-up capital was though it "ould be safer to assume th^t it "as
small in relation to the authorized canital. The liquidator found it
impossible to produce anything to get an accurate statement o^ the 

 ̂2
position.

In most developed countries oi the -̂o-qld, bank failures were often a

direct consequence of competition rather than mismanagment. for example,

in U.S.A., the high mortality rate for banking at the early stage of

commercial banking "as ascribed largely to overbanking --hich resulted in

intense competition among banks for customers' deposits'.' The overbanking

was so intense that a village of iust 2000 people "ere often served by

thre-q or more bank-. In ■’’he case of Nigeria, however, I’he indigenous

banka "«re eptaplished when the major expatriate banks "er« in keen

competition among themselves for larger share of Nigerian banking market.
T I  K. L. Gupta, (1959; The Reserve Bank of India and Monetary Management
2. See P.O. Paton 0949)
3. See W.R. Goldsmith (1958;, Financial Intermeaiaries in tne American

Economy since 19u0 Prince"Wn_ University Pre^a
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Although tne numbe^ of banking institutions "ere very small relative to the

geographical size of the country, only the few who were educated at that time

were able to patronize those institutions while the majority of the people

made use of the unorganized financial institutions. Hence the competition

among banks was real than apparent. The establishment of indigenous

banking institutions only aggravated the intensity of competition which consequently

resulted in the collapse of many indigenous rather than foreign banks. Apart

from the on-going competition, tne inexperience of these indigenous banks

in banking business only helped to hasten their liquidation, for they granted

loans to indigenous people who could not even present collateral and this "33

contrary to the long cherished banking tradition and expertise associated

"ith the foreign banka. Most of the foreign banks also enioyed considerable

supoort from tne colonial government to the extent that one of them was a banker

to colonial government and large majority of government officials patronized
1

only the foreign banks. Even the celebrated banking ordinance of can be «asily

construed as a form of covert support for thp  foreign banks since its 

provisions were designed to deter the potential indigenous bankers from 

establishing while at the same time seemed to deny life to those already established, 

majority of which could not meet all its requirements. Consequently, the expatriate 

banks’ market was expanding while that of the indigenous was continually 

contrasting as more qqa* more indigenous banks we^e liquidating.

6 . 1 3  The Nigerian Commercial Banks Bnd«r the 19S'̂  Banking Ordinance

The 1952 Banking Ordinance was clearly & product of the Paton Commission 

Report of '’948 which aimed at bringing the banking business in Nigeria within 

the armpit of law. Although the ordinance marked another important milestone in 

the development of banking system, yet it did not measure up to expectations 

since it did not provide any reserve force.' while it required all the banks in 

Nire^ia to maintain adequate liquidity at all times, it c  rtainly failed to provide
1. See" Central Bank of Nigeria, "The Growth of Commercial Bank Activities 

1959-6 6", Economic and Financial Review, Vol. 6 No. 1, June 1968 on early 
early history of Nigeria's commercial banks.
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a lender oi last resort to assist the banks in their rainy days. Thi's is ? 

serious omission and very detrimental to inoigenous banks "ho did not have the 

financial opportunities the expatriate banks had, since they were extensions 

of overseas banking giants. liie seriousness of the absence ox the lender of 

last resort will be appreciated if it is known th^t the Nigeria^ financial 

system bv then was such th-t had no money and canital markets in which banks 

could operate to c^sh on and to reinforce their liquidity position. Under this 

law, therefore, the operation of b-nks, more especially the indigenous ones, "as 

at a very gre-t expense in terms of loss of investment income since they must by 

la" maintain a^l their licuid in idle and barren cash. The indigenous banks had 

no eource of financial reinforcement in time of need and neither did they have 

any investment outlet for th^ir surplus funds to earn profits. In this aspect, 

the expatriate banks had financial hedge over the indigenous bank« in that 

the former relied heavily on thei^ he-dofiice overseas as lenders of last resort 

while at the same time, the entire London Money -nd Lanital Markets r«nresented 

a sure outlet for th«ir inv-stible surplus funds. This is also one of the reasons 

"hy the expatri-te bank« "«re more successful than the indigenous ones.

bince 1952, there "as no major devr^ooment in the Nigerian banking syetem 

un+il 1959 "hen the lon^ deba+es over +he est-bli-hment of Central Bank of Nigeria 

'-«re actually actualized. The importance of this development cannot be overempha

sised since centr-1 banke all ove^ the "orld are t^e apex 01 fin-nci-1 institutions 

and tney variously perform the roILe of lenders of last resort,

6.14 The Establishment of Nigerian Central Bank

In any market «conomy, the central bank stands as the apex of financial

system to perform its major role such as providing a reserve force and leadership
1

for +he banking system. Realizing the importance of a central bank in 

any economy th^ Nigerian authorities apoointed a commision kno^m as Loynes 

Commission in baptember, '’958 to look into the possibility of establishing a 

central bank, '"he outcome of this commission found expression in the establishment

01 thé Centr-1 Bank ox Nigeria on 1st July, 1959. 'This "as immediately
I.See C.V. Brown, "The Effectiveness of Monetary Policy in Nigeria, pp. 47-59" in
Conference Proceedings, Nigerian Institute of Social and Economic Research, Dec. 1966.
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followed by the establishment of the Nigerian Money and Canital Markets on

April 1960. The establishments of both the Central bank and the Nigerian

Money and Capital Markets were no doubt a watershed in the history of Nigerian

Financial System. Because of these developments, the first Treasury bills

ever "ere floated in the Money and Capital Markets in I960, thereby providing

an investment av«nue for the Nigerian commercial barks vLth surplus liquid funds.

The task of building «n «fiici«nt banking environment which started in

1959 with th« establisnment of Nigerian Central Bank continued through 196O and on

June 5,1961 the Lagos Stock Exchange started operation (See chapter 10).

With the establishment oi Central Bank together "ith other financial

institutions already mentioned, the Nigerian Financial system became firmly 
1

established, A direct result of these developments in the monetary economy 

of Nigeria "as the establishments 01 eight new commercial banks between 

1959 and 1962. In 1959 alone, four ne" banks started operation. Vhat is of 

groat interest is th-t all the eight commercial banks established during this

period are still in business today along with oth«r banks before them. The

survival of these banks o"ed largely to the role being olayed by the newly created

financial institutions - Central bank, Monev and Capital Markets,-Stock

Exchange Market - in providing lender of last resort services, profitable

Investment outlets, and avenue for issuing and selling shares respectively.

Table 6.5 dipicts the trend in commercial bank investments between 1958

and 1966. In June 1958 90.  ̂ per cent of the tot-1 commercial bank investments

went abro-d. Ho- ever by June 1966, th® trend had reduced very considerably to 0.12

per cent of the tot-1. In June 196O, only 11.8 per cent of the total investment

actually "ent -broad. Thi® clearly shows the importance of Lagos Stock

Exchange Market established in April I960 as well as the Money -nd Capital 
2Markets. Commercial banks invested largely on tre-sury bills as c-n be seen fr«m 

the table. In percentage term, their investment in tre-sury bills "as between the

range of 80,8 and 64.7 pen cent in I960 and in .1966, it ^As between 9%.6 and.77.8
1. See C.V. Brown, The Nigerian Banking System. 1966.
Z This is treated in chapter 10.
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Table 6.5

COMMERCIAL BANK INVFSTMFITS: 1958 - 1?66 
(Quarterly llgures in Thousand #)

Y?ARS AND QUAR1TRS Total
Investment

N

In Nigeria
Others
#

Abroad
Treasury ot^Totpl Amount

#
of -

Total

March 5744 - - 380 7364 89.8
June 5288 - - 522 4766 90.1

September 6562 - - 522 6040 92.0

December 1196 - - 522 674 56.3

1959
March 6678 - - 940 57%8 85.9
June 10162 - - <296 8866 87.2
September 630 - - 212 418 66.3
December 2632 - - 1402 1230 46.7

i960

March 2410 - - 1866 544 22.6

June 12278 9066 73.8 17%8 1454 '1.8

September 11026 8910. 80.8 1758 358 3.2

December 5710 3694 64.7 1658. 358 6.3

1961

March <0802 8174 75.6 9570 58 0 .5

June 158I2 13296 84.1 2458 58 0.3
September 97356 248%2 90.8 2466 58 0 .2

December 8658 5942 68.6 9658 58 6.7

196?
Marcn 12654 9662 76.3 2934 58 0.4
June 2^794 17740 81.4 3996 58 0.26

September 91180 17734. 83.7 3388 58 0.27

December 10002 6740 67.4 3204 58 0.58

196;
Marcn 9290 5818 62.6 3416 58 0.62

June 13734 10684 77.8 2992 58 0 .4s
September 17O86 13958 81.7 <070 58 0.34
December 4684 2382 50.8 "9/4 58 1 .2:



YEARS AND QUARTERS Total
Investment

N
In N1 

Treasury 
Bill 
N

gerla
%

of Total
Others

A

Abr
Amount

N

oad 
9̂  of 
Total

l i M
March 15760 15556 85.9 2166 58 0 .57
June 20528 18592 89.6 2078 58 0.28
September 22524 19400 86.1 5066 58 0 .2 5

December 15978 10726 76.7 5194 58 0 .4 5

M^rcn '9642 '6412 , 85.5 5172 58 . O .09

June 15820 12652 79.9 58 11 0 .5 7
Sent 56152 55106 91.6 2988 58 ' 0 .16

December 15910 12906 81.1 2946 58 0.^6

1966

Marcn 14842 11882 80.05 2902 58 0 .5 9

June 29266 26740 90 .4 2758 58 0 .1 2

Ŝ 'ot 42580 59678 95.6 2666 58 0 .4

Dec. 28848 22158 77.8 "674 58 0.2

ources: Compiled from Central bank of Nigeria Annual Reoort ard Statement of Accounts
CBN Fconomic and financial Review or various vears.
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per cent which is not surprising since the banks were concerned for their 
obligation oi keening maximum liauidity to their depositors and lenders.

After 1959, there w^s no further establishment of banking business in Nigeria

and even the achievement of a Republican status in 19&5 did not make any difference

in the nature of banking Industry. The reason for lack of new established bank

in Nigeria between 196? and 1966 c n  be found in the more stringent banking

regulations imoosed on commercial banks by the Nigerian authorities largely
1

to dissuade people from establishing bank without adenu-te financial resources.

Added to this wns the uncertainty caused by oolitict! violence following the 

general election between 196O and 1966 which finally culminated in a military coup 

of 1966. The reason for lack of new bank establishment during the oeriod 1966 and 

1970 may be adduced to the Nigerian Civil Var which represented a period of 

economic ^nd oolitic^! stalemate which only shied away both foreign and home investors 

not only from the banking sector but also from all other sectors of the economy.

One can, therefore, not expect any commercial bank to develop in such a situation 

of political and economic uncertainty.

6.13 The Period of Government Regulations on Commercial Banking Industry

The period 1959 and 1969 witnessed the government imposition of regulations 

on the Nigerian banking industry through the series of legislations. At least 

five such banking legislations can be enumerated.

(i) the 1958 Banking Ordinance which becmme operative in i959

(ii; tne 1961 banking Amendments Act
2

(iii) the 1962 banking Amendments Act

(ivj the 1964 Banking Amendments Act
I

and (v) the 1969 banking Decree.

Perhaps the 1962 Amendments Act was the most stringent of all Nigerian 

banking legislations before it. The purpose of this Act may be divided into two, 

nrmrly to-protect further the interests of depositors "nd to enhance the Central 

Bank's control over the monetary system. Thus witn regards to the first purpose, 

the indigenous banks were required by the provisions of tnis Act to increase their 

minimum capital reserve by iQQ per cent from N?5,900 to N50,000, while expatriate
1. See also A. Ayida, A critical Analysis of Banking Trends in Nigeria, pp. 28-58; 

C.V. Brown, The Nigerian Banking System (George Allen and Unwin^ 1966).
2. See also the Federal Goverrjnent Budgbt Sneerhe., 196?, 1964 »nd I969.
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^banks were expected to hold assets of not less than N$00,000 In Nigeria-in order 

to stop tne repatriation of funds overseas for investment which was the usual

habit of these banks.

The 1969 Amendment Decree vas’ further directed at the expatriate banks

operation in Nigeria. This Decree required these banks to raise their paid-up

capital from N400,000 to N 1.5 million while at the same time each of these

banks must maintain a capital-oeposit ratio of between 1Q - 39 P^r cent.

In ord^r to incr^^se th^i^ lending capacity in the economy, tnis Decree

raised the capital-loan ratio from 25 to ^3^ per cent. Dec a sue of the urgent

need to control the banking competition in Nigeria by that time, especially

because of the indigenous banks, the 1969 Decree also invested in the^ Central bank

of Nigeria the power to monitor and vet bank advertisment and to authorise
2Closure or opening of bank branches as well as bank amalgamation. However, 

as will be explained in later chapter, it is doubtful whether the Central 

Dank actually mrde use of this power because the opening of branches and 

advertisment by 1-dividual banks were left to the bank's discretion until 

1 97 7. This explains why most banks concentrated their activities only in the 

major commercial centres of Nigeria to the total exclusion of the large 

number Ox rural areas.

In general, it can be safely said that pll the amendments and legislations 

on banking industry so far were designed primarily to improve the banking 

environment, boost the public confidence in banking institutions, make the 

foreign banks invest more in the Nigerian economy and enuip the Central bank 

Ox Nigeria with enough po^er to control and monitor the banking activities 

as well as to maintain sound and efficient financial system.

6.16 The Indigenisation of Banking Industry in Nigeria:

The indigenization of banking in Nigeria took the form of acquisition of 

40 per cent equity shares of the foreign-ovnfd banks in the country oy the 

Federsl Government. The 1A7? tanking decree defined the first phase a W

1. For full details, see Federal Government Gazettes
2. See 0. Teriba (1969;, 'The 1967-69 Banking Amendments in Nigeria. An Appraisal 

of Financial Adaptation in an underdeveloped War Economy,” nJES, Vol. 11, N0.I "
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under the 2nd nhrse, the enuity share particioation by the Federal Government
1

increased by éO per cent in 1976.

The indigenisation of banking in Nigeria was promoted by political 

motives rather than economic. While it might be true that the foreign banks did 

not do much to give credit accommodation to indigenous customers, the radical 

approach tak^n i% not +he r^ght a^nroach since tne country was still grossly 

in neod of comoe+ent personnel in the apt of banking. Thus contrary to the 

view held by many ’-’rit^rs who hailed the indigenization policy it is necessary 

to point out the unintended cons'ouences of this action which can be seen in 

the impact it had on rate of inflation. Before the indigenisation, the rate 

of inflation, although very high, ’•̂-s only '’2 per cent but increased to 21 

per cent whon the indigenisation decree was imposed and effected. Realising 

the possibility of failure of this indigenisation policy, '’he government ^ 

ouickly set up ? Committee to -"eviear the Financial System of Nigeria in '’976 

which made recommendations for improvement. This committee, otherwise known as 

"Okigbo's Committee on the Review of Nigerian Financial System" came out with 

a set of objectives designed to improve the commercial b-nkin^ system still 

further. Some of these objectives which were accepted by the government, 

include the even spread of banking facilities in the country,.encouraging the 

commercial banks to grant more medium and long term loans rather than sho^t-term, 

encouraging the banks to take a mor* active role in the financing of the 

economic development programme of national priority and encouraging the banks- 

to localise ^heir decision making process. The actualization of these 

objectives depends on the Central bank o^ Nigeria's competence and willingness 

te nse its enormous power of control over the commercial banks in Nigeria. 

Unfortunately, as will be seen later, inspite of the enormous power vested on 

it, the CbK had shown greater lack of competence or willingness to use them.

In the next chapter i? discussed the structure of Nigerian c^mme^cial

bank operation and commercial bank equations, but to end this chapter, it is

suffice to say that Nige^dqn commercial banks have grô Ti tremendously from the

initial numbe-r of 6 before 1948 to 27 by the end of 1985 which compared
1. Central Bank of Nigeria Annual Report, 1976
2. Ü. Ckigbo (19ti1), Nigeria's Financial bvstem  ̂ Longman Croun it-* —
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.1 .

favourably with Indian Commercial bank number of 26 if the relative population 

of the two country is taken into account. Further expansion in banking 

industry has taken the form of branch network. I'rom 991 bank branches in 

1982, by the end of 1985, these had increased to_1,248 as a result of the
2

Central ^ank Riral Banking Programme imposed on commercial banka in i980s.

Even then, if this number of bank branches is compared with the census

figures in Nigeria, it is quite cl^ar that Nigeria is still poorly banked

'■nd hence there is gr^afu^ need for more banks and br-nches if the habit

Oi th-i^t is to be further encouraged and mobilization of savings to be facilitated.

Other aspect of banking <=>xoansion takes I'he form of opening of 

representative offices in Nigeria by fo^eiyn bankers and abroad by Nigerian 

banks. To b" sure, the establishments of bwnks' representative office in 

Nigeria started in 1961 "ith the opening ô' representative office in Lagos 

by the Bank of Tokyo Limited. The number had since increased to 12 by +he end 

of 1984. The number of representative o^iices abroad by the Niverian banks 

stood at fonr ^hile the number overseas branches stood at 5.

According to the Central Dank Report, a bank rurpesent'tive oiiice represents 

an information centra from ’daich the brnks collect information on the 

economic and investment opportunities in the region '■•her‘= the office 

is established. In addition, it sernrus as the information centre for the 

husinasf community within th^ region on loan? and oth^r credit facilities 

as ”exl as advisory services provided by the b-nk represented. In the majority 

of caaog^ a representative office often heralds the establishment of a branch 

office in a foreign country. However, a bank representative office must be 

converted into a branch office before it can be allowed under the law to

operate as a commercial bank. The bank 'of Credit and Commerce

International started as a representative Oxfice, for instance, before it 

was upgraded to operate as a commercial bank. The Bank of Credit apd

Commerce International is now operating as a full-fledged commercial bank

under a joint venture agreement between it and some Nigerian investors.

1. V.U. Pendharkar and M. Naraslmnam U966; "The Recent Evolution of Monetary
oiicy in India", in the Reserve Bank of India Bulletin, April

2. Central Bank of Nigeria Annual Report. I98I-8 4.
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6.19 CONCLUSIONS:

The purpose of this chapter ha# not only been to show how the banking 

institutions developed in Nigeria or the ways in which the expansion 

of banking system and real growth of the economy may be causally related 

but also to show that the chief cause of bank failures in Nigeria was the 

competition. The indigenous banks were not able to compete successfully 

with the expatriate banks which were largely extensions of banks in overse% 

from which they derived their financial support in the event of financial 

crisis. However, the indigenous banks were not so lucky and hence many 

of them went into liquidation while some were taken over by one of the 

foreign banks after a few years of operation. This explains why none 

of the foreign banks failed.

It has been shown that most of the indigenous banks which failed 

actually started as unorganized institutions. For example, the Anglo-African 

Bank was established by wealthy British and Nigerian traders in partnership 

with the shipping companies in 1899, but only to be taken over by the 

British Bank for best Africa in 1911. Those indigenous institutions which 

are still operating today, such as the National Bank of Nigeria, the Wema 

Bank, and the African Continental Bank, were only able to survive because 

of financial support they received from state governments whenever they 

were in financial crifeis.

Failure of most indigenous banks in the past, apart from mismanagement, 

can also be adduced to the absence of central bank. The West African Currency 

Board was only established to be a channel of money supply in British West 

African colonies. The model of money supply under the West African Currency 

Board system which we developed shows that money supply in the past was a 

function of export trade, government expenditure and the level of income 

in Britain. Since the value of colonial countries exports in Britain 

determined the amount of British pound sterling worth »f currency board 

money to be printed, in the event of crop failures, resulting in reduction 

of export, other things remaining equal, would result in a fall in money supply.
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The crave for the establishment of central bank by Nigeria even before

independence, was a direct result of the weaknesses of the West African

Currency Board, the chief of which was its inability to present bank

failures in Nigeria. This was evidenced by the fact that since the

establishment of Central Bank of Nigeria, no indigenous bank has failed.

The growing interest in the establishment of indigenous banks in 

the past was generated by the credit policies of foreign banks which 

were alleged to discriminate against the indigenous businessmen. Since 

the foreign banks failed to change their policies, the Nigerian government 

decided to take over 60 per cent of their equity shares in 1976.

Nigeria is relatively underbanked when compared with most nations

of the world owing to the affection for cities and urban areas of the

country shown by most banks. This has led the Central Bank of Nigeria

to indulge in the policy of artificially encouraging and fostering the

spread of bank offices, which found expression in the operation of rural

banking programme. This policy is premised on the belief that

Nigeria needs to develop the banking habit in order to promote further

the real growth of the economy. However, the work of most economists

have nothing to say about this belief (See Gurley and Shaw (1955) and

Goldsmith (i955). Moreover, the experience of bankers.in Nigeria under
1

this policy, like other countries before them, did not seem to favour 

this policy according to the economic survey of Nigeria by the Financial 

Times, London. Since most banks are alleged to be sustaining losses 

in their rural branches, it is necessary that the central bank of Nigeria 

reviews its rural banking policy in order to find ways of compensating 

those banks sustaining loss or to avoid loss entirely. The expansion 

in banking system will continue to be in form of opening of new branches 

as obtained in most developed countries.

1. See Chandler (1962) p. 7
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It is important to note thmt the former expatriate banks in 

Nigeria have continued to dominate the banking system as evidenced by the 

Table 6.6 sho^^dng the profitability profile of most of Nigerian banks 

The first four banks are easily the most profitable of all the banks in 

Nigeria as can be seen from the table. The most successful of all the 

indigenous banks is the Bank of the North with more than N11 million naira 

profit in I960 end #12.1 million naira in 1984. The reason behind the 

success of Bank of the North over all other indigenous banks may be 

adduced to the fact that for many years, it represented the only indigenous 

bank in the Northern states of Nigeria, and hence enjoys the government 

patronage and financial supoort in time of financial crisis.

The dominance of the five largest banks in Nigerian, banking system

is likely to continue for many years as obtains in Britain and other

developed countries of the /̂'orld, since they have the resources and

expertise to maintain and expand their share of the market. Thus inspite

of the enormous increase in the number of commercial oank - from 6 in I96O

to 27 in 1984, the five largest banks are still enjoying the lion snare of

the Nigerian bank deposit m-rket. Moreover, ■'in terms of asset size and a

■'•'ide range of additional orofit and performance-related information, three

of these former loreign banks, namely United Bank lor Africa., First Bank of

Nigeria, and Union Bank of Nigeria are among the top 500 world most successful 
1

banks since I98O.

August, 1986 p.66
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Table 6 .6 .

NIGERIAN CMŒ RCIAL BANKS PROFITABILITY PROFILE 
1980 -  1984 ( In  M i l l io n  N a ira )

1980

Commercial Banks
^et I D iv i -  
Income dend 
[N m) I p a id

%

Amt.
o f
Loans
gg^nted

1982

Net D iv i
Income dend
(îTm ) p a id

%

1984

Amt.
o f
loans
granted

Jet D iv i
Income dend
N m) p a id

%

Amt.
o f
Loans
grgjjted

, First Bank *
!.U.B.A. *
Union Bank *
I.B.W.A. *
Bank of the North
Savannah Bank *

National Bank
Société Generals
Nigeria-Arab Bank *
Allied Bank *

New Nigerian Bank
Pan African Bank
Cooperative Bank
African Continental
Cooperative Bank, of E,

Wema Bank
Mercantile Bank
Bank of Credit and 
Commerce

lOvena Bank Nig. Ltd.
0Kano Coop. Bank ”

Kaduna Coop. Bank ”
Coop. & Commerce Bank

Ltd,

Commercial Dank Credit 
Lynonnais Ltd.
Habib Nig. Bank Ltd.
Lobi Bank Nig, Ltd.
Progress Bank of Nig,

Ltd.
Universal Trust Bank 
of Nig. Ltd.

23 .9

2 2 .7

2 0 .7  

11.5  

10 .4

3 .2  

2 .7

2 .3  

2.1 

1 .5  

1.2 

0 .1 7

nra
n .a .

n .a .

n .a .

n .a .

n .a .

n .a .

n .a .

n .a .

n .a .

19.1

2 6 .4  

2 7 .9  

37 .6

29.1

1 7 .4  

21.0 

62.8

2 2 .5  

2 7 .0

16.2 

2 .5  

n .a .  

n .a .  

n .a .  

n .a .  

n .a .

n .a .

n .a

n .a .

fi. a .

n .a .

1074

1213

964

379

405

214
245

230

31

32 

91

105

185

403
59

54

71

n .a .

n .a .

98 . . 

120

62

2 8 .2

2 7 .3

2 6 .9

15 .2

11.3

4 .1

3 .5  

2.8
2 .5  

1 .9  

1.8  

0 .5

0.4
1.2  

0 .4
1.1 

0 .3

n .a .

n .a .

n .a .

1.1

0 .4

2 2 .2 2564
30.1 3781

28.1 1978

38 580

40.0 664
1 8 .0 250

2 1 .5 252

63.0 250

23.0 41
2 8 .0 38

18 .2 98

3.1 120

3 .0 200

1 0 .2 614

9 .3 65

1 0 .2 60

1 0 .2 87

n .a . n .

n .a . n.<

9 .5 10(

10 .0 120

9.1 64

- -

- -

- -

• —
- —

- -

34.1

3 3 .2

31.1 
17.8
12.1 

5 .2

3 .9

3.1

2.9
2 .5
2.0 

• 1.0 

0.8
2.1 

0.8
1 .5  

1.0

0.9,
0 .5

1.2

1 .3

0 .7

25 2960

33 4500
30.2 2142

3 8 .9 940
42.1 812

18 .9 314
2 2 .0 265
64.0 300

23.5 43
4 1 .0 42

19.5 100

5 .0 150

5 .0 247
12.1 702

10 ,5 76

1 1 .0 75

12.5 96

5 .5

9 .2

10.0

1 1 .5

10.0

0 .5

0 .9

105 '

122

75

! Annual Report rnd Accounts o f the  v a r io u s  banks fo r  vario u s  years

1 * These are banks w ith  fo re ig n  p a r t ic ip a t io n .
"  The la s t  f i v e  banks are  s t i l l  v e ry  new. 
n.a. = Not a v a ila b le
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CHAPTER VII

THE GROWTH AMD THE S^RIJCTUPr OF COMMERCIAL BANKING 
OP^^PATION AND THE SPECIFICATION AND ESTIMATION OF 

c o m m e r c i a l bank EQUATIONS, I960- 84

INTRODUCTION
Thp^^ has been a considerable literature on th^ commercial banking in 

Nigeria on various asnects of banking operations such as sectorial ^nd 

maturity distributions of c^mmerci^l b?nk credits in thp country. There 

is '’Iso ? recent study on the branch network of commercial b-nks^. Hoi.rever, 

there has nev^^ been any study on tne growth and mobilization of domestic 

savings »nd neither has there been any study on the effects of the lopsided 

distribution of commercial b^nks in the country on such vital banking variables 

like domestic- savings and deposit distribution ^mong the component states of the 

Federation of Nigeria, '^er" is also no study on the distribution ô * volume of 

credit in e^ch strt° "hich c^n account for +ne reasons for tho real widosbread
p

diuoarities ^mong the unit states of Niga-^ic, ’-laile the recent study on tne 

distribution of commercial bank offices in t’-e country highlights the disparities 

between one state and another in ^erms of number of offices, it falls to relate 

+he effects of the distribution on thp nature and structure of commercial 

banking ooerations and on the distribution of money suooly in Nigeria in general.

It is very important to know the grow+h in the volume of credit in the 

country' and its distribution among t'-̂e economic sectors as an indication of 

commercial banks' performance in the economy. It is equally important to 

examine the reasons behind thf’ uneven di stribution of credit among tha> states 

of the f-^deration so that policy changes might be recommended to ensure even 

development of all the states in Nigeria.

Most writers on Nigerian commercial banking have shovn greater interest 

in the growth of commercial bank deposits and volume, of loaja in the economy but

have made no attempt at empirically examining the factors for the growth.
1. See A. Boyode and T.A. Qyejide (1975; on Brancu Network and Economic Performance 

A Case "tu'̂ y of Nigeria's Commercial banks, N.J.L.b.^., ^̂ 1̂. 17 No. ? no.119-131.
2. B. Ogundipe (1979^, "'Rural Branching and Central Bank Contrel, The Nig(

Journal of Economic and Social Studies, M a r c h .
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Since the knowledge of those factors responsible for the growt,h of b«nk 

deposits and savings as well '’s the volume of bank credit to the Nigerian 

economy is very vital for the effective formulation of monetary policies, 

this chapter attempts to empirically examine those factors through the 

specification and estimation of commercial b-’nk equations in Nigeria,

This chapter is divided into three sections. Section I deals with 

the commercial bank gro’-rth and mobilization of domestic savings in Nigeria 

while section II examines the growth, of bank credit and its pattern of 

distribution among the states of Nigeria since the time of independence in '*960 till 

1985 in relation to the distribution of bank offices, b^nk deposits and the 

amount of cheques cleared in each state. VTier̂ ' discrioanci^s occur, it tries 

to critically examine the reasons and recommend the policy implications to 

correct them. Finally, section III ' examines the commercial b^nk equations 

and est'mate th^ model for commercl'»! b^nk deposit and investment behaviour 

b'^cod or Nigerian data from '’9^0 +o ''984. The results and their interpretations 

are discussed in the final part of the section.

S E C T I O N  I

7.2 THE COMMERCIAL BANK GPOWTn AND THE MOBILIZATION OF DOMESTIC SAVINGS
1

For many years, specialists in'economic development have been trying
!

to f’na answer to the question why the actual r"t°s of development hav^ af^ays

been b<^low the attainable rates in most less developed countries. They have

been concerned with how to fomulate policies in a strategy of development 

which '’re cao-’O''» of removing the apparent poverty, ineoualities and at the
1

same time increasing employment opportunities i’'’ le^s developed countries (lDC).

Many economists are of the view that the reasons lie with the internal obstacles 

to development. However, there is aidivergent view on whether tho obstacles 

to development should be founa mminly within the economies of LDC or whetherI
ther^ a-e aleo external forces inhibiting the economic development of LDC.'
See G.M. Meier 1197&) Heading I s.su es in Foonomi r D p v p  i nnmiant. . 3rd Edition.
Oxford University free*. ' '
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The solution to these problems, many economists argue, can be found in

the promotion of the market mechanism or Comprehensive central planning.

There is yet to be an agreement among economists as the proper solution.

However, there is a general belief that the major constraints on economic

development are four on^ of which is the inability on the p-rt of LDC

to mobilize sufficient domestic resources or to supplement domestic resources
1

with external resources. Therefore, the importance oi domestic savings 

in any economy can never be overemphlzised. Because of its importance, 

there have been Various suggestions on how domestic savings can be mobilized.

One suggestion leaned on forced savings measures which may be used by the 

government of LDC. This includes the raising of ’’ncome tax that people pay 

or other form of taxation which in itself has inherent economic ^nd political 

problems. In Nigeria, thpre was an example of forced savings during the 

Nigerian Civil War, but thi^ wps restricted to salary-earning people rather 

than the ganer^lity of Nigerian working population. When the Civil War 

was at its critical stage, Nigerian Military Authorities imposed a compulsory

saving of 5 per cent of individual worker's earning in order to raise f
2 ,

domestic savings for the prosecution of war between 196? and '’970. However, 

political considerations forced the government to repay back the money 

immediately after the war.

The solution for effective mobilization of domestic savings in 

Nigeria as well as in any developing country cannot be found in "demand-following ;

supply arguments"but rather in "Supply-leading", "he "demand-following" 

arguments imply tnat an economy is such that proviaes growing economic 

opportunities for profits which result in +he establishment and expansion 

of financial institutions and hence provision of financial services. Or out 

succinctly, the nr^ure of the economic environment i«? inducive to the 

financial institutions, and an example in history w^s thrt of eighteenth ^nd
4

Aarly nineteenth cen+ury England. This approach is likely to be very 
ll See A.P. Thirlwall (1972) GrPWt,h flfld U€YSl93%@Dt__0h%oter 12.
2. Central Bank of Nigeria Annual 'Report,, 1971 - ' _ , •
3. H.T. Patrick, (1966j "Financial Levelonm<=nt and Economic Growth in JnaerdevelopedT 

Countries", Economic Development and Cultural Chan<^e. Vol. 14» pp« 1&4-89'
4. A. Gerschenkron (1962).

tI
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expensive to most developing countries including Nigeria, the more so since

it was not successful in some other developed countries such as France and

Italy as depicted by Gerschenkron's analysis of the Italian Industrial development 
1

in I8$0s. On the other hand, the "s^J^^ply-leading »' approach to financial

development and mobilization of domestic savings implies the creation of

financial institutions and the supply of financial assets and liabilities

as well as other financial services in advance of demano for them. This
2

approach is akin to Schumpeterian innovation financing concept in that it 

involves the transfer of resources from the non,growing sectors Qf 

the economy to the growing sectors. The financial institutions' 

do this by transferring resources from the traditional sectors througn 

collection of saving =nd wealth in exchange for their deposits ’̂nd otner 

financial liabilities or through credit creation and forced saving.

The "supply-leading" approach is supported by the common view held by 

m^nv "riters on development that many peoples in developing countries are 

generally incapable of e high level of individual savings for some reasons.

This incapability is associated with low per capita income and subsistence income
3

since majority of the working population depends on agriculture. It is also a

common belief among writers on developing countries th^t the miadle and upper

classes in those economies who could afford to save often indulge in luxurious

and conspicious consumption and hence low level of savings in lDC. Although

^here ore some grain of truth in this view, the most important reason for

the low level of savings should be associated with the lack of adequate vehicles

of mobilizing domestic resources as well as low level of education in most

Lie including Nigeria. One can argue in the case of Nigeria that given

the adenuate facilities and adequate knowledge Ox how to make use of them,

Nigeria would probably compare favourably with the peoples in economically
' 4

advanced countries of the world with resnect to domestic savings Tor development 

purposes.
1. l.erscnenkron (1962) 2. See J.A. Scnu^peter 0914.'

" ! . L ' s c ; « u 1 m i / o n ‘?;ellpie2^'"£üortage iliueion: Goverr.ent landing
in NigeH^, Gxiord Economic Papers^ Vol. '7 tJuly;.
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While the discussion about the savings will be taken up in chapter 9, 

it is necessary to show the importance of commercial banks relative to other ’ 

financial institutions in Nigeria in terms of the magnitude of its savings deposits. 

Commercial Banks and Uther Savings Institutions in Nigeria 

Traditionally, comme-cir" banks are regarded as ffi'ective instruments oi 

mobilizing savings from oil classes of a community and also porticulorly mo^e

efficient ^han o+her financial institutions in the process of mobilizing
1

savings from the lower income brackets. One reason for this i^ th-t

savings with th‘=’ commercial banks are more liouid th"h savings with elswhere.

However, the recent development in m o d e m  banking innovations such as the use

of computer, and the many facilities being offered by other financial institutions

euch as the building societies in Britain, resulting in intense competition

between banks and non-bank financial institutions only weakens tne reason

advanced above with respect to developed countries. But in developing countries

like Nigeria, the reason ’c still very valid. Yet in some cases, especially

savings in insurance companies are relatively illicuid since withdrawal i s

not possible until ofter the duration of a certain prescribed minimum of years

if it is life insurance. Even then,the oo-sibility of withdrawal after the

duration of the minimum period depends on the willingness to t^ke loan of

some port of the actual savings without any interest. The non-bonk financial

institutions like insurance companies, however, are much better for the
gmobilization of savings of tho> middle nnd higher income groups.' Since in 

Nigeria, the majority of working population are in the low income brackets, 

the commercial banks nave been more effective than any other financial institutions 

in mobilizing savings. The table 7.1 and figure 7.1 clearly surmmerise the position 

Nigerian Commercial banks ' ' + h resp^c+ ’•n th^ mo'dli''otim of nation"! savings 

from 1960 to 1984. In 1960 90.9 per cent of the totof natior.ol savings 

in the country came unoer commerciol b^nks. This high percentage share of 

the total national savings by the commercial b-nk may be explained in terms of

of the absence or restricted uevel of operation of other finop.ciol institutions
11 C.A.u. Greenberg. (1975). 'The Role of Commercial Banking in Regional Economic 

1 npment - peiio^ei^nip. 1945. Thesis. Unpublished.
2. See A.D. Bain (T^l T  See Financial Times. 1981 "The Banks and their Clients, 

June 8. I
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Table 7.1

DümFSTIC savings In NlGEFIA 1960 - 1984 (-Lu Million Naira)

Commercial Banks and other Bavings-Iÿpe Institutions

Commercial Banks 

N

% Share 
of total

%

National
Provident

FUnds
ÏLj

Federal 
Savings j 
Bank 
N

Federal
Mortgage
Bank
N

Merchant
Banks

N

Others

N

Total

N

72.9 90.9 1.8 5.5 na - - 80.2
76.0 91.2 1.9 5.4 na - - 83.3
83.3 91.1 2.2 6.0 na - 0.016 91.4

r 94.2 86.4 8.9 5.9 0.5 - - 109.0
114.4 82.8 17.8 5.9 0.8 - - 1̂ 8.1
141.0 81.0 27.5 5.5 1.0 - - 174.0

162.6 81.0 32.6 5.6 %2 - - 200.8

r 131.2 73.9 41.4 4.9 - - - 177.5
183.6 76.1 50.8 ' 5.0 1.4 - - 241.4

215.4 76.6 58.6: 5.1 2.01 - 0.2 281.2
336.8 81.8 67.4, 4.4 2.6 3.1 0 .13 414.9

f 371.8 81.1 76.2' 4.5 2.9 5.8 0.2 458.5
456.9 81.7 85.0 4.3 3.4 8 .5 0.3 558.4
582.3 99.2 93.8 4.5 4.0 8 .7 0 .4 586.8

r 973.2 85.6 129.8 4.7 7.% 22.0 0.1 1137.1

1572.4 86.6 159.9 8.1 11.3 63.4 0.9 I815.2

1979.2 87.7 193.9 6.9 16.3 58.9 0.9 9255.3
2255.1 87.0 230.4 8.0 16.8 62.4 1.3 2592.8

2601.7 86.5 269.9 8.1 19.2 110.7 1.4 3009.7
3702.1 88.9 306.7 7.7 27.9 117.3 1.9 4161.8

5163.2 89.5 338.9 , 7.3 40.7 219.7 1.8 5769.9

i 5796.1 ^ 88.3 375.31 7.1 56.0 328.0 1.9 6562.6

6496.2 88.3 389.1} 7.4 58.1 401.2 2.0 7354.0

r 6709.2 88.0 . 412.4 : 7.6 59.9 432.0 2.4 7623.5
$730.8 87.9 415.0! 7.7 60.0 436.0 2.5 7652.0

Etiva
pge Dhare 1820.7 85.5 157.8 6.1

-
15.7 91.03 0.73 2141.2

ce: Compiled irom Central Bank of Nigefio Annual Report and Statement of Accounts
as well as the CBN Economie and Financial Reviews of v-rious years.
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in the country by that time. As more and more financial institutions came

into operation, commercial banks' share in the national savings contiwtied to

fall ’intil in 196? when it reached its lowest level in the trend with a sh^re of

7?.9 per cent, which might be due largely to the Nigerian Civil War ol 1966 - 1970

which for some time cut off banks in war- afl*=cted areas of the country.

However, comme^'cial b^nks had its share of national savings increased considerably

to 99.^ per cent in 1973 which reoresents their highest record. The reason for

this increase wps that immediately after the war, there was a general boom

in economic activities generated by high government exoenditure. Money was spent

on huge reconstruction and rehabilitation orogrammes embarked upon

shortly after the war. 'Tiis created many employment opportunities to people

and hence large disposable income and associated high propensity to save.

The economic situation in the country was helped further by very high increase

in oil prices which resulted in the development of Nigerian oil industry.

'^e literac'f level h-d improved to the extent tnat large number of working population 
could ~e^d and ’u"ite and hence were able to operate savings accounts in banks rather 
than in other financial institutions. However, when people became aware of other

financial institutions, commercial banks started to experience continued falls

in their percentage share of the national savings. Thus in ^974 it fell

considerably dô .-m to 85.6 per cent of the tot^l. Since then, the banks' share

has never gon^ doan below 86 pe»' c^nt. The ^ver^ge sh^re between i960 -̂ nd

198I stood 85.9 p<=r cent of the tot^l average of national savings.

Ther"̂  '̂ r̂  many reasons why the cemm^rcial ba^ks in Nigeria are still

controlling the lion share of the domestic savings market. One of t^p most

import-nt reasons relates to one of the conditions highlighted before for

pfiec+ive mobilisation of savings which is accessibility to savings institutions.

The commercial banks tried to fulfill this condition by met^o^ of branch net^^rk.

The 'i’ablp 7.9 belo’-' depicts ho- the commercial bank* have been expanding

through the opening of more bank branches. According to tne table, while

1. See also T. Adewumi (1980) Price Policies of C^ec and Their Economic
Consequences for the Developing and Developed Countries^ Unpublished
Graduate Thesis, University of MaiHncT.iri.

See also m e  Presq Ppjea.ee by tHê“OPEC Information Dept, in the 32nd Meeting, 1973
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Table 7.2

NIGERIAN c o m m e r c i a l BANK üRa/Th/EXPAMSiUN INDICES 1948 -1984

:
io.of
anKs

No. of 
Branches

Average 
Brancn 
per bank

?ate of 
irowth of 
Brancnes

Total 
Deposits 
Net of Govt. 
Deoosits

Average 
Deposits 
Per branch

■M .

Total Deposits 
as percentage 
of G.D.P.

6 7 1 .17 —

6 44 7 .3 3 258.57 — — -
33 60 1.81 54.54 — - -
30 65 2 .1 7 8 .3 3 - - -

21 69 4.72 6 .15 _

?8 71 2.53 2.89 63 0.88 4 .7 3
20 78 3 .9 9.85 81 1.04 5 .23
19 79 4 .15 1.28 84 1.06 4.91

19 85 4 .47 7.59 92 1.08 5.28
18 90 5.0 5.88 104 1.15 9 .9
18 122 6.77 35.55 117 0.95 5.73
18 189 10.5 54.15 130 0.68 5.92
•T 200 15 .38 5.82 137 0.68 5.5
U ?00 15 .38 - 154 0 .7 7 6 .16
17 209 12.29 4,5 171 0.81 6 .53
17 218 12.82 4; 3 191 0.87 6 .73

15 227 15.13 4,1 229 1 .0 7.77
15 229 15.26 0.88 265 1.15 8.49
18 231 12 .8 0.87 298 1.29 24.12
13 281 21.6 21 .64 241 0.86 9 .2 6

14 308 22.0 9.6 331 1.07 12.2
13 302 23 .23 - 1.95 401 1.32 7.55
18 367 20.39 21.52 626 1.70 8.93
18 370 20.55 4 .6 657 1.77 iO.O

H 9̂ 375 19.73 1.33 794 2.11  ̂ 7 .2 5
19 381 20.05 1.6 1013 2.66 9.02
19 389 20 .4 7 2.1 1694 4 .3 5 9.1
19 401 21.1 3.1 2839 7.1 10.^9

19 470 24.74 17.2 4164 8.86 1?.0
19 477 25.1 1.49 5235 10.97 16.33
19 601 31 .6 3 25.99 4950 8 .2 3 14.7
9 720 37.89 19.8 6773 9 .39 16.93

20 80:1 40 .05 12.42 9565 11.96 22 .14
20 869 43 .45 18.48, 10196 11.73 23.47
21 991 47 .19 14.04 11583 11.69 27.6
25 1108 52 .7 6 11.8 13388 12.07 32.1*

27 loQe 52 .17 8 .3 13433 19.44 35:6

ces: Compiled from the CBN Annual Report and Statements of Accounts of various years 
and CBN Economic and Financial Reviews of various years
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the number oi bank establishments has been Increasing and decreasing at a low 

rate, the number of bank branches has continued to increase steadily. Thus 

bank branches increased from 7 in 1948 to 1,200 by the end of 1984 as against 

the number of bank establishments ^*hich increased from 6 in 1948 to 33 in 

1950 and then took a downward turn to its lowest level of 13 in both 1967 end 19&9. 

However, from 1969, it has been increasing steadily until it reached 27 licensed 

b'̂ nk'- by the end of 1985. The reason for the low number of bank esr-bli-hments 

t)f»tween1967 and 1969 owed largely to the stringent banking -egulrtions imposed 

by the monetary authorities on commercial banks in the country as already stated. 

However, the fall in +he numbe-e of banks from 3^ in 1950 to 13 in 196O was 

due to failures of many indigenous banks bpc-u^e of competition and other 

important reasons as already mentioned before in chapter 6. 

b. Grô -obh of Ccxnmercial Banking Activities in Nigeria

One of the way# of considering the growth of commercial banks in any economy is 

to look at the level 01 bank deposits. There is no douot that bank deposits 

have been inrreag^ng in Nige^'ia since ''940s ag development process in the 

countrv continues to take pace. Thus according to ''’able 7.2, the tet-1 

bank deposits net of government deposits stood at N63 million naira in 1953 and 

s+ea^ily increased to #?98 million in 1966 before the Nigerian Civil Var.

Because of the Civil War, it fell do’-ua to N?4i million from where it has 

continued to increase till the en^ of 1984 '"hen it stood at W13433 million*

'Oae percentage of total bank deposits to the GDP at factor costs is another
1

method of considering the growth of banking business in any ecoromyL In Nigeria, +his 

phrc*ntfge has steadily been increasing and also falling in eome occasions.

This is clearly- noticeaple in i979 -̂'hen it stood at 16.93 per cent and 

reached a record high of 35.6 per cent by the end of 1984. The continued 

increoge in +he percentage of t^tal bank deposits to GDP might be due largely 

te increnge in number of bank establishments or in number of b-nk br-nches.

''Tae competitive open' ng of b-nk branches in Nigeria became a visible
1. See U. T. VJai (1972J. Financial Intermediaries and National S-vings in 

Developing Countries New York,
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outward manifestation immediately after the Nigerian Civil War and the

subsequent emergence ol oil boom in Nigeria between 1973 and 1975» However

because of the lobsided nature of the bank soaped in the country to the extent

that most banks oreferred opening bank branches in the business areas of

the country such as Lagos, Ibadan, Kano, Kaduna, Benin City, Port Harcourt

and others which are mostly state capitals, to the utter neglect of the rural

areas, the Central bank of Nigeria considered it necessary to even out the '
1

spread through its 'hiral banking Programme in 1977. Under this programme, 

ar^ps ■'-'ere allocated to each of the banks in which they must open their 

branch offices. For example according to Table 7.3, between i977 end 198O,

195 branches distributed in rural areas of the country '-'ere allocated to 

commercial banks of various sizes by the central bank of Nigeria under the 

second phase as against 200 under the first phase as sho'-m in table 7.4.

'there is no doubt that there was a great increase in the number of bank 

branches in the later part of '970s, aside from the Central Bank’s Rural 

Banking Programme and this has resulted in great incr-'ase in the level of 

nation" 1 savings. however, tne CBN R’jral Banking Programme ’ s impact on 

national savings is still hard to ascertain since these branches '-̂ ere 

allocated to banks without due economic consideration. Thus the Financial 

Times November 3 , <981 in its yearly survey of Nige-tan economy found tpot many

banks sustained losses as a result of this policy. The following quotations
2

from the paper sp#ak for themselves:

"Mention the rural banking scheme to a banker in Lagos and he will 
put his head in his hands. ’We lose Ni00,000 a year on each one’.
One banker ^id ’And that is not counting the #50,000 start-up costs’ 
another banker said: ’We have 27 rural branches and '-e lose money
on all 2 7. I don’t expect some of tnem to make a profit for ten years’”

Interview held '-dth some officials of First bank of Nigeria and the Union

bank in both Lagos and Maiduguri revealed that very small number of people

in the rural areas patronise thnir bank branches opened under the CbN’s scheme

and that majority of the depositors are for short term only.

Although increase in the level of banx deposits may be attributed to

general increase in the number of bank offices in tne country during the

1*See. Central bank Annual Report. 1977
2. Mnancial Times. "3rd November, 1981 '
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Table 7.3

NIGERIAN RUitAl BANKLmG DEVF^OPi-iENT 1977 - '980 BRANCH ALLOCATIONS

Names or Eanks percentage 
of total

1. African Continental Bank Ltd.
2. *Arab Bank (Nigeria) Ltd.
3 . Bank of the North Ltd.
A, **Barclays Bank of Nigeria Ltd.
5. *Bank oj. India (Nigeria) Ltd.
6 . Cooperative Bank Ltd.
7. Coooerative Bank of Eastern Nigeria Ltd
8 . *Intern"tional Bank for West Africa L'̂’d
9. Kaduna Cooperative Bank Ltd.
10. Kano Looperative Bank Ltd.
". Mercantile Bank of Nigeria Ltd.
12. National Bank of Nigeria Ltd.
' 3 Ne’.' Nigeria Bank Ltd.
M. *Ban African Bank Ltd.
'5. Savannah Bank of Nigeria ntd.
16 . **Standard Bank of Nigeria Ltd.
17. *ITnited Bank for Afrie- Ltd..
1*3, Wem.a Bank Ltd.

No. of 
branches 
allocated

Sou'ece: Computed from CBn Annual Reports and Statements o^ Accounts, '977.
 ̂ All tne starred banks originated ag foreign oanks in terms of control and 

ownership.
'"h^se panka ’’i t> two stars hnve cheeped th^'r names to Cnion Bank and 
First Bank respectively. Besides, thê '- all originated as expatriate bank;
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Table 7.4

NIGERIAN RURAL BANKING DEVFlOFm EwT : 1ST AND 2ND PHASE ALLOCATION OF BRANuM^S

Name oi Banks IAllocation Jnder 1st 
Phase

Percen
tage 

of total

Allocation 
Under 2nd 

Phase

Percen
tage 
of total

■*, African Continental Bank Ltd. '6 8 19 7.1
9. Allied Bank (Nig.) Ltd. rV 7 7 2.6
7 Bank of Cred' L "nd Commence 

International é 2.2
1. Bank or the North Ltd. 4 7 '9 7.1
5. Cooperative Bank of 

Nireri" Ltd. 5 2.5 8 3.0
6. Cooperative Bank of Eastern 

Nigeria Ltd. 7 ^.5 8 3.0
7. * First Bank (Nig.) Ltd. 40 20 %7 13.9
8. *I.B W.A. Ltd. '1 5.5 13 4.9

9o Kaduna Cooperative Bank Ltd. 3 % 5 6 2.2
0. Kano Cooperative Bank Ltd. 6 3 6 2.2
1. Mercantile Bank o^ Nig. Ltd. 3 % 5 6 2.2
2. National BanK of Niger'" Ltd. 15 7.5 19 7.1
7 ^ New Nigerian Bank Ltd. 4 2.0 9 % 4

*N&gerian Arab Bank Ltd. 7 % 5 6 2.2
5. Pan African Bank Ltd. s 2.5 6 2.2
6. Savannah Bank of Niger! Ltd. 7 3.5 11 4.1
7. Société Gener-le Bank Niger's Ltd, - - 6 9.2
R.  ̂Union Bank (Nig.) Ltd. 27 13.5 36 1^.5
9. *  U.B.A. Limited 27 13.5 3 2 12
>0 . Wema Bank Ltd. 5 2.5 9.2

Total ^ ? o o 100 266 100

Source: CbN Annual Report and statement of Accounts, '980 December.

* All tanks with asterisk origin"ted as expatriate banks.
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period under review, there are other factors .̂diich have contributed to this 

increase. For «xapçle,immediately alter the uivil War, there -̂’as reconstruction 

programme coupled with the government policy of industrialisation which generated 

a huge demand for banking services. The fast rate of grô r̂kh of national 

inccHTie as a result of monetization of huge government revenue from oil to linance 

development and reconstruction programmes created more income in tne hands of 

"orking population and hence a relatively h'gh propensity to save. 'hus as 

the government oil revenues were increasing, the banking industry liquidity 

too was mounting and hence more crédit-accommodation capacity for banks.

Because of this favourable economic climmte, the foreign banking institutions 

also manifested their interest in th^ Nigerian economy through the establishment 

of representative offices, standing as a bed pock for ..frt’rre commercial 

banks.
In general, some of the factors ^hich are condusive to gro’d.h of 

banking services are tne fast r"te of gro-'th of national income ^hich measures 

the lev^x o^ economic activi+i^s, the high sav'n^ propensity, fhe continuous 

inflo" of fiinds from oil industr;'- and the relative financial stability enjoyed 

by the country during the period under review. However, all these are only 

necessary and not sufficient conditions fo-e the grô '-th of banking services.

The real grovrth also depends on the banking institutions per se to take 

initiative and exploit the full potential of the favourable economic environment.

The maior theoretical question which has aroused the curiousity of some 

economists is ’-hether savings in developing countries are institutionally' 

induced', thrt is to say whether savings are in response to the existence

of or emergence of banking institutions? This calls for a clear distinction
Ô

between mobilization of swings and creation of savings capability of the
1- I

financial institutions. Although this section is not concerned with this

question, it must be pointed out that,it cannot be said that savings are not institu
tionally induced inspite of the evidence provided by banks' experience under the

Central Bank of Nigeria Rural Banking Programme as reported earlier.

1. Also see Robinson (1932) on the causation between real and financial growth,
p. 86.
See also Coats and Khatkhate, 1978. ,
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V.Tille it is necessary to discuss other aspects of commercial bank growth

in otner section and subsequent chapters as they become relevant, it is sufficed

to state here that tne banking sector in Nigeria has no doubt, succeeded in

attracting the savings of the oublie through a rigorous campaign of brancn

establishment, advertising, which is a form of non-price competition-, -end through

improvement in banking services. Of critical consideration is their ability

to cultivate banking habit among the lo’-e-r-income strata by providing extremely

convenient facilities ^specially in the southern nart of the country -here the

literacy level is very high. Branches, sub-ofiices and mobile units have been

established in densely populated and commercial areas of the country. Mention

must also be made of the fact thrt banks oer se h a v e  also been heloed by the

small competition from non-bank financial institutions as well qs the various

banking ordinances aimed at regulating banking activities, ther<=by proviaing

suitable environment fo-a banking operation in Nigeria, for example, the

*952 Banking Ordinance, +he 1962 Banking Amendment Acts and the Banking Decree
1

01 '969 have all helped to create favouraple environment for banking industry.

however, it ie rather very difficult to establish emorically -h°''her '•he 

banks h"ve been "bl* to stimulate or raise the saving propensity in the country.

On a nriori grounds, one s'^ould ^xpact the existence ox savings facilities to 

produce saving-creating effects by the shift in the savings schedule because 

of the existence of banks. In cnaoter 9 bank-spread as a variable will be tested

SECTION II

7 .3  THE GROWTH Of BANK UPEDIT AND TH^ 0''’ ITS DISTRIBUTION IN NIGERIA

The provision of bank credit for the économie development process has bc^n 

the most important --ay the banks can contribute meaningfully to the development 

aspirations of any developing countr^t; Commercial barks in Nigeria have no

doubt contributed to the finance need of ^gerian economy inspite of the fact

that for many years such credits --ere largely short-term in nature. As can

be seen from Table 7*5# the total co-**âfercial bank credit to the

econom^T was #76 .6 million in 1958 and by 196?,it had increased *0 N??5 m'll'^n

1. For an appraisal-of the 196? amendment#.sem- C-.v,; Brown, "The Recent Nicf rian 
Banking Amendments - A Tentative Appraisal," The Nigerian Journal of Economics 
and Social Studies, Vol. 4 No. 2 July, 1962 pp. 156-I64.
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naira vhicn represents «n increase of 559 oer cent. Bank credit to the 

economy has continued to increase and in the later chapters, what influences 

this increase will be discussed along with Central Bank nolicies. Meanwhile, 

this section will concentrate on the pattern of distribution of bank credit 

among the unit states of Nigeria since '958. Since there have been series 

of political changes in the country since '960 shortlv after independence, 

it is necessary to examine th^ pattern of distribution of bank credits 

according to each period as expressed in the form of political division of the

country into states. Thus one can ^xaminm the period 196O to 1967, 1968 to

'9 7 6  "nd 1977 to 1983. See Maps 1 and 2 showing the political divisions of Nigeria.

^  Bank Credit Distribution Patterns '96O - '967
I

"lie total loans and advances from commercial banks to the economy stood at 

#'14.0 million in 196O. "’abie 7*5 be 1er- sho-.d ng sectorial allocation of 

bank loans sho-'s that agricul+ural sector accounted for more than 30 per c^nt 

of ‘‘.ĥ  tot"l loan in 1958 but by '964, its sh"^e had declined to 94.6 per cen+ and 

thr^p yrars later it was w^xx below 19 □‘’■r c^nt. "liis fall in the share of agricul

ture in '■h° tot"l bank credi+ w-g d"2 primarily to the Civil I'̂ar in Nigeria 

with itg associated considerable economic dislocations and destructions.

Commercial bank loans to manufacturing industry/ was 4.7 prr cent of th<= total 

in '958 "ud by 1963 it h"d increased to '0 nar cent an"’ reached the record high 

of '4.4 par cent in '967. Although it i" difficult to assess ^wing to Imck of 

reliable data, yet on a p-'iori ground, the distribution of manufacturing loans 

among the regions was likely to uneven depending on '•he size and copulation 

of the various towns in <="ch region as •'■<=11 og the type of industries in ooeration and

■•the relative raté of ' unemployment. Mo^t of the industries in Nigeria during
1

'9 6 0 to 1967 -•ere largely import-substituting, producing consumer goods.

Another important variable which is likely to determine the magnitude of loan 

to manufacturing in each r«rion is the number of brnk offices sinc“ banks 

the world over give loans to their customers mostly. Moreover the deposits 

c 'llected from customers form the basis of the magnitude of loans and advances

1. See The Central rank of Nigeria, Economic and Financial Revie. issues from 
1963 to 1978 and Fe eral Office of ̂ tal,!sties, Economic Indicators
of various years.
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a bank can give. Tables 7.6 shows the towns and oopulation of respective 

regions of Nigeria while Table 7.7 depicts the distribution of bank offices 

among the regions.

As can be seen from the t^o tables, Lagos and environs had a ooouiation 

of 524jOCX) according to 1957 census estimates, with 11 banks In operation.

In percentage term this represents 44 per cent of the total banks in the 

country. The reason for this lion share of the total njmber o^ banx offices 

is nuite obvious since Lagos is the Capital of Nigeria and like the capital 

cities of other countries of the world enjoyed all the benefits of being a 

nation's capital. Thus in contrast, Ibadan with a ooouiation of 460,000 

had only 6 brnks or ban< offices which in percentage term reoresents oniy
i

94 per cent of tha total. In terms of employment, 98 per cent of the working

population of Lagos and environ ■'■ere gainfilly employed in government offices

and industries compared with 80 par cent in reso^ct ui Ibadan. Th°

t a g + e r n  and Northern Ragions had I an' 4 bank offices which represent

'9 '•n' '6 per cent of the tot"l resoectiveiy. Looking at the population

-ana p e r c e n t a g e  figures of those employed in government and industries, it is

easy to see thwt only Kano had a population which wpg greater tp-n any of the

towns in ^ast^rn Nigeria, but lower level of population employed gainfully

in government and industry which "as just 40 per cent. Thus density of population

with high percentage gainfully employed might be attributed to tne high number

of banks or bank offices recorded for Western Nigeria. About four towns

in the region had population of more thpn '00,000 ivith working population

gainfully employed in government offices and industries of not less than 90 per cent.,

as can be seen from table 7.7. The Northern Nigeria wng the least banked area of

the country by the end of 1967 and also the least in the share of aggregate

bank deposits in +he economy and hence in aggregate bank loans. Table 7.7

seems to support this view because Northern Nigeria in spite of its large size,

had only four towns whose population was not below 5 1 ,0 0 0 -fith a range o'’

between 60 and '8 oer cent of the working peculation gainfully employed in government
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Table ,7.7

DISTRIBUTIUN uF COMnERClAL pAnK OFFICES IN NIGERIA; 1^60 - 1967

Commercial Banks & Offices No, of
1 -

Regional Locations
Offices N, Region W, Region E. Region Fed.

Terri tor;

standard Bank, Nigeria Ltd. 2 - - - 2

krclays Bank DCO 5 1 1 1 2

,Itie industrial Development Bank 2 - 1 - 1

Ü1P igbonmagbe Bank 1 - 1 - -

Irrican Continental Bank 2 - - 1 1

lited Bank for Africa 4 1 1 1 1

DPnin (Deirut Riyal Bank) 1 - - - 1

kik of the North 1 1 - - -

ll?nk of America 2 - 1 - 1

Chsse Manhattan Bank 1 - - - 1

B'É of India 1 - - - 1

ir?,b Bqnk 1 - - - 1

Coooerative bank of W. Nigeria 1 - 1 - -

Coope”qtivp Bank of Eastern 1 1 1

Ml 25 5 6 1 '2

i
irces: Compiled from Annual statistical Abstract of JMigeri" and CBN Report and 

Stafpment or Account of various years.
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offices and industries compared with that of each of the other î este'rn Region

and Rast<=m Region with a range or between 80 and 20 .per cent' and 78 and 30

per cent respectively. It should be emphasized that concentration

of population In cities is a clear sign of concentration of economic activities

of various kinds which me^ns, therefore, a good market for the sale of

financial services in accordance vritu demand-following suooly theor;- as
1

propounded by Patrick (1964) and supported by Lewis (1955) who argued that 

once the r°al economic growth takes place, financial markets will develop, widen 

and consequently become mor<= perfect, thereby increasing '"he opportunities for 

getting liquidity with attendant risk ’-eduction and inducing real savings.

Thus in those areas of the couniry which exhibited cle-r sign of economic 

activities, and hence profitable environment for banking business, comjuercial 

banks were established and this is on“ of the major reasons for the lopsided 

nature or commercial bank establishments in Nigeria, The Northern Region's 

population, though the largest, ■'•-as not concentrated. People were scattered 

ove^ the large territory of the region living in ha-r^lets as farmers and 

pagturaiists. Except those living in the few tô -ms and commercial centres, 

over^rhelming majority of the population were illiterate farmers ^nd traders who 

prob"bly n o 'n need of banks by that time. In fact, the banks wQ^ld not find 

it economical to establish in such remote areas.

As already mentioned, the idea of nral banking programme initiated by

the Central Bank of Nigeria in '977 was meant to extend pankin^ services -n' habits

to the ’-ural a-mpg of corntyr. prr-3.cularly =n th<= notn’rn Nigeria.

"^is was in recognition of the ex'ert to -'hioh bank services in the countly 

hay<= be*n Unevenly distributed. The first phase of the programme (1977 _ 80) 

was completed when the second phase was in progress. Under the first phase, 

only 196 branches were allocated to banks to be opened in the rupa" a’-eas and 

und'r tho gr-cond phase, f'980 - 1281) the_ bank branches to be opened was increased 

in number to 266.

The programme has somehow contributed to the improvement of banking rabits
Ti See also Lewis (1955), Gurley and Shaw (1955), Habakukk (1954), p.H7

and Rostov (196O)
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in Nigeria. For example, by the enr? of June 1980, q total o^ #116.4 million was

collected as bank deoosits in all the rural branches opened under the first

phase while the tot?l loans and advances from them stood at #22.4 million

which represented just 19.2 per cent of the total deoosits collected. The

magnitude of loans awarded by the b^nks in the rur^l areas vas indeed smalil

relative to the amount oi deposits collected '>nd thus, one can argue th®t

there is an element of transfer of resources from the imi-rrl to the modern sector

of the economy. Inspite of the complaints by mo^t b-nks about the effects

of this programme on +heir operation as reported earlier, there is no doubt thrt

ther" h^s been some improvement in th‘‘ mobilization of savings in the country.

b* Bank Credit Distribution Patterns ^968 - '’976

^hble 7.8 shovs the pattern of distribution of c^mmerci-1 bank credit

amongst the states o^ Migeri a bet-'^en "'968 and 1976. As one should OToect,

pagos St'■te alone h^d on the average 54.2 per cen*- of ■'’he total brnk credit

because Ox its being economically more developed thrn the rest o^ the states.

Western St.a-f-o followed with just 12.2 p r cent ’’bile Kano St^te came third ’-ith

9.5 per cent. The economic importance of Western St'-te and Kano State is

largelv th^ir respective well concentrated population especially in their

sta+o capitals. With populrt^on well concentrated, large market is made

available fo”' th® many industries located in th® two states. For ®xamole, the

population of these t”0 states stood ,qt 5.0 million and 5.7 million respectively.

As ai^'nady explained, banks al” ays prefer cemrerci'l cities to locat® their

business because of the potentialities for profits the concentrated population

can ofier. Thus more loans ’-’ere granted in thos® two ®tates than in any oth®r

®'-'cept Lagos as more deposits wer® collected. 'Tie ^ast Central State 1® also

an enterprising state but smaller lo^ns were -allocated to it largely because

of the temporary economic dislocations caused by the Nige^im Civil War 1967 - "'̂ 70.

Kwara S^ate is easily th® 1®- st favoured wi + h b^nk credit vit^ .iust 0.7 oer cent

of th® total on the average. Th® r®as®n for this is tna+ during the period .

under revi®w, majority of the people in the Sta+e were rur-'l dwellers ana»
~  See Central Bank_Report. I9 8I.
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only liorin which ip the conit^l city of thr stotp, hnd nil the infrnptructur^l

l^ciliti^s n-'hich co )±d Inre bank‘d to locate ofi'icp t̂ th-t ti’ne. Biit ns

the economic development ir pyten^inp to rur^l nrens in terme of the dPv^loDment

of neceee^ry infreelructurpl fnciiitie^', euch p f  education, socirl nenlth eervices,

pood rondnetn-'orks, nnd good communication system, mo^e industries wouud develon

which would eventually create the needs' for improved financial services nnd

hence gr^nte^ lorn benefits to the state. This supports the view expressed
1

by Robinson <1952) , p. 86 thnt "By and large, it seems to be the case tnat

where enterprise leads finance folio-s" in his attempt to explain causation
2

between real and financial growth. Fven Rostov (''960), PP ,48,49) inspite of 

his conclusion that "As a precondition, it appears necessary tfrt Institutions 

be developed which provide cheap ana adeouate I'orking capital," believes th"t 

"the demand !̂ ide the investment process, rather than the supply of loanable 

funds, may be the decisive element in tne take-off". Thus in Kwa-̂ a state of 

Rigeri", the on-poing federal Gove-^nment Iron and bteel Rro.iect is an 

investment process which is a clear indicator of futu'̂ e financial potentialities 

of th'-t state.

I'rom Ta ole 7.8 it is easy to deduce the type;- of industries o-̂  economic 

sectors for -̂"hich states en.ioy clexr hedge over the others in terms of the 

sectori-l allocation of credits in each state, pagos State ag-in is in the 

lead in the ore^s of agriculture, manufacturing, real estate, general commerce 

tr-nsport and communications and credit institution loans. Talking in te-nrs 

OÎ the percentages of the total bmiik loans to eacn sector of the economy 

as enumerated in the taule, on the average, bet^’een 1968 and ''976, Lagos 

State shared ?0.9 o^r cent of the agricultural lo-ns, 57.9 per cent of 

the manufacturing loans, 50.1 per cent of real estate loans, 58.5 per cent of 

bank loans to transport and communication and 56.8 per cent of D^nk loans 

to Credit and financial Institutions. In contrast, most of the states 

had a share 01 l^ss than 2 per cent of bank loans to manufacturing sector in

■’ 968 but by 1976, each state had a share of more than 5 per cent at tne expense
1. See J. Robinson, (1952), "Tne Generalization of the General Theory" in the 

Pflf.p nf i n t e r r s t  and otner Essavs. London, Kacmiiirn. F. 86

2. See W.W. Rostov (19&U) 'Th%,Stages of Econo.mic Growth pp 48 - 49 Cambridge 
University Press.
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of Lagos state, although very marginal.

The reason why Lagos had the lion snare of tne brnk loans to agricultural

sector is th^t agriculture such as ooultry farming i'" highly essential in

Lm^os St^te with its enlightened pooulation mostly engngad in service Industries.

Thus firms like Oke-Afla anr̂  Ketew farms '•nd fi-mns dealing with fishing are

very sound economic entpmrisss in Lagos. In ''976, fi'-hing ^lone accounted
J

fo’i mo^e than 45 P^r cmnt of the agricultural credit in Lagos St = te. One

O’*"her importent r^-son is the fact thrt most big com-i^nies in Nigeria th

tT«ir h°ad'-uart«-^s in Lagos of+en obtain lo-ns in Lago^ to be soent in other

o a ^ t s  o f  ^ h e  c o u n t r y  f o r  a f f r i c ü l t u r a l  p u r p o s e s .  F o r  e % - m n l e ,  f i r m s  l i k e  B . P .

a n d  T a x a c o  w h i c h  a r e  o i l  o r o s p s c t i n g  c o m p s n i e s  l o c a t e d  i n  L a g ^ s  a r d  L e v e r

trroth^s ’-’hich nroduc«s bevf^ragos an'̂  min‘--rals witn its offic<=> in Lagos, are

n o w  a c t i v e l y  e n g a g e d  i n  m ' ^ c h - ^ n i - ^ e d  a g r i c u l t u r e  i n  v a r i o u s  D ^ ^ t s  o f  N i g e r i a  ' ^ n e c i f i c a i i y

designo* es • base for food industry. Texaco is now profitably producing

local foods such as 'Gari' (a local food made from ca^^ava) fo^ sale to the

public.

With respect to other sectors such as mining and ouâ '̂ 'yin/, oersonal

l o a n s  a n ^  m i s c e l l a n e o u s ,  L a g o s  S t a t e  d i d  n o t  " I w a v s  t o o  t h e  l i s t  i n  t h e  s h a r e

Oi bank loans to those sectors, divers, South ^astern and ''■«s+ê n States "°re

a l l  p r o m i n e n t  i n  t h e  s h a r e  o ^  b a n k  l o ^ n s  t o  m i n i n g  a n d  n u a r r y i n ?  s e c t o r .

In 1968, Western State had a share of ^6.5 oer cent of bank loans to mining
sector but by 19?^, its share declined to a record low of 5.2 per cent. '

However y i t picked up ag-^n a n ’ ^9.9 prr cent 1 v-̂ 1 in '’97'̂ .

In 9̂74, tne lion share or bank loans +0 mining sector went to South Fast

but fell down again from 58.9 per cent to '’0.5 pe-a cen+ ^n 1976. Kwara State

is now becoming increasingly important in this sector P^cause of the iron and

ste^i industry which is last developing ^n it. Thus in "9^6, it accounted

for ie,i pe-r cent of the pank credit ^o minining sector.

C *  F a c t o r s  t h r t  L e t e r r - j n e  t h e  S t a t e  C i s t r i ;  u t i o n  o f  B a n k  C r e d i t

The major determinant o^ demmn^ fpr bank loans is the lev°l of economic

activities measured by the Gross Domestic F'roducts. However, the existence o^
1. See also the Report on Fishery of the Federal Ministry of Agriculture, Fishery ’Tent.

1976.
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financial institutions to finance the economic activities is crucial. For 

financial institutions to develop, there must be present the basic 

infrastructural facilities such as good transport and communication system 

in addition to the high level of economic activities; Once financial institutions 

start operating in any economy, their indirect contrioution to economic growth 

thr^’jcrh the provision of credit becomes manifest «rid as the economy is growing

^ho financial institutions will develop arid the size and complexity of the

financial system as m whole will increase further and further. Thi*? is to say 

th-t the relationship between the real and financial variables is real than 

apparent and this view has been long supported by economists from Adam Smith 

onwards %-ho said in his book:

"I have heard it asserted, thrt the trade of th° city of Glasgow, 
doubled in about fifteen y^ars af^er th<= first <=rection of +he 
banks the'̂ e; and that the tr^de of Scotland ha^ more t rn quadrupled 
since th° fi-̂ st erection of t^'e b*o public banks in Edingpurgh ...
that +he banka hrve contributed a good d<=al to this increase,

cannot be doubted" (Smith ('’957), p .281).^ "

It has been argiJed in support of this view thrt ev°n almost two centuries loter.

after Adam Smith, many “conomiats '-era still referring to the early stage

of Scottish banking system. ""hns what is applicable to the whole country

is alap aepiic-tion to the component states of +he country. In those

sbatcs 'bich hove shô 'Ci signs of economic development, bank offices are

established and consequently credits are granted for economic purposes, ""he

pattern of bank branch dietritu^ion among the various states clearly reflects the

bank policies and the level of demand for bank services. The comrercial b'nks,

like other business firms are profit-oriented concerns, and hence the desire to

open a branch is often governed by the profitability potertâ-Is of s”ch aree

or state. bince bank^ make almost no direct positive impact on t^e national

output because their products are of low prierity to population of low income level,

those states of Nigeria ’’hich a-e relatively poor have very little attraction

to banks. Profitability potentials for banks are a functions of mrny variables

' hich include the nature and d^neity of population, i . e-. whe+her the population
1. See A. Smith,(1937) Wealth of Nations (Modern Library EditiopJ,
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is concentrated or scattered and whether the greater proportion of such 

population is literate. Others include the nature of competition among banks 

and non-bank financial institutions and the level of economic activities in 

the state. All these factors help to explain the nature of distribution of 

bank offices among the various states of Nigeria, as can be-n from Table

7.6 for the period 1968 to ''976 and Table 7.10 for the period 1977 to 1984.

As can be seen from the table, it is clear that those states which 

enjoy large shares of bank credit are those ’-1th greater number of bank 

offices. Thus in 1968, Lagos alone had 33.2 per cent of all the bank offices 

in the economy, but as other states were developing reŝ .ilti’ag in increased 

profitability potentials, the share 01 bank offices for Lagos declined, not 

in ausoiute term but in percentage. Thus by 19V6, its share of bank office 

had declined to ?5.4 oer cent. In absolute term, it had increased its share 

from 10? in <968 to 115 in 1976. Western, Mid-Western, Anambra» Kano, Ogun,

Fivers and Imo btate had bank branches which ware more than 50 each and the 

magnitude 01 loans to e-ch of thrse states corresponded >dth their share of 

b^nk branches. However,, there is one main exception. Looking at the average dis

tribution of loans in e-ch Lt-te between 1968 and 1976, Kano btate ■'•̂as in the 

first place inspite of the-fact that it ranked nine^n in ^erms of share of bank 

oTiices. Th'a r<=-son for +his might -̂'‘=11 be due to density of population in 

Kano township in which most of tne bank offices are located. The city 

pe"̂  '"e is th«a second largest toon in Nigeria. Moreover, it is the capital citv 

of Kano Ltafe and al^o pn international airport, because of afl these,

Kano city provided potential p^ofii-?biLity opportunities not only to banking 

industry but also to other industries.

Since banks depend very much on,the level, of their deposits in their 

loan operation, the amount of deposits collected in each state may sometimes 

explain tha variations in bank loans di*̂ tribui among the 12 states 01 

Nigeria during this noriod. The quantity of bank depesits per se depends on 

several factors one of which is the avaii-bility of accessible savings facilities
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to the majority of deoositors or savers. This vieir is in suooort of the vride,-pr<='̂ 'd

belief among economists that savins is often induced by the financial institutions
1

or to use the phrase of Marquez (19630» savings is "institution-elastic".

This also represents the vie-̂ * expressed by Levis (1955) that

"Experience shows fhat the amount of savings denends o^rtly on how 
widesnr^ad these facilities (i.e., savings institutions) are; if 
they are pushed right under the individual's nose,...peonle save 2
more than if the nearest savings institution is some distance a^^ay."

Tnus the magnitude of bank deposits in epch state of Nigeria is partly explained

by the number of bank offices in ench ^tate. Table 7.11 sho’«̂s the growth in nuantity

of bank deposits in each State between '’976 and 1984 in accordance with the

pres'^nt 19 State structura of Niger'a.

As can be seen from the table, there se^ms to be a direct positive

relationship (though not empirically tested) between the growth in loans allocated

to each state and the growth in bank deposits, one ' ould exp-̂ ct, Lagos St- + e

which has more bank office* than any other state pf Nigeria had a lion.share

of aggregate bank deposits during the review oorlod. In ''976, it accounted for

40 per cpnt of the total bank deposits in the conn+r^/ which stood at NI66S .6 million

in absolute temns. Its average share during the period was 55.9 per cent.

Oyo State which also follows Lagos in the number of bank offices '’-■ps also easily

in th'̂  second olpce afte^ Lagos ■'«rith bank deposits ranging from 9.2 p̂ r̂ c^nt

to 10 per cent of the tot'l bank deposits representing an average of 9.8

per cent for th‘̂ period. Anambra Stat^ occupied the third place th deposits

percentage share ranging from 7 .8 to 8 .5 with an average for the period of 8.1

percent,

Four states, namely, Niger, Kwara, iPnue, and Plateau S+ates had the 

average shares of bank deposits 01 less thru 9 ne-a cent f^ch. Their shades were 

1 .5, 1.6, 1.5 and 1.7 per cent respectively of the total bank deposits fo-̂  the 

economy.

The creation of more States in Nigeria was from the 4 ma^or regions,

namely Western Region, now Oyo State; Eastern Region, now Anamb^a State,

1. See Marquez, (I963)
2. See Lewis (1955)
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I

Northern Pe%lon, now called Kaduna State, and Lago? and Environs now' called Lagos

St^te. Thesp four states are nô f the major oolitic^l states of thn country which

mipnt be termed the leading states since.the^ possessed relatively all the indices of

development such as good economic infrastructure. They might even be called

the core s+ates of Nigeria since all the newer states were the former rural

area’s surrounding those four states. Their average oercentoge shares of total

bank deposits for the economy were 9.8, 8 .1, ,̂ .8. and 58.8 respectively.

It is important to note that the Northern Nigeria, reores^nted by Kaduna

S+a+e hr»d lowest-percentage share of bank deposits out of the four states.

This is not surprising since when Nigeria divided into only three regions,

the Northern regions had al^-ays been less developed than th« rest. In fact

most of the newer states were created from the former Northern Region ef

Nigeria »nd h^nce most of them had very low percentage share of total b^nk

deposits '’nd low number of b^nk offices.

The table 7.12 below reveals that most states with higher average growth

rates are the newer states. Sokoto St^te, for instance, h-’d the hi’h»st average

grovfh rate of bank deposits ^hich stood at 27.5 per cent follô -̂ ed by

Niger State ^ith 26.1 oer cent. Thp Five- State came third th 24 p®r cent.

One significant, ooOnt to note from the t^ble is th^t -̂-hiie Lagos St-te h-»s

al’-ays been in the lead in all th<= banking ratios discussed in the titles so f^r,

its position according to the table und^r reference, was the lowest with just

an average grô -rbh r^te of 14.2 per cent, although in absolute terms, the r^te

represents the Irrgest among all states of Nigeria. This should be expected

to hanpen as f^r «s th® ne’-er states are concerned since the creation of states

bad resulted in the opening up of many job opportunities created by the
2

Federal Government Development projects mostly in all the new states. In

addition, the CBN Rural Banking Programme which has ^0 far encouraged banks

to establish offices in remote parts of the country helped greatly to

develop the h.anking habits of the oe^ole of each state, the impact of which

manifested in the growth in bank deoosits in those ne^’ states.
T , See W. W. Rostow (IR6O)
2. S e e Nigeria 3rd National Development Plan. 1R75-80 and the 4th National 

_ Development Plan. 1980 - 85 Government Printers, Lagos.
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1

Table 7.15 shows loan deposit ratio in respect of every state in Nigeria.

The highest loan to deposit ratio was recorded for Kano State with an annual 

av^-age of 1.75. In the second and third place ’.'ere Cross River State

and Kaduna St^te ’-’ith annual average of 1.74 ^nd 1.57 respectively. Anrmbra had

the lo’-’est loan deposit ratio which was 0.45 ’'hile Lagos, too had just 0.5.

The most interesting thing to obsei've here is th^t botn Lagos and Anambra had very 

high level Oi deposits relative to loans allocated to them by commercial banka .

\\liat this imolies is that commercial banks are now allocating more loans to the newer 

States orobably in order to assist the investors from the older states in their

efiorts to establish new businesses in tne ne’-er states. Kor example, many

insurance companies and industries dealing i-ritn food orocessing have extended 

tneir operations to many states in the northern part of Nigeria in recent years. 

Moreover, many contractors ’Æ o  succeeded in ’-'inning contracts from the governments 

of those na”-’ States borrowed largely f^om the commercial banks operating in those 

states ’vithout any diificulty since they were well kro’-aa to bankers in the old<=r 

states from where they came. Thus Kano and Cross River States are relatively 

new states to which the banks gave loans far in excess of total deposits

collected from them. The magnitude of bank loans to eacn state is shorrn In Table 7.14 
Another reason for the higher loan deposit r^tio in those states ’ ith lo’’

deooeit levels may be attributed to the Agricultural Credit Quarantee Scheme ^und
1

established by Decree No. PO o i 1977 under.which loans and advances granted 

by commercial an^ merchant b-nks for ao-ricultur^l production are guaranteed up to 

75 oer cent of the amount in default net of any amount collected by the lend'ng 

bank fr'm th® security pledged by thf’ borro'-'̂ r. “ Under this scheme, in 1R85 

alone A tot'll of number of 1,^5  ̂ loans valued at n^6 . 5 million ’’e-̂ e guaranteea, 

representing Ri.9 per cent of ail the loans guaranteed si nee the inceotion of t{np 

scheme.

In nearly all other states, the loan deposit ratio was more than 0,6 

except in bauchi State whicn had iust 0.58. In Bonue and Bo^no States, the 

annual loan deposit average ’’ere 0.99 And 0.79 respectively. Bendel S+ate and

1. See The Nigerian Military Government Decree No. 20 of 1977, Govpmmpnt fr^nters, 
Lagos*
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Oyo Stflte ^hlch qre older ^nd more edv^nced economically relative to* other states,

had 0.9? and 0.8 loan d^poslt-ratlo respectively. It is imoortant to note that,

although Lagos State, the most economically advanced state_in Nigeria, had

the lowest loan-deoosit ratio, in absolute terms, loans and advances allocated

to Lagos State cnntinu^d to De the highest just like the bank deposits.

Looking at t%ble 7.10, it is easy to see that pagos is still relatively

’■"̂ 11 b'lnkad than any oth^r states in +he federation d°soite the CBN ^r^l

Linking Programme. Sokoto state -itn its very large population remains, by far the

le^st banked area of Nigeria. Although the number of bank offices had increased

in that state from 14 in 19^7 to 45 by 1984, yrt more still hav<~ +0 be d^ne if th*̂

gap Detween those states with more credit facilities =nd those witn less .

h-̂ s to be meaningfully closed. The average bank offices to oooulation in
1

Nigeria stood at 116^60 in 1977 and by 1984 it has fallen do-'-m to 50198.6.
Th-^nks to thm Rural Banking Programme as w e n  as the D^rks "hich responded postivply,

Prom the foregoing analysis so far, there is no doubt thrt ther* h^ve been

con^id^r-ble disparities in th® distribution of lo^ns ^n^ advances in Nigeria

s>mong the c moon^nt States. Most of the disparities are caused by mo=t of

the factors already mentioned such as the State's level of economic or ’

infrastructural development, which can influence-bank's decision to open offices in

each area. Thus the more industrialized or commercial a state is, the less the

number engaged in agriculture^ the greater will be the level of bank credit, _
2

b^nk ofI ices and bank deposits. However, there is an exogenous variable which 

should be mentioned and this is the Federal Government Policy towards

banking usually eyp-rppc-pd through the C=ntr"l Bank. For example, the adoption O"̂

selective credit policies to supplement th° ou^ntitative control of distribution 

of credit in the economy by the Central Bank premised on '■he belief thrt 

it is the best way to ensure efficient allocation of resources for economic 

develoo-ent purposes. This is because the financial markets ^re not efficient
3

in allocation of credit in the economy (Patel (iR54), Johnson (1974). "̂ he 
Î1 bee G.W. Nwankwo, (1980.)
2. This view is clearly supported by all the bank ratio tables in this chapter.
5. See Patel, (1954) and Johnson (1974).
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rural banking programme initiated by the Central Bank of Nigeria designed

to promote banking habit and economic development in Nigeria is another example

of exogenous variable which c^n impact on the pattern of credit distribution

in Nigeria. This policy of inducing banks to expand through the opening of

branches is general to all developing countries as noted by Jacker-Fleetwood 
1

(1964), p . 129 who remarked that there -̂'as "marked" expansion of banks in 

Africa. Also, the system of loan guarantee might afreet the volume of loans 

in each state rathe^ than the number of bank offices and henc* +he lav^i of 

deposits.

Finally, Table 7. 15 combines all the’banking ratios mentioned so far 

an-" relate them I’o t(,a banking clearing in each state. It shc-'̂ s th"t tne 

iO’-ar th^ level of deposits, the lo-er the level o^ lo^ns and the lO'-'er the

numbe-^ of b^nk offices, the lo-"er '-ill be the value of cheques cleared in each state,

Thus columns ^0 an^ 21 surmirize the distribution of lo^na, deposits ^hd 

amount of ch^^ues cleared under th# former tv^lve-stï^te stmicture of Nigeria 

pother th^n 19-state structure, since tha Central-Bank Clearing is still based 

on the former. As can be seen from the table, the highest average lo^n-depo^it 

ratio for the period 1968 to 1984 occurred in Kane State with 1.51, followed by 

Kaduna State with i.54 and in the third Place was Cross ^iver State with i.i- 

The lowest loap-deposit ratio occurred in Anambra as should be expected because of 

the Civil War which caused considerable economic dislocations in that state.

Uolomn 21 shows the average loan clearing ratio, which may be an approximate measure

Oi money suooly in epch state. The î -̂ hrst loan clearing ratio occurred in 

Kw^ra, although thi^ wpp based on 7-y^ar period from 1979 to 1984 when the 

Clearing House in operation. The percentage of loans to the «ggr g^to 

-irount of money cleared in thrt state w;qg 2? , implying that more th^n one fifth 

of the total cheque cleared represents bank credit to that state.

Oyo St^te c^me second '-ith the lo^n clearin'-' ratio of 0.?i implying thrt

more th^n one-fiith of the total bank chenues in the state on the average

pwo^nsents loans fr^m banks. There is a high magnitude o f b-nk loans relative to 
1 , See Jucker-Fleetwood, E.E. (19641 Honey and Finance in Africa p. 129.
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the aggregate ratio of chenues cleared in Uyo and Kvara btates. The lo^^est 

average loan clearing ratio vas recorded for bendel State ^Ith just "0 per cent 

of the aggregate cheque cleared representing the bank loans.. Lagos, too, vith 

13 oer cent was also one of the lowest loan clearing ratios. In tnrms of the 

absolute amount of cheques cleared in e^Ch state, hô .-̂ ver, LaFos st-te once 

again vas in the lead ^itu an average of K7847.9 million. Bendel and Oyo 

States '-ere in the second and third place re?D°ctively. This implies that 

i-he three states, all fr m the south of the country, made use of Banks 

in their business transactions far more +han any other states in the federation 

and hence have higher bankina habit th-n the rest of the states. For instance, 

out of the yearly average 01 total cheques cleared for the "hole economy, "hich 

stood at N 19136.6 million during the reviewing oeriod, Lagos had a share of 

N7847.q million representing per cent of the total. Oyo Stat* shared 

just 9.98 "hile bendel State ĥ d̂  ̂ sh^re of 17.5 o'̂ r cent. With an average 

cle--<ng of #424.3 million, Sokoto bt^te "as in th° l^st nosition vis a vis 

its counterparts.

It is honed th^t "ith the continued efforts 01 the monet-ry authorities 

to urge bank to establish b^nk ofiices, more and more neo^le will be making 

use of cheques as means of payment rather than carrying raw and barren cash about 

with all the inconvenience and economic costs involved.

Other Indices of Growtn of Commercial banks in Nigeria;

The grô 'fbh Ox ner caoita b^nk deposits as welx as trie growth of 

b'Uik deposits may be used as an index of commercial bank development in any 

country. Table 7.2 shows some of tne indices of bank growth and expansion.

Thus from 6 commercial banks in 1948 with a total of 7 brancnes, the number 

of commercial banks in Nigeria stood at 27 ’•’’ith 1,200 branches in 1984.

The total b^nk deoosits as a percentage of GDb in 1952 W"s oniy 4.73 out by 

the end of 1984, it had grown to 35.6. The cause of rapid increase in 

commercial bank deposits in Nigeria may be attributed to many factors which 

.rili be di-cu.=seH in tne next faction n»=j.iug "ith f—  oon.nerci-'i. b-.r.Kp inv»-t-.-nt 

Deh.'-viour equations. .
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0  ̂ The Growth of Per Capital Bank Deposits In Nigeria and Bank Development 
Table 7.16 depicts the growth of per capital bank deposits in Nigeria.

The average annual rate of growth of Dank deposits stands at 20 per cent 

in naninal and 19.3 per cent in real term while the highest growth rate of 62.7  

per cent was between 1974 and 1975 before it started to fall as can be seen 

from Figure 7«l6. The fall in per capital bank deposits coincided with the 

fall in oil revenues and the growth in importance of other financial institutions 

as will De seen in chapter 10.

Since a model of Nigerian Financial sector will be developed in chapter 

10, it will be more productive to examine the total bank assets as a ratio 

of GDP at market price as set up in Table 7.17 in comparison with some selected

countries as a measure of bank development rather than using the ratio of the

total assets of all financial institutions as an indicator of financial develop

ment and maturity as used by some economises.
As can be seen from the table, ’there has been a tremendous increase in the

expansion of commercial banking sector in all our selected countries in general 

during the period I960 and 1983, although the rates are different from one country 

to the other. From the table, it is quite obvious that there is a wide gap in 

banking development and maturity between the developed and less developed 

countries. For instance, in I960, the ratio of bank assets to the GDP was 3.02 

for Nigeria as against 6 .8  for Ghana, which are developing countries in comparison 

with 35.5 for United States and 23.1 for West Germany representing developed 

countries. The ratio for Nigeria was increasing until 1964 when it took a

dovmward trend and stood at 3 .16 while the ratios in respect of countries like
i

Ghana, United States and West Germany continued to increase. The ratio for Germany

in particular declined only in 1969 when it stood at 50.02 from 53.35 while that

of Nigeria only increased marginally during the corresponding period.
Comparison of Nigerian Bank Development Index with some Oil Exporting Countries

shows that Nigeria was at the top with a bank ratio to GDP of 6 .8 in I97O as

against 1.7 for Saudi Arabia, 4 .6 2 for Libya and 6.38 for Venezuela. This is

not surprising because Saudi Arabia to a great extent and Libya to a smaller
2

extent are countries where religion is against the interest payment on loans.
1. See E.T. Holfdmity (1955), Financial Structure and Economic Growth in

.idyancec* ̂ ountriQg, Princeton University Press. 2. See G.M. Meier (^976).



Table J.16
THE uRuWlrt OF PER CAPITA BfNa DEPOSITS IN'NIGERIA IN NOMINAL AND REAL

1960-84 {In Million Naira)

Year ooulation Adjusted
Population

Total Bank 
Deposit

Nominal 
Per Capita 
Deposits

Percentage 
Urowth Rate

Real 
Per caoita 
deoosit

%
Growth
Rate

1960

1961

19b2
1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972 

1975

1974

1975
1976

1977
1978
1979

1980 

1981 

1982

1983
1984

51.6
52 .9

54 .3

55.7
54.1
58.5
59 .9

6 1 .4

6 3 .0

64 .6

66.2 
68.2
7 0 .2

72.3
74.5

7b.7
76.8

78.7
80.7
83.5

85.0
87.5 
89.0 
9 1 .2

95.5

50.6

51 .8

55.2
54.6

55.02 

57.55

58.7
60.2
61.74

65.5

64.9

66.84
68.8
70.85
75.0  

75.2

75.5
77.1 
79.0  

81.8

85.5
85.75 
87.22 
89.4
91.65

157

154

171

191

229

265

298
241

551
401

626

657

794
1013

1694

2839
4164

5235
4950

6795

9585
10196

11583
13588
15435

2.71

2 .97

5.21
5.49

4 .52

4 .62

5.8
4.0
5.36

6 .55

9 .64

9.82
11.54
14.5

23 .2  

57.75
55.3

67.9

62.6

81.3

115.1

118.9
132.8
146.8 

163.0

9.6
8.1

8.7
25.7

6.9
25 .5  

-31.0

54 .0

18.1

52.3
1.9

17.5 

23.9.
6 2 .2

62.7
46.4

22.6 
- 7.8
29.8

40.2

3.2
11.7
19.5 
11.0

2.71

2 .65

5.21

5 .45

4.30
4 .56  

5 .6

5 .8  

5.5
4 .59

6.9 
8.5.
9 .5 6

15.1 

22.0 
50.5

49.1 

66.0
58.1
7 9 .0

105.1

9 6 .9

120.6

131.8

159.0

- 2.2
21.1

7.5 
24.6
6.0
22.8

-32.1

- 7.8
25.4

57.2
23.2

12.5
57.0
67.9
38.6

60.9

54.4 
-11.9

55.9

53.0  

“4.7
25.4

9 .5

20.6
Average 
for the 
period

70.76 69.58 5574 45.7 20.0 59 .4 19.3

Sources: Computed from the IMF Financial Statistics of various years

The highest growth rate in brnk deposits was experienced in 1974 because of oil 
boom. However, there has been sharp fall in the rate of growth, both real and 
nominal which can be adduced to the develooment of other financial institutions 
as well as the decline in the oil industry, and hence oil revenues.
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By 1^83, the ratio of bank assets to the GDP had reached a record high of

60.1  AS against that of Ghana of 48.0. "We\csn now examine the banking equations.

Section III

SPFUIFICATION AMD f^STIM.'TTUN UF NIGTTJAN C0Î4MFRCIAT, BANK INV^STMFMT BFHAVTOITR
t

There have been many ^rit^rs on the portfolio behaviour of

commercial banks and it is considered unnecessary to repeat the well-known

regulations on bank investment portfolios, their reintianshio vith the Central

Bank veil as the banks’ nrofit m^xlmi'^ption • they are all well documented in isany

literature (See Goldf^ld (1966), R, Roland, (196?), and American..Bankers Association,

(1962). Of course, in chapter 9 of this study, we shall discuss about Central Bank contr 
control of the financial institutions through the formulation of monetary policies.

The objective of esti^^ting commercial bank investment behaviour I’s to
examine the degree to vhich different b'-nk assets '=re substitutes fo^ each

1

other. Another obi-ctive is to examine the ’reluctant' asnect of borroving
,2

in t'..e manner suggested by Pol^koff This study is to some extent influenced
i

by the '.'or'- of Gol 'feid (^9 6 6), c o  .cial ly chrnte^ TI o^ his bo^k in te'-m̂  of 

beh'-visurel ^^sumotions as they relate to bank=-’ investment behaviour. -'ovever 

many mo^i^ic-tions ape effected in the model in order ‘■.0 refl- ct th^ develooing 

nature of Nigerian financial mm-kets and institutions. Rb also acknowledge
5

the benefit derived from the reading of the economotr'ic model by Do Lceuw (1965)

on M.S. financial sector and also a numbe^ of ^conom.'trio m^dalc  ̂ith emnhasic

on financial sector.

In  ̂ t r . . .  commercial b-nks invested 1 - rge s m o^ their fun^s in

Government Tre-enrv Riils of  ̂y- maturity and also in frees up/- Certificates

hich are medium term investments '̂ inco they muture ■'•It in a year or more. In

1970 alone, 80.9 oê a cen. of the tot" L inveetmenl funde ot b^nks ’*ps in Treasury

bills and ce^t ' ficalee. ^hnc' • introduction of tiie Treasury Certificste:-
I

' n 4-' o commercial b-n’-'e h"ve "Ivlays been the j_ rgeci oif scribers a-

vlli oy seen in chanter 10. Of the total iesnn T'"e-surv bills in '930,

^he cemme^ri^l b'-nk' subsarib=d dR.l cm-t -nd in '̂r-aasu-a-'/ fiertés,

the; e^becribed 54*3 oer cent of th- total issuer. This i~ t;;-> re'con why
I

w.o estim te the demand oru-tiona fer both the OnAasiir;; Pilla ^nd T^p-pu-y 
ll See Goldfield (1966); R. Roland, (19&2), and American Rankers Association (196?)
2. See Rolakoff (l9^3)
3. See also De Leeuw (1965) The CBN report of 1970 gives the magnitude of Dank 

investment, in Nigeria. .
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Certificates together vdth the Federal Government Stocks. The reason for 

marging the investment in Treasury Certificates and Government Stocks 

together is the fact that commercial banks* subscription to the latter is 

very minimal since it is a form of long-term investment, maturing between 

5 and 10 years and since the Treasury Certificates are also fairly long 

from over one year, it is considered rational, for convenience sake to 

merge them together.

A number of constraint variables enter into our asset demand equations 

of commercial banks. One of these is the bank deposits. The deposit 

variable was broken into two, namely demand deposits (Dd) and time deposits (Td). 

Our attempt to break this variable into three groups, namely demand deposits 

of the private sectorr (Ddp), time deposits of the private sector (Tdp) and 

total deposits of the Federal and State Governments (Gd), did not yield

good results because they turned out to be very insignificant with very
1

lovr DW value. We, therefore, dropped the idea in the final versions of our 

asset dem'^nd equations.

Another important constraint variable which enters into our demand for assets

equations is the flow of commercial banks' lo-ns and advances. The use of this

variable as a constraint rather than a decision variable is to highlight the

importance of "customer-relationship" variable which in many cases has often

forced many a bank to accept loan requests at least in the short run even at the

expense of loosing important investment opporunities. The "customer-relationship”

is often a logical explanation for the insignificance of interest rate variable

in some equations. ;
!

We begin our commercial bank investment equations with the demand for 

government securities. The primary security-holdings of commercial banks are 

the Government Treasury bills, the Treasury Certificates and the Federal Government 

Development Stocks, Since 1970, the commercial banks in Nigeria have become more 

interesed in the mortgage investment. They also hold excess reserves and borrow 

large sums of funds from the Central Bank of Nigeria. For all the above, 

commercial bank investment ecuation will be estimated. In addition, 

equation for the total assets ill also be estimated in order to
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highlight the major determinants of the commercial banks' total assets.

The following are the notations used in the equations:

TB = Treasury Bills UBR = Unborrowed Reserves of commercial banks

TC = Treasury Certificates 

BL = Bank loans

CBB = Commercial Bank Borrowing from the Central Bank of Nigeria

BER = Commercial Bank Excess Reserves

Dd = Demand Deposits

Td = Time Deposits

TBr = Treasury Bill Interest rates

BLr = Bank Loan rates

Mgt = Mortgage

Mgtr = Mortgage rate

CBr = Central Bank Rediscount rate

BA = Total Bank Assets

It is important to state that since domestic savings will be 

investigated in chapter 9 , it is no longer necessary to examine the major 

determinants of the bank deposits here. Since there has been an earlier 

study of the determinants of the supply and demand for commercial bank 

loans by this writer, it is considered not necessary to estimate loan equations 

again in this model. Moreover, since in chapter 8 we shall examine the 

hypothesis on the existence of credit rationing in the commercial bank 

loans in Nigeria, it is reasonable to omit the estimation of demand and 

supply of commercial bank loans in this chapter.

Using the stock adjustment mechanism, the commercial bank assets 

demand equations in estimated form are as follows. In most of the equations 

the standard least squares method was used while in some, in order to correct

the autocorrelation, 2-stage least squares was used.
Estimated Eouations and Results

7.1 Q Td BL TBr ^\-1
BA. = 0.70307 0.35251 -0.11232 0.23495 0.8214

(1.8239) (2.1596) (-2.4331) (1.7267) (5.2241)

OLS Method
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R

0.99
I F-Statistics 
» 698.159

Equation 7.2 
G

TB. = 1.07632 
(2.2341 )

Equation 7.3 

TC =

Td
0.85039

Dd
0.02591

(4 .9530) (1.2003)

BL TBt_i
-0.88391 0.83281 F-St.
(-2 .3715) (5.3567)

R = 0.91
6 5 .7 5

C
1.07632 

(2.2341 )

Equation 7.4 
C

Mgt, = 4 .3950
(4.2899)

TBr
0.0673
(2.1008)

Td
1.5605

TCr
-0.0123
(0.8466)

Dd
0.50775

TCt-1
0.8123
(4 .5192)

BL Mgt

(OLS)

= 0.94 ... 
F-St. = 342.174 

(2-SLS)

t-1 R^ = 0 .96
-0.34399 0.72949

(3.0466) (1.9679) (-2.5949) (4.8324)

Equation 7.5
TBr UR

BERt = 0.64009
(1.5149)

Eauation 7.6

CBBt = 0 .54690
(2 .2349)

-1.1336 0.20750 
(-2.2775) (0.4458)

(TBr - CBr) UBR
0.48671 0.3579
(1.8945) (3.9456)

0.9340
(9 .2063)

0.8850
(7.2349)

F-St. = 182.511 
(2-SLS)

R = 0 .92
F-St. = 15.21 

(2-SLS)

R = 0.94 
F-St. = 128.0

(2-SLS)

As can be seen from the above, the co-efficient of each variable 

tested is written with its T-statistics underneath in parentheses). Equation

7.1 is an expression of the factors which influence the aggregate demand for 

assets by the commercial banks in Nigeria. In Nigeria, very few people, more 

especially businessmen and government workers of high salary brackets open 

demand deposits apart from the government parastatals and the Federal and 

State Governments as well as big business firms like UAC and others. Majority 

of bank users prefer to open savings account or time deposit accounts since 

this requires no rigid procedures asm entailed with the demand deposits 

where the would-be bank user is expected to have a guarantor. Demand deposit is a 

means of payments in the hands of users, and hence, it is considered appropriate to
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use time deposits (Td) as an explanatory variable in the demand for 

aggregate asset equation of commercial banks. As c m  be seen, from tne results,;tne 

bank loan variable is very significant and carries the expected 'ign while 

the interest r^t* on Government securities f^Br) is only significant at 

5 per cent iev°i using a one-taiicd test. 'Tae speed of adjustment 

of this e-urtion is very ranid which imnlies that in the short r:n, only 

13 oer c®"t of adjustment occurs ^nd in the long run ov^^ 82 n-2>r cen+ of 

adjustment occurs.

Bcustion 7.2 explains the determinant# of denrnd for Treasury Bills 

by the cmmmerci"! b-rks. *s car be seen f^om the equation, the bank deoosits

broken into t"0 , demand deposits a I'd time deposits. In our preliminary 

Investigation of this demand for Tre-sury Fills, the own rate and various 

combinations ,of ^-t^^ on 1erP"tive b-nk "^=ets "^re included but they all 

turned out to be insignificant, an- most ended up wit^ wrong signs. Because 

of this iid not include them in this e^'ustion, but instead the comne-cwal 

b^nk lo"-n variable ■'•=><? added as a constraint. The "loan v-riable is significant

but negative ’-ihich imnlies +h-t increased lorn depend ic financed at least 

in thr =hort-run by selling Treasury Bill#,. It will also be noticed 

in equation 7 . 0 that the Time denosit vari-bie ''ignificrnt '--hiip tie 

demand deposit variable is not. This clearly s’: o* s the importance of segmenting 

bank deposits into two especially^in developing countries where ver/ few 

paonie use cu-rent account deposits . The speed of adjustment in this e-intion 

1 " slower than tnat of equation 7.'.

^•Ucflon 7.5 is ■'n r^sn°ct of demand for fairly long-temm gove-nmrnt 

securities (Treasurer uertific-tes and Fed=r-1 Government Stocks all combined 

ag an approximation), As can bp 'P'n in the e^urtion, vp t i r i to test if 

thare i aj_.-;mant of sribsti tut ability beto-’p°n demand for short-term government 

cpcu-ities -nd long-term by entering the interest rate variable on Treasur'/

Bills, ^rpasury certificate^ an-) mortg-ge. The negative Insignificant

co-efficient of Treasury Certiric-te rates clearly suggests thet th^re is some
TI See 0. Olakanpo (196b), "Monetary and banking Problems in Nigeria", bankers'

nyagizine.     ̂
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element of substitutability between the short-term and long-term government 

securities.

Equation 7.4 is an expression of demand for mortgage by the Nigerian 

commercial banks and, as can be seen, no interest rate variable is entered, 

suggesting that there is zero substitutability between mortgage and other assets.

In our oreliminary investigation, the relevant rates were tried but proved insigni

ficant. Deposit mix, i.e. (Td and Dd), which enters into equation 7.4 can be 

explained in terms of reasonable behavioural patterns of the commercial banks- in

Nigeria. Since mortgage is very illiquid in an economy where majority of transac-
1

tions are often consumated in cash, one should expect that a switch of funds from 

cash to Dd may not have any eftect on mortgages. However, a switch of funds 

from Dd to Td may increase the mortgage demand. This, perhaps, explains why the 

co-efficient of Dd variable in equation 7.4 is not significant. The speed of

adjustment of this enuation is also very quick with 27 per cent occurring in

the short-run, as against 72 per cent in the long run.

Eauation 7.5 is an expression of the determinants of banks' demand for 

Excess 'Reserves in Nigeria. As can be seen from this equation, an open

markst variable is added in addition to the Treasury Bills rate, which is

designed to reflect the direct influence of changes in reserves available to 

banks on holdings of excess reserves. Since any increase in unborrowed 

reserves is first held by the banks oartly in cash (excess reserves) and is 

then converted into liquid assets (or used to reduce borrowings), it can be 

regarded as a short-term reaction on the part of the banks. This explains the 

rationale for entering the unborrowed reserves (UR) as an explanatory variable.

In this eouatioii, only the "treasury Rate variable has a negative sign, although" 

very significant which only indicates the effect of increase in the opportunity cost 

of frnds on demand for excess reserves. The positive sign of the co-efficient 

of merely suggests that any increase in reserves is held partially 

as excess reserves before it is used to purchase securities or loaned out.

Vv^n the, this variable is not significant ir% the equation and all attempts 

to improve upon this result proved unsuccessful. However, since this

1. See G.W. ^Twankwo (1980).
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is the first attempt in the study of this kind using Nigeri-n data, the result

can be regarded as "tentative. The speed of adjustment for bank excess

reserves in Nigeria is very slow, being merely 7 per cent in the short run

and more than 90 per cent in the long run, -̂'hich is attributed to the

few investment outlets in Nigerian financial system.

Commercial banks' borrowing from the Central Bank of Nigeria is

expressed and explained by eruption 7.6. The positive co-efficient

or (TBr - Dr) although less significant (5 oer cent level of significance
1

by « one-t^iled tes^s), clearly c:nfirms the nrc^lt theory of borrowing. Thus,

eceordlng tc this result, as the Tre'^sury Bill r^tr increases relative to the

di-^count rate, banks are encouraged to b o r r o w  more from the Central B^nk.

”hi"t the insigniricrnt co-efficient of t'-̂ i'̂ variable (TBr - Dr) suggests is that 

nre other v-ri'blec much stronger then profit motive in the

determinants of bank borrowing. ThL significant but n-gative co-efficient

of '̂̂ BB suggests th^t increases in re = erve^ make it less '̂ nh leec ilkely far 

benks to borrow mo^e f'lnds from the Central b^nk. The ^need of 

adjustment of the CBB is fairly quick et ^2 per cent in the short run 

end more then ^0 per cent in the long run.
i

Looking through the i-'hole model, on^ c'̂ n say th; t the overall

performance of thp behavioural eniK-tions for commerci^' banks’ %sset^
- ;

demni i - quite good. "̂ ho high R' s, th' low standard erro^ rr̂.-r.o-ijv-cd by  ̂

T-st^tistlcs = nd  the I r  c k  of sio-niPic-nt serial correlation a l l  clearly 

suwgpst th"t the estimated equation^ are oiose approximation*- to r ality 

0  ̂Nigerian banking sector. '̂ he eçn=itivity of Tre'-'surq/ Bills a d 

Excess Reserves to interest rate changes is expected to be v°ry important 

for the impact of monetary policy oh the entire model. Finally, -’s can be
i

eeen f^om î ll the eeuation", the -uick sneed of "djus+ment in the regre^'^ions
!

j s ipo' bar ^eas^n to believe thr t our ostim-tes are, although c n  be 

regard'd "a tentative, very clo^e t'c approximation.

1. See S.M. Goldfeld (1966).
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7^4a Some Comments about the Study:

O-dnf to the lack of nurrteriy d^ta on commercial banks’ economic

variables, the data used r>vp annual from 196O to 1984. All the fiov variables

are in million Naira and in cur-̂ ent' prices "dalle interest r^te variables are

in percentages. The estimates as already indicated were obtained by the use
2of both O.L.S. and P-SLS metrods. We also used standard criteria: R

for goodness of fit, ’F’ testing significance of the whole regre<"-lon,

^^st^tis+l's, testing the significance o^ partial regression oo-efficients*
and a priori sl%ns t? evaluate our results. Since the Durbin-Watson

,-D' statistics has no meaning in lasted variables, «e find it unnecessary to report,

7 Some Limitations of th^ Ftudy

"'bile it should be <^^ted th^t in ^n econometric ^ppr-ach to economic 

^^search which nart^ins to the financial fields of less developed countries 

like I'jigeri'̂  in p-rticul'r and in' -̂ nv country in général, one should exercise 

some reservations, it is nece-s^rv to st=te here thrt thr econometric 

approsfch "^dontpd here was designed to supplement otner arrro^ches. It 

Should also b' =tr'ssed thpt the stu-̂ y I*? subie^t to the assumptions 

made such as linearity. Also there is oata limitation as alrq.iy 

explained. In the light of ^ll the^e,therefore, caution n^rds to be 

exercised if -̂ ny policy recommendations "’re to follow f>"om the estimates.
i

In addition, one "houid '’iso '’ppreci-te the lect that in re^l liie, m'-ny 

soci'l en^ political D^e-TU^es ru'̂ y drve to be accommod-ted r:,d hence 

our p^ramete-s should be trken in te^-ms of oro-d orders of magnitude end 

our conclusion tentative.

7,4c Conclusions; |

Most economists believe in aggr^^g^ting tho bank deposits in their 

ostirption or commercial b^nk demand{for assets. In thi^ studv, it i' found 

that, fo’" th"- envelopin' countries "hrre current accounts ara> of limited u-°, 

time and savings deposits with the commercial banks h-ve greater influence 

on the demand for assets. The inclusion of loan v ariab l e in th*-̂ eruction 

or deman(j for trees -ly; b ills by c om mercial bank*- cle-rly sho" s that variation
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in the quantity of loans may be in response to the variation in loan rate.  ̂Thus,

whert the loan rate is high, treasury bills are sold in the short run, at least

in order to inurease the loan supply \ and when loan rate falls, commercial banks

increase their holdings of government securities. fhla,finding is in line
1

with the conclusion of 5ing*(1984) "^at bank loam supply is responsive tw

loan rate. It'is also discovered by the results of this estimate that -

there are other variables much stronger thcja p^fit i^otives in the determinants

of bank borrowing, one of which may be customer relationship. This suggests

that the monetary authorities must not rely on variation in discount rate

and treasury bill rate in their effort to control money supply in Nigeria.

Variations in the quantity of loans through reserve changes might explain

the real impacts on monetary policy in Nigeria, as shown by tne

result of the estimate of equation 7,6 .
In the earlier sections, it is discovered th^t commercial banks are the

most important institutions for the effective mobilisation of domestic savings

in Nigeria. However, as new financial institutions are developing, the

share of commercial banks in the total domestic savings is falling slowly in

percentages, but increasing nominally. The reason for the lion's share of

commercial banks in total domestic savings is found in the number of their

branches, the location of which follows very closely the theory of economic

growth and development.

Relating the distribution of bank credit among the component states of 

Nigeria, to the volume of bank deposits in each state, it is found that 

the higher the bank deposits in most of the states, the greater the volume of 

bank credit. However, in some states which are relatively new, more credit 

are granted than the amount of deposits actually derived which can be explained 

in terms of government's credit policy regulations which are directed at 

furthering even development in Nigeria.

The computed banking ratios in all the tables are related to the volume of

bank clearing in each state and it is discovered that the lower the level of
~  R.G, King aud C.I. Plosser (1984), "Money, Credit and Prices in a real 

business cycle, American Economie Review 74, 363 - 380
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bank deposits, the lov^er the level of loans and the lower the number of 

bank offices, the lover will be the value of cheques cleared in each 

state of Nigeria.

The Nigerian Commercial banks' policy of locating offices in 

urban and commercial centres of the country is partially responsible 

for the low deposit levels of most of the states, especially those 

created in 19&7 and 1976, and hence the rural banking policy of the 

Nigerian Central Bank is clearly justified, although sometimes uneconomic 

to some banks as already explained.
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CHAPTER VIII

nigérian’ c om merc ial bank loan EQUATIONS: A TEST FOR THE EXISTENCE OF 
CREDIT RATIONING IN THE COMMERCIAL HANK LOAN MARKETS.

INTRODUCTION: t
In the last chapter, the growth and the structure of commercial banks

in Nigeria have been discussed and an attempt has been made to spedify

and estimate commercial bank eouations, but which excludes loan equation

deliberately deferred for this chapter. In this chapter, therefore, the

existence of credit rationing in the commercial bank loan market will be

tested.

While many writers have written papers on credit rationing in commercial

loon market in some major industrialized countries, some of whose work have

influenced this particular chapter to some extent, there has never been any

attempt at either testing for or measuring the existence of credit rationing

in the loan market of any developing country to the best of our knowledge.

Since market for money and credit in any developing country is not a single,

homogenous unit as obtained in the developed countries, it is very tempting

to argue that there is an element of credit rationing in the loan markets of

less developed countries characterized by heavy market intervention by the

monetary authorities coupled vith the market fragmentation.

Since the relevance of monetary policy is accepted for the less

developed countries where the interest rate policy is less effective as a

rationing device in the loan market like in Nigeria] it is instructive to examine

the possibility of the existence and magnitude of credit rationing phenomenon

if the government as well as economists are to understand the basic

mechanism by which monetary policies are transmitted to the real sector.

The objective of this chapter, therefore, is to show empirically that there is an

element of credit rationing in the Nigerian commercial bank loan market 
T , See T. Adewumi (1982)
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in view of the imposition of credit ceilings and guidelines by the 

monetary authorities. ~  ~ *    - —  _

For the purpose of clear analysis, this chapter is divided into three 

sections. Section I deals with the theoretical underpinings while 

section II discusses the specification of our disequilibrium model of commercial 

bank loan market in Nigeria. Finally section III is devoted to the 

estimation of the model and the results.

Section 1 !

0.2a Theoretical Underpining;

Many writers have devoted their attention to the element of credit rationing

in the commercial loan market in recent years. However, before th‘=* present
.1

attention on this issue by many writers, the traditional Keynesians who gave 

key role to interest rates in the formulation of monetary policy have shown 

how changes in interest rate can affect the banks' willingness to borrow.

In their view, changes in interest rates have two effects on lenders, or 

in our analysis, on commercial banks. Firstly, they affect the relative 

profitability of their different earning assets and secondly, they affect 

the banks' portfolios since their capital values are changed. For the 

clear analysis of the Keynesians proposition on this score, it is necessary 

to put the issue of interest rate in the context of supply and demand for 

loanable funds.

Let us assume that the commercial banks in Nigeria are the lending 

institution in the economy, vdiose asset: portfolio is made up of some 

reserve asset, BB, and government securities like Treasury bills. Treasury 

Certificates and government development stocks, GS and loans, BL. Let us 

assume that the latter two earn interest at rates GSr and BLr respectively.

In such a situation, the willingness to supply loans will depend on the 

relative rates of return and on bank reserves, given the overall size of the 

banks' portfolio in aggregate:

1. See Ackley, G. CI961 ). Macro-Economics^ Macmillan, London.
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SL = F(BR, GSr, Lr), ,SL
BR GSr Lr

The demand for loans by private will depend on Lr and expected profits " *'

DL = fd (Lr, "®), DL y .  DL _

Thus a rise in GSr will lead to negative effect on SL for two reasons, 

namely, the usual substitution effect and wealth effect. An increase in 

the rate of return on GS will increase their attractiveness to banks relatively 

to loans. Furthermore, since the GS already held by the banks now carries a 

lower market value, the size of the bank balance sheets, or bank liquidity

is reduced. Because of this reduction, there will'be^a negative effect

on the SL since it increases the cost of obtaining additional reserves.

For clear analysis, it is instructive to draw a diagram. Thus in terms 

of diagram 8.1 below, showing the demand and supply of loans as functions of 

Lr, the effect of an increase in GSr will result in a shift of SL to the left.

The conventional Keynesian analysis would predict that Lr would also increase 

in response to excess demand for loans, but if the demand for loans is 

insensitive to interest rate, the volume of loan would not fall significantly. 

Lending will fall only slightly, from L to L,.
1 3

This line of reasoning is not supported by Radcliffe (1959) who held 

that lending rates did not adjust rapidly and hence a shift in the supply 

curve of loanable funds would lead to credit rationing. In the period before 

adjustment in rates takes place, ne^ lending will fall to L^. At the old 

rate Lr^, will be the level of loans which banks will now prepare to lend.

Thus there is an excess demand for loans, and hence funds must be "rationed" among 

the people who want to borrow.

From this analysis, it can-be seen that the credit rationing assumption 

seems to have restored much of the potential power of monetary policy since 

a credit squeeze can make banks to ration credit in response rather than 

raising loan rates. Low interest sensitivity of demand for
1, See Radcliffe Report (1959) "Committee on the Working of the Monetary System" 

Qmnd. 857, London, HMSO.
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credit cannot, therefore, weaken any monetary policy since what matters is 

whether money is easy or tight, not whether it is cheap or dear. Radcliffe 

wrote: ?

'HVhile the cost of borrowing money can only affect total demand in (a) 

limited manner .•. the monetary authorities may bring to bear another 

influence which is altogether more peremptory. This is the 

availability of funds to borrow . . .(If) the money for financing 

the project cannot be got on any tolerable terms at all, that is 

the end of the matter." (1959, p. 387).

The cost of borrowing explanation of the interest rate’s influence on 

spending by the traditional "Keynesian" is premised on the implicit assumption 

th^t the availability of credit is unaffected by variation in lending rates.

To be sure, lending rates may rise because of two reasons: either because 

the banks' willingness to supply has declined for some reason or the demand 

for loans has risen. In either case, relatively to demand, loanable funds 

may now be less available. According to simple microeconomic theory, one 

should expect thpt when lending rates rise, the borrowers who cannot afford 

to pay the higher borrowing costs will voluntarily drop out of the market, so 

that if the rate adjusts rapidly, there will be no excess demand for credit. 

However, it will be a mistake to concentrate on the cOst of credit effect 

alone, as if, when the new rate clears the market, the quantity of loan extended 

will not affect expenditure except through the cost. As can be seen from 

diagram 8.1 above, when the loan market is cleared, any restrictive policy 

will result in increasing simultaneously the loan rates and decreasing 

the availability of funds from to . The ultimate effect of credit 

rationing is to increase the quantitative effect of restrictive policy, 

implying an additional impact on the flow of credit of .

Some economists have tried to define the quantitative change in the 

volume of credit as a result of change in loan rates in terms of availability 

effect and credit rationing effect and this may be analysed by the use of the same

1. See Radcliffe Report (1959 p. 387).
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diagram. Thus by calling the equilil^rium change in the volume of lending
t

the availability effect, and defining the credit rationing effect as the 

difference between the eouilibrium outcome and the credit rationing outcome, one 

can carae out with the useful but paradoxical result that credit rationing 

has two effects -a credit rationing effect (L.̂ - L^) and an availability

of funds effect (L.̂  - L^). The last effect would result even if the market 

would clear. This shows that restrictive monetary policy can always make 

money tight, even if sometimes it cannot make it dear.

The importance of credit rationing to monetary authorities lies in the 

fact that it always has a greater effect on lending, and hence on expenditure, 

than the availability of funds, aUd tihe cost-of-borrowing mechanism.

However, this depends on the nature or shape of tne schedules of demand for 

and supoly of loanable funds and on how long the disequilibrium of a credit 

rationing condition is maintained. Thus an equal expansion of demand at 

the going rate of Lr (See diagram 8.2) or a reduction in supply of funds 

as in diagram 8.3, will yield a greater effect of credit rationing on credit 

the less the elasticity of demand for loans over the relevant range:

(L^ - Lg) (Lg - L^), where L^ is the credit-rationing effect and L̂  and L^

the equilibrium results given and LDgrepectlvely. Conversely, the more 

elastic is the demand, the lesser the effect of credit rationing and the 

greater is the effect of the availability or cost of borrowing: (L^ - L^)

Radcliffe (1959) had actually made argument in respect of credit rationing 

because of;its policy importance, anu it- is a disequilibrium- argument (V. Chick 

(1979)). The Keynesian lending rate argument represents the price aspect of an 

equilibrium argument in which one can only speak about money being cheap or dear 

rather than being tight or easy. It is the disequilibrium argument of credit 

rationing that has now occupied the mind of many economists in recent years.
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8.2b Some Recent Ehiplrical Work on Credit Rationing;

In recent years, many writers Have devoted their attention to the 

empirical studies of credit rationing in the commercial loan market. For 

example** Jaffee’s (19&9) studv on credit rationing has been very illuminating, 

but the work of Hugman, (1969) is apparently the first significant advance 

on the theory of non-price credit rationing. As a matter of fact, however, 

it is his comment on the paper written by Kareden and his (Kareden’s) subsequent 

reply that have really helped to build the theory of credit rationing at the 

initial stage. Many other writers have helped immensely to develop the tneory 

further.

Of most important and which is of interest to our present study is the
3

work of Jaffee and Modigliani (1969) which seems to represent one of the most 

illuminating theoretical discussions on credit rationing* The two vTiters 

rightly recognized that rational profit-maximizing banks are largely disposed 

to credit rationing. This view is also shared by Harris and Luckett 

who also held a positive view on the use of nonprice term as a method of, 4^
rationing credit. Harris (1974) devoted a considerable attention to the 

examination of the changes in the bank lending practices with the use 

of survey tecchniques and thereby came out -̂'ith the most 

comorehensive analysis of empirical study of credit rationing.

Although in his analysis, he was able to show that there exists credit 

rationing in the commercial loan market, he was, however, not able 

to provide a direct measure of its magnitude which was due largely 

to the nature of survey data he used as rightly observed by many 

researchers.

1. See Jaffee and Russell (1976) and Hellwig (1984) on what mear*t by credit 
rationing. See also the work of Stiglitz and Weiss (1981) for what they 
called 'true' rationing. Also see the recent work on credit rationing in 
equilibrium by Williamson, (1986).

2. See Hugman, (1969); 3* Jaffee and Modigliani (1969); and 4. Harris, P974)
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1
In an atte'"pt to avoid the pitfall associated ^ith Harris'( 1973) workf

Ï

Jaffee employed oro:;y measure in examining the existence as well as the extent 

of credit r^^tioning. Having fully specified the comme’-'cl̂ l bank loan market 

model, Jaffee came out with the structuctural estimates of commercial 

loan market, thereby presenting the most comprehensive study of credit 

rationing model. However, since he uses the proxy method aoororch, it follows 

thrt his result can only be useful.to the extent to '̂’hich the proxy emoloyed 

actually reflects the degree of credit rationing. Inspite of good result 

obtained -̂dth the use of proxy measure, Jaffee found that credit rationing 

oroxy is not significantly related‘to loan demand. Many T-Titers have 

attributed the use of recursive model ^hich does not allow the demand ior 

and' supply of loans, to interact in order to simultaneously set the loan rates 

and the quantity of loans transacted in the loan irrsrketr to the weakness in 

Jaffee’s ^nrk. Thus the •■•ork of Melitz and P^^rdue(^975) and thmt of Krérær 

(1P69) have both shown the consistency of using simultaneous equation 

model in the examination of the commercial loan market -̂'ith the observed d-’ta.

The direct measurement and estimate of the degree of credit rationing
I

is embodied in the --ork of Sealey [l979), in wnich credit rationing is

conceived in terms of t e difference bet’-een demrnr nnd tne supply of loans

to the rationed customers at the ofevailinr interest rate on loan. Ho’-̂ ever,

since it is difficult to know the quantity of loan demanded and suoplied at

the prevailing orice of loan, the Lnly option is to use an indirect aoproach

or oroxy. As a *̂’ay of side tracking this oroblem, Sealey adopted tĥ »

technioue of modelling '̂ nd estimating the markets in disequilibrium which

has enabled him to estimate direcily a structural model of the commercial

b^nk lo'-n market in manner consistent -ith t h e  t h e o r v  of credit rationing.

The same technique is being aoolipd in this study *:ith necessary modifications

to reflect thf' dcvelooing n'-̂ u-re o f Nigerian commercial brnk loan market.
Ï1 See Harris (1973); Melitz and Hardue (1973); Kramer (1969)
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SECTION II

8.3 SPECIFICATION OF THE COMMERCIAL BANK LOAN MARKET UNDER DISEQUILIBRIUM

The model for commecial brnk loan market disecuillhrium model is
! . 1 

presented here in line with the one developed by Fair and Kalejlan (1974)
2

but which ’-'as further modified by Meddala and Nelson. The model for 

Nigerian commercial bank loan mrrket is thus formalized as follows:

(1) 

(2)
QL^ = min. (5)

<  = I (4)

0 W  !

Vbere :

t = time '

L^^ = quantity of loan demanded at time t
S

L  ̂ - quantity of loan suonlied or actual loan extended in the

merket at time t 

= Vector of e^gonrous variable (1)

= Vector of exogenous variable (2)
I

a. = Vector of oarameter variables in enuation 11
b.̂ = Vector of o^^'meter v̂ =ri'->bles in enuation 2

!
Ut,, U and U^ = disturbances terms.

h  O  I
The market clearing conditions are arrived at directly from eouations  ̂ - 4

I
as follows: !

i
Thus cnurtions  ̂ '̂ nd ? is be^ng est̂ pi'-ted with the a,:oropriate techninue, 

while'5 and 4 &re l^ft alone. Since under the condition of credit 

rationing, cost variable is not so imoortaitb in ♦■he estimation of supoly 

>̂nd demand, the mrrk^t clearing condition cannot be used. The fundamental
1. See the Work of Kalejlan and Fair (1974)
2. See Maddala and Nelson, (1974), on Maximum Likelihood Methods for

Models of Markets in Disequilibrium, in Econometrica VIIIL (November).
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assumption .underlying equations 3 mnA 4 is th^t the quantity of loan

pnd advances exchanged in the loan market vili be either on the demand side

or on the supoly side whichever is less. This assumption is in line with
1

the one presented by Nelson and Maddala in their work* As an example, if

the supply exceeds the demand side, it is expected that the observed quantities 

will be on the demand schedule and hence market will be characterised by the 

conditions of excess suopiy, and if otherwise, by the conditions of excess 

demand. This assumption is similar to assumptions made on the conditions of 

perfect competition one. of which is that the first short side must prevails

The change in the excess demand or supoly situation in the market is 

depicted in equation (4) in terms of the changes in the price of loan*

The rationale of this assumption, therefore, is that any change in price has a 

direct relation to the amount of excess demand in the loan market. It is 

necessary to note, however, that change in lorn rate ( is stochastic and hence

not all changes in loan rate should be attributed to excess demand or supoly.

In a continuous time model, the co-efficient w will b^ equal to zero in an extreme 

case wher° no adiustmsnt occurs, but will approach infinity where th^re is 

possibility of instantaneous adjustment. If it is the other side o^ the coin,

i.e. if it is a discrete time model, th^ actual of w will depend on the length of 

time unit. In which case, the actual of w measures the avsraqe adjustment to 

Axc^ss demand during the oeriod between observations.

In the Nigerian Commercial Bank loan market being estimated in this 

study, the ouantity of commercial bank loan and advances demanded and the 

Quantity suoDlied as well as the rate of interest on commercial bank loan 

which is t^e weighted average of all kinds of loan rates in Nigeria are oresented 

as endogenous variables, .&ny difference that may occur between the supply 

and the demand quantity is regarded as disequilibrium which is associated with 

the lack of comolete price adjustment. It is now generally recognized in both 

developed and 1 ss devalooed countries that loan r^tes are always -^ticky and 

hrnce change v«ry slowly. This is one of tha rationale fo^ the study of commercial 

lo^n market from the diseouilibrium ooint of vi<=w like the one embodied in
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t • 1equations 1 - 4  above. The earlier work on credit rationing by Tucker (''968)

is a direct response to the lack of comolete loan rate adjustment.

Anotner assumotion underlying the model being presented here is that
I

nonprice terms of credit change in the same direction as the loan rate. This 

assumption is supoorted by Harris’(Jan. 1974) work which showed that the price 

and nonprice terms are clsoely together. This means thrt as loan rates rise, 

nonprice credit requirements also become tighter. Hence excess demand for 

loan is more likely ta occur at the going loan r^tes while the opposite will 

occur if the loan rates are declining. The model he^e is concerned only -̂-ith 

the measurement of the dynamic effects of rationing in the Nigerian commercial 

bank loan market. To be sure, it measures the effect of rationing during 

the î 'ocess of adjustment rather than the amount of rationing when the loan market 

is in equilibrium. The basic rationale for this disequilibrium model is based 

on the premise that in terms of the implications for soeed and imp'̂ ct of monetary 

policy it is the dynamic rationing ^hich is of orime importance.

3,^a How the Estimating Equations are Derived ;

As already pointed out^ equations 1 - 4 may be estimated in line 

with the suggestion by Maddala and Nelson that "appropriate formulated 

fuil-informatian likelihood technique" is appropriate forthis kind of model.

Since enu^tions 1, 2, and 4 represents a threa-e^uation model with three endogenous 

variables, it is expedient to denote the joint of the endogenous variables 

L̂ . and by the following expression:t ̂ V t

S r& (L L L ^ ) where is a vector of the

*t
endogenous variables in the model. & which stands for joint-density function 

can be derived from the joint density o^ the structural disturbances U , U. ,ti tg

and U. , Assumption of normality in thp distribution of these disturbances
3

yields the following expression for t..e density

p =  _ H  e x p .  ( ( U  y v * "  U  ) 8 . 6
?- / V i  t t

11 See Tucker (i960), "Credit Rationing, Interest Rate Lags and Monetary Policy 
Speed", in Quarterly Journal of Economics. LXXXII of February
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where J Is the Jacobian determinant 'of the transformation from the disturbances

to b^^, and stands _ for covariance matrix of the structural

disturbances represented by vector (U. , U. , U. ). Completion of this
! 1 ^2 3

joint density entails the substitution^ of equation 3.5 for equation 8.1,

8.2 and 8.4 which are solved for the structural disturbances.

Since the disequilibrium situation of the market does not permit and
3L ^ to be simultaneously observed, there is apparently no other option than 

to state the model in terms of observable endogenous variables. Thus 

the following expression of the joint density of the observable variables 

is similar to the one used by Maddal-' and Nelson in thair work.

Q t ( - t  )

This means that in line with Maddala and Nelson's suggestion, density may 

be exnrese^d in terms of the following:

) = f*t (Qt sb q  )dt®

CD
\ (8.6)

where for the first term in the right hand side of the above equation, it is 
D Sassumed that L  ̂= 0^ while L  ̂ in the second t^rm of the equation^

Equation 8.7 below is derived from the log likelihood function of th»̂  above 

equation:
n

TL =  ̂ Lo? Qt (0% L t ) (8.7)
t = 1 Y

t
Tf equation 8,7 above is maximized, it will yield the maximum likelihood 

estimates for the parameters in the model.

b. The Specification of Sunoly and Demand '̂ 'nu-tions for Nigerian 
Commercial Bank Loan<̂  -nd Advances.

In an unpublished MA dissertation by the writer, structural • model was 

developed fo^ commercial brnk lo'-n ^upoly -nd demand in + erms of equilibrium 

and disequilibrium with cost variable playing an important role. A number of 

; inve'-tig-tors in other countries have’ also developed s:me structural ’disequilibrium
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models in.,wnich cost played an imporjbant roie, out which often •
!

proved to be in s ig n if ic a n t  in the estim ate , representing the main reason for

this study. A number of investigators in other countries hrve also developed some

structural models to study commercial loan mahet for the purpose predicting the
1

supply and demand for loan. However, as rightly observed by Melitz and Pàrdue

(1973), many of these-models are not suitable for testing the disequilibrium

market for commercial bank loans simply because they all include quantity

constraints explanatory variables -̂'hi ch may also be sib.i<̂ ct to rationing

For example, one of the important vaplables in th<’ model for demand for

loan is changes in the level of business activities as proxied by GDP or

changes in business inventories. The fact that either of these variables

ara partly financed by bank loans, the observed changes in either of them

are likely to be a reflection of thej rationing effects. Because of this

it is important that those kinds of variables in the model for demand for

and the supply of b-nk lo^ns are related to the desired loan demand and supply

rather than the actual quantity. The model developed here, therefore ia

premise"' on ’..he points discussed above and is a bit similar to those developed
! 2by Melit% ond pardue '’nd Leffent and' Garcia.

Equation 8.1 and 8.2 in this model stand for demand and supply functions
I

for commercial bank loans and advances in Nigeria. Each of the equations is

stated -as a function of bank o^m r^tp and other exogenous variables.
I

3 ^ Tpeciflcation of Demand Function:

In the demand for loan function of this model, it is assumed thati
the ultimate borrower such as any business enterprise considers the brnk loan ^^te 

of interest, the rate on alternative sources of external financing like 

the moneylender in the traditional credit institutions end also the general 

state o^ economic activities vhen taking decisions on desired nuentity of 

loan demand from the banks. All of these variables are very illuminating 

on the possible outcome of decision t^ken by the ultimate borro’-er -̂mth resnect
1. See Melitz and Pardue, 1973
2. See Laffent and Gacia 11977; "Disequilibrium Econometrics for Business Loans" 

in Econometrics, VL (July).
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to the Irvel of production, working and fixed capital requirements, ^nd these 

in turn impact on th^ desired quantity of lorn from banks. Bearing in mind

all those factors enumerated, the demand for commercial bank lorns in Nigeria

under the disequilibrium model c n  be expressed as follows

= a^ -t* a^(L^t - Tr^) + + a^UP^ + a^  ̂ a^W + et (8.8)

where Tr.̂  = is the weighted average of all lending rates at the various

specialized financial institutions rnj this is used as a proxy 

for th<̂  rate of interest on exterp'^l financing.

Y^ s the Gross National Income at factor cost which me^surag fpe firm's

expectations ^bou+ future economic activities

UP^ is the unremitted profits used here as a measur® of the magnitude

of internal finance. The rationale for ~ thr use of this variable 

lies in th‘-> f^ct that since the Nigerian Independence in 196O and before 

independence until Nigerian indigenisation of business enterprises in 1977, 

almost all the business enterprises in Nigeria f.-ere foreign-o’Tied. Even 

in e^ite of the indigenlzation of business enterprises, foreign investors still 

have greater shares in most of the Nigerian business enterprises either by 

collusion 7-n.th the indigenes or Dy direct partnership with the indigenes and 

the State O'" Federal Government. Another important re-son fo" the use of 

this proxy is the lack of reliable data on individu-i business enterprises 

in Nigeria. However, data on unremitted orofits are available in aggregate 

in respect of all firms in the country. Since these orofits still remains 

in the country, it is reason-ble to assume that this ppuld be an important source 

of internal finance for the enterpri-es concerned.

The(lf^ - Tr^ ) represents the interest rate differentials bet'-’een the bank 

loan rate and the loan of specialized institutions in Nigeria. A dummy

'w' is included to take care of the period of civil war in Nigeria.

In order to take care of seasonal adjustment T.-ith respect to bank loans, 

yearly averages are used in the calculation. In fact, we are left >n.th no
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other option since the unremitted profits are available on annual basis.

The pior expectation of this model is that should be negative,

a_ positive while a^ and a. may be either positive or negative.2 3 4
Spécification of Supply of Bank Loan Function:

The supply of commercial bank loans is rooted in portfolio t^eory% It 

can, therefore, be hypothesised that the most determining variables for 

the supply of bank loans are the bank rate, the rate on the alternative

assets such as bonds or treasury bill rates, the b-nk assets, the

licuidity ratio and bank’s expectations in the economy as measured by 

the level of business activities proxied by the GDP and the bank costs.

Again the interest rate differential: is us^d as the proper interest rate 

variable. The commercial bank loan supply function can be formally 

expressed as follows : I
= bo . b g L g  - T r y  ^ b^TD ^ B.q ^ CD^ . ^ l\_, (8.9)

where
Q

L ^ = Commercial Bank loan supply

L^^ = Bank loan rate

Tr^ = Treasury bill rate
!

TD = Bank total deposits which is the scale v^ri^ble
!

CD = the cost per naira of deposits to the bank

 ̂ = National Income used as a proxy for economic activity level 

in the economy.

The v^ri-bles Tr and TD are used as'me-ipurps o^ an alternative r^te of 

interest an-' scale variable respectively. Thus it is expected th-t the 

higher the tot-1 deno^its, the greater, other things remaining eoual,

’•rill be th<̂  cap-city ô ’ commercial banks to extend credit. The co-t 

v-ri^ble CD, follo’-h.g Keltz -̂ rd P^rdup, sho s th« cost ne" Nair- cost of 

deposit and is me^sur^d by the ceiiin^ r^te on time deposits multiplied by tv̂ e 

r^tio of tdme deposits to de-md deposits ac formally expressed below:
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Cr .TD X TD_ 
DD

The prior exoect-tion is that parameters , b^, b^ and b^ should

carry positive signe î-̂ hile parameters b^ should carry either positive or

negative, sign- By solving eruptions (8.3), (8.9) and (8.4) for the-structural

disturbances and substituting the result obtained into equation (8.7) , the 

process oi estimation is completed.

Other sppcific-tions of the demand for and the supply of commercial 

bank loans '•-ere tried in thr initial experiment-tion but the ^nrcifications 

in use here provide the best results .

Th' d^ta u-ed in this ^tudy are -derived from the various issues of 

Ontr-l Bank of Nigeria Economic -̂ nd financial Review, Central Bank of Nigeria 

Annual Reports -nd Statement of Accounts, the Nigerian Digest of Statistics 

and the Uniter Nations Statistical Year Books. Some data vere also

derived from tne St^tistic-1 Abstr-cts or the various yrwrs published by the

Federal Office o"̂  Statistics, Ireos, as well ap the recently published Nigerian 

M-cro-Aggregates also published by the Federal Office of Statistics. The 

r^-son behind the use o^ so mpry data sources lias in the fact that figure^ for 

''960s in respect of the variables in the model being tested are all scattered 

about in the Nigerian publications.

The estimates are assumed to be asymptotically normal since the asymptotic

ornporti^s o^ disequilibrium model h^va ^G^^ady be^n fully investigated

for a mor^ restrictive version of thf diseouilibrium model like the one being

tasted. On^ of the m^ior studies ■'■’hich represent a. more restrictive version
1

of disequilibrium mo^el is that of Hartley and Mallela (1977).

The results of the estimates are oresented in Table 8.1 below:

1 ' See Hartley and Mallela (1977) "The Asymptotic Properties of a Maximum
Likelihood Estimator for a model of Markets in Disequilibrium" Econometrica, 
VL (July).
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c. THF RESULTS

The equilibrium and disequilibrium models vere estimated with resP' ct

to commercial bank loans dem-nd and supply using the annual averages of the

variables lor the period i?60 to 1984. Applying tw-'-c+ \  --t 3 uare

m%ithod the follc’-ânq represent the best result ve c»n obtain: In table \

the eruilibrium model result is presented wh’le the diseouilibrium is in t-ble

B. In both tables are sho'-n the values of the esdim-ted coefficients to

their respective T-statistics in parentheses under each estimate and the 
co-efficient of determination as well as the D.W. statistics which indicates 
the presence or absence of autocorrelation are also calculated.

Table 8.1 A

STRUCTURAL 'QUATION ^STTM'T^S: ^"UIlIBRIHK MODEL
NIGERIA COMI-RCI'L B'HK LOAN MARKET IS0Û - 1p84

(i) DEMAND ^̂ 'U.'TTCN

R- - 0.98

-'.87^9 - 1.14266LogLRDF + O.S'79Lo Y. - 0.654'LogUP. (8.9)
( - n . 9 9 3 6 4 )  ( 9 . 2 3 7 5 )  '  ( 2 . 5 9 5 9 )

= 1.1658

(11) SUPPLY EQUATION

Log L^ = '.9 9 6 9  + 7.69q^8LogLPDF +0. 59n^6LogTD ■ ~u. 17 7̂  ̂rx)gCD +
(".9 1 2 9) (1.9<2 9) (2.697?) (-1.9 8 9 8)

1.i54"Log^. + O.RIOOiLogBA (8.9)
(1.5C/3) , (2.12Q1)

R^ =: 0.71

DW = 1.7625 ,

Table 8.18

STRUCTIT AL Trq'^iON FS^^M'T^S: DISEQUILIBRIUM
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(i) DFMMT EQUATION

Log L° - 0.13874 - 0.70263LogLPJ)F +O.36990LogY + %'32? Log UP
(0.26323) (-0.10497) (".5?9" f?.4885

- 2.604tpçL fg.8a)
(-1.0753)

= 0,96

(il) SUPPLY EQUATION

Leg L^ = -10.594 - 1i0983LcgFI)IF + Q.6808"Log TQ + 2.221’; Lor CD 
(-:.ro6 ) (-?. 14266) ( 4.0808) (?.84749)

28.Q20Log Q. + 0.3553Log BA, + 1.?6lUIa* s \  . n .
C-'-'îQ’nl('.3970) (*.1.” 4) (2 1.565)

R^ =0.?9

According to the estimates presented in Table 8.1A and 8.2A above, 

there is no doubt that there is an element of dynamic credit rationing 

in the Nigerian Commercial banks loan markets and this has significant 

implications for the speed and effectiveness of mpnetary policy. This is 

evidenced by the fact that the interest rate variable in all the eouations 

turned out to be insignificant even though it carried the right sign.

In equation 9.9, the scale variable (BA) was significant only at 

5 per cent level of confidence using the one-tailed test, although it 

carried the right sign. Also, the cost variable (CD) in the equation 

was not significant and carried the wrong sign. . The-iimplication 

of this is that to commercial banks in Nigeria, the cost 

per naira of deposits has no significant effect on the quantity of loans 

supplied and this should be expected since the monetary authorities for
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many years have been imposing ceiling on commercial banks’ credit to the 

economy as will be seen in chapter 9* The same reason may be given to 

the bank asset variable which was less significant than expected.

A comparison of the estimates in both tables indicates important 

differences between the two models. For example, there are substantial 

differences in the magnitude of interest rate parameters. The 

estimated interest rate parameter for the supply equation in the diseouilibrium 

model was approximately 40 per cent greater than the same parameter for the 

eouilibrium model. Also the interest rate coefficient for the demand 

eouationwas approximately 44 per cent smaller for the disequilibrium model.

Thus the diseouilibrium model indicates greater responsiveness to interest 

rate differentials on the supply side and less responsiveness on the demand 

side than the equilibrium model.

The substantial difference exhibited between the interest rate coefficients 

of the two models is not surprising. This is because if prices are assumed 

to adjust sufficiently to bring equilibrium to the market, but in fact did not 

as evidenced by the estimates, there would be serious biases in the interest 

rate coefficients. This appears to be the case in our commercial bank 

loan market.

There are other differences among many of the remaining 

parameter estimates, which of course, can be explained in terms of the 

strong disequilibrium character of the loan market.

In general, our estimates can be regarded as close to reality 

in view of the high co-efficient of correlation, the DW statistics and the 

magnitude of the t-statistics as indicated in our results. Although 

this represents the first study of this kind on Nigeria commercial bank 

loan market, our result seems to supoort the view expressed on 

the disequilibrium effects of dynamic rationing by Tucker (1968). For

example. Tucker , in his comprehensive discussion of the influence of
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credit rationing on the effectiveness of monetary policy came out with the 

following conclusions:

"   interest rate adjustment leg may speed up the response
of an economic system monetary contraction providing (a) rationing 
of credit accompanies the lag in interest rate adjustment, and (b) 
this rationing of credit has a sufficiently strong effect on

tf
investment demand.

Thus given the estimates presented in this paper, dynamic rationing 

can be seen to have important implications for the speed and effectiveness 

of monetary policy in Nigeria just as obtained in the developed countries.

8.)f CONCLUSIONS:

From the results of our estimates above, a number of important 

conclusions can be drawn . First the estimates indicate that significant 

disequilibrium exists in the Nigerian*commercial;banks loan market, the magnitude 

of which can be quite large at times. Second, the results show th^t during 

the periods of tight money, credit rationing may speed up the effect of 

monetary policy, which, therefore, supoorts the Tucker's qualitative conclusions. 

The results also suggest that models of the commercial bank .loan market 

which do not explicitly include the effects of market disequilibrium are 

likely to be inconsistent parameter estimate. Our model also shows that 

the specification and estimation of disequilibrium models is equally 

practical in developing countries and hence would provide a powerful tool 

in analysing the behaviour of not only the commercial bank loan markets, but also

all other financial institutions in general since such markets are 

likely to be prone to nonprice adjustments.
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CHAPTER 9

NIGERIAN CENTRAL BANK CONTROL OF COMMERCIAL BANKS THROUGH THE MONETARY POLICIES 
ON NATIONAL SAVINGS, TOTAL DOMESTIC CREDIT AI:R PRIVATE CAPITAL

INFLOWS

Introduction;

In all market-oriented economies, the Central Banks stand as the apex

of all financial institutions. In essence they stand as an alternative

regulatory system for the economy in general and the financial system

in particular. This role vas assumed by the central banks naturally when

it became obvious that the received theory of Adam Smith's 'invisible 
1

hand' could not prevent any financial crises. The existence of any central 

bank in any economy, therefore, is a direct result of the need for exercising 

discretionary control over the financial system in particular and the 

economy in general. The central bank, therefore, c m  be regarded as the 

vehicle through which economjrc prudence is brought into the financial 

system, a form of steering wheel of financial operation in any economy.

Established in 1959, the Central Rank of Nigeria is still very young when 

compared with the Bank of England and the Reserve Bank of USA which have been 

in existence since 1?th and 18th Century respectively. There are many 

books on the central banking operations in general and in particular, many

Nigerian writers h^ve vTitten on the history of Central Bank of Nigeria.
2

For example, P. Okigbo and G. Nvakwo have both written in great detail on 

the history of Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN), and hence it is of no use to write 

on that aspect in this study. Rather, the attention here is devoted to the 

review of the Nigerian monetary policies since 196O and their effects on monetary 

aggregates on which, to the best of my knowledge, there has been no attempt by any 

writer to deal with.

Given a certain amount of growth in base money, the growth of financial 

assets and liabilities are jointly determined by the behaviour of the financial 

and non-financial private sector of the economy. Since on theoretical grounds, 

it is difficult to make out any case for paying attention on any side of the 

balance sheets of the financial institutions (or to a part of it)
1. See A. Smith, U937) , . ^
2. Sc# P. Okigbo, (1979) and G. Nwankwo, (1980) all on Nigerian Financial System,
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it is then obvious that any choice between alternative intermediate targets

of monetary policy cannot be made on purely theoretical considerations, but

has to be justified on empirical grounds. For this reason, this chapter also

attempts empirical investigations of the relationship between the total^

domestic credit (TDC) and the final targets of monetary policy. (See Friedman(l981)).

The Plan of This Chapter;

The whole chapter is divided into four sections. Section I deals with 

the literature on monetary policy while section II concentrates on 

the overview of Nigerian monetary policies since 196O and their effects on 

monetary aggregates. Section III deals with the interest rate structure 

and the role of interest rate on the mobilisation of national savings in Nigeria.

For this important issue a model is developed in the context of financial 

repression hypothesis. In Section IV, empirical investigations are carried 

out on the relationship between the total domestic credit and the final 

targets of monetary policy and also between the caoital inflows and monetary 

policy in Nigeria. The final part of Section IV deals with the results and 

their interpretations.

SECTION I

9 .2  REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON MONETARY POLICY IN LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

Immediately after the 2nd World War, economists have tried to look at the 

problems confronting the developing countries in their economic development 

aspirations. Many view these problems and their solution in terms of money and 

monetary policy. Many writers believe that the kind of monetary policy being in 

uA# in the developed economies may be applied to the developing countries 

while others hold the view that such imposition entails a lot of constraints 

since there is a general lack of institutional features in most of these 

developing countries. For example, it is held that in many developing 

countries, the money and capital markets are not yet well developed, there

is generally low banking habits as evidenced by a high currency/money ratio
1. See a brilliant discussion on tnis in the work of B.M Friedman, 198I.



and only very few financial institutions based on only a limited number of

financial instruments. The principal exponents of this view are Sayers 
1 2 

(1957), pg. 108 - 133: Sen (1952): Horowitz (1958, pg. 99 - 105),

Sethi (1961), and Bloomfield (1956) as evidenced in their various work.

The new argument, however, which soon gains currency among the

development economists relates to the passivity of monetary policy in the

context of economic development. Because of this view, the question is no

longer on the relevance of monetary policy, but on the question of what

should be the direction and the shape of any monetary policy designed to

solve the economic development problems of developing countries. In fact

the question that remains is on what policy, its shape and its direction

will speed up the development process. This has created a big gap between

those who emphasize the shape and those who emphasize the direction of

monetary policy. Of great paramount is the interest rate policy as a
I

monetary policy instrument in the context of developing countries, the more 

so because of the imperfect and fragmentary nature of the economies of 

developing countries which, therefore, calls for strong interventionist 

approach to credit markets. In the Keynesian tradition, the credit auirket 

is very important in so far as it affects critical variables such as saving 

and investment in the economy.

While all economists seem to agree on the importance of the interest

rate policy, the direction in which the rates of interest should move is
!

still largely a bone of contention among economists, for it has aroused 

some element of confusion and controversy as evidenced in the work of
3

Ntyrdal (1968), Chandavarkar (1971), Brown (1971) and Kharthate (l972b).

The view that apoears to be predominant is that interest rate should be such 

that reflects the price of capital. Because this view is based on the 

premise that in less developed countries; capital is scarce, the argument is 

usually in favour of higher level of interest rates in developing countries

than the developed. The higher interest rates, according to some economists,
1. See the work of Sayers (1957); Sen (1952); Horowitz (1958); SeUil (1961 and 

Bloomfield (1556). > '
2. See Myrdal on interest rate policy (1968); Chandavarkar (1971): Brovm (1971) 

and Khartkhate (1972b).
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would remove the inadequacy of domestic savings, since a high interest rate 

policy would encourage more people to save and hence a greater volum# 

of domestic savings. They also argue that since money is no substitute for 

real savings, creation of credit for the purpose of investment should be 

effectively controlled. This view is based on the experience of China and 

Korea in early 1950^ and late in the i960s, as evidence in the work of 

Irvine and Emery (1966), Kanesa Thasan (1969) and Chandavarkar (1971).

A more analytical exposition in support of this view is given in the work of 

Whittlesey (i960). Chandler (1962) and that of McCracken and Ellis (1956).

So far for the positive view of interest rate policy as a means of stimulating 

greater savings and hence new investment finance.

Another important view, but which has been recently weakened, lays

emphasis on the interest rate as th^ cost of investment. This view is rooted
2

on the classical work of Schumpeter (1934) and found support in the work of Raj 

1948). The exponents of this view argue that since investment is very crucial 

to the development process of less developed countries, it is quite essential 

to promote the policy of reduction of interest rate.

Standing in the middle of the two views stated above are those economists 

who are in favour of positive real interest rate, but who cleverly avoid the use 

of such words as "high" or "low". This last group of economists is championed
3 -

by the work of McKinnon (1973) and Khathate (1978).

There is no doubt there has been a lot of confusion among economists on

the ways the interest rate issue has been posed for the developing countries 

and so also are the perspectives which are offered very misleading. In order 

to be able to offer any suggestions, it is necessary to look more closely at the 

rationale underlying the different arguments so far presented by the exponents 

of the three different views.

Those exponents in favour of high interest rate and hence greater

savings for investment grounded their view on classical or neoclassical economic

theory which postulated thrt prior savings Is, the most necessary condition for
1. See the work of Irvine and Ehery (1966); Kanesa Thrnsan (I9 69); Chandavarkar, 

1971. 2. See also Whittlesey, (I96O) and Chandler (1962; for a more analytical
exposition on this issue. 3. See McKinnon 1973 And Khatkhrte (1978).
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investment. Clearly, this is a capital scarcity argument indirectly in the 

context of the role of savings as being the source of increase in the 

capital stock or investment. It is argued that if saving is to increase 

in order to reduce the capital scarcity, the policy to be adopted should be 

the one that would guarantee a fairly high level of interest rate. Even then, 

many economists have cast doubt on the theoretical and empirical validity 

of the high or positive interest rate elasticity of saving. The impact of 

interest rates has been shown to^be negligible in some studies as evidenced 

by the work of wikesell and Zinser (1972), Williamson (1968), Houthakker (1965) 

and Khathate (1972b). The work of Gupta (1970b) showed a confusing conclusion 

on the interest rate elasticity of saving. However, one should exercise 

caution about the conclusions reached by different writers since some of 

these studies cannot really solve the problems of separating income effects 

from the substitution effects in any meaningful way. However, a study by 

Diewart (1974) is an example of an attempt at empirical separation of these 

two effects. Moreover, most of the studies cannot identify saving as distinct 

from investment since ex post saving and investment are necessarily equal.

However, in spite of all the problems involved in the empirical investigation 

many writers have clearly demonstrated that interest rates have a predictable 

and much more important impact on the form in which savings are held. This 

is clearly evidenced in the work of McKinnon (1973), Brown (1975) and 

Chandavarkar (1971).

Those exponents in favour of low rate of interest policy but large money 

creation b^sed their view on Keynesian and neo-Keynesian paradigm. This is 

looking at the role of interest as the cost of investment. Thus to induce 

investment, interest rates h&ve to be reduced. However, such policy of 

lowering the interest rates may result in a self-defeating exercise at a 

certain point. It has been argued that the monetary authorities may reduce the 

rate of interest with the associated increase in the ouantity of money in a

situation of scarcity of funds for investment. But this kind of policy
1. For empirical evidence on interest rates see the work of Mikeseil and Zinser, 1%72

Williamson, 1968, Houthakker (I965, Khathate 1972b and that of Gupta (1970).
Also see the work of McKinnon 1973), and Brown, 1973.
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might only help up to a certain point at which the latent savings are generated 

through investment, after which inflationary pressures might set in, which 

eventually would result in increased nominal rates of interest in the whole 

economy concerned. This is clearly a cheap money policy which could lead to 

monetary expansion with consequent rise in prices. However, the rise in prices 

would not lead to a fall in the cost of credit in the unorganized «redit market 

but a rise, especially in a situation where output is inelastic in the present 

of rise in prices. The resultant decline in the purchasing power of money 

would tend to make the rural areas to increase their lending rate and after 

a lag, the negative effects of a low interest policy, according to Khatkhate 

(1972b) and Bottomley (1965), would spill over to the organized market.

Those exponents in favour of an interest rate policy which should result

in a positive real yield present a distinctive argument frcxn that of those

in supoort of high interest rate policy based on the idea of scarcity of capital.

Those in favour of high interest rate argue for a high real interest rate which

is comparable to those in the developed countries which have a higher per capital

stock. On the contrary, without making any comparison, the exponents of the

positive real interest rate policy grounded their argument on asset-portfolio

theory, which in many respects, is an outgrowth of the popular Keynesian

liquidity preference paradigm. One of the exponents of this real positive2
yield policy, Khathate (1978), has argued that in order to analyse the 

institutional features in less developed countries much more clearly, the 

problem of interest rate determination can best be solved in terms of 

choice of assets and their associated yields. Such approach to interest 

rate détermination in less developed countries makes it possible to reconcile 

a high real return on money balances with the effects of cost on investment demand. 

It also helps to explain more logically the interest rate determination in 

unorganized credit markets in developing countries (Khatkhate (1978)).

According to McKinnon (l973), owing to the fact that interest rates in most

1. See Bottomley, (I965) and Khatkh-te (1972b)
2. See also McKinnon (1973) and Khathate (1978).
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developing countries, a situation of unsatisfied excess demand to invest

at such rates started to emerge. Thus an interest rate policy resulting in

a higher real yield on money balances 4which will generate an increased amount

of real resources for investment provides a recipe for narrowing the excess

demand through the resultant increase in the rate of investment. In support

of this view, both Khatkhate (1978) and Fry (1978) agreed that in so far as

the level of increased real interest rates is below the rate of return on

capital, the realized investment would not be negatively affected.

Still on interest rate policy in developing countries, some economists

are concerned with the determination of interest rates in unorganized

money markets, but opinions have been divergent as to whether to use the

demand factors or suooly factors as evidenced in the work of Bottomley (l96)a, b),
.2 ' 3

(I9&4a,b,c), Tun Wai (1957), (1977), Long (1968) or by the use of the

economic characteristics of agrarian credit markets as shown in the work of
4

Bhaduri (1977). ITiose in favour of supply and demand factors in the determination 

of interest rates appeared to justify the high interest rates in unorganized 

markets in terms of high administrative costs, default risks and often lack 

of suitable collateral on the part of the borrowers. Hence rates are high to include 

the possible loss of principal into interest rate calculations as well as 

the loss of possible loss of income due to the seasonality in credit demand.

Some economists, however, do not share the view that it is the supply 

and demand factors that cause high interest rates in the unorganized credit 

markets. For example, Bhaduri (1977) views high interest rates in the 

unorganized markets as being caused by certain institutional features of 

agrarian credit markets. Some of these features are personal valuation of 

collateral assets contrary to market valuation, access to the unorganized 

credit markets by both lenders and borrowers is not equal and the fact that 

the organized credit markets are relatively separated from the unorganized.

Looking critically at all the explanations, however, one is left in no

doubt that the differences in these various explanations are certainly more
%  See Fry (1978) and also Khatkhate (1978) on their view on interest rates.
2. See also the work of Tun Wai (1957) end the more recent one (1977) and also
3. Long (1968) and 4. Bhaduri (1977;.
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apparent than real since they are all largely related to the low rate of 

return on capital in rural areas. For example, where the borrowers cannot

provide adequate credit-worthiness, administrative costs may be high and hence
1

push up the interest rates (Coats and Khatkhate (l978). Inadequate credit

worthiness per se is caused by the low profitability of investment in 

the rural sector vdiich makes it difficult for many borrowers to repay their 

loans on schedule as already discussed in chapter V. The difference in the 

valuation of collateral between the lenders and the borrowers is largely 

caused by the conservative estimates of what the rate of return to investment 

undertaken by the borrowers would be on the part of the lenders.

In view of the continuing debates on the interest rate policy in 

less developed countries, and since the main argument borders on the role 

of interest rate on savings and indirectly on the return on capital, one can 

suggest viewing interest rate in terms of rate of return on capital. This 

would help to reconcile a high real rate of return on money balances with the 

effects of interest rates on the demand for investment. It will also 

help to explain in a logical manner the interest rate determination in the 

unorganized credit markets which are so many in developing countries.

The use of selective credit controls is now very common in most developing 

countries. These have been used largely to supplement quantitative control

of credit and many economists have tried to explain the use of these
2  ̂ 5

controls. For example, Patel (1954) and Johnson (1974) have both argued

th=t it is because of the belief on the part of the policymakers of developing

countries that their financial markets, for one reason or the other, are not

efficient allocators of resources.

Those economists in favour of̂  selective credit controls based their

argument on the socially optimum use of resources. They believe that the

financial intermediation process per se, cannot ensure the optimum use of

resources. They try to answer the question whether the financial institutions

are in favour of those borrowers who are socially most productive in particular.
1. See Coats and Khatkhate (1978;
2. See Patel (1954)
3. See Johnson (1974) for discussion on the reason for imposition of

selective credit policy in developing countries.
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But since financial institutions are in business like any firm, the tendency 

for them is to seek profitable investment outlets for the funds they have 

attracted and in particular those outlets which would ensure the highest 

possible rate of return, the smallest risk of nonrepayment and lowest cost 

where productive projects are involved. In an economy where there are 

marked market imperfections or externalities, current prices do not 

usually reflect the social productivity of projects, and as such money allocated 

to those projects in accordance with such prices would not always go to the 

socially most efficient sectors as shown in the work of Patel (1954)

Johnson (1974), with empirical support from the work of Bhatia and Khatkhate 

(1975).

Some economists consider selective credit control as an adjunct to

a well-balanced economic development program which involves the reconciliation

of planned investment with the planned savings. For example, Patel (1954) has

argued that credit controls can be used to match the allocation of planned

savings with planned investment. Thus in recent years, many countries have

utilized the idea of financial planning to strengthen their development planning

which some economists regard as equivalent to real resources planning (Bhatt
1 _

(1971)), M. Narasimham (1972). Financial planning per se implies that the

real resource requirement of planned investment needs to be consistent with

the financial flows through which claims on resources are transferred as

evidenced in the work of Bhatt (1971). In order, therefore, to attain a

given investment plan, the monetary authorities need to formulate financial

and monetary policy measures designed to match savings in financial institutions

with the volume of credit demanded by the investors in such a way that no

disequilibrium occurs in the economy if inflationary oressures are to be avoided,

The authorities might adopt such policies that can stimulate the flow of

financial savings, for example such policy that varies the rate of return

on financial assets, in order to ensure equilibrium between supply and demand

for credit. However, where this is not possible, the policy should be such that
Ï1 Bee Bhatt, (1971 ) and M. Narasimham (1972)
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matches investment plans with the available financial resources. Knowledge of

total investment plans can help the authorities to determine the volume of credit

required in the economy and the likely inflationary consequence of the plan.

This objective can be achieved as suggested by the work of Bhatt (1971) by

making estimates of the flow of funds as already been used by Narasimham (1972)

in his study of India.

Some economists have argued strongly against the selective credit

controls on the grounds of imperfections in the credit markets as well as

other forms of obstacles to the entrepreneurial growth which are very common

with many developing countries. Such imperfections in credit markets, according

to these economists are likely to worsen the objectives of selective credit

controls. Khatkhate and Villanueva (1978) have suggested liberalization

of credit policy under which special subsidies and taxes are removed especially

in a situation where free flow of information among production and consumption

units is impeded by market imperfections. Since the purpose of selective

credit controls is to influence the end use of credit, their effectiveness

can easily be judged by the extent to which such objective is achieved.

The central bank can easily request any bank to allocate credit to certain

sectors of the economy or instruct bank to give loans to certain categories

of borrowers in a given sector, but it cannot ensure that such credit is

productively use. If, therefore, such credit is not used productively by

the borrowers, it will flow to those sectors or borrowers not intended by the
2

monetary authorities. For this reason, it has been argued, (Silber (l973)), that 

it is necessary to know where the selective credit controls are apolied 

since the conditions governing the effectiveness of such credit controls 

vary according to where the controls are imposed.

In essence, the degree of substitutability between financial market 

instruments by the borrowers and lenders can determine the effectiveness 

of selective credit policies. There are certain conditions that are necessary

but not sufficient to ensure the desired real resource redistribution.
1. See Khatkhate and Villanueva (1978).
2. See Silber(1973)
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Some of these conditions are that different categories of financial securities 

should be seen as poor substitutes for those being held by the borrowers or the 

lenders so that restriction on one type of assets of some institutions" 

does not lead to an increase in the holding of the same asset by other financial 

institutions; that the responsiveness to interest rate changes of different cate

gories of asset purchases should be different and that it is difficult for 

borrowers to switch credit from the purpose for which it is taken to other uses.

This last condition can be made possible by the Central Bank if it 

strict supervision on the -Ilocation-of credit and its uses. According to 

Khatkhate and Villanueva (1978), the second condition is characteristically 

institutional since certain kinds of, investment have higher elasticity . 

than the others.

While it is necessary for the monetary authorities to exercise a measure 

of selective controls on borrowers, it is equally necessary to ensure its 

effectiveness. For example, the direct lending-borrowing operations betvreen the 

surplus and deficit-spending units can easily offset the effects of selective 

credit controls especially if the substitutability among different securities in

in the lenders' portfolios is not high (Silber (1973)).

For a high degree of substitutability between different securities in

lenders', portfolios to exist, the supply of credit must be elastic. Thus

in such a situation, an increase in credit demand, perhaps as a result of

an interest subsidy given on loans to certain borrowers will lead to a higher

flow of credit. Unfortunately, the credit markets of most less developed

countries are characterized by a less elastic credit structure than those
1

of developed countries as evidenced in the work of Khatkhate and Villanueva 

(1978).

There seems to be a common agreement amongst economists that monetary 

policy is desirable in developing countries just as it is in developed 

countries. However, there has not been an overwhelming agreement on its 

effectiveness. At least there has not been a conclusive agreement on the
1. See Khatkhate and Villanueva, 1978.
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form the intervention in the credit markets should take. Some economists 

prefer the intervention to be in the form of selective credit policy while 

others favour a selective fiscal policy of tax-cum-subsidy on producers, i.e., 

borrowers, if it is assumed that it is inevitable to intervene in the economic 

activities in order to regulate the composition of expenditures (Johnson (1974)). 

Those in favour of selective fiscal policies rather than credit policies 

have argued that direct tax subsidy policies have a way of lowering welfare 

administrative and evation costs. Although this argument is good, but it is 

not strong enough to counter the case for selective credit policies. For

one thing, just as it is possible to quantify the costs of selective fiscal

policies, it is also possible to quantify the costs of selective credit policies 

(Khatkhate and Villanueva (1978)). In fact Khatkhate and Villanueva (1978) 

have argued brilliantly that under the selective credit policies, the administrative 

and welfare costs can be lower than under a similarly motivated fiscal policy.

One should hasten to say that in view of the fact that most less developed 

countries' markets for both credit and output are characterized by imperfection, 

it will be misleading to suggest a choice between fiscal and credit policy 

in "either-or" terms since both selective credit and fiscal policies are needed 

to ensure effectiveness. Thus while the former is necessary te eliminate 

any distortions in the credit market, the latter is equally necessary to remove 

any distortions in the output market.

One can conclude, therefore, that in most less developed countries, 

the use of both selective credit and fiscal policies are necessary so long

as markets for output and credit are simultaneously imperfect.
i

SECTION II

9.) AN OVERVIEW OF NIGERIAN MONETARY POLICIES SINCE 196O TO 1985

In chapter VI^ mention -̂'as made on hok' the Central Bank of Nigeria 

was established in 1959. In this section the the attention is focused on

1. See Khatkhate ^nd Villanueva (1978)
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the examination of Nigerian Monetary Policies.

The conventional approach to examine the monetary policies of 

any country is to adopt either the "ex ante" approach or "ex post" perspective. 

The ex ante approach takes the form of identifying tne monetary policies 

over time in terms of the examination of the statements made by the 

monetary authorities, in this case, the Central Bank of Nigeria in conjunction 

with the Federal Commissioner for Finance. This approach was employed 

by Poole (1970) in examining the US monetary policies. The OECD - 

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development followed this 

approach in*-the study of United States' monetary policies; Lewis and Wallace 

also emoloyed the similar method in their vork on Australia. This study, 

therefore, attempts to use this aporoach with some modifications on 

account of the developing nature of Nigerian economy. The following 

simple classifications are employed.

(i) Monetary Stability denoted by (MS)

(ii) Monetary Expansion (ME)

(iii) Monetary Restraint (MR)

(iv) Monetary Accommodation (MA)

(v) Cycle Peak (CP) 

and (vi) Cycle Trough (CT).

In order to appreciate the nature of monetary policies in Nigeria since 

i960, it is instructive to mention in passing some of the instruments of 

policy at the disposal of the Nigerian Central Bank. As a matter of 

convention, economists often classify tools of monetary policies into two -

quantitative and selective. However, in terms of their operation or

concentration, these instruments or techniques of control may be classified under 

three main headings for the purpose of analysis. Of course, all techniques of 

control, whether quantitative or qualitative or directional, do have 

eventual impacts on the availability, cost as well as direction of loans.
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Having said so, the techniques of control at the disposal of Central Bank of 

Nigeria (CBN) are (i) quantitative tools which include open market operations, 

special deposits, stabilization securities, cash reserves requirement and 

variable liquidity ratio ; (ii) the Cost Tools such as discount rate and other 

rates cnanges; and (iii) the Directional Tools such as the credit guidelines 

and moral suassion. In the context of Nigerian economy, only the open 

market operations and special deposits requirement seem to have greater 

influence on the Nigerian monetary base as will be seen later.

9,3a Indicators of Monetary Policy:

Before setting out to examine the Nigerian monetary policies, it is 

necessary to define some of the indicators of policy employed in this 

study. These indicators may be divided into two broad categories, namely 

price and ouantity indicators. The quantity indicators are usually 

classified into two, namely the Net Banking Base (NBB) and the Net Liquidity Base 

(NLB). The Rate on Treasury Bills (NTB) and the Rate on Government Stocks 

(RGS) are the two price indicators being employed in this study.

The NBB may be defined as Monetary Base (MB) minus Outside Bank Money (OBM), i.e.

NBB = MB - OBM (9.1)

The NLB is defined as the Net Banking Base (NBB) plus Government Securities 

held by the commercial banks plus Securities held by non-bank public, i.e.

NLB = NBB + GSB + GSP (9.2)

These two indicators - NBB and NLB - relate to the assets side of the Nigerian 

Central Bank. The MB in the assets side of CBN consists of currency with 

banks plus currency outside banks plus commercial banks' free deposits at' the 

CBN. The concept 'Free deposits' is defined in this study as the Nigerian 

commercial bank deposits minus statutory reserve requirements, and can be 

expressed as follows:

FBD = CBD - SRRS (9.3)

The selection of all these indicators of policy is based on the assumption 

that they are under the control of the CBN and the Treasury, and hence are
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expected to reflect changes in the Nigerian monetary policies. It should be, 

however, emphasized that the use of NBB and NLB as indicators of policy needs 

seme cuation since both aggregates include variables that reflect decisions over 

which the authorities cannot exert direct control other than forecasting.

In view of this fact, one can conclude that both the NBB and NLB, like any 

endogenous variables, are poor indicators of policÿ. Bearing this in mind, 

one can now proceed with the examination of monetary policy in Nigeria since 

1960.

9 .3b Period of Monetary Stability (MS) 1959 - 1960:

The Nigerian monetary policy has always been jointly executed by both the 

Ministry of Finance and the CBN. Thus most of the monetary policies in 1960s 

can easily be elicited from the Budget ^eeches made by the Federal Minister 

or Commissioner for Finance, from successive development plans and from 

the CBN Annual Reports rather than from one single document. For example in 

1960 Budget Speech, the policies were explicit as can be seen from this quatations

"the achievement and maintenance of the highest possible 
increase in the standards of living and the creation of
necessary conditions for this." .

In 1982 budget speech, the policy was stated to be a "reduction of aggregate

demand in the econcmy with a view to dampening the pressures on the balance 

of payments" .

At the time of its establishment, the CBN was charged with the responsibility 

of maintaining strong currency as recommended by Loynes Committee , a body 

appointed by the Nigerian Government to look into the possibility of 

establishing a Central Bank for Nigeria. Since Nigeria was at that time 

in dire need of foreign investment, the policy of currency stability was necessarily 

adopted In order to maintain investors confidence in the econômy. Thus until 

1962, the CBN maintained 100 per cent foreign exchange reserves against 

currency issues while at the same time made the external value of the

Nigerian pound (£N) at parity with the British pound sterling.
See Centrnl bank of Nigeria Annual i.cjort I96O and 1982
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9.5c Period of Mild Monetary Stability (MMS) 1961 - 1964:

In i960, the CBN operated in much the same manner as the defunct 

West African Currency Board it replaced since it maintained 100 per cent 

parity with the Dound sterling. However, in 1961, this policy of 100 

per cent parity was relaxed by the Nigerian Acts of Parliament of 1961, 

thereby leaving the Nigerian economic circumstances in relation to the rest of 

the world to determine the value of Nigerian currency in the foreign exchange 

markets.

For the purpose of attracting foreign capital into the country to 

finance the Nigerian National Development Plan of 1962 - 1968, the monetary 

authorities introduced a fiduciary element fixed at 40 per cent, while 

at the same time, the CBN was charged with the responsibility of providing 

cheap money for government paradoxically in addition to the responsibility
I

of stabilising the value of Nigerian pound (£N) in the foreign exchange 

markets. This was really a difficult task, but through the process of 

centralisation and mobilization of external resources, the CBN succeeded 

in getting stable parity for the Nigerian pound in 1962, and this parity 

remained unchanged until 1975.

Thus the period 1961 to 1964 was called the period of mild monetary 

stability because of the two huge tasks given the CBN as explained above.

To provide cheap money for the government, the policy of monetary expansion vas 

carried out by the application of cost tools such as lowering of interest rates. 

However, as should be expected, this policy of low interest rate only discouraged 

the inflow of private foreign capital and hence the First National Plan
I

could not attract enough foreign capital, even in the face of inadequate
I

private savings. The estimated cost! of the pl^n was fixed at N1.6 billion 

with the expectation that 49.2 per cent o f this amount would come from 

domestic savings while the balance would come from external sources.

The continued application of cost tools necessitated by the government deficit

% See the. First National Dfivelnnment Blan. 1962 - 1968, (Lagos, Government 
Printer ju ■
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financing implies continued reliance on banks. The low interest rates

imposed by the monetary authorities coupled with the outbreak of Nigerian

Civil War resulted in a very sharp fall in the external capital inflow.

For example, the inflow of private foreign investment was N80 million

in 1965 compared with just #26.2 million in 1966. The direct concequence
1

of this cheap money policy was a sharp rise by more than 100 per cent 

in the domestic money supply in 196? and high rate of inflation.

9.3d Cycle Peak or Monetary Expansion Period 196? - 1970*

With the civil war still going on, and the government’s determination
I

to pool all its resources together to end the war as soon as possible, the 

Central Bank of Nigeria considered it necessary to adopt an expansionary 

monetary policy. In pursuance of this policy, fiduciary element in the 

domestic currency issues was raised from 4O per cent limit of 1958 to 75 

per cent in 1968 and finally to 100 per cent in 1969. In order to make 

it possible to borrow more from the banking system, the Federal Government 

through the Treasury issued a new form of credit instrument known as 

’Treasury Certificate’ in 1968. And since the banking system was highly

liquid at that time, all the #48 million Treasury Certificate issued were
2

fully subscribed by the end of 1969. Moreover, in order to encourage 

business enterprises in the economy, there was a cut of 5 percentage point 

from the loan rates as well as from the bank rate. Thus the bank rate fell 

to 4 .5 per cent while the loan rate to 7.0 per cent. Other rates such as 

interest rate on rediscount facilities, rates on direct loans and advances

made by the CBN to marketing Boards for crop finance and rates on bill
I

refinances were also axed down. The overall effects of all these policies 

resulted in a big rise in money supply by more than 55 per cent in 1969 

and by 1970, to 43 per cent (See Table 9..1 and figure 9.1 ) on Money Supply in Nigeria 

in comparison with other OPEC countries) with its associated high rate of 

inflation at 16.I per cent. (See Table 9.3).

1. See "The Recent inflationary trends in Nigeria and orooosais lor oolicy",
A memorandum submitted by the Central oank of Nigeria to the Anti-Inflation 
Task force (October, 1975).

2. Central Bank Report, 1970
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Tables

! '
ANNUAL CnAMuFS IN MONEY SUPPLY (1̂  ) IIT NIGERIA AND SOME SELECTED

COUNTRIES ^̂ èO - 1984 (IN PERCENTAGES)

itriod countries

Nigeria" b. Arabia) Venezuela Libya U.K. U.S.A. IVance India Ghana S. Lanka

- - 3.1 19.8 1.9 - 13.5 6.5 18.8 1.8

'5él 0.8 5.2 —2 .1 17.4 3.7 3.0 15.9 4 .4 5.7 6.3

15ÉP 3.1 11.7 7.5 10.4 3.6 1.9 18.5 10.1 21.1 5 .0

19(3 7.6 20.9 14.0 17.6 0.9 3.8 4 .4 13.7 7.5 12.0

1964 15.9 5.0 11.0 33.0 5.1 4 .6 8.1 10.1 48.9 7.8

19(5 3.9 8 .9 11.4 48.9 7.3 4 .4 9.3 9.7 -8.7 5.9

1966 8.8 15.2 1.6 39.9 4 .4 2 .7 7.6 9.1 2.9 -3.5

19(1 -9.7 11.4 9.3 30.0 11.0 8.0 4.7 9.1 -2.8 9.1

19(3 4.7 14.7 8 .4 28.5 6.9 5.7 9 .0 5.6 ' 7.4 5.8

1%9 33.6 5.5 10.9 34.4 2.8 3.8 0.7 11.8 12.4 —1.6
I

jl9Î 43,6 . 3.4 5.4 Î9.4 9 .0 3.7 7.5 12.9 5.5 4.0

1911 3.4 10.2 16.7 51.2 15.3 6.2 11.9 13.0 5 .0 9.2

1972 11.3 42.6 19.9 13.3 13.9 7.6 14.9 12.7 44.1 15.7

1973 18.1 38.9 19.2 24>5 5.1 7 .3 9.8 17.3 15.4 11.9

1974 42.5 41.4 37.7 46.7 10.8 2.8 15.2 9.3 23.7 4.6

1975 69.1 80.9 50.4 15.1 18.6 5.4 12.7 33.6 44.6 4.9

197( 73.5 71.2 17.6 31.3 11.4 5.6 7.9 24.7 41.7 34.9

1977 Ï5.6 *54.0 26.5 37.1 21.5 8.2 11.4 13.7 67.4 29.0

1978 7.3 27.4 15.2 11.5 14.6 5 .7 21.1 21.1; 68.5 na

1979 52.9 13.7 6.04 25.8 12.5 7.1 17.7 17.2 15.8 »

39.3 17.4 18.9 28.2 18.1 8.1 15.8 15.9 33.8 n

9̂81 20.9 33.0 16.4 13.2 ?1.7 7.1 17.4 16a 51.3

1982 6.4 20.2 12.4 -7.3 12.6 15.1 jO.5 12.8 23.3 n

'983 16.6 4.1 20,7 na 8.2 6.8 6.y, na 40.2 tt

1984 20.8 na na na 
--- TtT

na na na na n^ n

Source: IHP
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9.3e The Period of Mild Expansion;

The mounting inflationary pressures ushered in in the 1970s consequent
I

upbn the cheap money policy coupled with the high government revenues which 

followed the exhorbitant rise in the price of oil in the world mrrket in 1973.

The inflationary trend in Nigeria became more complex because of the 

deteriorating balance of payments position as can be seen from Table 9.2 

With the exception of 1974, 1975, 1979 and 1980, Nigeria balance of payments 

was always in deficit throughout I960 to 1985» In comparison with some OPEC 

countries, Nigeria balance of payments position remained the worst.

Since all efforts to combat the rising price inflation in Nigeria were

not successful, the monetary authorities felt strongly the need for redirection

of policy from monetary expansion to mild expansion in order to at least 

reduce the inflationary pressures in the domestic economy, relieve the pressures 

on the external balance of payments position, and reduce government's 

continued reliance on the domestic banking system to finance its deficit.

This was rather a very hard task to perform by the monetary authorities

in a complex economic situation of the country. For political reasons,

the policy of outright monetary restraint could not just be suddenly adopted

since the civil war had just ended and an urgent need for reconstruction

had emerged. The tackling of the nation's economic problems of inflotion and the

continued government deficit financing had to be done by way of direct
1

fiscal measures, while the monetary policy only played a supportive role.

The authorities also adopted some policies towards the conservation of 

external reserves in order to relieve the balance of payments pressures. Thus 

as a temporary measure, the CBN was statutorily required to provide payments for 

current transactions only from current foreign exchange earnings.

In pursuance of its policy of mild monetary expansion, the CBN imposed 

selective credit controls in form of guidelines on all the commercial banks 

in the country. This was to ensure that credit was channelled to the productive

See Central Bank Report. 1971
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NIGERIA BALANCE OP PAYMENTS IF COMPAnSPgyWITg SOME SELECTED COOTff^ES 
~  "  1960 - 1963 MÏÏion U~S, Dollars> '

Period

■: V -T

Countries
Nigeria

0
Iran
0

U-bya
a

-194 -  9 2 n a

-177 -  6 tt

-148 5 4
tt

-156 9 4
tt

- 2 5 5 4 4
It

-251 -  9 6
111 \

- 2 5 8 -  1 2 0 tt

- 2 0 f -  1 2 7 4 4

-223 -  4 5 8 46 ’

-316 -  4 3 9 376

-368 - 507 645

-406 -  1 1 8 7 8 3

-342 -  3 8 8 238 ■

-  8 154 6 6

4 8 9 7 12267 2700
i

142 4707 ? 9 ?

! -357 4717 2 8 4 4

- 1 0 1 8  '  ̂ 5 0 8 1 2762

- 3 7 8 5 na 1 4 9 8  I

1664 n 4023 1

4 2 4 7
tt 8 2 4 0  [

- 5 7 7 2
tt - 2 9 7 8  j

- 7 3 2 1
•t na j

-3904 11 " 1

S# Arabia 
?

Venezuela W, Germany
billion^

|i)Sl

l)fe

m

\ iir 

■ mi 

1! 

w

Ü5

$

ha

- 98

- 88

- 8é

71

972

2089

"520

33025

14385

14360

11991

-2212

11167

41401

.58350

na

394

473

385

476

193

35

26

147

-194

-220

-104 

—-11 

-101 

877 

5760 

2171

254

-3179

-5735

350

4728

4000

-4246

na

1.11 

: .74 

4 4 .0

0 .17  

-0 .2

1.7

■ 0.02

2.5

. 2.5 

1.9

0.85

0.78

0.81

4.67

10.35

4.08 

3.94 

4 .1 2

9.2%

-6.2

-15.96

5.72

3.1-1

3.93

mrces: Compiled from IMF International f^nrncicl bt^t'sties of various issues as ^ell as 
national sources for each country; .
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f

sector of the economy. For example, the CBN specifically directed that the 

increase in credit should not be more than 20 per cent of the previous level 

outstanding in December 1969 and th&t such increase should be channelled to
r
I

productive sector. (See Table 9*4 on Credit Guidelines and the extent of 

commercial banks* compliance).

A number of measure» was adopted to tackle the external monetary problems. 

For example, in August 15, 1971, dollar-gold convertibility was suspended in 

favour of a new system of exchange rates which became effective as from 23rd
i

August, 1971. ^

On the whole, the policy measures adopted in 1970 through 1972 resulted
!

in a sepectacular ris^ in money supply. rose from an increase of 8.5 per cent
i 5

in 1969 to 39.3 per cent in 1970, but later fell drastically to'3.3 per cent 

in 1972 and only to rise up again by 11.4 percentage increase (See Table 9.6).

As should be expected, the NLB also fell drastically from 21.3 percentage 

increase in 1971 to -34»3 at the end of 1972. However, the NBB rose from 

23 percentage increase in 1970 to 37*5 in 1971 and later fell in rate of 

increase to just 6.3 par cent by the end of 1972.
I

9.3f Monetary Restraint In the Face of Growing Money Supplyt

The inflationary pressures which have persisted since 1969 continued 

almost unabated through 1973 and in fact considerable improvement in
i

foreign exchange earnings between 1973 and 1974 appeared to have compounded

the problem. The seriousness of this high inflationary trend was well marked

from the then Head of State in 1974,in his budget speech where he referred
: 2 8 0

to inflation as the "public enemy Np. 1". The period 1973 to 1974 witnessed
»

the continued rise in oil revenue w^iich soon created a false illusion of hope 

in a bouyant economy. The direct result of oil boom was reflected on the
i

balance of payments position which turned from deficit to surplus. For 

example in 1972, there was a deficit of N4O .8 million but with the dramatic 

increase in the level of foreign reserves there was a drastic reduction in
1. See Central Bank Reports. 1971 |
2. See the Federation of Nigeria, .Innual Budget Speech 1974
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foreign trade deficit to Just 08 million in 1975 (See Table 9.2) and 

overall balance of payments surplus by the end of 1974 to a tune of #4897 

million.

Other monetary measures which were at work before the oil boom to

combat inflation included a 10 per cent devaluation of Naira on 15th 
1

February 1975. The implication of this measure was that import bills were 

put under control, thereby safeguarding the local currency value of exports 

from falling. In addition volume of exports not only of crude oil but also 

of agricultural products increased considerably since the devaluation made 

Nigerirn traded goods cheaper to the country's trading partners like Britain, 

France and West Germany, The measure also protected the local industries 

from foreign competition and discouraged the increase in outflow of 

capital. The hallmarks of the monetary policy adopted during this period 

was the maintenance of monetary stability in the economy and ensuring 

adequate credit flow to the productive sectors.

9. 5g Monetary Restraint In the Face of Growing Oil Revenues 1974/1975:

The growing oil revenues and the monetization of same by the 

Nigerian government created a vaccum of shortage of essential commodities 

which the people could buy with their money. The CBN combined the use of

moral suassion with the selective credit controls in order to ensure that
I

commercial banks gave adequate loans to the more productive sector of the 

economy. In order to tackle the apparent effect of imported inflation as a 

result of high price of oil, the monetary authorities raised the external 

value of Nigerian currency. This was followed by a major relaxation in the 

exchange control restrictions designed to cut down the costs of imports 

However, since the Nigerian economy was already suffering from high liquidity 

with financial institutions holding large amount of money for lack of 

adequate investment outlets , all the measures so far adopted to stop 

imported inflation did not have immediate effects. Thus in 1974, the 

inflation rate in Nigeria stood at around 35 per cent compared with that of
1. See Central Bank Report, 1974.!
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■. Indonesia with 40,5 per cent. This is not surprising since the rates of 

inflation were generally high in most countries of the world because of very 

high price of oil.

The failures of the anti-inflationary measures adbpted were largely due to 

time lag in the monetary policy as well as the apparent prevailence of 

oligopolistic market structure over a wide segment of the Nigerian economy.

Thus in a situation of the co-existence of both competitive and non-competitive 

market conditions, it is always difficult to expect consumers in general to be 

benefited much from any measures that government may adopt to reduce price 

inflation

The policy of monetary restraint which was adopted was weakened by 

the increasing monetization of the revenues from oil by the government 

which had positive impacts on all the major monetary aggregates. Thus instead 

of a fall in the rate of increase in money supply M^, the rate actually rose 

from 4,1 per cent in 1962' to 11.5 per cent in 1973 and by 1974, it actually 

increased by 25.8 per cent (See Table 9,5and Fig. 9,5). The NBB (See Table 9.6 êmâ 
Fig. 9.6) also rose by more than 91 per cent in . 1974 as against a rise of 14.8

per cent in 1973. The Net Liquidity Base rose from the negative rate of

change in 1973 to 82.8 percentage change in 1974 while the monetary base 

percentage'increase rose from 9.5 in 1973 to 72.2 in 1974. Thus with these

phenomenal increases in the rates of change of all these monetary variables,

one should not expect too much^from the results of all the anti-inflationary 

measures adopted.

9.3b Period of Monetary Expansion 1975 - 1976

During this period, the effects of various monetary policies adopted

during the previous period were still more elusive because of the economic

situation both in the domestic and world markets. The high prices of oil

resulted in high inflation in most oil-importing countries while the oil-exporting

countries were confronted with the problems of managing their increasing oil revenues. 
— — See T. A d e ^ i, I98U Price Policies of UPEC and Their Economic consequences 

for both developed' and underdeveloped countries" Unpublished Mimeograph,
Ur>5. verai-'-'w of Maidueu'^i,
See-also Douglas Evens, 1978 Western Energy f pliçZj— The_Qa£e for Competition^
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Table 9.5

TREND IM XONFY SUPPLY IN NIGERIA 196O - 1984 

( in Million Naira ).

Year |m 
end .

 ̂ m Money in circulation 
plus Demand Deposits Change

M = M olus Timi ^  1 
? Deposits

M = Cash plus 
total credit

%
change

1960 I 214 - 296 1 142 -
1961 I 241 12.6 514 1 6.1 209 44.4
1962 1 245 0 .0 2 M S  : 6 .0 1 251 20.1

1965 1 255 4.1 56.2 I 6.7 ^09 2=.1

1964 1 269 6.5 451 1 19.1 !
1

525 69.9

1965 I 518 18.2 469 1 8 .8 !
1 55^ 1.5

1966 1 528 5.1 520 j 10.9 i 555 0.015

1967 1 557 8.8 454 LIP.7 1 1095 104.5

1968 i 525 -9.5 552 12.2 j 7 «  I-55.6

1969 i 558 4.6 665 27.0 1 788 1 8.5

1970 i47 52.2 979 47.7 ‘ 1098 j59.5

1971 645 4%.8 1042 6.4 1524 %8.8
1972 ; 670 4.1 1204 15.5 1 1555 % 5
1973 1 747 ''.5 15O8 125.2 1 1710 11 .4

1974 925 2%.8 2750 81.0 1 
1 1921 12.5

1975 1757 89.9 4178 !55.0 2770 44.2
1976 2605 48.5 5845 59.8 5500 91.5

1977 5864 48.5 7815 1 8588 62.0

1978 5558 '45.8 7521 1-5.7 10276 20.4
1979 5101 -8.2 9849 ' 1%0.9 11748 14.5

1980 6147 20.5 14590 46.1 20657 75.8
^981 9227 50.1 15259 5.9 56552 75.9
1982 9745 5.6 1 16694 9 .5 26521 '27.0
1985 10049 5.1 19049 14.1 55277 25.5
1984 11298 p . 4 20569 8.0 55690 1.2

Source: Computed from the CBN Economic and Financial Reviews of various years
as well as CBN Annual Report and Statements of Accounts.
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Table 9.6

MANUAL RATE OF GRANGE IN THE INDICATORS OF MONETARY POLICY 
i960 - 1984 (In Percentages)

Year % Change in Net Banking base 

NBB

% Change in 
Net Liquidity 

Base 
NLB

% Change in 
Monetary Base

MB

Chpnge 
Treasury 
Bill Rates

% Change 
in Treesu 
Certifies 

Rates

i960 - - —
1961 -40.7 14.4 ! 8 ,6 - -
1962 19.6 12.1 -2.1 0.5 0.5
1965 10.1 12.6 i 3 .2 - —
1964 6 .4 39.7 8.9 - -

1965 57.4 25.5 13.5 0 .5 -0 .5
1966 4,5 10.1 ! 7 .4 - 0 .5
1967 -18.1 8.3 3 .2 0 .5 -
1968 P5.5 25.7 -23.7 - -
1969 - 0.09 1.9 22.0 - 0.5
1970 25.01 21.3 31.1 -0.5 -0.5
1971 37.5 46.6 13.0

1972 I 6 .5 -34.3 9.4 -0.25
1

1973 14.8 - 9 .6 9.5 -0.25 0.5
1974 91.6 82.8 72.2 0 .25 1
1975 58.2 139.1 124.3 -0.25 ! -0.5
1976 - % 5 -5.4 2.0 1

1977 1?.1 10.3 1 -5.4 0.5 0 .5
1978 - 26.5 92.8 -3.1 -
1979 I 59.2! 3.0 2 3 .3 1.0 % o

198O 47.1 22.2 36.4 - —
1981 --25,4 21.6 1 —1.2 -
1982 ! 5.7 21.4 : 42.4 1.0 i % o
1985 1 7.8 f^.6 1 46.1 0.25

i
1 1.0

1984 > 5.4 &0.1 4?.2
L

2.0
!

I 3.0

Source: Computed from the CBN Annual Report and Statements of Accounts of various
years.
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of the economically advrnced countries who are major importers of oil. This

is because these industiral countries were passing on the increase in the cost
1

of production to less developed importing countries (T. Adewumi (198O).

Since most developing countries depended .largely on imports, they could not 

avoid element of imported inflation which coupled with the monetary policy 

adopted can explain why inflation rates in LDC were higher than those of 

the developed countries. Thus even the oil-exporting less developed countries 

like Nigeria and Indonesia also experienced very high rate of inflation 

which stood at 53.4 and 40;5 per cent respectively in 1974 (See Table 9.5).

The increasing government revenues from oil stimulated a high 

increase in government spending and hence increase in meney supply in Nigeria 

in 1975 and 1976. The rate of increase in money supoly stood at 69.1 

and 75.5 aer cent resoectively in 1975 and 1976. (See Table 9.1) With 

such increase in money supply in the face of inadequate supply of essential 

commodities, Nigerian authorities had to liberalize the importation of goods 

and hence inflation as well. There is no wonder, therefore, that Nigeria 

experienced very high rate of inflation when compared with o f any developed 

countries.

The high government monetization of oil revenu?s resulted in high 

banking system liquidity as can be seen from table 9.7* Thus in 

1974, the banking system liquidity stood at 70.8 per cent compared with

50.5  per cent in 1975. However, by 1975 end 1976, it has fa.len down to

50.4  and 47.7 per cent respectively. In 1984, it stood at 6 4.8 .

The high banking lieuidity in Nigeria during this period c n  be 

explained in terms of inadequate short-term investment outlets. Thus while 

the cash resources of commercial banks were fast growing, the volume of

short-term money market investment instrument remained largely static. For
~  See Ad^vimi, T (1980)," Price Policies of OPEC and Their Economic Consequences 

for ^eveloned and Pevelooiny Countries.. Unpublished Paper for B.Sc. Economics, 
I)ri vprt-T of Pai Hncnjri, Ni(7A-rte.
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Table 9. 7

NIGERIAN C0M.1ERCIAL BANKS' INVESTMENT IN TREASURY BILLS AND TREASURY 
CERTIFICATES, LIQUIDITY RATIOS AND BANK NET/JCRTH, 1970 - 1984 

(In Million Naira and Percentages;

Year Treasury Bill
and Certificate 
Holdings 

Amount 
Nm.

Liquidity
Ratios

Bank Networth 
Amount in 

Nm.
Nominal

Loan/Deposit
Ratio
%

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

<978
1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

554.0

299.6

793.7

790.8

T53o6

728.0

1054.7

1153.8 

953 .0

2144.0

2434.3

1773.9

2466.4

3671.1

3345.6

51.6

5 9 .3

56 .8

50.5

70 .8

50.4

47.7
50.8

36.2

29 .9

47.6

51.0

4 6 .4

61 .3

64.8

58

72.5

85

90

100

127

158

! 209

I 267 

I 390

408
I

497

* 668 

J237
I
2059

57.6

70.0

79.1 

89.3 

98.9

126.5 

157.9

209.0

266.8

389.7

408 .0

496.8

667.8  

i 1236.5

2058.9

51.6

59.3 

'72:3

69.1

70.4

49.5 

65.2'

60.8  

58.0
54.0

55.8

76.2

63.9

77.1 

55.4

Source: Comouted from the CBN Economic and Einanci-1 Review as veil as tne
CBN Annual Report and Statements of Accounts of various ye^rs.
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example, while commercial banks ' total liquid assets’stood at *77.9 million in 

1975 and by 1974 it was N354.4>iLlion ('Table 9.8). The'Treasury bills 

and certificates holdings stood at *790.8 million in 1973 and *790 and *790.1 million 

in 1971 and 1972 respectively. The decision of the Nigerian authorities to 

retire all the outstanding treasury bills and certificate*vas very untimely and 

only helped to increase the liquidity problems, the solution of vhich vas 

thrown back to the monetary authorities. Thus the CBN had to introduce tvo money 

market instruments, namely the Bankers' Unit Fund (BUF) and the 

Certificate of Deposit (CD) as a vay of reducing the banking syst«^m liquidity.

The BUF could be regarded as a monetary reservoir for the participating banks 

since they could, through this fund, invest on government stocks whenever 

these are available at nominal rate of between 2 ^ and 4 per cent. The CD, 

on the other hand, was more or less an inter-bank debt instrument for the 

purposes of providing credit to merchant banks vhich in turn could with this 

credit embark on any long-term investment projects.

Apart from the high increase in money supply and the resultant high 

rate of inflation, there was the problem of inadequate infrastructural 

facilities and poor state of roadnetworks available for the distribution of goods

and services. The Lagos oort congestion of 1975 is a clear evidence of
1

inadequate infrastructural facilities. Coupled with these various problems as 

already mentioned was the shortage of competent personnel resulting in 

apparent negligence of the Nigerian authorities to manage aggregate demand 

rather than augmenting aggregate supply. Thus the policy package which 

contained promises of lover inflation could not be effected. Instead of 

trying to combat inflation, therefore, the monetary authorities concentrated 

on policy aimed at reducing the rate of increase in overall spending in the 

economy. To achieve this, the authorities adopted the selective credit 

controls in form of credit guidelines aimed at channelling credit to the 

productive sectors of the economy, and the imposition of credit ceilings to 

limit the amount of credit commercial banks could give.
T] See The reoeral Republic of Nigeria, First Renort of the Anti-Inflation..

Task Force. Octo.er <975 , Ide Federal Ministry of Inform-1i■ n, Lppos Deo . ^975
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Table 9. .8

NIGERIAN COMERCIAL BANKS» TOTAL 
LIQUID ASSETS , I960 - 1984 In 

(Million Naira)

Year Total Liquid Assets 

* m.

Total Investments 
in Treasury Bills 
and Treasury Cert

ificate 
* m.

Yearly Average 
Lieuidity Ratios

%

i960 51.4 5.7 35
1961 77.8 8.6 32

<962 55.2 10.0 36

1963 53.0 11.5 38
1964 63.8 2 3 .7 40

1965 88.4 22.0 35
1966 115.3 35.4 37
1967 : 93.5 35.8 42
1968 95.6 206.2 41

1969 59.9 349.0 39
1970 57.4 534.0 51.6

1971 49.8 790 .0 59.3
1972 58.4 790.1 56.8

1973 77.9 790.8 50.5

1974 354.4 755.6 70.8

1975 890.4 728.0 72.4
1976 1144.4 1054.7 47.7
1977 931.6 1153.8 50.8

1978 886 .3 9 53 .0 31.4

1979 900.9 2144.0 53.1

1980 1291.2 2434.3 47.6
1981 1245.1 1773.9 51.0

1982 1159.2 2466,4 46.4

1983 1178.2 3471.1 61.3

1984 2360.u
1

3345.6
1

______1_____________________

64.8

Source: Computed from the CBN Annual Report ^nd statements of Accounts, the CBN
Economic and Financial Reviews and the Statistical Reviews of various years,
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In addition to the adoption of selective credit controls, the 

CBN also made use of the cost tools in form of interest rate variations. Thus 

in order to stimulate domestic savings, the minimum nominal rate of interest 

on personal account of up to *20,000 was fixed at 4 per cent per annum from 

the former rate of 5.5 per cent while at the same time allowing the commercial 

banks to fix rate on deposits themselves as a way of making them more 

competitive. However, there was a reduction in the rate of interest on 

Treasury Bills and Certificates from 4 to 5 per cent designed to ensure that 

banks give more loans to the productive sector of the economy rather than 

investing only on government securities. (See Table 9.8a)

Further measure adopted to solve the banking sector liquidity involved 

the introduction for the first time, of request for cash deposits. The 

cash deposits was expressed as a ratio of each bank's total demand deposits plus 

time deposits and thç amount of cash deposit ratio reeuested depended on the 

size of the individual bank's deposit liabilities and this ranged from 5 to

12.5 per cent. Realising that the deposits against letters of credit is Dne 

of the major causes of banks' excess cash balances in Nigeria, the CBN 

also requested th<̂ banks to keep such deposits in a separate account apart from 

the eligible assets for satisfying cash reserve and liquidity ratio reouirements. 

The effects of all these measures to reduce the bank linuidity position was 

quite obvious; thr average liquidity ratio which stood at 72.4 per cent in 

1975 "'-as reduced tc 47.7 per cent in 1976. (See Table 9.8).

The policies so far adopted have resulted in the lowering of inflation 

rate from 28 per cent in 1975 to 18.6 per cent by the end of 1976, even though 

this rate was still high when compared with those of the developed countries. 

However, the import liberalisation policy adopted to combat the shortage of 

essential commodities in the country had resulted in drastic reduction of foreign 

exchange reserves. Since revenues from oil exports have fallen because of 

falling prices of oil, the Nigerian authorities decided to change the inqjort policy 

in favour of policies towards the encouragement of foreign private and domestic
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Table 9.8a

INTEREST RATE STRUCTURE IN NIGERIA: TIME AND SAVINGS DEPOSITS^.
bank LENDING RATES AND ESTIMATED REAL 

RATES.. OF INTEREST 
1960 - 1984

%
'’•hange
Cost
of
Liv
ing

Inde)

Year

% Nominal Rates of Interest, Yearly averages
Time Dep. 
Rate over 
12 months

Savings
Rate

Post
Office
Savings
Rates

Treasury 
Bills 
Rates

Lending 
Rates

% Real Rates of Interest
Time
Dep. Saving Post 

Office
Trea
sury
Bills

Lending

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978
1979

1980 

1981 
1982
1983
1984

5.6
5.5
4 .5

4.0
5.0
5 .0

5.0
4.0
4.5
4.5
4.5

4 .5

4.5
4.0
5 .5

5.5

6.0
4.0
7.0
8.0 

10.0 

10.0 

10.0 

12.0 

12.0

5.6
5.5
4.5
4 .0

5.0
5.0
5 .0

4.0
4.5
4 .5

4.5
4.5
4.5
4 .0

5.5
5.5
6.0
4 .0

7.0
8.0 

10.0  

10.0 

10.0  

12 .0  

12.0

5.6
5 .5

4.5
4.0
5 .0

5 .0

5.0
4.0
4 .5

4.5
4.5
4 .5

4.5
4.0
5 .5

5.5
6.0 
5oO

7.0
8.0 

10.0 

10.0 

10.0  

12.0 

12.0

2 .5

2 .5

3 .0

3.5

3.5

3.0
3.0
2.5
2.5
3.0 

^.0 
<̂ .0
4.0
3.5
4.0
3.0

5.0
6.0 
6.0
6.5 
8.0 
8.0
7.5 
8.0 
8.0

6.0
6 .5

6.5
6.5
7 .0

7.5
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0

7..5
7.0
7.5
7.5
8.5
6.0 
6.0
7.5

12 .5

12'0

10.0
13.0

12.5
13.0

13.0

% 1  4 .5

2 .5 3.0
5.0

- 2.6
0.8
4.2

-0.5
6.6

4 .2

0.8
3.21 1.8 

-5.0 I 9.0 
6 .2  ' - 1.7

13.8 -9 .3

16.1 -11.6

12.5

5.7
12.5

10.2

18.5
10.5

— 8.0 
- 1.2 

-8.5
33.4 -27.9

-4.7 
hl2.5 
-6.

18.6 -11.6f-
11.1 -3.1

11.3 -1.3 
20.9 1-10.9 
7.5' 2.5

16.0

9.5
-4 .0

2.5

4 .5

3.0 
-0.5
6.6 
4.2 
0.8 
1.8

9.0 
-1.7
-9 .3

11.6

- 8.0
- 1.2

-8.5
27.9

-4.7
12.5 
-6.5
11.6 

-3.1 
-1.3
10.9

2 .5

-4 .0

2.5

4.5
3.0 

-0.5

6.6  
4 .2  

0.8 
1.8

9.0 
-1.7
-9 .3

- 1 1 .6 

—8.0 
— 1.2 
-8.5
-27.9

-4.7
-12.5
-5 .5  

-11.6 
-3.1
-1.3

-10.9

2.5 
-4.0
2.5

1.4

-2.0
6.1

2.7
- 1 . 2

- 0.2
7.5

-8 .7

- 10.8

- 13.1

-9.5 
-1.7 
-9.0 

^29.4 
i -7.2I
Q 5 .5  

i -4 .5

1- 1 2 . 6

-4.6
-3.3
12.9

- 8.0
-1.5

4.9
4.0
1.5
9.1 
6.8
5 .3

3 .8  

12 ,0  

0.8 
— 6.8 
- 8.6 
-5.5

1 .8  

-5.0
24 .9

-4 .2

•12.5

r  3.0 
— 6.1 
-1.t

-7.9
5.0

-3 .0

3 .5

Source: Computed from the CBN Annual Report and Statement of Accounts as well as
CBN Economic and Financial Review of various years.
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investment.

9 .31 The Period of Monetary Restraint 1977 -1979':

Because the inflation rate in Nigeria was still very high at 18.6 

per cent in 1976, the policy of monetary restraint was adopted by the 

monetary authorities. Because of the considerable increase in the domestic (Table 9.7Î 

credit expansion in 1976 as evidenced by the loan/deposit ratio which Increased from 

4 9.5% in 1975 to 65.2%  in 1976'*, the CBN issued out stabilization securities 

in 1977. The use of selective credit controls continued to be the favourable 

instruments of controlling volume of credit and its direction in the economy.

The success of the policy adopted is measured by the fact that the loan/ 

deposit ratio fell from 6 0 ,8 per cent in 1977 to 5 3 .6 per cent by the 

end of 1978. There was also a fall in the rate of increase in monetary base 

from 2 percentage increase in 1976 to a decease of 5.4 in 1977. There was 

also a fall in the rate of inflation to 10.5 per cent. (See Table 9.3).

Inspite of all the measures adopted, however, the economy did not 

show marked improvement and because of this, the CBN had to relax 

some of its policies. For example, there was a relaxation of cash reserve 

requirement on commercial banks by 50 per cent irrespective of their sizes 

of scale, while the statutory minimum liquidity ratio was to remain at 25 

per cent.

Realising that credit expansion was the core element of inflation 

in Nigeria, and the fact that the banks did not comply adeouately to credit 

guidelines, the monetary authorities decided to adopt other measures in 

order to tighten up credit. Some of these measures include the reduction 

of list of Qualifying assets such as the advance deposits for imports 

and fash balances with the CBN. All these were completely removed from the 

numerator of the ratio. These measures resulted in a considerable fall 

in the rate of credit exoansion as evidenced by a fall in loan/deposit ratio from 58%

in 1978 to just in 1979. The banking system liquidity, however, continued to be 
1. See Central Bank Report, 1976
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a problem as evidenced by the drastic change in liquidity ratio from 31.4 

per cent in 1978 to 53.1 per cent in 1979 (See Table 9.9).

In the foreign sector, the foreign exchange control measures adopted 

had helped partially to rev*' rse the deficits in the balance of payments 

to a considerable surplus of # 1,664 million in 1979 as can be seen from 

Table 9.2. . However, the greater part of this surplus must be ascribed to 

the favourable export market of oil in 1979.

9.3J The Period of Credit Expansion 1980 - 1985:

The unstable oil market and hence unstable government revenues from

oil means that Nigerian authorities had to do something to reduce government 

reliance on oil revenues to finance its budget. In 1980, therefore, 

the Nigerian government decided to encourage establishments of indigenous 

business enterprises. To this end, the CBN relaxed most of the instruments 

capable of curtailing the credit-giving capacity of commercial banks, but, 

however, retain the statutory minimum liquidity ratio of 25 per cent.

In addition, the minimum cash reserve ratios which were stipulated for 

different categories of commercial banks were further reduced while the 

lending rates was raised from 7 to 10.5 per cent, (bee Table 9.8a).

The result of all the measures adopted was a remendous rise in the 

rate of increase in money supply which stood at an average of 30 per cent 

in 1980. In the month of December alone, money supply increased by 48.6 

per cent, which is not surprising for that period of the year when consumer 

spending is always high not only in Nigeria but in many other parts of the 

world becasue of Chrismas time (Kaldor 1970).

In the external sector, there was a surplus of #4247 million resulting

in an adeouate external reserves position. (See Table 9.2). This surplus 

in the balance of payments was as a result of favourable oil market in 1979 

which spilled over to 1980. However, by the end of 1981, the- surplus in 

balance of-'payments turned into a deficit of #5772 million. (See Table 9.2).

1. N. Kaldor (1970), "Rfonetarism” Llovds Bank Review, 1970.
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This deficit was caused by the running down on reserves in payments for 

imports of commodities. Since the policy adopted was to encourage indigenous 

business enterprises, the authorities ‘had to relax import and exchange controls 

to enable firms to import their various input products. Unfortunately 

many other non-essential commodities were also imported as evidenced in 

the CBN Annual Statement of 1981.

The economic situations in 1981 formed the background of the monetary

and credit policies adopted in 1982. Thus the glut in the international

oil market of 1981 resulted in the drastic fall in production and export

of crude oil by 30.6 per cent and 34.7 per cent resoectively, from their

levels in 1980. The non-oil export also fell to just 35 per cent of its

level in 1980. The rate of inflation which the authorities have been

trying to combat also got worse, rising from 9.9 per cent in 1980 to

20.8 per cent in 1981. Since the manufacturing production as well as
1

agricultural output had just moderate increases (5.7 per cent from 5.3 per cent 

of the previous year and 3.4 from 2.5 per cent respectively), in the face 

of such monetary and credit expansion as witnessed in 1980, there was a 

strong pressure on demand in the economy. The fundamental objectives - 

of all the measures adopted in 1982, therefore, were designed to correct the

balance of payments and domestic price movement, while at the same time

accelerating the expansion of domestic production.

In order to increase employment and maintain social stability in the 

economy, the CBN adopted a policy designed to stimulate the flow of bank 

credit to the indigenous borrowers and small scale enterprises. Thus the
I

commercial and merchant banks were allovred to expand loans and advances by 

more than 30 per cent but were given specific instruction to grant 80 per cent 

of their total loans and advances to indigenous borrowers.

The interest rates on savings were raised from 5 to 7 per cent as a way 

of stimulating increased domestic savings to facilitate increased domestic
1. See Central Bank Report, 1982
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capital formation. As a way of regulating banking system liquidity, the 

25 per cent minimum liquidity ratio was retained and a cash ratio of between 

5 and 5 per cent was imposed on commercial banks, with big banks observing 

the highest. The lending rates were increased by one percentage point with 

the exception of those applied to the favoured sectors of agriculture and 

housing. However, the maximum lending rate was fixed at 12 per cent.

With respect to the foreign sector, in order to stem further the

excessive drain on the nation's foreign exchange reserves, the interest

rates were raised by two percentage point across the board but only to be

brought down by one oercentage point in November, 1992. In addition,

fiscal and other measures were applied in order to reduce further the

level of importation so as to minimize drains on the nation's external reserves,

generate increased revenue and protect domestic industries. Many of the

measures were also designed to promote even development by encouraging

rural industrialization and the disnersal of industries throughout the
1

Federation as evidenced in the Budget Speech of 1982.

All the monetary policies adopted in 1982 were designed to encourage the

inflow of foreign capital and restrict commercial banks' ability to expand credit 

The monetary authorities succeeded in reducing the rate of expansion of credit 

through the adoption of the various measures against the commercial banks 

as evidenced by the fact that the actual rate of credit expansion was just

13.6 per cent instead of over 30 per cent imposed by the CBN. The impact of 

this reduction in credit expansion rate was reflected on the rate of increase 

in money supply which stood at just 5*6 per cent in 1982. However, in 1983, 

the money supply rose up again by 2^5 Iper cent and in 1984, to 12.4 per cent.

In 1985, o>dng to continued reliance on banking system to finance budget deficit, 

money supply also increased by 25 per cent.

The continued increase in money supply in Nigeria was attributed to 

deficit financing of the government by the monetary authorities. For example.

1. See Central Bank Report, 1983
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the rate of expansion of credit to the private sector was very short of the

ceiling of 30 per cent imposed by the CBN. In 1983 end 1984, the rate of

credit expansion was just 14.7 per cent on the average, while the rest

credit expansion went to the public sector. The CBN has always been concerned

with the failure of military rulers as well as politicians to take a grip on

public expenditure and the sector's voracious and growing aopetite

for borrowed funds especially at a time when there was considerable reduction

in oil revenues to the government inçjosed by oil glut.

The world oil glut also resulted in considerable reduction in foreign

exchange earnings and conseouently deficit on the balance o- payments.

This means that industries could not import all the things they needed because

of shortage of foreign exchange and as such, domestic demand for credits for new

investments also fell. The monetary authorities, have succeeded in bringing down 
the rate of change in money supply through various means such as credit

guidelines and ceilings on the rate of credit expansion as well as interest

rate policy.

On the foreign sector, Nigeria's balance ofipayments has continued

to be in deficit despite the imposition of foreign exchange controls. In

general, there are several options open to any country to finance deficit

brought about by monetary measures at home. It can run down foreign exchange

reserves, if there is any; it may borrow either from the international money

market, or from the international development banks such as World Bank or

IMF, or it can seek foreign aid either in the form of 'free' imports or
1

foreign exchange and it may attract private capital from abroad (Thirlwall

(1974)). All the above options enumerated except foreign aid have been
1

tried by the Nigerian authorities. Attempt at borrowing money from the

IMF generated heated arguments in the Nigerian academic circle on the

likely advantages and disadvantages of taking the IMF loans. Although

the government seemed to have abandoned the idea of taking the loans, but

most of the conditions laid down by the IMF for taking the loans have already 
T , See Thirlwall (1974)
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1
been fulfilled. Thus since Nigeria could not finance the deficit in the 

balance of payments through any of the above measures, the monetary authorities 

have started to adopt the policy of internal price and income adjustments.

In 1984, for instance, the Federal Government has directed that all workers 

on higher salaries should have their salaries cut by between 10 and 15 per cent. 

In addition, the Nigerian authorities imposed, using fiscal policies, physical 

controls on all imports while at the same time used monetary policy to devalue 

the currency. Finally in the middle of 1986, the Federal Government 

revealed its Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) in order to reduce the 

money supply in the economy and to switch demand to home produced goods.

As part of this programme, the Second-tier Foreign Exchange Market was

officially opened on 29th September# 1986 selling Nigerian currency at a marginal
- 2

rate of #4.6l74 to U.S. dollar. Putting up ^50 million for sale by the CBN, 

an estimated #250.87 million was pulled out from circulation. The effects 

of this exercise have resulted in the withdrawal of deposits from the commercial 

banks at a considerable level.

Inspite of all the measures adopted so far, commercial bank credit has 

continued to be the target of monetary policy in Nigeria. Thus in 1986, 

the CBN issued another Monetary policy circular (NO. 20) in which it was 

stipulated that on the basis of each commercial bank's aggregate loans and 

advances outstanding as at 51st December, 1986, each bank's loans and 

advances should not rise by more than 10 per cent in 1987. Furthermore, 

the circular stipulated that with effect from 29th September, 1986, the 

permissible rate of credit expansion should be reduced to eight per cent and 

this remained in force till the end of 1986. In addition, the lending rate 

was raised to the maximum of 15 per cent from 15 per cent while at the same 

fixing the minimum time and savings deposits rates at 8.5 and 9.5 per cent 

respectively.

There is no doubt that the monetary authorities have succeeded in bringing

1. See West Africa Magazine, 14th October, ^985 p. 2141.
2. Seet This Week Ma g ne of December, 1986 pp. 1 4 - 2 6
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down the rate of change in money supply through various instruments of monetary

policy in its effort to combat high price inflation in the economy. In section

IV, the hypothesis that "The total domestic credit is an intermediate

target of monetary policy in Nigeria" will be tested and also the influence

of interest rate policy as well as other monetary policies on domestic savings

and private capital inflow in Nigeria will be empirically examined. In the

next section, however, the interest rate policy of the Nigerian monetary authorities 
and the national savings will be examined.

SECTION III
9.4 INTEREST RATE POLICIES THE MOBILISATION OE DOMESTIC SAVINGS IN NIGERIA

9.4a Seme Empirical Studies:

Scarcity of capital relative to the size of investment required to

achieve high and self-sustaining rates of growth of national income and

per capita real income has long been recognized by economists as one of

the fundamental obstacles to development of many less developed countries.

The important role attached to the accumulation of caoital in the development

process of any nation has made the price of capital as measured by the level

and structure of interest rates an object of economic policies of many
1

developing countries. The interest rate has been treated as a means of

regulating the cost of capital by most of these countries in line with the

Keynesian paradigm. Most of these countriet,*-however, are either ignorant or

unwilling to use interest rate policy as a way of ensuring effective

mobilization of savings by offering realistic rates on monetary savings

such as time and savings deposits as well as government securities. Many of

them also ignored the fact that interest rates can be used to determine the

ootimum allocation of savings between consumption end investment. Interest

rates c-̂ n also be used as instrument for efficient allocation of

alternative forms of savings and investments. Although considerable

importance is attached to interest rate policy by most of the developing

countries, but the form it takes always centres around the structure,

behaviour and determinants of interest rates in many cases. While the interest 
T1 See A.G. Chandavarkar (1971).
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rate policy must be such that encourages the investors to borrow capital 

they need, it must also be designed to encourage the mobilization of 

domestic savings to ensure that investors get enough money to borrow.

Thus the interest rate policy has a reconciling role to play between the 

conflicting desirable rate to ensure thrt investors borrow at lower cost 

and the rate that can stimulate ultimate savers to save.

Since the voluntary domestic or national savings h^ve a considerable 

bearing on the economic development and growth of most of the developing 

countries, the role of interest rates as one of the determinants of mobiliza

tion of national savings needs to be examined in view of the general 

skepticism with resoect to the efficacy of these rates in the mobilization of 

national savings. For example, since Marshall's time, economists have 

expressed doubt on the influence of interest rates on savings. Shackle (1965)

expressed doubt about the interest rates' influence on savings notwithstanding

the form of algebraic sign they might have. Houthakker (1965) tried to 

examine the effect of interest rate changes on personal savings and discovered 

th-t some other factors like the level, distribution and rate of growth 

of disposable income, wealth, price levels, industrialization and urbanization

are much more influential than the rate of interest in the observed variations
2

in the ratio of savings to income. Earlier study by Simon Kuznet (i960) has

shown a positive association between rates of domestic savings and per capita

income and the degree of industrialization.

It has also been argued'by many economists that export earnings have 

a very strong influence on domestic savings, ihus a country with higher 

rates of export growth may not suffer much in terms of foreign exchange 

constraint on investment since domestic saving is encouraged. This is 

because the rise in export earnings causes other sectors of the economy 

to save more in order to take advantage of the profitable investment 

opportunities. There is no doubt that this is one of the fundamental

reasons why many researchers have discovered a strong correlation
See Shackle (1965); Houthakker (I965)

2. Also see Simon Kuznet (196O).
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between the growth of export earnings and the growth of output in
1

the developing countries. For example, Malzeïs (1968) made a study 

of savings function for eleven countries and found that export 

earnings contributed very significantly to saving in eight of the countries. 

Extending Maizels' analysis by taking twenty-eight countries for a 

longer period of time, Lee(l97l) found export earnings to be a significant 

determinant of domestic savings. Other writers like Chenery and Eckstein 

(1970), Papanek (1973) and Landau (1973) have also come out with similar 

results for different samples and different period of time. Thus the 

hypothesis that the value of exoort is an important determinant of domestic 

savings have ..so far been empirically grounded, A number of oil exporting 

countries in less developed countries as well as some non-oil exporting 

countries have been studied with respect to domestic savings and our regression 

results also support the view that the value of exports is one of the major 

determinant of savings.

Other determinants of domestic savings have been tested by many 

writers. Some further evidence revealed that consumption is sensitive

to interest rate changes in the United States. This is notable in the
2.

vork of Hamburger (19b7) which showed that monetary variables have 

significant influence on the consumer purchases of durable goods. Also 

the work of Leeuw and Gramlich (19&9) seemed to support Hamburger’s find

ings when they argued that interest rates have significant influence on 

consumption as well as purchases of consumer durable goods at least for a 

few years until the attainment of a,desired level of durable goods.

The hypothesis that potentialities of an active interest rate 

policy depend on the extent to which the voluntary financial savings of the 

household sector are responsive to vari«tions~ln the*level Mwi structure 

suggests the importance attached to the household's savings in any economy.

For example, the available dpta on the savings pattern of some selected

countries in Asia show the sizeable share of the household sector in gross
For empirical work on savings, see Maizels (1968;; Lee (1971): Hapanek (1973J 
and Landau (1973)

2. Also see Hamburger (I9b7; and Gramlich (I969;.
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savings (Chandavarkflv. (1971 ))> the relatively small proportion of financial assets 

of between 55 and 45 per cent of the total savings except for Japan 

and Ceylon" Wiich stood at 82 and nearly 66 per cent respectively, and the 

predominance of the voluntary savings of household eector which stood at 

70 per cent of the total. However, the magnitude of compulsory and 

contractual saving components are shown to be negligible. It is, therefore, 

aFgued that in this kind of saving pattern, where the compulsory and 

contratual saving components are still negligible in most less developed 

countries, there is a wider potential scope for interest-sensitive savings 

by the households. This has, therefore, shifted emphasis on the investigation 

of interest rate elasticity of household savings in developing countries.
In particular, work on interest rate elasticity of personal savings in

Asia has so far yielded inconclusive and'sometimes conflicting results.
2

The work of Williamson(1968) and that of Gupta (1970) seem, to 
contradict each other in their conclusions. Williamson evaluates some 

of the major determinants of personal savings in Asia by combining both 
temporal analysis of each country in Asia and intertemporal cross-section 

analysis of a large group of selected. Asian countries and discovers that 

higher inter st rates are associated with lower real saving in Asia.

This might imply that in many of the Asian countries, savings and investment 

decisions are highly interdependent in the household sector. Williamson 

also finds that interest rates have influence on the short-run savings 

decision far more powerfully than on the long-run. He also finds that 

for Asia the net impact of real interest rate movements on personal saving 

either negative or insignificant.

The work of Gupta (1970), however, yield# contradictory results. In 

carrying out his regression analysis, he uses the same varl bles as 
Williamson's but a different and more reliable set of primary data on 

savings for India. The data used are the estimates produced by the Reserve

Bank of India instead of the National Council of Applied Economic Research
1 See Chandavarkar (1971), IMF Staff Papers, vol. xviii no. 1, pp. 48-112.
2. See Williamson (1968) on "Personal Saving in Developing Nations", Economic Record

vol. 44 »nd al,o th. work of Quota (1970) on the same topic in Economic Recort, 
vol . 46.  ^
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used by Williamson. The results of the estimates by Gupta show that 

the real rate of interest is more influential in determining personal 

savings, but not significant at the aggregate level. Gupta's findings 

seem to be much more reliable than those of Williamson not only because 

he uses much more reliable primary data, but also because five rates 

of return are considered in his analysis, unlike Williamson's which 

uses only a single rate of interest as the index of return on financial 

assets. The rates used by Gupta include interest rates on short-term 

treasury bills, long-term government bonds, private securities, commercial 

bank time deposits and nonbank savings deposits. The results of 

Gupta's regression analysis clearly show that in all the equations,
I

the coefficient has a positive sign, implying that higner real interest 

rates lead to higher real savings in India. This clearly suggests that 

interest rate variations have a greater influence op personal savings 

in India.

In most of the findings, there has been illustration of the complex 

problems involved in the examination of the determinants of voluntary savings 

especially with regards to the factors underlying the savings behaviour of 

individuals as well as households. People save for various reasons; some save 

in order to buy certain kind of merchandise in future such as television, vedeo 

recorder or car, some for unknown future contigencies, and some 

for inheritance. The reasons underlying savings are many and varied.

Inspite of what might be the motives underlying savings, it is generally 

recognized that domestic savings can affect the rate of growth of any 

economy. Thus many economists seem to agree that interest rate variations 

have a role in influencing domestic* sayings. Many writers in their analysis 

seem to suggest that the choice is now not so much between particular levels 

or structures of interest rates as between rigid and flexible policies. Many 

have argued that since there is no universally valid a priori criteria, the 

determination of interest rate policies has to be based on a .judicious
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empiricism in the context of an overall savings a;^ development

strategy. In particular emphasis should be placed on the role of interest
1

rates as a savings incentive than ever before (Chandavarkar, (1971)).

In view of the importance of savings in the overall development 

strategy, therefore, it is essential to examine the role of interest 

rate in the mobilization of domestic savings in Nigeria in the context 

of financial repression hypothesis. The rationale is to examine whether 

this famous hypothesis is relevant to Nigeria, since Nigeria is an 

oil-exporting countries with great potential for foreign exchange earnings 

as long as oil market is favourable.

9.4b The Financial Repression Hypothesis and Interest Rate Policy in Nigeria:

Amongst the recent work on the interest rate oolicies in less
2

developed countries are those of Mckinnon (1973) and Shaw (1973), both of 
whom dealt with the financial instruments and institutions in general.

The fundamental elements in the Mckinnon-Shaw model can be embodied 

in a diagram as shown in figure 9*1« The level of savings when income ig 

depends on the real rate of interest (McKinnon (1973)); Shaw (1973).

There is a financial constraint in the economy deliberately created by the 

administratively determined institutional nominal rate of interest which 

results in the holding of the real rate (r) below its equilibrium level 

(McKinnon (1973), pp. 71-77; Shaw (1973), pp. 81 - 87). Consequently, I^ which is 

actual investment is limited only to the amount of saving created by the 

fixed real interest rate (r^). Thus there will be rationing of credit 

in the economy which can take several forms such as political pressures,
I

availability and quality of collateral, the size of loan, personality of the
j

ultimate borrower and even bribing the bank manager concerned. In most cases, 

the financial institutions will show strong preference for traditional 

low-yielding investments since these are safest and very easy to finance 

The imposition of interest rate ceilings makes it difficult for financial
1. See Chandavarkar (1971. :
2. bee the work of Mckinnon (1973)' and that of Shaw (1973).
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Diagram 9,T.

McKinnon-Shaw Financial Repression Hypothesis 
Saving and Investment Under Interest Rate Ceiling

-p

p
t/ j0)
<D

cC

Sfr(Yfr)

Ir,Ifr

Quantity of Saving and Investment

In the above, the vertical axis depicts the level of real interest rate, vniie 

the horizontal measures the quantity of savings and hence the level of investment, 

Imoosition of interest rate ceiling at fr (fixed rate) implies that 

the actual investment (Ifr) is limited only to the amount of saving createdi
by the fr. \<hen the real interest rate is raised to r^, saving investment 

increased since financial constraint is thus relaxed, from C to C' in the 

above. Real interest rate r^ increased investment by Olr^ - Olfr while

r^ increased it by Olr^ - Olfr.
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institutions to charge risk premia since the ceilings are binding and hence

risk-taking is discouraged. Thus interest rate ceilings also ration out

large proportion of potential investors.

Raising the real interest rate to r̂  implies relaxing the financial

constraint in the economy. Thus savings will increase as veil as investment.

However, the low-yielding investment will also be rationed out as depicted

by letter LI in the shaded area. Consequently there will be increase in

the efficiency of investment on the average. As the income rises in

the process, there will be a shift in the saving function from S(Y^) to

S(y^). Therefore, the real interest rate stimulates savings and hence a

key to higher level of investment as well as the rationing device to

increased efficient allocation of.resources, and greater iirpacts

on economic growth.^' For this reason, the policy prescription is to raise

the level of institutional interest rates and/or reduce the rate of

inflation in the economy. If such policy is effected, there will be
1

many investment opportunities in such economy (McKinnon (1973), pp. 59 - 6l ; 

Shaw (1973), P* 81. The complete abolition of interest rate ceilings 

will maximize investment through the optimum allocation of resources it 

produces. This is depicted by the point of equilibrium between investment 

Ig and interest rate r^ and between level of income Y^ and saving Ŝ .

To McKinnon, the real interest rate (r) is the money yield on money which 

is the real deposit rate of interest, which is measured by substracting 

the expected rate of inflation 'P®* from the one-year time deposit rate of 

interest ’dr'. For Shaw's saving function, the interest rates are the real 

rates on all financial claims, such as the real yield on government bondsI
(or a short-term real rate in the absence of real yield on government bonds) 

'GB - P*' is used as a proxy.

In his explanation of how the real deposit rate of interest affects

saving, investment and growth, Mckinnon makes a number of assumptions.
T~, See Shaw (1973) p. 81 and McKinnon ( 1973) po. 59 - 6l
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First, it is assumed that all economic units are confined to self-finance,

and second , that indivisibilities in investment are of considerable importance,

and hence potential investors must accumulate money balances prior to their

investment. This last assumption is based on Keynes's finance motive 
1

(Keynes, 1937, PP 246-247; Tobin,^ .1965) To Mckinnon, therefore, the 

higher the real deposit rate of interest, the greater v411 be the incentive 

to invest. Since the investment expenditures-are characterized by relative 

indivisibility or lunçiness, aggregate demand for money will be greater 

in such a situation, the larger the proportion of investment in total 

expenditures. Thus the complementarity hypothesis of Mckinnon emerges 

-'the basic complementarity between money and physical capital' (McKinnon, 1973 

p.59), which he tests..in his studies of semi-industrial less developed countries, 

Shaw in his own analysis argues that higher real institutional interest 

rate increases incentives to save and invest while at the same time raises the 

average efficiency of investment. Higher institutional interest rates will 

lead to the raising of real returns to savers by the financial institutions 

and at the same time, the lowering of real costs to investors through the 

accommodation of liquidity preference. The financial institutions, will thus 

reduce risk through diversification and reap economies of scale in lending,

increase the operational efficiency and lower costs to both savers and investors

through specialization and division of labour. When interest rates are fixed 

administratively below their equilibrium levels, financial intermediation 

is repressed and suboptimal. However, if interest rates are allowed to find 

their equilibrium levels, financial institutions will be able to make use of 

their expertise to allocate efficiently the larger volume of investible

funds which are collected in form of deposits.

Shaw's 'debt intermediation view' (Shaw 1973, p. 62) results in the

formulation of his demand for money function. The real yields not only

on all forms of wealth but also money are expected to have positive effect 
T. See Keynes (1937) and also Tobin, (1965).
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on the national savings ratio (Shaw, 1973, P« 73). Thus in Shaw’s model, 

complementarity has no place since investors are not constrained to self- 

finance. When institutional loans are not available, the noninstitutional 

credit markets usually emerge.

So far, some economists have applied the model developed by each of

the two writers, Shaw and Mckinnon and came out with the conclusions that

gave support to their (Shaw and Mckinnon’s) findings. For example,1
Fry, (197Ô) in his studies of ten Asian countries has concluded th-t the 

real rate of interest has a positive effect on domestic saving and 

economic growth in the less developed countries of Asia. He, however, 

did not support McKinnon's complementarity hypothesis on the ground that 

the Asians less developed countries used in his analysis have achieved stages 

of financial development well beyond the phase in which the complementarity 

assumptions might hold. Thus complementarity hypothesis of McKinnon was 

rejected in favour of Shaw's debt-intermedietion view.

In order to ascertain the relevance or otherwise of the "Financial 

Repression Hypothesis it is necessary to examine the interest rates experience 

in Nigeria since I96O and to compare same with those of other less developed 

countries, and later test a model on savings function in Nigeria.

9.4c Interest Rates Experience in Nigeria 196O - 1984:

Before 196O, the structure of interest rate in Nigeria was largely 

influenced by the rediscount rate imposed by the Bank of England. Thus 

until the Nigerian independence, the structure of interest rates was dictated 

from abroad and hence bore no reflection on the Nigerian credit needs and 

monetary circumstances. It was only.in 1970 that the Central Bank decided 

on the policy of interest rate. It started of by fixing interest rate on the

first Treasury Bills ever issued in Nigeria and even then,.this was linked with

those operating in London Money Market.

In order to facilitate the introduction of monetary policy whenever it

possibly can, the Nigerian government invested the power to regulate interest

rates on commercial bank deposits under the Banking Amendment Act of 1962.
See Fry, (1978) ‘
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For the effective control of commercial banks* credit in the

economy, the Central Bank of Nigeria vas invested with the power to regulate

interest rates on commercial bank deposits by the Banking Amendment Act of

1962. This vas later extended to all other financial institutions by the
1

Banking Decree of 1969 (Section 14). With this power, the CBN can prescribe 

the minimum snd maximum rates on savings and time deposits of commercial 

banks and other deposit taking institutions; it c^n also fix the rates on 

loans and advances of all types of financial institutions.

Inspite of the enormous power of control of interest rates structure 

possessed by the CBN, the effective use of it remained elusive for considerable 

period of time owing to the ownership and control of the Nigerian banking 

system at that time. The commercial banks which dominate the banking 

system, were for many years extensions of giant overseas commercial banks 

and hence owed their allegiance to their headoffices. Thus any policy instrument 

employed in such a situation by the CBN was mainly in form of moral suassion.

All that the CBN could do, therefore, between 1962 and I969 was to plead 

with the commercial banks in the country to design their interests in the 

best interest of the economy.

In 1964, the CBN linked the commercial bank lending rates with the 

CBN rediscount rate (which of course was itself linked with the rediscount 

rate of the Bank of England) and this has been maintained ever since. So 

the Central Bank was not able to directly control the lending rates until 

1973 when the CBN rediscount rate ceased to be linked with that of the Bank 

of England.

In terms of the 'Financial Repression Hypothesis', it can be argued

that this might have relevance to Nigerian economy since the interest rates

in Nigeria were tied to the rediscount rate of the Bank of England indirectly

until 1964. Thus the interest rates operating in banks in England might
not be at the level which could stimulate savings in Nigeria and yet these

same rates were in operation in Nigeria, which is not surprising since 
See Nigerian Banking Decree of 1969., Government Lagos
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most banks Nigeria were branches of most big banks in Britain.

In fact commercial banks operated the same structure of interest rates

on deposits as obtained in Britain until 1970 when the Central Banlf •

of Nigeria started fixing interest rates on all types of financial assets.
1

In 1970; the CBN fixed the maximum rate on loan for the first time 

at 7i per cent idien the rate of inflation was running at 16.1 according 

to table 9.8a, which is not surprising because the Civil War in Nigeria 

had just ended by then, having caused serious economic dislocations 

and shortages of essential commodities in the economy. The CBN rediscount 

rate was set at 3.5 per cent while the minimum rates on deposits were set at 

1.5 per cent below the rediscount rate and 1.5 above it. Thus to the
f

extent that the rediscount rate was lover than the rate of inflation 

in Nigeria, the interest , rate on deposits might not induce ultimate savers 

to save and hence the 'financial repression' hypothesis might still be 

relevant to Nigeria since all banks depend on customers' deposits from which 

they lend to ultimate borrowers. It is necessary to state, however, that so 

far thnt there has never been any proper supervision of commercial banks and 

other financial institutions with respect to their compliance with the 

interest rate ceilings, and as long as intense competition continued to 

exist in the Nigerian banking system, it is difficult to assess the relevance 

of the hypothesis to Nigeria between 1970 and 1976 when there was no state 

ownership of banks.

9. 4d The Trend in Interest Rate Structure in Nigeria;

As already stated above, interest rate on loans and advances remained 

at 7 per cent level since ^966 andjvas only raised by .5 per cent to 7.5
I

per cent in 1970. In 1975, the CBN cut the rate on loan down to 6 per cent

and this remained in force until 1977 when it was raised again to 7.5 per cent,

With inflation running at the rate of 10.2 per cent in 1975, the rate

time and savings deposits at commercial banks and Post Office Savings bank 
J] See Central Bank of Nigeria .Annual Report, 1970

• I
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were fixed at 4 and 5 per cent respectively thus resulting in a negative 

real rate of interest (See Table ,9,8ai). In 1978, the lending rate vas raised 

tremendously from 7.5 to 12.5 per cent. In 1979, 1980, ^981, 1982, 1983 and 

1984, the rate was fixed at 12, 10, 13, 12.5* 13̂  and 13 per cent respectively. 

By the end of 1985, the rate stood at 13 per cent and remained at that level 

till the end of 1986.

The rateB on government securities such as Treasury Bills and Treasury 

Certificates have always been very low. For example, in I960 the Treasury 

Bill rate was just 2.5 per cent and remained unchanged until 1968 when it 

was raised to 3.5 per cent. Between 1969 and 1974, the rate stood at 4 per cent 

only to fall again in 1975 to 2.5 per cent. This is not surprising since 

the high price of crude oil has resulted in huge revenues to the government, 

thereby reducing the reliance on bapking system by the government for loans. 

However, after 1976, the rate started to rise again and reached the record 

high of 9 per cent in 1984 where it remained unchanged throughout 1985 and 

1986, owing largely to the renewed reliance on banking system by the government 

to finance its budget deficit. The fall in government revenues from oil 

due to fall in oil prices means that government has to borrow from the 

banking system through the issuance of treasury bills with high interest rate 

attached in order to attract foreign capital into the country in addition.

In general, treasury bill rate has always been sticky, since it is

the device used by the government to borrow money from the oublie to

finance its projects. Moreover all over the world, government obligations

are virtually riskless and hence the yields on government securities like

treasury bills or bonds are generally low and uniform since there is no element 
1 : 

of risk premium.

9.4« Nigerian Interest Rates Structure in Comparison with Those of other 
Selected Countries:

The low interest rate policy witnessed in most developing countries of

the world relates to the organized sector of those economies. For example,
T, See C.J. Wright, "The US External Problem" In Barclays Review Vol. LX No. 4 

November, 1985
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Wai (1957) estimated the world-wide weighted average of interest rates in the 

unorganized developing countries at a range of about 24 - 50 per cent. The 

reasons for the high interest rate^ in unorganized financial institutions 

have already been discussed in chapter V and hence there is no need to go 

into them again. The rate of interest in the organized sector of 

Nigerian economy has been one of the lowest in the world --''hen compared with 

other countries. For example, the rate of interest paid on time deposit in 

Indonesia in 197^ were 18 per cent, 12 per cent and 9 per cent for 

deposit of 12-month, 6-month, and 3-month respectively, compared with 

those of Nigeria which \jere 4 per cent, 3.8 per cent and 3 per cent for the 

corresponding types of deposits respectively. Interest rate policy in Indonesia, 

of course, has always been an exception among the developing countries.

Comparing the interest rate structure of developing countries with those 

of developed countries, Chandavarkar (1971), found that Indonesia, among other 

developing countries like China, and Korea, had interest rates that were 

far above those in the developed countries or other developing countries.

The low interest rate on deposit in Nigeria, however, is quite similar to 

those of Tanzania. For example, between 1967 and 1973, Tanzania commercial 

banks paid 5 oer cent interest on 3 to 6 months denosits, 4.25 on 3 - 9 

months and 4.5 per cent on one year, compared with the structure mentioned 

above for Nigeria. (See Table 9.3)

The policy of low interest rate has always been preferred by the 

Nigerian monetary authorities since the demise of the West African Currency 

Board in order to enable investors to obtain loao« at considerably low cost.

The ceiling on lending rates impoied. by the monetary authorities is, perhaps, 

one of the reasons why the expatriate banks in Nigeria found it difficult to 

give loans to indigenes who were credit risk. The consequence of this 

Dolicy was to create a situation of excess demand for credit in the economy
1.

especially between I960 and 1975. Thus tha major concern of the ultimate 

borrowers during that period was not how much it would cost, but the 

availability of credit.
1. See P. Okigbo (1979).
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I
Although many studies have shown a positive association between

1 -
high interest ra+e and domestic savings, (Kwang Suk Kim (1968), and 

Chandavarkar, (1971)), yet there are some countries which experienced 

high and rising levels of monetary savings with their policy of 

low and stable nominal rate of interest. For example, Chandavarkar (1971) 

in his studies of interest rate policies in some less developed economies, 

revealed that Malaysia and Singapore had records of high and rising 

levels of monetary savings even though their rates of interest were 

artificially low but stable. In contrast to those of China and Korea, 

the structure and level of deposit and loan rates of interest in 

Malaysia and Singapore as well as the nominal rates on government securities 

were comparatively low and stable between 1959 and 19&9 for the former and 

between 1966 and 1970 for the later country. Thus the low rates of 
interest on deposit, loan and government securities in Nigeria, Tanzania, 

Malaysia and Singapore can be regarded as representing a more conventional 

pattern of interest rates often witnessed in the economies th^t have not 

experienced violent economic fluctuations (Chandavarkar (1971)). Like 

Nigeria, in Malaysia and Singapore, the variations in the treasury bill rate 

were found to be fairly frequent while other rates were also remarkably 

stable over long period of time.

The logical explanation for the increasing volume of monetary savings 

in Nigeria as well as those of Malaysia and Singapore inspite of low 

but relatively stable interest rates may be found largely in terms of the 

confidence of the average investor in the stability of the value of 

monetary assets which he built up from his experience with prolonged 

stability of consumer pricev . For example in Nigeria consumer prices 

were relatively stable between 196O and 1967 before the outbreak of Civil 

War. Other factors which seem to have contributed to this increasing 

volume of monetary savings in the face of low rates of interest are the 

openness of those economies and the appropriateness of monetary policies
1. See Kwane Suk Kiin (I968).
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being operated which m^de for the relative stability in prices in those 

economies. Thus because of the relative stability in orices, depositor 

has been able to earn a real rate of interest which at least might equal 

to the money rate and in some years even higher than that whenever the 

prices fell. In Nigeria, as shall be seen in chapter 10, commercial 

bank deposits have maintained their rise even in the years when the real rate 

was negative.

In general, interest rate policy is a broad concept which can be 

briefly defined as any kind of official action aimed at influencing the level 

and the structure monetary rates of interest through fiscal or statutory 

means, intervention in money market, the use of moral suasion to achieve 

certain objectives of credit policy and to facilitate the mobilization of 

saving through financial media. Thus actions such as statutory ceilings,
I

regulation of moneylending and pawnbroking, statutory or voluntary inter

bank agreements on deposit and loan rates, open market operations and bank rate 

changes, subsidization or regulation of specific rates (for instance, 

on housing finance, rural credit or on small savings) or the use of fiscal 

incentives to promote savings in time and savings deposits.. This broad 

definition means that those countries which find it difficult to operate 

an overt high interest rate policy may do so covertly through other means

as enumerated above. For example, Indonesia adopted the use of fiscal incentives
'1 '

to promote savings in time and savings deposits between 1968 and 1970. This

took the form of imposition of tax exemptions for interest received by
i

residents while at the same time allowing banks to maintain confidentiality 

about the origin of funds invested with them.

The use of fiscal incentives like the one mentioned above is often subject
t

to ceilings in order to achieve equity between holders of financial securities 

and other forms of income and among different groups of income earners.
1. See S. Afiff, W.P. Falcon, -'̂nd C.r. Timmer (198U)
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Although many developing countries have adopted this kind of saving 

creating incentives with ceilings being placed on individual holdings of 

tax-exempt instruments, Nigeria has'not yet practised it. Instead, the 

Nigerian monetary authorities favour the promotion of national savings by 

freeing interest income from taxes. This is the situation in Austria where 

the secret bank account system is being operated such that an account is only 

identified by a code name and number. And since neither interest payments 

nor withdrawal are disclosed to anyone, all this interest is effectively 

untaxed. Also, because the bankbook and code word can be passed on to heirs, 

all such savings escape estate tax as well. This system is so 

important that it has enabled Austria to save around 25 per cent of its 

Gross Dom*^stic Products in recent years which is the second highest saving 

rate (after Japan) among industrial countries.

94f The Real Interest Rate Structure in Nigeria 196O - 1984

It should be mentioned that there have not been any meaningful a priori 

criteria of ascertaining what can be regarded as a realistic and appropriate 

level and structure of interest rates for any economy. Thus policy on 

interest rate is necessarily usually based on the kind of objectives the 

monetary authorities are aiming to achieve through regulation of interest rates 

Thus according to A. G. Chandavarkar.(19/1 ), interest rates can be regarded 

as "multivalued instruments" instead of calling them "targets" of economic 

policy. There are many aspects of interest rates with their different weight 

assigned to them in relation to the policy objectives being pursued by any 

country. For example interest rates may play the role of an incentive to 

monetary savings (income factor) or as an instrument of credit policy (cost 

factor). Even then, the monetary authorities have to balance their policy 

in the context of the delicate balancing of the multiple role of interest 

rates. Howrver, later in this chapter, we shall be concerned with the 

potentialities of interest rate in mobilizing financial savings in the 

Nigerian economy.
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The real interest rate is derived by deflating the nominal level 

of interest rate for changes in the purchasing power of money as measured 

by some appropriate index. For example, the cost of living index is 

more relevant to savings decisions than are variations in wholesale price 

index and hence more satisfactory index for deflating the nominal level of 

interest rate. Table 9*3 shows the rough approximation of real rate of 
interest on one-year time and savings -denosits of some countries. Since the rate

of interest in Nigeria often remains rigid throughout the year, it is 

considered unnecessary to compute the table on quarterly basis. Hence 

Table 9»3 is computed using the cost of living index on yearly basis 

spanning 1960 through 1984.
Oie needs to be cautious about the idea of positive real rate of 

interest. For example, the method used to ensure a positive real rate 

of interest, which is exceptionally significant during the period of high 
inflation needs not be used for all kinds of economic condition uncritically 

(Chandavarkar (1971), since a great amount of monetary savings often takes 

place notwithstanding whether re^l rate of return is positive or negative.

The reason for this is that there is a variety of factors such as the 

monsy illusion, the minimum demand for cash balances, and the captive market 

for government or state securities which may influence the volume of savings 

other than positive real interest rate.

The real rate of interest is said to be positive when the deflated 

nominal level of interest rate (as explained above), is greater than the 
rate of inflation in the economy concerned. In the- case of Nigeria, we can 

say that according to the Table 9.3, the real rate of interest on savings 

remained positive until 1968. However, as the Civil War started in 1966, 

the real rate became negative as the cost of living was rising as a result 

of economic dislocations and shortage of commodities caused by the war.

Thus in 1970, the rate of inflation in Nigeria stood at l6.1 per cent 

resulting in negative returns on all categories of savings in the country.
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However, inspite of negative returns on savings, the amount of national 

savings continued to increase as can be seen in Table 10.12. The highest 

rate of inflation ever recorded during the review period stood at 33«4 

per cent in 1974 and hence the highest negative real returns on each 

category of savings and lending. The negative real rate of interest 

regime has continued to prevail in Nigeria for a long time partly because 

the monetary authorities did not believe in a rigid adherence to the 

yardstick of positive real rates of interest since it.might necessitate the 

need to manipulate money rates every time the rate of price change altered. 

Obviously, such frequent changes in money rates seem neither desirable 

nor feasible because such action may create unsettling effects on the 

propensity to save in financial media, even if the frequency of change in 

money rates could be reduced by the use of a moving average of current
I

and recent rates of inflation. The negative real rates did not have 

pronounced effects on the volume of national savings in Nigeria because 

of the ignorance of large majority of savers as to vhat is the actual 

rate of inflation and also because of money illusion. The low rate of 

interest is favoured by the monetary authorities since it makes the cost 

of capital low and also because the government has become a large borrower 

from the banking system ever since the price of crude oil has plumated in 

the world market. The low lending rates may not be fully observed by 

both the financial institutions and the borrowers especially in a situation 

of excess demand for credit. Thus in the absence of strict supervision 

of the commercial banks' lending operation, one should expect that banks are
i

likely to be tempted to charge their customers higher rates than official
1

rate allowed by the central banks. According to Shaw (15?3), the ceiling

on interest rates cannot make for efficient allocation of resources, and

this has been the situation in the Nigerian organized credit markets.
The evidence of negative real rate of interest in operation in Nigeria

presented in this study seems to confirm the relevance of the 'financial 
T~. See Shaw (1973)*
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repression hypothesii and hence there is a strong case for a rational 

interest rate policy which should be predicated on the basis of fairly 

stable expectations for reasonable periods of time.

9.4g Comparison Between the Real Rate of Interest in Nigeria and Some
Selected Developed, Oil-Exporting and Non-Oil-Exporting Developing 
On One-year Timk Deposits 1960 1985:

1
In the light of h^dal's generalization th^t in less developed countries 

the level of interest rates is generally lower in the organized sector 

or even lo^er than similar rates in the developed countries where savings 

are much higher, it is instructive to compare the real rates between 

developed and less developed countries to test the validity of this 

generalization. To illustrate this, the prevailing nominal rates 

one year time deposits in Nigeria, United Kingdom, United States,

Indonesia, Saudi Arabia, Korea and Tanzania are deflated by the annual percentage
I

change in consumer prices in the respective countries, using data 

from the Fund's publication - International Financial Statistics (1959 =

100 for all the countries).

As can be seen from Table 9.3, Nigeria experienced negative real rates 

throughout the period except in I960 to 1967, compared vith the United 

Kingdom, whose negative real rate experience started in 1965 and continued until 

1980 when it turned positive. For US, the negative real rates started in 

1971 until 198O when it also turned positive. ^

Comparing Nigeria's real rqte experience with one'of the developing oil-

exporting countries, Indonesia seems to have a better! experience durine the
I

review period. Although the real interest rates were"negative during the first

three years, the real interest rates eontinued to be positive from 196_3 to 1972. 
It is interesting to note that South Korea experienced negative real rates only 

in 1965 and 1964 during the review period because of the policy of high 

interest rate being pursued by that country. Tanzania, a non-oil exporting 

developing country, experienced negative real rates in 1965, 1966, and 1972 to 

1984.
1. See G. Nÿrdal, (1968) Asian Drama:"An Enquiry into the Poverty of Nations.' 

New York: Pantheon
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Although one cannot draw any clear-cut inferences from these data, 

there is enough evidence to show that the gap between the real r^tes 

in the developed and less developed countries is apparently not greater than 

in the nominal rates, especially during 1960s. It is interesting to note 

that nearly all the countries of the world experienced negative real 

rate of interest on savings in 1974 as a result of the exhorbitrnt rise in the 

price of crude oil. The real interest rate for Britain in that year vas

-12.7, U.S.A., -3.3, Indonesia, -28, 'Sou%h Korea, -l6.7

and Tanzania -14.7 per cent. The oil-exporting countries experienced 

some elements of imported inflation since most of them depended very much 

on imports from the industrial countries like Britain, Japan, U.S.A. and 

West Germany which passed on the high cost of energy as a result of oil price

increases to their customers. Thus there was a considerable imported
!

inflation in most of the developing countries in 1970s, the vestiges of which 

are still much in evidence in most of these countries today.

9.4h Interest Rate and Mobilization of Household Savings in Nigeria:

As already indicated, interest rates in Nigeria have generally 

been low inspite of high rates of inflation which has continued to plague 

the economy since 1970s. The high rate of inflation is generally apoarent 

in most developing countries as evidenced by the negative real rates of 

interest in those countries including Nigeria.

The generally high rates of inflation in most of the develooing countries 

in the 1970s has been one of the fundamental reasons for the call by many 

development economists for the adoption of positive real rate of interest 

policy by developing countries. This call is based on the premise that in 

most of the developing countries generally, there are constraints to economic 

development as a result of low level of monetary savings and the inefficient 

allocation of same for investment purposes. The proponents of the 

financial repression hypothesis emphasized very strongly the reason for low 

level of new capital-formation in less developed countries, but played down on
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other economic constraints such as foreign exchange and entreprenurial 

limitations. For even when investment capital is available, it will become 

useless if there is no entrepreneur to carry out investments. Those in 

favour of positive interest rate policy believed strongly that such policy 

would remove completely the capital scarcity constraint in those countries 

where it is practised, through an increase in the level of domestic 

savings in the economy.

As already shown in sub-section 9.15, the empirical work on the

effect of postive real rate of interest on personal savings by Williamson 
1

(1968) and Gupta (1970) yielded opposite conclusions. Thus while 

Williamson argues that for Asia the net impact of real interest rate 

movements on personal saving are either negative or insignificant, Gupta, 

on his work on India reveals that higher real rates of interest lead to 

higher real savings.' Since the work of Gupta is much more reliable than 

that of Williamson as already explained in sub-section 9.4a, it is reasonable 

to accept the suggestion that interest rate variations have a greater 

influence on personal savings in India and try to find out whether the same 

suggestion holds for other developing countries. It is also reasonable 

however, to argue that, while interest rate variations may have influence 

on personal savings, government and business savings are generally 

insensitive to interest r^te. Thus in a country where government and 

business enterprises are major savers, it might be difficult to assess 

the effects of any interest r^te changes on the level of savings. The 

only way to assess the possible effects, therefore, is to disaggregate savings 

into different components, or sectors of the economy. Because of the 

insensitivity of business and government savings to interest rate variations, 

the effects of interest rate changes might best be measured by the magnitude 

of changes in household savings. In this chapter, therefore, interest rate 

variations and the household savings in Nigeria had been empricially

examined and the results will be discussed later.
Y. See Williamson (1968) and Gupta (1970).
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9. 4i Theoretical Specification of Determinants of Household Savings 
and National Savings in Nigeria:

Economic theory would suggest several factors apart from Interest rate

variations determining the level of domestic savings in any country. For

example, Gupta (1970) examines the influence of disposable or personal

income and five different types of interest rate as the index of return on
1

financial assets on the volume of personal savings. Treadgold (1970) 

examines the influence of the rate of inflation, and real-wages on the rate 

of savings. Also Shaw and McKinnon (1973) also respectively try to examine 

the determinants of domestic savings in some developing countries using 

the growth in Income, the level of real per capita income, and foreign saving 

in addition to real interest rates as explanatory variables in their models. 

Thus there is no a priori criterion for estimating the savings function.

Our specification of the determinants of household savings and national 
savings in Nigeria, though reflects the influence of earlier writers on savings, 

also reflects our own thinking on the subject as a graduate student.

Also because of the developing nature of Nigerian economy, we introduce some 

new variables in our model of Household savings.

The.rationale for estimating the determinants of household savings 

in Nigeria lies in the fact that throughout the period covered by this study, 

the household sector is responsible for more than 55 per cent of the 

aggregate resources, though its capital formation was.just'under 50 per cent 

of the total (Table 9.9)» Hence it represents the only surplus sector 

responsible for the net lending to all the other sectors of the economy.

The pattern of saving of the household determines the transfer of resources 

from it "to other sectors, being the major surplus sector. According to 

Table 9.10 showing the pattern of saving of the households, savings in the 

form of financial assets (gross) stood at 58*6 per cent in 1976-77 and 

64.1 per cent-in 1962/85. Most of the household,

savings were in the form of claims on the banking sector which represented

See Treadgold ( 1970), "Inflation, Peal Wages and the’-Rate of Saving in the 
Philippines", in the Developing Economies (September)
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Table 19.9

PATTERN OF SAVING OF HOUSEHOLD SECTOR IN NIGERIA 
IN PERCENTAGES.

1972-973
%

1976-1977
%

1982-1983
%

I Change in Financial Assets 70.1 63.1 75.9
(i) claims on private corporate

sector I 4*5 3.9 4 .5
(ii) claims on government secto r 9 .2 4.1 4.0

(iii) Claims on Central Bank.of- 
Nigeria 20.1 10.2 9.1

(iv) Claims on Commercial Banks 24*3 20.2 35.5

(v) Claims on credit co
operatives 2 .0 10.5 10.8

(vi) Claims on Insurance 
Companies 3.1 5.8 2 .0

(vii ) Claims on provident funds 7.1 8.4 10.0

I Change in Financial Liabilities 29.9 36.9 24.1

(i) Borrowings from government 
Sector

(ii) Borrowing from Commercial 
Banks '

5; 2 

12.8

4 .8

18.1

2.8

14.2

(iii) Borrowing from Credit 
Co-operatives 10.9 12.0 5.0

(iv) Borrowing from Insurance 
Companies 1.0 2.0 2.1

III Net Capital Formation . 40.9 26.2 51.8

Total Household Saving
(I - II + III) 100.0 100.0 100.0

Computed from the CBN publications and other sources feuch as Nigerian -,
!

Statistics Digests of various years*
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Table 9. 10 
1 --------

PATTERN OF SAVING AND NET CAPITAL FORR^TION IN NIGERIA 
1976/77 & 1982/83

Sector
197(3/77 1982/83

Aggregage
Resources

%

Net uapitai 
Formation 

%

Aggregate
Resources

%

Net c a p i t a l ---------
Formation.

Household 58.6 26.0 64.1 51.8
Private Corporate 1 .0 ' 14.0 4 .2 6,5
Government 22 .0 60 .0 2 0 .0 4 2 .7
Central Bank of Nigeria 0 .9 - 1.1 -
Commercial Banks 0 .5 — 1 .0 -
Credit Co-operatives 0.3) - 0 .5 -
Insurance companies - - - -
Provident funds 0.1 - - -
Total domestic resources 8 3 .4 100.0 90.9 100.0

External (Net Capital inflow 
from abroad) l6 .6 _ 9.1
Aggregate resources/Capital 
formation 100 100.0 100.0 100.0

Computed from the CBN publications and other sources such as Nigerian Statistics 

Digests of various years.

r
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more than one-third of the total claims on the financial sector in 1982/83,

The actual claims on the other nonfinancial sectors was less than one- • 

eighth of the total claims. ♦

Two. versions : of the basic model of determinants of household savings 

are considered. The first model which may be referred to as the 

'equilibrium* or short-run is based on the simplifying assumptions that 

there are no lags in the system so that adjustment of the quantity of 

savings demanded by households and the quantity supplied by the various 

financial institutions change in all the variables to their respective 

equilibrium values are instantaneous. The second model which may be termed 

'disequilibrium* or long run, admits the possibility that adjustment of 

the actual to equilibrium values may take pl«ce with some delay. The 

derivation of the two models is based on the stock-adjustment model used 

by import studies investigators , built on the hypothesis that it takes 

time for importers to adjust imports to the desired level.

Since two major components of the source of income to households in 

Nigeria are the agriculture and manufacturing, we include in the model 

the agricultural and manufacturing income differential as an explanatory

variable in order to measure the extent to which the gap between the two
I

sources of income can affect household savings. To be sure, we want toI
test the hypothesis, based on our sj priori knowledge of the Nigerian economy,

that the wider.the gap between manufacturing and agricultural incomes (where

the agricultural income is the lower), the greater will be the volume of

household savings. Thus the agricultural and manufacturing income

differential, YMAD, is expected to carry positive sign. Unlike numerous
1

studies of savings behaviour (e.g. Chaudry (1973), Leff (1969), Papanek 

(1973), and Singh (1972)), which used the level of real per capita income
I

Y as an independent variable in the savjungs function, in this study, the
I

real national income Y is used as an explanatory variable because of

the unreliability of Nigerian census figures as already explained in
1. See the work of Chaudry (1973), Leff, (19697, Papanpk (1975) and Singh (1972) 

on determinants of savings.
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chapter IV. The real national income Y is derived by deflating the nominal 

national income by the annual percentage change in consumer prices in 

Nigeria , using data frcan the International Financial Statistics (December 

1980 =100), Y is an indicator of the level of economic activities and 

hence, it is postulated that as the level of economic activities increases 

in the country, the demand for savings assets by the households will also 

increase.

Because of a widespread, though not empirically well-established, belief 

that saving is "institution-elastic (Marquez (1963), we include a variable

to take care of the bankspread in the economy. This action is supported
2 '•

by the view expressed by Lewis (1955, p. 229) that

"Experience shows that the amount of savings depends partly on how 

widespread these facilities (i.e., savings institutions) are; if

they are pushed right un»er the individual's nose .....  people

save more than if the nearest savings institution is some distance 

away. "

Thus the inclusion of this variable BN^ is to establish empirically the 

influence of bankspread on the household savings and this makes our model 

somehow unique. Another reason for the inclusion of this variable is 

to incorporate into the model the dynamic nature of banking development 

in Nigeria. Many writers On savings function in developing countries 

have not included this fact of the developing nature of financial institutions 

in most of the countries they studied. The variable is expected to carry 

a positive sign to confirm our hypothesis that the greater the number of 

financial institutions or offices, the greater will be the increase in 

the volume of domestic savings.

Two rates of interest are used as indices of return on monetary savings 

namely, the rate of interest on bank time deposits (r^) and the rate of interest 

on nonbank savings deposits (r^). However, only the rate on bank deposits 

yielded reasonable result as will be discussed below. One other v&riable
1. See Marquez, (I963) 2. See Lewis, (1955, p.229)
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included in the model is in respect^of the level of education or the literacy 

level. It is believed, based on our a priori knowledge of Nigerian economy,

that there is a positive association between the literacy level and the volume

of domestic savings. Where greater number of people can read and write, 

it is likely that they will also be able to operate bank accounts successfully if 

incentives for this are adequate enough to them. In Nigeria, greater number 

of people could not read and write before the country's independence in 196O 

and about a decade after independence. However, in 1970s, growing number of 

people were becoming literate, even among the rural dwellers. The rationale 

for the inclusion of literacy level variable (Ed) is, therefore, to 

confirm our hypothesis of positive association between this variable and the 

volume of domestic savings. The literacy level in Nigeria is measured by 

the number of people \dio have had at least first school leaving certificate

and those who have passed out of the various adult education classes. Since
i

the data on this variable are derived^from more than one source for some years,

the result of the estimate must be treated with caution.

9.4j Some General Comments!

The data are annual (i960 to 1984). The choice of the pèriod was dictated

by the availability of data and the need to analyse the problems of financial

savings in the context of the interest rate policy in Nigeria. All the flow

variables are in million naira and in current prices while interest rate

variable is in percentages. The lagged value refers to an annual period.

The estimates were obtained by the use of both O.L.S and 2SLS methods. The

rationale for the use of 2SLS method lies in the fact that it has been

generally accepted as the most important of the single-equation techniques
1

to be adopted in estimating overidentified models (Koutsoyiannis (198I).

Thus its use is designed to take care of any possible overidentification in

our model and to obtain a unique estimate for each structural parameter,
2We used standard criteria: R for goodness of fit, *F* testing significance 

of the whole regression, 't* testing significance of partial regression 

coefficients, Durbin-Watson 'D* statistic testing the randomness of the

1. see A. Koutsoyiannis (1981). The Theory of................ ... . ,, Press
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t
residuals, a priori sign and magnitude of the coefficients to evaluate 

our results. Availability of data dictated the simplicity of our model.

9 .4k Household demand for Savings Model in Estimation Form;

HŜ  = + ZgBN + Ẑ r̂  + Ẑ WD (I)
HŜ  = + W.,YMAD̂ + W^BN^ + +Ŵ WD (2)

where HS^ = Household savings at time t

Y^ = National Income at factor cost at time t

BN^ = Number of savings institution offices and branches at time t

r^ = Bank deposit rate of intrest

. WD = Dummy variable to take care of the period of Nigeria Civil

War with zero value in peace times.

YMAD^ = Agricultural income and manufacturing income differentials 

as already explained. Since all the variables have been specified and 
exolained above, the results of the estimates are as presented below in Table 

A. The above two equations vere estimated in log form in order to obtain 

the elasticities for the variables since the variables were measured not 

in the same units. The t-statistlcs are in parentheses under each estimate.

Table A

STRUCTURAL EQUATION ESTIMATES: DETERMINANTS OF HOUSEHOLD SAVINGS ASSET
DEMAND 1960 - 1984 IN BOTH LONG AND SHORT-RUN

Long-run or Equilibrium:

Log HS. = 1.695 + 0.107LogY + .608Log BN + 0.23%og r. + .273Log ED (I) 
(4 .2532) (1.4458) ^ (2.1806) ^ (1.5653) (2.2255)

R^ = 0.64

D.W. = 1.72  

F = 154.4

Log HS^ = 2.308 - 0.4548Log YMAD^+ 0.696Log BN^ + 0.177Log (2)
(5.2518) (-3.6900) (5.6452) (1.2735)

R^ = 0.91

D.W. = 1.6878

F = 84.1
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(b) Long-mnjEqulllbrium ;

Log HS. = -0.131 + 0.26?Log Y. + 0.638Log BN. + 0.0139Log r.  
(-0 .3455) (2.3728) ^ (2.1950) ^ (0.11077)

0.30510g ED. + 0.940Log HS. ,
(2.25804) ^ (8.8029) (3)

= 0.99
D.W. = 2.1

F =279.1

Log HS^ = 1.055 - 0.l67Log
(2 .1820) (2.3555)

+ 0.549Log HSt_i!
(3.6440) i

= 0.98

D.W. = 1.8726

F = 247.2

(2.7078) ^ (0.8596) ^ (4)

The above results seem to support our hypothesis about the determinants 

of demand for saving assets by household in Nigeria as evidenced by the 

significance of variables BN^, YMAD^ in equation 2 and ED^ in equation 1 

in the short run. In equation 1, all the variables carry the correct sign 

but not equally significant. The real rate of interest variable is positive 

and significant at the 10 per cent level and so also is the income variable Y^. 

The value of DW statistics is also very high enough which implies the 

absence of autocorrelation and correct specification of the model. However,

the correlation coefficient of just O .64 indicates that the good fit is
!

less than expected. However, the high and positive F statistics implies 

the significance of the correlation coefficient.

In equation 2, the variable in resoect of Civil w*r period in Nigeria 
is omitted since it turned out to be very insignificant and rendered our result 

quite unacceptable. The negative but significant coefficient of YMAD clearly 

implies that as the level of income in agricultural sector is closing to the
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level of income in manufacturing sector of the economy, the volume 

of savings is increasing, and' consequently may lead to the reduction in 

the influx of people; into the urban centres in search of better paid jobs. 

However, this result can best be regarded as an approximation since the data 

are aggregative. The use of per capita agricultural income resulting in this 

kind of result is likely to validate our thinking as stated above.

The long-run equilibrium results of equations 3 and 4 show that the 

real rate of interest variable, although with positive sign, is not significant. 

However, all other variables in the two equations are significant with correct 

signs as expected. Also as expected the elasticity coefficients on lagged 

dependent variable in the two equations are significantly different from zero, 

iImplying a degree of dynamic adjustment in all the equations.

9 ,41 Conclusions:
Some economists have studied the effect of interest rate variations on 

personal savings as evidenced in the work of Gupta (1970) and Williamson 

(1968), The results of the: findings by Gupta and Williamson seem to contradict 

each other which can be explained in terms of the nature of the economy each 

of them studied as well as the type of interest rate used as index of returns 

on financial savings in their respective study. Although our analysis is based 

on household savings in Nigeria, rather than personal savings, the results _ 

of our estimates seem to support Gupta,' s findings on the effect of interest 

rate variations on personal savings. Moreover, it has been empirically tested 

that bankspread variable is likely to have positive effect on household savings, 

Also, it has been shown by the results above that the policy of improving 

agricultural incomes designed to make them equal or nearly equal to those- in 
industries, would not only have significant effects on household savings in 

Nigeria, but also reduce the influx of people into the cities in search of 

better paid jobs, in industries.

9, 4™ A Diagramatic Application of Financial Repression Hypothesis to Household 
Savings in Nigeria:

Based on the findings above, the financial repression hypothesis
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seems to be relevant to Nigeria and this can be illustrated with the use of 

a diagram. Thus in figure 9.1 below, let the vertical line represent the yield 

on savings by the households and the horizontal axis the quantity of savings. ' 

Now in the absence of any rate ceilings on bank deposits,-households are 

in general encouraged to save as much as OHS^ in order to enjoy the future 

yields of OSr^. However, when the ceiling is imposed at. point OSr^,'ultimate 

savers decide to keep their money either in form of cash or any durable good 

or even spend it since there is little or no incentives for them to save. 

Therefore, only a very small minority is attracted to save just OHS^, thereby

resulting in financial repression magnitude of OHS. - OHS .1 ' o
While the financial repression hypothesis might be relevant to Nigeria 

as illustrated above, it should be stated that interest rate is not^the ealy 

major determinants of growth of household savings in Nigeria as already 

demonstrated by the results of our estimates. Hov^ever, it appears that the 
proponents of financial repression hypothesis have made a sweeping generalization 

across all the developing countries inspite of different social and economic 

characteristics as well as ideological differences which can affect the 

inflow of caoital and relative standards of their financial institutional 

developments. The proponents based their conclusions on a very limited number 

of cases; some of the countries studied such as Taiwan, Korea and some three 

Asian countries which have similar experiences can certainly not be the 

basis of generalization for all the developing countries. To be sure, any 

policy measure adopted by any monetary authorities has certain goal in view.

Thus interest rate policy adopted by the three Asian countries studied by 

the proponents was designed to stabilize those economies as a solution to 

high rates of inflation primarily, while the secondary aim was to mobilize 

domestic savings and allocation of same efficiently. For example, Taiwan 

has been regarded by many economists as a pioneer and leading exponent of 

a high but flexible interest rate strategy because of her adoption of 

interest rates as one of the major anti-inflationary instruments (Reed
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Diagram 9.2I

FINANCIAL REPRESSION HYPOTHESIS : INTEREST RATES ON 
SAVINGS IN N I W X A . — DIAGRAMATIC 

EXPOSITION

i\ Interest Rates 
Yields on Savins;s

Nominal interest rate ceiling

Hs>,
Quantity of Savings
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1
J. Irvine and Robert F. Bnery (1966)), success achieved by Taiwan

in the use of interest rates as an anti-inflationary weapon enticed 

the monetary authorities in Korea to adopt similar measures as part of a 

wider stabilization program for the Korean economy to combat the persistent 

inflation which plagued that country since 1945' consequent uoon political 

division of the country which created economic dislocation in the wake of the 

civil wai-. Any interest rate policy adopted for deposits cannot be 

diverged from policies on lending rates. You cannot increase one and leave 

the other. The monetary authorities in Taiwan were quick to recognize this 

in their policies, by making sure that the rise in the deposit rates was not 

communicated to loan rates so that it might not affect the working capital 

requirements of trade and industry. The strategy adopted was, therefore, 

designed to ensure a ceiling on loan rates as well as a 'floor* for deposit 

rates.
It should also be emphasized that the adoption of any level of 

real interest rate policy as a stimulant for financial savings depends on 

the distribution of savings among the. savings components. For example, 

the success achieved by Taiwan was largely because in Taiwan, government and 

semigovernment institutions account for a substantial part of commercial 

banking which made it easier for the implementation of interest rate policies. 

Ghana adopted high interest rate stratedy in 196O which was designed to 

liberalize credit in the economy and this resulted in considerable increase 

in monetary savings. However, this increase in savings was not translated 

in credit expansion to the indigenous enterprises and this forced the 

hands of monetary authorities to impose selective credit ceilings to channel 

funds to the indigenous enterprises and productive sectors of the economy.

It is equally instructive to state that as we have evidence of countries

who adopted high interest rate policy, there are also evidence of those

who relied on conventionally low and stable nominal rates of interest and

yet enjoyed rising levels of monetary savings. The very common examples 
Ï1 R.J. Irvine and R.F. Emery (1966), "Interest Rates as an Anti-Inflationary

Instrument in Taiwan,” The National Banking Review, Vol. 4
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are Malaysia and Singapore whose structure and level of deposit as well 

as loan rates of interest and the nominal rates on government securities 

were comparatively lower and stable than those of Taiwan and Korea (Chandavarkar 

(1971)).

Finally, interest rate policy represents only one of the policies 

to ensure adequate domestic savings for the purpose of domestic capital 

formation. In fact both Taiwan and Korea interest rate policies were only 

one of the elements in the stabilization program, since there were other 

and probably more significant contributory factors, such as exchange rate 

reforms, appropriate monetary and fiscal policies, and foreign aid.

Even then, there is no doubt that the policy of high interest rates has 

contributed immensely to the success of the programme inspite of the 

limitations of the evidence and the fact that the use of extremely high 

money rates of interest in both countries adopted under very special 

circumstances of high and rising inflation which necessitated the implementation 

of interest rate policy with eventual success. The experience of Taiwan 

and Korea will continue to be lessons for many developing countries, 

the more so because the two countries rank high in the 'growth league* 

and also in terms of export performance. The economic circumstances of 

any country have to be adequately considered in the determination of 

an appropriate overall interest rate policy, which itself must be based 

on what the monetary authorities considered to be realistic rates enough 

to encourage saving, but not so high as to discourage investment in the 

desired channels.

Before closing^ this chapter, it is instructive to examine exnort earnings, 

interest rates and other variables' influence on domestic or national savings. 

This is, to show that other variables such ms export earnings, national incomes

government expenditures and price level other than interest rates also
have significant influence on the volume of domestic savings of some developing

countries as borne out by the results of our empirical investigations.
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J Specification of the Model for Determinants of Domestic Savings;

Four equations of the model were estimated for each of the eleven' -

countries studied but only the best results are reported. The four

equations are as follows;

DS = a^ + a^Y + a^Sr - PL ( 1 )

DS = b^ + b^Y + b^Sr + b^GE (2)

DS = c^ + c^Exp + CgGE + c^3r (3)

DS = d^ + d^OE + dgSr - d^PL + d^GE (4)

where:
DS = Domestic Savings 

GE = Government Expenditure 

Y = National Income at 1981 price level 

Sr = Saving rate of interest

PL = Consumer price index

Exp = Exports 

and OE = Oil Exports.

In most developing countries of the world, government is the largest 

employer of labour. The number of people employed in economic activities 

assuming they have preference for future consumption, is likely to affect 

the volume of national savings. Hence employment figures can be used as 

a oroxy for the measurement of economic activities where these are available. 

Since data are not available on the level of employment in most of the 

countries being studied, it is considered a good attempt to use the recurrent 

government expenditure as a proxy for the number'of people employed, the more 

so because our studies of the countries in our analysis reveal that on the

average, about 80 per cent of the labour force in each country are in the
public sector. In the model above, therefore, government expenditure

is used as a variable to test whether there, is a .relationship between it

and the level of domestic savings. Oar a priori,belief is that the sign

of this variable is indeterminate since the newly employed by government
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are free to choose between consumption now or saving for the future consumption. 

The price index employed in this analysis is the consumer price index and is 

used as an explanatory variable becasue of the fact that in most of the 

countries in this study as well as Im many other developing countries, inflation 

rates are still largely high and hence more likely to affect the level of 

domestic savings. When prices are rising, the value of money continues to 

fall and the tendency is for people to loose interest in holding money or 

financial instruments and switch over to holding durable goods. Thus 

this variable is expected to carry negative sign since as the price falls, the 

value of money rises and hence an increase in the holdings of financial assets by 

the people. The GNP at 1981 factor cost is used as a measure of level of 

economic activities ànd so also the value of exports which is being used as 

an alternative to GNP. For the oil-exporting countries in our study, the 

value of oil exports is used since for most of them, crude oil still remains 

largely the mainstay of their economy. Thus variables Y, EXP and OE are all 

expected to carry oositive signs.

94o Some General Comments;

The data employed for this study are drived from the IMF publication -

IMF International Financial Statistics - as veil as the national sources for

each country such as the Central bank publications. As a standard procedure
2all enuations vere estimated by OLS. We used standard criteria; R for goodness 

of fit, 'F' testing significance of the whole regression, *t' testing the 

significance of partial regression coefficients, Durbin-Watson ’D' statistic 

testing the randomnness of the residuals, a priori sign and magnitude of the 

coefficient to evaluate our results. The results of the stimates of the 

equations are as follows;-
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Table B

Results of the Estimates of the Determinants of 
Domestic Savings in Nigeria and some Selected 

Developing Countries

Country Dependent
Variable

t Estimated Coefficients and t-ratios 
1  ̂ (in parenthesis)
!

R^
DW
F

Period

Egypt DS -1.038 + 0.279Sr + 0.972Y - 0.175PL 
-1.343) (2.09) (2.857) (-0.458)

0.84
1.84

27.5

1960-
1984

Ghana DS -0.530 + 0.692Sr + 0.243Exp +.0.497GE 
-2.228) (3.238) (2.198; (3.590)

0.98
1.94

599.1

1960-
1984

S. Arabia DS 0.969 + 1.135ST + 0.870 OE - 0.140 PL 
(2.275) (8.813) (2.120) (1.231)

0.98
1.73

353.2

1965
1984

S. Leone DS -0.328 + 0.225Sr + 0.870Y - O.14OPL
(0.932 (3.423) (2 .194) (1.113)

0.86
1.81

33.27

1960-
1984

Venezuela DS .-18.385 + 0.145Sr + 7.842Y - 0.197PL
(-7.411) (0 .646) (7 .535) (-1.920)

0.90
1.89

49.92

1960-
1984

Iran DS

11

-4.967 + 0.107Sr + 0.447Y - 0.223PL
(-8.896) (0 .601) (2.463) (10.617)

0.99
1.99

654.8

1960-
1981

Iraq
1

DS ;
I
0.406 + 0.977ST + 0.'2170E + O.68IGE
(1.677) (3.760) (1.639) (3.860)

0.96
1.67

42.1

I960-
1984

Nigeria DS -23.977 + 8.371Sr + 0.257GE + 0.5780E 
(-4.853) (3.539) (1.833) (4.322)

22.6PL
(1.743)

- 0.90 
1.57

36.97

1960-
1984

Sri Lanka DS 1.002 + 0.174Sr + 0.492GE + 0.450Exp
(1.972) (3.453) (2.063) (2 .309)

0.73
2.06
18.1

1960-
1984

Kuwait DS -1.934 + 2.60SR + 3.770 OE - 0.234PL 
(-1.275) (3.325) (4.209) (1.8127)

0.93
1.57

106.8

1960-
1984

Senegal DS -34.67 + l6.64Sr + 2 .9OOY - 11.683PL 
(-2 .512) (7.518) (2.482) (-2.575)

0.91
1.6

43.5

1968-
1982
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In our preliminary investigations, each of the four equations 

was applied to each country but only the best result for each country 

is reported here. The fact that not all the equations tried on each country 

yielded good results clearly shows the economic and social diversities of 

the developing countries. For example in some oil exporting countries, 

the government expenditure variable turned out to be insignificant whereas 

in countries like Ghana and Sri Lanka, the variable was significant with 

the a positive sign.

The purpose of our exercise is to examine the validity or otherwise of 

the financial repression hypothesis with respect to domestic savings and hence 

in all the equations apolied to each country, the real rate of interest 

which is the mean of the averages of all types of saving rates in each country, 

is included, since we are concerned with the total volume of savings, and there 

are several kinds of saving institutions other than commercial banks in most 

of these countries.

As can be seen in the results table, real interest rate variable carries 

the right sign in all the equations but insignificant in only two of the countries, 

namely Venezuela and Iran. The insignificance of the variable in the two

countries can be explained in terms of relative stability observed in the
!

interest rate structures of those countries in the presence of unstable price 

levels, more.especially in Iran because of war. Thus the price level 

variable is very significant in both countries. It is cuite surprising 

that variable O E  which stands for oil export, although with the correct 

sign is less significant than the government expenditures. This might be

due to reduction in oil production caused largely by the on-going war between
I

that country and Iran. The variable, when applied to Iran, turned out to 

be very insignificant with wrong sign, hence our inclusion of national 

income variable instead..
The values of DW Statistics in most of the estimates indicate

absence of autocorrelation and that all the equations are correctly specified.
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The values of the correlation coefficients in all the estimates are 

indication of good fit. The values of F statistics in all the equations 

are significantly different from zero and hence confirm the significance 

of the correlation coefficients in our model and the significance of most 

of our explanatory variables is confirmed by the values of t-statistics 

in parentheses under each coefficient.

Concluding Remarks;

The empirical results reported above show that the mean of^the real rates 

of interest on all financial claims, unlike that of McKinnon who used 

only real deposit rate of interest, has a positive effect on domestic 

saving in most developing countries, including the oil-exporting countries.

Hence, McKinnon and Shaw's view on the importance of real interest rate 

on domestic saving is fully justified. However, our results also indicate 

the importance of other variables such as the government purchases or 

expenditures and export as determinants of the volume of domestic saving 

of some developing countries. The use of the variable government expenditure 

is mainly exploratory. There is still need for further research on this 

variable and hence the result can be regarded as tentative,

SECTION IV

9.5 An Empirical Investigation on the Intermediate Variables of Monetary
Policy and Capital Inflows and Monetary Control In Developing Country Nigeria;

In the previous section, we tried to examine the efficacy of interest 

rate policy in Nigeria with respect to its effects on household saving on 

the one hand and the national or domestic saving on the other along with

ten other selected developing countries. Since this chapter is concerned

with the monetary policies in Nigeria, it is considered instructive to 

examine the potentialities for Nigeria of using total domestic credit 

as an intermediate target of monetary policy.

9,5a Theoretical Consideration of Total Domestic Credit as an Intermediate
Target of Monetary Policy

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, inflation has been the major
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focus of attention not only in Nigeria but in many other countries of the world 

for many years. In their various efforts to put inflation under control, 

attentions have always been focused on the financial aggregates which are 

more easily affected by the policy instruments at the monetary authorities* 

disposal because of the belief that these aggregates h^ve more predictable 

relations to the final targets, otherewise known in the economic literature 

as intermediate targets. However, the effectiveness of a particular 

financial aggregate as an intermediate target in any economy largely depends 

on the significance of the relation between that aggregate and final targets 

which is the pre-requisite for measuring its predictability and stability.

The problems of inflation throughout the world have turned the attention
! 2 

of many economists to embark on .a rigorous research on the money supply

process and its impact on real economic aggregates in various contexts
(

such as open and closed economies, each operating under either flexible or

fixed exchange rates, and developed and less developed economies. Many economists

have came out, based on their research, with several meaningful conclusions

which have helped highlight monetary policy options and their techniques.

For many years, the developed countries attached very little importance

to selective or qualitative credit policies in the pursuance of their monetary

policy goals (Khatkhate and Villanueva (1978)). In monetary policy, attention

was focused on the pursuit of stable economic growth, control of inflationary

forces, stable interest rates and stable composition of aggregate spending in

the economy. According to Gurley and Shaw (1955), in addition to the above,

the advanced countries also focused attention on accelerating the process

of financial intermediation based on ,the assumption that it constitutes both

necessary and sufficient condition for economic growth. The reason

why little or no importance was attached to credit policies is because

many economists were sceptical about their efficacy and practicability.

Many believed that it is only possible to regulate the channel of credit and

not its ultimate use (Maisel (1971)). Inspite of the findings of some
See R.Ü. Davis, "Monetary Aggregates and the Use of •Intermediate Targets 
in Monetary Policy", Federal Reserves System, wew Monetary Control Procedure,
1981. 2. ."Iso see Parkin (^978), Savage (1979), and Lewis (1980) on their 
views on control of Money Supply.
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recent surveyB of credit policies which were designed to investigate their

theoretical framework and the extent of their empirical relevance as evidenced
1

in the work Brimmer (1971), Cotula and Padoa-Schioppa (1971), Hodgman (1972), 

Silber (1973) and Solomon (1973v, no uniform interpretation of their meaning 

and neither vere there any uniform assessment of their significance.

In recent years, however, increasing attention has been focused in the 

economic literature on the total domestic credit (TDC) as an intermediate 

target of monetary policy.because of the problems of inflation. The TDC 

per se in the context of this analysis may be defined as the total • 

loans to the private sector made by the banks and other financial institutions 

including bonds or shrres issued by the business enterprises in Nigeria.

It also includes government borrowing from the banks as well as from the public.

Before going further in the investigation of the relationship of the 

TDC with the final policy targets such as the level of nominal income, and 

the current account balance in the balance of payments, it is instructive 

to review the properties of the TDC as an intermediate target of monetary 

policy by testing the following hypotheses:

(a) ’’That TDC has a significant relationship with the final targets of

and monetary policy”.

(b) ’’That the grovdih of financial institutions, measured by the number of

institutions and offices has significant influence on the volume

of TDC than the interest r^tes on loans.”

Our a priori belief in this excersie is that if the monetary authorities

choose TDC as an intermediate target, they may face great difficulties in the

conduct of monetary policy than when they choose a monetary target. In 1960s,

the Nigerian monetary authorities did not lay emphasis on TDC as a variable

target. The concern by then vas how to encourage the banks and other financial

institutions to give more loans to business enterprises, especially the

indigenous borrowers. However, in 1970s, there was a swift switch to TDC

in their long drawn battle to combat inflations in the country. Since the 
— — See the work of Brimmer (1971;; Cotula -nd Padoa-Schioppa (I971)m 
?. Hodgman
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I
interest rate variations have no effect on the volume of TDC, attention has 

been directed on the use of other instruments of control such as credit 

ceiling and credit guidelines. The justification of the use of these 

instruments is given by the estimates of the-model developed which 

explains the determinant of the volume of total dom^stic credit in Nigeria 

which will be taken up later.

9.5b The TDC Model

One can adopt two equilibrium conditions in presenting the model, 

namely the good market equilibrium condition and the financial assets market 

equilibrium. If the equilibrium in the two markets is to hold, then the 

discrepancy between private sector savings and overall investments should 

be eoual to the public sector dissavings. Savings is, therefore, expressed 

as follows:

PrS - PI = (E* - M) + G* (B.1)

where PrS stands for private savings, PI for private and public investments,

E for exports and M for imports while G stands for government expenditures 

or dissavings. The asterisks above variables E and G indicate exogeneity 

in the model. It is assumed that exports are exogeneously determined while 

imports are a function of national income. Thus M = m(Y). (B.2)

Any discrepancy between PrS and PI may be regarded as the decrease or 

increase in net financial assets of the private sector and this argument 

can be expressed as:

PrS - PI = A  PrFA - A  PrFL - A  GIF* (^*3)

where PrFA is the change in financial claims or assets held by the private

sector while PrFL denotes the change in the private sector's financial 

liabilities vis-a-vis domestic residents and non-residents. It is assumed 

th^t the capital inflows ( CIF) that are not intermediated by the 

banking system are controlled by the monetary authorities and hence are 

regarded as exogenous in the model. Equations B.1 and B.3 imply that the 

goods market reaches a state of equilibrium only when the market for
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f in a n c ia l  assets a tta in s  i t s  stock ar̂ d f lo ^  e q u ilib riu m  p o s it io n . However,
i

one m ight ju s t  regard the goods market as redundant since the knowledge o f 

what h-ppens in  the f in a n c ia l  market is  enough to  g ive  c le a r  p ic tu re  about 

th e  good m arket. I

Through i t s  c o n tro l over the supply of money or f in a n c ia l  assets , the  

monetary a u th o r it ie s  exerc ise  g re a t impact on the output le v e l ^n the economy, 

although a f te r  a perio d  o f considerab le , tim e la g  (Friedman (1 9 5 8 ), vBv'-W,

S p r in k e T '0 9 5 9 ) ,  F- de Eeeuv and E». Qramlich (19&9) and de Leeuw and J.
I

Kalchbrenner (1 9 6 9 )) .  Some economists, o f course, have argued, based on a 

body o f.ev id en ce  w ithout th e o re t ic a l ju s t i f ic a t io n  th a t monetary p o lic y  is  

q u ic k -a c tin g , and hence no, tim e lag  (Anderson and Jordan (19"6'8), and

Kareken and Solow (1 9 6 3 )) . Any e q u ilib r iu m  cond ition  in  the f in a n c ia l  market

w ith  respect to  the stock and flo w  im p lies  th a t the v a ria b le s  which determine' the
I

volume of f in a n c ia l  assets demanded by the p r iv a te  sector is  a t the le v e l  which 

makes the p r iv a te  sector w i l l in g  to  hold the f in a n c ia l  assets supp lied . Thus 

an a c tio n  by the monetary a u th o r it ie s  lead ing  to  a sudden change in  the  

volume of f in a n c ia l  assets supplied would cause the p r iv a te  secto r demand to  

a d ju s t to  the new supply c o n d itio n s . Consequently, th ere  would be new e q u ilib riu m

va lu es  in  the r e a l  sec to r. The model fo r  the supply of and demand fo r  f in a n c ia l

assets  may be form alized  as fo llo w s :
i

S u b s titu tin g  ecuation B .3 fo r  equation 1 and rearrang ing  the terms y ie ld s

Û  PrpR = (a P rF L  + G* ) +  ̂ (X * -  M(Y) ) + q CIF* (B .4 )

Hence TDC *  (Û  PrFL + G ) and th is  represents a s u b s ta n tia l p a r t

o f the  supply o f f in a n c ia l assets . ;

For the demand model, the hypothesis is  th a t the flow  and demand fo r

f in a n c ia l  assets is  a s tab le  fu n c tio n  o f both income and ra te  o f in te r e s t .

Hence the demand flow  e q u ilib riu m  always e x is ts  in  the f in a n c ia l markets;

and th is  can be expressed as fo llo w s :-

A  PrFA'’ = G( Ï ,  r )  where (G^, G  ̂ >  0 ) (B .5 )

APrFA® =APrFA*’

1. A n d e r s o n  a n d  Jorden "Monetary end t i r c i  Actions: A Test o f t h e i r
R e la t iv e  Importance in  'Economic* b ta b ix iz a tio r  Reserve Bank o f b t. Lou is .
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Equation B.4 above may be combined together to yield B.5 as above in which

th e re  are only two endogenous v a r ia b le s  -  income (Y) and in te r e s t  ra te  ( r ) .  

Since in te r e s t  ra te  movements do not b rin g  about e q u ilib riu m  in  the f in a n c ia l  

m arkets , income has become the main ad ju stin g  v a r ia b le  in  the TDC model. 

Consequently, r  can be dropped from the  expression fo r  demand fo r  f in a n c ia l  

assets so th a t equation B.5 becomes:

PrFA^ = c ' ( Y )  B.6

The TDC model can be expressed in  another form by c o lle c tin g  a l l  the  

v a r ia b le s  dependent on income on the l e f t  hand side as fo llo w s :
f ' * *

W(Y) = G (Y ) + ra(Y) = TDC + E + /^ C IF  B.7

Ome can in v e r t  fu n c tio n  W in to  one-to-one re la t io n s h ip  between theI
GDP and the le v e l  of TDC fo r  any g ivern  le v e l o f exports and in te rn a t io n a l  

c a p ita l  flow,as fo llo w s:

 ̂ ^  (TDC + E* + x \C IF * )  B .a

One can also  express the model as:

(E -  M(ï) = g'(ï) -  TDC - A  GIF* B. 9

I f  one assumes th a t there  is  a s ta b le  flo w  o f demand fo r  f in a n c ia l  assets , 

then equation B. 8 and B. 9 im ply s ta b le  re la tio n s h ip  between the  GDP, 

the  c u rren t account and the le v e l  o f TDC. In  order to  c o n tro l the ra te  o f  

growth o f nominal GDP, the monetary a u th o r it ie s  might impose c re d it  con tro ls
I

which could take  several form s. For example, the co n tro ls  might be in  form of
;

Dortfolio-ceiling devices which involve the setting of ceilings on loans to be
1

made fo r  s p e c if ic  purposes or to  c e r ta in  s p e c ifie d  sectors (P a te l 1954)). 

Should the c o n tro ls  re s u lt  in  red u ctio n  o f c re d it  to  p r iv a te  sector o f the  

economy in  th is  a n a ly s is , then th e re  would be a s itu a t io n  o f excess demand fo r  

f in a n c ia l  assets in  so fa r  as th e re  is  no change a t a l l  i n i t i a l l y  on the le v e l  

o f in te r e s t  ra te  and nominal income., I f  new e q u ilib r iu m  is  to  be a tta in e d ,  

more f in a n c ia l  assets w i l l  have to  come from abroad to  augment the 

amount o f f in a n c ia l  assets supplied d o m e stic a lly . The manner in  which 

th is  e o u ilib r iu m  is  achieved is  o fte n  re fe rre d  to  as transm ission mechanism in
datei (19D4 ;.
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the TDC model.

There has been a long debate on the probable relevant adjusting 

variable in the demand for financial assets in the context of TDC model.
 ̂ J

For example, the works of Vainago (1975), Fasio (1976), Cotula and Miscossi (1977), 

and Sarcenellii, 1978) all attempted to present the adjustment mecachinism 

in the model. The common argument among these writers was that adjustment 

can occur if rate of interest is so high that it cannot clear the market 

for credit or if investment decisions are lateresturate-inelastic thereby- 

resulting in a one-to-one relationship between the financial and the'.: goods 

markets. Since the budget deficit (G) is largely outside the control of the 

monetary authorities, the reduction which ensued in the TDC reduces the volume 

of domestic credit to private enterprises, which are thus forced to lower 

their inventories and investments with consecuent adverse repercussions on 

the level of economic activity and hence nominal income, assuming that there is 

little or no substitutability between domestic and external borrowing, i.e.

ACIF* is under the control of the monetary;authorities. The fall in nominal 

income needed to reduce the demand for financial assets, is greater than 

when the interest rate remains stable since the income effect on #he demand 

for financial assets must be greater than the interest rate effect which pulls 

in opposite direction. Because of this, interest rate variable

cannot produce equilibrium in the TDC model. This explains why the econometric
2

model of the Bank of Italy produced by Fazio and Sitzia (1979) does not 

have an interest rate variable in the investment and consumption functions.

With respect to unanticipated extern disturbance, assuming it adversely 

affects the actual current account balance, it is argued that this will result 

in excess demand for assets. Assuming that income is the equilibriating 

variable, a fall in income will remove the excess demand for assets while 

at the same time improve the current account balance by moving it back to the 

initial target. Ibis automatic mechanism, which removes the external disturbances

cannot work in the TDC where interest rate variation is adopted to clear the
1. See A. Fazio, (:97b; Vainage (1975), Cotula and Miscossi, (1977;
?, See also tho vork' of Fazia '^na Sitzia ('1979;.
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financial market. Although a decline in interest rate would eliminate 

excess demand for assets, which is caused by the external disturbance, it would 

also triggered of an increase in income, thereby making the current account to 

deteriorate further. Because of this, it is concluded th?t interest rate 

variations in the TDC model cannot bring about equilibrium in the system 

(Fazio and Sitzia (1979)). In what fellows, therefore, we shall examine 

the interest rate variations in the context of total domestic credit 

in Nigeria, before, considering the TDC and the final targets of monetary 

policy.

9.5c Specification of the Determinants of Total Domestic Credit in Nigeria 

There is considerable litetrature on the importance of credit to the 

any economy and in fact, the whole issues on the control of credit are 

more or lees the translation of its importance. Without bordering ourselves 

by going through it, it is instructive to address ourselves to the model 

for the determinants of total domestic credit in Nigeria. In fact we have 

discussed at length on credit controls in the earlier ô =rt of this chapter.

In order to determine the forces which influence the volume of

total domestic credit in Nigeria, we specify the TDC as a behavioural function of 

level of economic activity (Y) measured by the GDP at factor cost, 

loan rate variations, (Br) which represents the weighted average of all 

interest rates on long-term loans in the various financial and specialized 

institutions of credit in Nigeria and the numeric growth in credit institutions 

measured by the number of organized credit institutions and their offices (BN^). 

This can be expressed explicitly as follows:-

^ (C.1)

= ’’o + ’’Rt-I - (C-2)
where TDC^= total domestic credit at time t

Y^ = Gross Domestic Products at 1981 factor cost.

Br^ = Bank loan rates at time t which is measured as indicated above.
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The data used in this study are time series which are derived from 

the Central Bank of Nigeria publications of various years. It is assumed in 

this model that as the level of economic activities in the country is 

increasing, the volume of total domestic credit will continue to increase 

and hence the a priori sign is expected to be positive. In line with 

Keynesian paradigm, as the interest rate on loan falls, the investors will 

find it more attractive to invest since the cost of borrca-dng has gone 

dovTi. Hence the interest rate variable should have a negative sign 

in relation to the volume of the total domestic credit. The inclusion

of BN in the model is designed to incorporate the effect of financial
^ I

development in Nigeria on the volume of credit. It is assumed that as
1

more and more financial institutions and offices are being established and
!

evenly spread so that they are more accessible to people, the greater will be 

the volume of total domestic credit. The variable is, therefore, expected to have 

a positive sign.

The results of the estimated equation are as stated below. As a

standard procedure, the equation was estimated by OLS. The standard criteria 
2used are R for goodness of fit, ’F* testing significance of the whole 

regression, 't' testing the significance of partial regression coefficients,

Durbin-Watson ’D' statistics testing the randomness of the residuals, and 

the a priori signs and magnitude of the coefficient to evaluate the result.

^  Table C

9.5d Result of the Equation Explaining the Determinant of Volume of Total
Domestic Credit in Nigeria

i960 - 1984

Dependent
Variable

™ C t

Constant Independent Varieties
2

?t Bft B N t

R DW F

TDC^ - 8.3029
( - 16 . 710 )

1.2178
( 4 . 7 5 2 ? )

•0.1513
( 0 . 3644 )

1.0335
( 6 . 8 7 3 8 )

0 . 9 9 1 . 8 : 3 4 . (
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In the result table above, the value of T-Statistlc is typed underneath 

each estimate in parentheses. The rate of interest variable is not only 

insiginficant but also carries the wrong sing. The effect of the financial 

institutions development in Nigeria is clearly borne out as 

evidenced by the result. As is expected, the bank spread or the growth 

in number of financial institutions and offices (BN^) which is used as 

measure of the effect of financial development in Nigeria is highly signficant.

The level of economic activity in the country as measured by the GDP (Y^)

is also very signficant. The high co-efficient of correlation as well as the D.W.
Î

statistic and the value of F statistic, all seem to suggest that this result

is approximate to reality with respect to the determinants of the volume of
!

total domestic credit in Nigeria.

One can conclude that in Nigeria, loan rate variation has no effect on 

the total domestic credit which can be explained in terms of selective-credit 

policy of the monetary authorities which usually results in excess demand for
1

loanable funds. This result seems to support the view expressed by Okigbo (1979)

that in Nigeria, ultimate borrowers are only concerned with the availability of

credit and not the cost. The interest rate variable is, therefore, not.

relevant in the TDC model and hence its exclusion in this model. We can

now proceed with the examination of TDC and other final targets of monetary policy.

9.5® TOTAL DOMFSTIC CREDIT AND THF FINAL TARGETS OF MONETARY POLICY IN NIGERIA

For any amount of increase in the level of base money, the increase in

financial assets and liabilities will be jointly determined by the behaviour

of the financial and nonfin^ncial private sector of the economy. In theory,

however, it is somehow difficult to make out the case for focusing attention

on the asset or liability side of the financial institutions. Consequently,

the choice between alternative intermediate targets of monetary policy cannot

rely uniquely on theory alone, but must also be justified by empirical

investigation. Thus, the task before us here is to investigate empirically the

relationship between the TDC and the final targets of monetary policy in.Nigeria 
1. See P. OkigDO Ihe Nigeria Financial System . Longnran pî ess Ltd., London.
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For this experiment , the stock of money, defined as and as well as

the monetary base are chosen as alternative intermediate targets. The

is defined ps the currency held by the public plus commercial bank demand deposits

while the is defined as plus commercial bank savings and time deposits.

The relationship between the GDP and the intermediate targets of monetary

policy is examined with reduced form equation. Although this approach has

been cretized on many grounds, it still dominates in the applied economics

and especially when it comes to the comparision of alternative financial
1

aggregates as intermediate targets. In fact, Shaw (1979) has argued that

the comparison : of the error forecast of an econometric model and that of a single

eouation or reduced form equation have shown that as the former is able to see

twice as far ahead into the future , so also the reduced form equation

can with the same degree of clarity and precision. The recent exemple

of the use of reduced form equation for this kind of model can be found in
2

the work of Davis (1979) on Broad Credit Measures as targets for Monetary 

Policy and also in Federal Reserve Bulletin of January 1979 issue. Moreover, 

the use of reduced form in this work is necessitated by the lack of knowledge 

of the structural model of the developing economy like Nigeria and this limits 

available option.

The logarithm of GDP at current mrrket price wsjs regressed alternatively

on the lag of the logarithm of TDC, the and and Monetary Base (MB).

The sample period was I960 - 1984. The monetary aggregates, M^, and the

MB were the yearly averages while the TDC was the flow of credit during each

year. All the targets were regressed on the GDP in form of single equation

to test how significant each of the variables was when put together before

they were individually regressed on GDP. In search of a better result, the

annual growth rate of GDP at current market price was also alternatively

regressed by the two-stage least squares and ordinary least sauares respectively

but the method that gives better results is the former which is stated below.

The estimated model can be stated explicitly as follows:
T . iee fierce snd Sisw 11979 J, ’’Monetary Economics: Theorie", Evidence

Policy", Butteim^Torths, London. _  ^
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\ = %  + + =2^8 ”n  + C3L08 “2t + =4^^'^t + °5togCAB^

(E .1)

where = GDP

TDC = Total domestic credit

= Currency outside bank held by the public plus commercial b^nk deposits 

Mg = plus commercial banks* time and savings deposits and 

MB = Monetary base defined as currency with banks plus currency

outside banks plus commercial banks* free deposits at Nigeria

Central Bank. The free deposits in this context is defined as

commercial bank deposits minus statutory reserve requirements 

(SRRs).

Attempt was also made to estimate the relationship between the TDC

and external targets of monetary policy. As the common argument has it, the

current account of the balrnce of payments represents the aooropriate

external target of monetary policy in the TDC model. Thus, the current

account of the balance of payments was regressed on TDC. In order to
eliminate the effects of the unprecedented high price of oil of 1970s,
the net balance of petroleum products v̂ as substracted from the current
account. We also employed the use of the ratio of current account to GDP and the
ratio of TDC to GDP in order to eliminate the heteroskedasticity of the
residuals. However, the results of this exercise proved very statistically bad
as will be seen from the table E.3. The results of our regressions are

presented as follows with their interpretations.

Table E.1

Intermediate Targets of Monetary Policy and the Nominal GDP
1960 - 1984

Dependent Variable : GDP

Intermediate
Targets Constant DW

InM = 0 .4 9 3 0 3 4 .2 5 9 6
(2 .981) (3.8166) 0.35 1.278 28.2
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Intermediate
Targets Constant RZ JDW F

InM. = 1.99
(10.444]

1.32
(3.8913) 0.81 0.31 33.8

InMB = 2.129 
(14.175)

-0.65509
(-1.6 6 6 8) 0 .8 6 1.93 41.3

InTDC = 0.74519 
(15.158)

3.0307
(2 0.5 4 2) 0 .8 8 1.85 :30,9

All the intermediate targets in the above results have the correct 

sign and very statistically significant except for the stock of money variable 

which carries low co-efficient of correlation and sign of autocorrelation 

as evidenced in the DW statistics. The high co-efficient of correlation for 

Mg more than compensates for the low DW statistics. Attempt to remove 

the presence of autocorrelation from Mg was unsuccessful and it is therefore.

decided to leave it like that since the R and F statistics are high enough
209

to indicate that the model is well specified and in line with the economic theory, 

the variable carries the correct sign.

Table E.2 presents the results of the regression in one single eouation 

estimated by the method of OLS, while 2SLS Method is applied to the lagged form 

of variables in Table E.1.

Table E.2

Intermediate Targets of Monetary Policy and the Nominal GDP
I960 - 1984

Dependent Variable GDP

Constant Intermediate R^ DW Remarkstarget r

1.8156
(3.348)

InM, -0.5297 
(-1.6 1 6 2)

1ÂM_ 0.5128
^ (1.1535)
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Constant Intermediate
Target DW F Remarks

InMB 0.6906 
(2.3475)

InTDC 0.5464 
(5.3564)

0.98 1.7 18.5 Ordinar Least Squar< 
Estimates.

1.6977
(3.5905)

InM 1.609 
(6.447) 0.65 0.19 38.1 2SLS Method

1.3906
(3.9923) InM. 1.9448 

2(9.6964) 0.81 O.5O8
Lagged variables

-0.69464 InMB 2.1474
(13.662) 0.87 1.85

3.0279
(21.021)

InTDC 0.7410 
(14.832) 0.89 1.83

As can be seen from the table above, there seems to be no marked 

difference between the results of lagged and unlagged target variables, except 

perhaps that in lagged variables, the the value of^DW- statistics is meaningless. 

The T-statistic values under each estimate in parentheses measure the significance 

of each variable target. All the variables are shown to be significant and 

in terms of co-efficient of correlation, they also show evidence of good fit 

while the F statistics indicate absence of misspecification.

With the above results, there is no doubt that our hypothesis that th' TDC 

has a signficant relationship with the final targets of monetary policy is 

validated. The results of the single equation estimates also support our 

hypothesis. One interesting point in th# single equation results and the other 

results is the fact that in both variable targets and are less signficant 

thrt MB and TDC. These findings'bring to the limelight the importance 

of credit in Nigerian economy and its effects on the final targets of monetary 

policy. The use.of.selective credit controls in form of issuance of credit 

guidelines and ceilings, inspite of the distortions it causes in the credit
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market, seems to be inevitable in Nigeria where interest rate variations have
1

no significant effect on the demand for loans (Adewomi, 1982).

Oir experiment on the relationship between the TDC and the external 

targets of monetary poligy did not yield good results as can be seen in 

Table E.3 below.

Table E.3

External Targets of Monetary Policy 
i960 - 1984

Dependent Variables Independent Variables Constants
— g----
R DW 1

Remarks

CBY

Y

.2 .O863CY
(7.5911)

0.08696TB
(0 .19907)

-0,67848
(-2.7429)

4.9182
(2.8999)

0 .7 1

0 .7 1

0 .3 2

1.1

OLS
method

V

ER 1 . 3036M 
(11.285)^

-2.0237
(-9 .1096) 0.84 0 .2 5

n

TB 0 .0 1 6 9
(5 .7 7 5 2)

6.5374
(9 .9 0 3 1) 0 .5 9 0 .3 5

In the above table, TB stands for trade balance , ER is the logrrithm of the 

exchange rate, while is the logarithm of the money stock as usual. All 

the variables are seasonally adjusted since they are yearly averages and the 

figures in parentheses are the t-statistics. DW and R^ are"the measures of 

autocorrelation and coefficient of Correlation respectively.

The results tbove give supoort to the monetary approach to balance of 

payments which holds that there is a signficant relationship between the trade 

balance and total domestic credit on the one hand and on the other, domestic credit an( 

exchange rate variations (which in this analysis is proxied by the price 

of Nigerian bank notes in London in terms of the British pound sterling) 

and domeitic. money supply (M^). In our results, however, while the co-efficient 

of correlation are quite uigh for the first three estimates, the low DW

1. See T. Adewumi 11982)
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statistic figures are clear indication of the presence of autocorrelation in

the models. Our attempts at correcting this autocorrelation only rendered

all the estimated relationships quite insignificant. Although the models
2are statistically validated by the high R and T-statistics, the evidence 

of likely serial correlation means that the results should be used as 

an approximation. It is interesting, however, to compare the good 

performance of as an intermediate variable, when the exchange rate is 

the target, with its bad performance relative to both the and the MB when the 

target is the GDP. What this finding suggests is that the most 

appropriate intermediate targets of monetary policy for internal and 

external purposes must not necessarily be the seme.

9.5fShortcomings of the TDC Model;

To the best of our knowledge, this exercise represents the first time ever 

at empirically investigating the total domestic credit as a target of 

monetary policy in Nigeria and also inr any developing economy, :hereas this 

model has been severally tested in many developed countries like Britain, France, 

U.S.A. and Italy. Many writers have critized the model on several grounds.

One of the most important criticisms of the model relates to its neglect 

of stocks. The argument advanced by the critics is that firms* investment 

decisions also depend on the stock of financial assets held in their asset 

portfolio just like the flow of credit available. It is reasonably argued 

that any monetary policy resulting in the reduction of TDC is likely to fail 

in producing the desired effects on the level of investments and income, since 

there is a high tendency for enterprises to offset the small amount of 

credit available by running down their stock of financial assets. Some of 

these critics, however, are of the opinion that the effect of stocks on firms* 

behaviour is not likely to affect the stability of the relationship between 

the TDC and the optional income (Y).

Fazio (1 9 7 6), who is one of the critics pointed out that the TDC model 

fails to stress the role of wealth on consumption. This criticism '
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seems quite reasonable when one takes into account the weight of evidence in the 

econcmic literature that showed that inflation and inflationary expectations 

can exert stroeg influence on household consumption decisions through their 

impact on household stocks of wealth. This is particularly evidenced in 

Nigeria during the period of high inflation following the Nigerian Civil 

War (1966 - 1970) and the effects of high increase in price of crude oil 

of 1973/7 4. During that time, most Nigerians showed greater preference 

for holding their stock of wealth in form of durable goods rather than 

in money or financial assets in order to avert the risks of capital losses 

which might be brought about by the high rates of inflation plaguing the 

country. I

Since it is possible to expect that market participants would form their 

own expecations about the future inflation rate ^  looking at the actual and 

anticipated r^te of growth of monetary aggregates and the budget deficits, the si

lence of the TDC model over this issue seems to be a serious weakness of the 

model because this amounts to a neglect of a channel through which monetary 

policy has a powerful effect on the level of output m d  the general price level.

9.5g The Monetary Policy and Capital Inflow in Nigeria 196O - 1984:

The development economists have long recognized the importance of the

foreign capital inflow in the development process of any nation and

especially the developing countries. Fven the developed countries

too are much in favour of foreign canital inflow into their countries since

it helps considerably to create new jobs. In many cases, the foreign capital

is treated both as an additional factor of production and as a supplement

to the national saving effort of the country concerned. The work of
1 ;

Chenery and Strout (19b6) on the two-gap analysis of development is premised

on the view that foreign investment ^ill provide the means of relaxing both

the foreign exchange and the saving constrains on the rate of growth of output in

the country into vhich foreign capital goes. However, not all economists share
2

this view. For example Haavelmo 119Ô5), raised the suggestion that there is 
%  See Chenery and Strout (1966), "Foreign Assistance and Economic Development"

fmeric^n Ernnomir r̂ pvi
?. See T. Haavelmo (19&5).
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a possibility of adverse effects on national saving efforts as a result 

of foreign capital*inflow on national saving efforts, but rather with the 

relationship between foreign capital inflow and monetary variables.
I

An empirical investigation of the determinants of private capital 

inflow in Nigeria is considered to be important in the context of 

monetary policy. This is another area of monetary policy which has not 

been dealt with in any rigorous study by any Nigerian writer. The significance 

of this study lies in the fact thmt it would have influence on the 

objectives for which monetary policy should be deployed. The hypothesis to be 

tested is that:

"There is a relationship between the private capital 

inflow and the monetary policy in Nigeria".

Since this apparent relationship between capital inflow and monetary 

policy has never been empirically investigated before by any ^-riter on 

Nigerian monetary policy, this study can be regarded as exploratory.

9.5h Some Economic Implications of Capital inflow and Monetary Policy in Nigeria

Let us assume that the capital inflow is exogenous, the implication of this 

is that any discretionary monetary control will have to be technically flexible

at le-'st in the short run through various devices such as administrative

technicalities designed to regulate capital inflows or outflows and rigid 

exchange control which is being operated in Nigeria since 1979. On the 

other hand if our assumption of exogeniety of the capital inflow is relaxed, 

the theoretical implication is that the exchange controls become unnecessary.

Now that it is assumed that the private capital movements are responsive to 

relative interest rate variations, it is possible to separate in part domestic 

market rate from international exchange market rate either by the imposition 

of variable deposit requirements (VDR) following USA experience, or by interest 

equalisation taxes. Any of these two devices can be very effective in so far as 

the capital movements are responsive to di/ferentials in nominal interest rates.

The discussion above takes no account of the expected changes in the
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exchange rate at least,in the short term period. However, if the rate is

expected to ch-nge in the near future, one should expect the future holding

period yields on Nigerian and overseas assets as identified by the nominal

interest rates to include the expected capital gain or loss resulting from

exchange rate changes. This analysis incorporates some elements of speculation 

which can be difficult to reduce or remove, the more so because any correctly 

anticipated changes in the exchange rates by typical transactors may result in 

considerable percentage short-term capital gains to them. One important 

area of research is on how to take care of speculation. One suggestion is 

the imposition of exchange controls in order to limit the scope of capital 

movements. Another is that the monetary authorities can take any action 

designed to modify the expecations concerning the movements of exchange rate. 

Whether the two suggestions can solve the problem of speculation largely depends 

on empirical analysis.

9.51 Model of Monetary Policy and Private Capital Movements in Nigeria

Traditionally, economists rely on making some assumptions in the building 
1

of economic model. Thus, in the model of Monetary Policy and Private Capital, 

we make a number of assumptions as foilows:-

(i) That the economy of Nigeria consists of two markets in the 

context of a general-equilibrium model. One market is for 

base money and the other for Treasury Bills and Treasury Certificates. 

In this case, the static demand functions for base money and Treasury 

Bills and Treasury Certificates may be formalized in terms of 

domestic wealth restriction (Dl/*) as follows

DW^ = MB + DT - FB (E.2.1)

where DW** = Domestic Wealth Restriction 

MB = Base Money

DT = Domestic Treasury Bills and Certificates

FB = Foreign bonds.

(ii) That the demand for the Nigerian Treasury bills and certificates

1. See Pindyck & D.L. Pubinfeld Econometric Models and Economic Forecasts". 
McOi'ow-w-n 1 Kogakusha Ltd., Tokyo, London
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by foreigners is static. Hence the supply of base money may be 

expressed as

MB® = NFA + NDA (E.2.2)

where NFA = Net Foreign Assets

NDA = Net Domestic Assets.

Then the net capital inflow may be expressed as

NCI = DT - DD^ ' (E.2.3.)

where DT^ = Demand for domestic Treasury bills and Certificates by foreigners 
F =DD Demand for foreign bonds by the Nigerian nationals.

From this model, the following estimated eouations emerge:

= “o + + + a^D’/ + a.CAB - 4 t a^NDA^ (E.2.4)

NCI^ = b0 + blPft + + b^Dtf + + b^NDA^ (E.2.5)

= + c,Rd^ + + CjDW^ + + c^NDA^ (E.2.6)

NCI^ = “̂0 + V t djDv/" + + d^NCA^ (E.2.7)

where â  and b^ are functions of the partial derivatives of the asset demand

functions with respect to domestic interest rates, (Rd^) and foreign interest

rates (Fr^). Dvf denotes domestic nominal wealth and stands for domestic

nominal national income. CAB is the current account balance while the

term NDA denotes the net domestic assets of the Central Bank of Nigeria.

In solving this model, it is assumed that the change in the net

domestic assets is an exogenous oolicy variable, while the current account

balance is independent of the value of change in the net domestic assets (NDA)

of the CBN. Before considering the results of the four reduced form equations

it is important we make some coirments on the analysis.

Some General Comments;

Most of the data used for this study are derived from the IMP publication -

IMF International Fi n a n c i a l  Statistics - as well as the Central Bank of Nigeria

publications. In order to obtain better results, all equations were estimated

by both OLS and 2LS, but only OLS results are being reported. We used
2standard criteria: R for goodness of fit, *F* testing significance of the
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whole regression, *t* which are in parentheses under each estimates, testing 

the significance of partial regression coefficients, Durbin-Watson *D* 

statistic testing the randomnness of the residuals, a priori signs and 

magnitude of the coefficient to evaluate our results. The foreign rate of 

interest employed in the analysis is the weighted average of rates in U.S.,

U.K., W. Germany and France, all of which are the principal trading partners

of Nigeria.

This analysis is too brief owing largely to the fact that it forms only 

a part of the extensive study of the Nigerian financial institutions which 

includes the Central Bank of Nigeria, and its operation of monetary policies.

Hius our main aim is to establish eirpirically the relationship between

the monetary policy and inflow of capital. As already mentioned, the study 

on this score is still exploratory since this is the first time ever to 

estimate the relationship between the monetary policy and capital inflow 

empirically using the Nigerian data. The results of the estimates of the 

equations are as follows

Table E.4

Regression Results of the Monetary Policy and Inflow of Capital Model
of Nigeria 196O - 1984

No. of 
Equation

Dependent
Variables Constant Independent Variables jj

M t ?t CAB ' NDA 1
uw
F

E.2. 4 -1.9202
(2.4679) 1

-0.4813
(-1.1537)

0.20258
(3.66 6 3)

0 .1257  
(0.7801 )l

0 .0 2 4
(0 .192)

1 .0592 1 
(7.0448)

3.98
1.65
303.6

E.2.5 NClt 4 .1060
(2.8535)

0 .4365  
(4.8076 )

-0 .2 5 0 3
(-1.6527)

-0.1147
(-0.1283

0.387
i(2.67)

-0 .4 3 3 6
(-1.0521)

0.98
1.45
2 4 0 .4

E.2.6 2 .1 2 3 1 
(8 .6 2 3 9)(

0.7244
6.9 7 6 4)

0 .1 5 2 2  
(1.5771 )

-0.1582
(-3.2837)

-0.118
(-0.683)

0 .1179
(0 .242 6)

0.97
1.86
131 .4

E.2.7 N C I^ 1.0226
(0,9260)

0.51552  ̂ 0.2945 
(1.9 3 2 5) (3.1^6)

-0 .1 6 6 9  
(-3.49 7 0) 1

U— __1
-0 .1760 2
(-0.8951)

0 .2 7 2 21 
(2.1Æ77)
------ 1--------

0.91
1 .52
42.02
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The first equation in table E.4 above is expression of the relationships between

the domestic interest rates on Nigerian Treasury Bills and Certificate

and each of the independent variables , i.e. national income at 1981 factor

cost, domestic nominal wealth, the current account balance, net

domestic assets of the Nigeria Central Bank and the foreign rate of interest.

According to our a priori expectation, the domestic rate of interest is positively

related to foreign rate of interest as can be seen from the above results.

Although of a lesser magnitude, the domestic nominal wealth (NW^) is also

significantly related to the domestic rate of interest (Rd^) with the right sign.

The national income variable carries negative sign but less significantly

related to the Rd^. The fall in Nigerian GDP for several years, especially

in 1980s, might account for this negative sign. The relationship between

the current account balance and the domestic interest rate (Rd^) on the one

hand and the net domestic assets of CBN and Rd^ on the other are not significant

as evidenced by the low t-statistic in parentheses under each estimate.
2The high co-efficient of determination R and the F-statistic suggest

evidence of good fit of the model while the relatively high DW indicates

absence of serial correlation.

Equation E.2.5 is the expression of relationships between the net _

private capital inflow and the rest of the variables except Rd^. According

to our a priori expectation, Fr^ carries the negative sign but insignificantly

related to the net private capital inflow (NCI^). However, both the national

income (Y^) and the domestic net assets of CBN (NDA) indicate significant

influence on the NCI^, while both the net domestic wealth and current

account balance are insignificant with negative sign as expected. The high 
2R , DW, and F-statistic ,clearly validate the model.

Equation E.2.6 is a measure of relationships between the foreign rate 

of interest and the other variables. Our regression results show that 

Rd^ is positively related to foreign interest rate and this has an important 

monetary policy implications. The domestic national income (Y^)
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also carries positive sign but not significantly related to foreign interest

rate Fr^. As expected, of the remaining variables, only the domestic nominal

wealth (NW^) is significantly related to Fr^ with the right sign. When the

foreign interest rate is higher than the domestic rate, the tendency is for

Nigerian nationals with investment capital to seek for higher returns overseas

for their investment. Hence the negative relationship between the foreign

rate of interest and domestic nominal wealth. The high co-efficient of

correlation and the F statistic clearly suggest that the model is valid

and the high DW is also an evidence of absence of serial correlation and
1

mis-specification (Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1976)).

Equation E.2.7 shows the relationship between the private capital 

inflow (NCI^) and other variables. Although with right sign, Rd^ is less 

significantly related to NCI^, while the and NDA are both significantly 

related with the right signs. The reason vdiy the Rd^ is positively related 

to Fr^ may also account for the less significance of Rd^ influence on private 

capital inflow. In order to discourage the capital outflow from Nigeria, 

one should expect the mosotary authorities to adjust the Rd^ in accordance 

to the variations in Fr. Thus this result shows that there is not much 

difference between the Fr^ and Rd^ and so, the national income and 

the net domestic asset variables have predominant influence on inflow of 

foreign capital in Nigeria.

Concluding Remarks:

In the light of the empirical results reported above, there is no 

doubt that there is a significant relationship between the monetary policy 

and the private capital inflow in Nigeria. The monetary authorities can, 

if they chose, use effectively domestic interest rate variations to encourage 

the inflow of foreign capital and discourage the flight of capital out of 

the country. However, these.results can be regarded as tentative since 

this is the first work on this aspect of monetary policy to the best of 

our knowledge using Nigerian monetary data.
1. See Pindyck and Ruoinfeld (1976) Econometric Models and Economic Forecasts. 

McGraw-Hill Koakusha Ltd.
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CHAPTER 10

THE GROWTH OF NON-BANK FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS IN NIGERIA 
AND THE SHORT-RUN MODEL OF NIGERIAN FINANCIAL 

SECTOR

I N T R O D U C T I O N :  ,

It has been argued that as the economic development process continues 

over a long period of time, the tendency is for the establishments of many other 

kinds of financial institutions, leading to a considerable increase in the number 

and variety of financial assets (H.T. Patrick (I9 6 6), Goldsmith (1955), and 

(1958) as well as Ott (I9 6 1). This argument is true of Britain and many 

other developed countries of the world and is also applying to the developing 

countries as well in recent years.

Many economists have tried to explain the gro v̂th of non-bank financial

institutions in terms of different aspects of their operation in the economy 

and some in terms of the economic growth. For example, Polakoff et al (1970) 

nas argued that the financial institutions are generally a precursor of

economic growth since, in fulfilling their intermediary lunctlon, grosd:.h is

accelerated and hence growth in national income, leading to a higher level of 

saving and investment. Some economists concern themselves to the explanation 

about the growth of non-banking financial institutions. For example, Greenbaum 

and hayvTood (1971) tried to explain the growth of non-bank financial institutions

in terms of marketing and organization.

Since this thesis is particularly concerned with th*» banking institutions 

rather than non-bank financial institutions, we shall not spend much time on 

this chapter. Another reason why we shall be very brief on aon-bank financial 

institutions in Nigeria is that one Nigerian writer has written on them and we 

must also say that these non-bank financial institutions are undergoing considerable 

changes since their importance oniy started in 1970s. Thus as more and more 

data are becoming available about their operations, more and more economists will 

show interest to irrite about them. The little we are able to write about them

in this chapter is based, therefore, urn the only available data.

1. See Patrick (19é6j Economic Levelopment and Cultural Change, Vo. 14.
2. R.W. Goldsmith (1958) financial intermediaries in the American Economy 

since 190u. CYinretnn University Press
3. D. T. Ott (I9 6I) "me Financial Development of Japan, 1878 - 1959" Journal of 

Political Economy. Vol IJCTY. No o
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In this chapter, therefore, we shall discuss briefly on the non-bank 

and specialized financial institutions. Ho”ever, owing to the growing importance 

of insurance business in Nigeria, a model viil oe developed to explain the 

determinants and the nature of insurance companies asset diversification.

The Chapter is divided into three sections. Section I discusses the growth 

of main non-bank financial institutions in Nigeria with particular.emphasis
I

on the insurance companies while section II concentrates on the specialized 

financial instititutions. In Section III, the major concern of this chapter 

which is the model of Nigerian financial'sector, is treated.

SECTION I
The major non-bank financial institutions in Nigeria are the building 

societies, insurance companies, the Federal Savings Bank, the Nigerian 

National Provident Funds and Pension Funds.

One very significant element com non to all of these non-bank financial 

institutions is tiî t they all focus on the small savers which are often relatively 

for long. For exairrole, the funds saved with the Pension Funds are savings put 

aside by savers only to meet unforeseen future exigencies or retirement from 

work in their old age. Since these savings are lump-sums of money, they are 

available to people as well as government who want to use them on interest.

The collecting institutions per se, often make use of the money to invest on 

long or medium term, projects.

In general, the importance of the non-bank financial institutions to the

Nigerian economy started to emerge shortly ai'ter the Nigerian Civil War of 1966 -

1970. Immediately after the war, the Federal Government embarked on rehabilitation
1

and reconstruction projects in the war-torn areas. For this huge task, what the 

government wanted was medium and long term loans, but which the commercial 

brnks in the country could not adequately provide. The insurance companies 

the Pensions lAinds and the Building Societies were quick to fill the void 

created by commercial banks in the a r ^  of provision of medium and long term 

loans. For example, the building societies have been ccanmitting
1 • See the Federal Ministry of Economic Development and Reconstruction,

Second National Development Plan, 197u - 1974. Also for empirical evidence on the 
role of non-bank financial institutions, see K.W. Wilson (1983) "British Financial 
Institutions, Chapter 7. Pitman Book Ltd., London and G. Greenbaum and D. Haywood, 
(1971), "Secular Changes in the Financial Servides Industry" Journal of Money, Credit 
end Banking, (USA), Vol. Ill, No. 2 Part 2, (May).
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between 37 and 48 per cent oi their total assets to loans and advances

which are largely long term and raediui terms to public and private sectors
1

since 1975. For instance, out of the total assets of &186.1 million,

N80.7 million was allocated to loans and advances by the societies.
I

Although in terms of the aggregate credit in the economy at that time, this loan 

amounted to a very small fraction, but very important because of its 

relatively long term nature. The non-bank financial institutions are
I

not only important because they provide medium and long term loans in the 

economy, but also because tney help to mobilize savings. It will be 

productive to examine briefly some of these non-bank financial institutions 

and the role they play in the Nigerian economy.

1 .A The National Providend Fund:

Pension fund institution started very lately in wireria and hence very 

little was knovm about it until after 1961 when the Nigerian Parliament Acts 01 tha 

year created it as a division of the federal Ministry of Labour. After 

several amendments the lund was finally consolidated in 19&4 and in 1975, 

a board of management consisting of 12 members started to direct the
3

affairs of the funds in accordance with the Decree No. 39 of 1974, which 

made it obligatory to it to invest in gilt-edged securities and other ouoted 

stocks and shares.

Table 10A reveals the growth and contribution of the liind to the 

finance needs of Nigerian econony, while Figure 10.A shows the graphical trend 

in the percentage increase in the amount of investment undertaken between I961 

and 1984. The total amount invested in gilt-edged securities and stocks stood at 

N5U.5 million in 196O as against N820 million in 1984, representing a more 

than 14 fold increase. As can be seen from the table, the fund had been 

increasing its contribution to the economy in form of investment since 19&1 

but there was a sharp decline in 1974 when it stood at N6i.6 million.

The reason for the decline can be attributed to the growing prosperity of the 

government brought about by oil boom. Thus the government no longer needed the 

fund’s money by that time.
Ï1 See Central Bank of Nigeria Annual Report, 1981; 2. Nigerian Parliament Acts, 

1961.; 3» The Central Bank of Nigeria Amendment Decrees No. 39 of 1974
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From the table, it can be seen that the National Provident fund nas 

been a deoendebie source of long term investment funds to tne Nigerian 

Government for quite a very long time and will continue to be in the foreseeable 

future.

1.B. The Federal Mortgage Bank:

The building societies in Nigeria, like the Pension Fund started cuite 

recently in 1955 and its importance only became felt in iy74 ^nen the 

Federal Government mrde it one of its policies to provide decent accommodation 

for Nigerian citizens. Ibus until after 1974, the building societies 

in Nigeria experienced very slow growth.

Tables 105 and IOC summarize the grov^h and contributions the 

building societies have mrde in the economy in the area of provision of 

finance for housing projects. Their grcr-’th can be measured in terms of 

their total deposits and assets. Thus in 1955, the total deposits stood 

at just *1,500, but by the end of 1968, it had increased to *1.8 million 

while the total assets stood at *l69.9 million. The total assets of 

the Federal Mortgage Bank (as the societies are ncn- called after incorporation 

in 1975), increased by over 69 per cent in 1980, but fell down to 27.8 in 

1981 and from 8,9 to 9.9 in 1982 and 1985 respectively. In 1984, the level 

01 deposits increased considerably again from *1078.8 million in 1985 to 

*1,398 million in 1984 representing an increase of 29.6 per cent. Hovrever, 

in 1985, it fell down to *1,388.8, representing a decrease of 2.2 per cent.

As can ue seen from the table, average growth rate of tnis institution between 

1968 and 1985 stood at 35.5 per cent. The highest percentage growth rate of 

deposits was recorded in 1975 while the lowest and in fact a fall was in 1985 

with 54.8 and -2.2 respectively.

Financial constraints limit the scope of the contribution of the 

Federal Mortgage banks to the finance needs of housing projects in Nigeria.

Even then, it had managed to increase its total loans and investment to the 

economy from the meagre sum of *0.75 million in 1963 to *445*7 million in 1983
f t

according to Table 10D. Being a government institution unlike in Britain, it 
1* See the C a  Annual Report. 1974 * Table 10D is in appendix
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«isy be »*garéed as one of the specialised institutions in Nigeria.
1C. The Federal bavings Bank pnd the Merchsn): Banks

The Post Office Bpvings institution in Nigeria came into existence 

in 1^^3. The fundamental purpose ior which it vas established ■'•'as to 

moDiiize tne small savings from the rural communities through theI
network of post offices. Since itsiestablishment, the Post Office oavings 

Bank, nô-' Kno’Ti as the Federal Savings Banks (FSB), has been increasing 

its branches throughout the country. In 1^38, it had just iQO 

offices, but by the end of 1975, this nurr.ber had gone up to more than 

3,000
Unlike com lercial banks and other financial institutions vitn 

their limited number of offices, the FSB has not succeeded in attracting 

more depositors. In 196O, its level, of deposit stood at *6 .4 million 

representing oniy 8 per cent of the total institutional savings (See table ^U.E). 

Its level of deposits has been falling and in 1^65 it stood at *8 .1 million 

representing only 0 .u7 per cent of the total institutional savings.

As c-Ti be seen irom the table, only the FSB’s level of deposits

has continued to be volatile. Many'times the level has actually decreased,

inspite of its being reconstituted in 1972 and subsequently in 1H74

in order to have a better performance. The reason for its lover levei

of periorma.-ce is a fertile a^^a of future research. All one can say

nere is that it has not measured up to the expectations for which it was

initially created. Its contribution to the economy in form of provision

of credit to the economy is limited to the extent of the level of deposits

it is able to get. Moreover, since it is government-ovmed institution,

its investment in short-term government securities is in accordance vdth 
1

Decree 38 of 1'd74.

Merchant banking is one of th^ recent developments in Nigeria as 

well as in most other developing countries. The Pioneers of modern 

merchant banking in Nigeria were Phillips Hill (Nigeria Ltd.), and the 

Nigerian Acceptance Houses, both of which were in operation between I9 6O
See The Federal Military Government Decree No. 38 of 1974. T.agos.
For full discussion about.building societies in general, see Sayer (I9 6 7;.
* Table 10E is in appendix
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and 19?G. However, from only just 3 merchant banks in 1973, and just 6

by the end of 1976, the number of these b^nks has increased to 14 by the
1

end 01 1984 (bee table The reason lor this enormous increase

in the number of merchant banks in higeria can be easily adduced to 

the gro-'-ing oil export sector of the economy, which needed large amount 

of caoitrl which only the merchant banks could provide. Moreover, 

th<= Nigeri-n economy v p p  growing a n d  economic prospects were promising.

 ̂Many of the merchant banks injthe country were foreign-oiTied before 

1976. However, inspite of the indigenisation of banking decree, the 

merchant banks increased considerably from 6 in 1976 to I4 by the end of

1984 because of the growing economic prospects of Nigeria, as well

as the Third National Development hian 1975 - I960 with its planned 

expenditure of *3 0 billion wnich as ten times the *3 billion of the 2nd
I

National Development Hian. Thie huge cost of Third Plan is a clear

reilection of the economic conditions at tnat time in Nigeria and prospects

for the future ■'dth booming oil export wnich rose from mere *1.8 million

in 1958 to * 13,523 million in 198u(bee table ).

The Nigerian Merchant banks had just *2 minion assets in aggregate

in 1968, but by 1983, the amount of -ssets nad increased tremendously to

*2 4 0 9 .2 million with an average growth rate of 0 .7 8 per cent curing the

period under review, wniie the deposits increased from *7 .2  million in 1971

to a record high of *631.1 million by the end of 1983. However, inspite

of their groi'ith, their investment in the economy is still very small, owing

largely to the narrowness of Nigerian c o i t a l  markets.

The Nigerian 1969 Decree produced an obstacle to the operation

of merchant b-nks by restricting the level to which they could commit themselves

in any company to not more than 25 per cent but which i-as l^ter changed to 33

per cent 01 their paid-up capital ancj statutory reserves. Also, there

was iinancial constraint posed by tneir capital base anc operational

funds '̂-nich put a limit to the extent to which they could provide their linan-

cial services required in the economy. All these limitations prevented tne 
T l For a detailea analysis of 1 merchant banks development in Nigeria,

read G.W. Nwankwo,(1980)* and F. Fry (1976).
Table is in appendix
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banks from financing industry ei^fctively. They were lorced to 

commit greater portion of their lunds to government securities. For 

example, more than 55 oer cent of their total funds vjas invested in Treasur. 

Bills and Treasury certificates in I97U. Thus in I97O, tne ornks had r n  

investment of *5.1 million as against n? million granted in lorm of loans 

wnich was largely of short-term duration ^See Table lu.G in appendix)

This preierence for short-term loans oy the merchant oanKs vas narsniy 

denounced by the then Commissioner Of Finance in his historic address-to the 

enaugural meeting of the financial System Review Committee in 1^76.

Since the merchant banks were operating like commercial banks, accoraing 

to the Commissioner, credit guideline was also imposed on tnem in I976 

designed to make tnem grant more long and meaium term loans, but both 

the commercial banks and merchant banks nave not been complying fuiiy 

to the prescriptions.

10.2c. Other Types of Institutions: - Money and Capital Markets and 
Exchange Commission.

One cannot do justice to all the financial institutions and hence,

we are only going to mention these institutions very briefly since there

are many literature on them written by the Nigerian writers.

The Nigerian Money and Capital markets were established shortly

after the establishment of Central Bank of Nigeria for the purpose of

periorming, in line ^ith the working of other money and capital markets in

most developed countries, functions for the economy, lor the commercial banks

and for the government.
1

The Nigerian Money Market as well as Stock Exchange, owes their

continued growth and existence to the establishment of Central Bank.

In I9 6I, the Central Bank introduced the Bill Market Scheme into the

Money Market, -as a follow"up to the first Treasury bills which were issued 
in i9 6 0, and in 1968, the first issues of the Treasury Certificates were

also introduced. The Treasury Certificate is a medium-term government

security maturing after a period of one to two years while the Treasury

Bills.mature latest within nine months, and both represent a profitable
1. For full account of the operation of Nigerian Money Market, See 

G . W. Nwankwe(198Ü)
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investment outlet for the financial institutions in Nigeria. For
*

example. Table 10.G surmirizes the magnitudes of investment in Treasury Oertifi" 

'by the major financial institutions in Nigeria. In 1977, the
I

total Treasury Certificates outstanding amounted to more than *10.2

million and by 1984, the amount had increased to a record high of

*5,1 5 5 .7 million. This tremendous increase can be attributed to

the fact that both the financial and.private institutions are increasing

their investments. The same is true of Treasury Bills (See Table 10.H).

The Nigerian Stock Exchange is a financial institution through

which borrowing and lending for long-term purposes are made possible for

both public and private enterprises. It started operation very humbly

in 1961 when there was very little number of companies, most of which

belonged to the expatriates. Using the number of business transactions

undertaken by this institution as a measure of its groi-fth and contribution
2

to the economy. Table 10.1 in appendix is very useful. In 196I, the 

total transactions undertaken by this institution stood at 334 and by 

1985 it had increased to ' 23546. The continued grovrbh in the Nigerian 

economic prospects is largely responsible for the grOT-̂ th of this institution. 

Other agents of growth of this institutions are the commercial banks 

which occupy a prominent place, being the largest contributors. Although 

banks do not invest in industrial securities, the role they play in the 

Stock Exchange is fundamentally that of agent who brings business to the 

market. The Government, by way of legislation, also aids the growth of 

this institution in addition to the specialized institutions created by 

the government such as the Nigerian Industrial Development Banks, the 

Nigerian Agricultural Banks, The Securities and Exchange Commission, 

which is an institution responsible for the fixing of the price at which 

issues can be made and the determination of the time of issue and its volume, 

and the Central Bank of Nigeria.
1. For a brilliant discussion about the Nigerian Stock Exchange, its weaknesses 

and future prospects, see G.W. Nwankwo (I98O)
2. The Transactions in terms of value is stated in table 10J in appendix
♦ Tables 10.Q and 10.H are in appendix.
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Before we discuss about the insurance business in Nigeria, it is better 

to consider the specialized institutions since the discussion on the former 

involves empirical analysis.
i
SECTION II

10.3 THE GROWTH OF OTHER SPECIALIZED FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS IN NIGERIA 

The failure of banks and other financial institutions to satisfy the 

credit needs of certain sectors of the economy in most countries of the 

world often leads to the establishments of specialized institutions. For 

example, Britain, which represents the cradle of all modern commercial banks 

also experienced inadequate finance from the financial institutions to the 

industrial sector of her economy, as evidenced by the famous Macmillan
I

Report of 1931•

In the context of the exigency thesis, specialized institutions 

are often established as national institutions in order to make it easy 

for the international institutions to undertake development projects in 

the country. In Nigeria, the Nigerian Industrial Development Benk and 

and the Nigerian Bank for Commerce and Industry (NBCI) were establisned 

to act as the national counterparts of the international finance institutions 

catering for the financing of specialist projects. These institutions 

make it possible for the Internationaj. bank for Reconstruction ana Development 

(IBRD) to undertake many projects in the country at the grass roots level 

by standing as sponsors to the would-be borrowers at the individual level as 

well as the state level.

In the context of the catalyst thesis, specialized institutions

are often established in order to speed up a fast rate of economic growth
!

and industrial expansion. This thesis w«5s the view that held currency 

for many years in many developing countries, bordering on tne belief that 

inadequate access to finance constitutes a major obstacle to the establishment 

and growth of small independent manufacturing and industrial businesses]

The first specialized institution in Nigeria came into existence
1. See W. Diamond, Development Bank Washington. Also see also 

the Command 3897 (London H>!SU, June, 1931).
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This forms the theoretical grounds on which specialized institutions

in Nigeria were established.

The specialized institutions in Nigeria may well oe regarded as

development banks because of the purpose for vrtiich they were established.

This is in line with the general belief that the development banks are

catalysts for investments in the private sector in so far as they provide

injections of capital, enterprise and management, rather than being

m erely administrative devices to handle governments’ investment.

The first specialized institution in Nigeria was established

in 1946 with the capital grant of *2.9 million and was charged with

the responsibility of granting loans and grants to government and

parastatals for the purposes of development projects. It was also

expected to grant loans to cooperative societies, partnerships and companies '•
2

which registered in Nigeria. Bet̂ -̂ een 1957 and 196I another three 

specialized finance institutions were established by tne then Western 

Northern and Eastern Nigeria Governments for the purposes of providing 

medium and long term loans for the government development projects to a 

large extent and to the private industries.

It is not possible for us to assess the extent of the contributions 

each of the institutions made to the economic development of Nigeria 

in terms of the magnitude of their loans because of paucity of data.

Hagever, with the data available to us, we are able to provide the 

assessment of their joint contributions to the economy as can be seen 

in tables 10J, - 10.N which shows tne sources of funds, loans and 

advances granted between 196O and I9 6 6, and the changes in loans and 

investments of these institutions respectively.

In i960, grants from the government formed the largest portion of 

the specialized institutions' sources of funds, accounting for 6 2 .3  

per cent of the total or *41.2 million in absolute term (See Table 10. L 

in appendix). However, by the end of 1966, government grants to the

institutions represented only 43*3 per cent, as against tne 39.8 per cent
1. For more discussion on this issue, see W. Diamond (1952).
2. See the Ten Year Development Plan of Nigeria 1946 - 1955. Govt. Printers. Lagos
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specialized institutions and the loan capital were the major sources 

of finance to these institutions.

As can be seen in Table M, a total of N47.7 million was granted to 

the economy as loans by tnese institutions for development projects 

in various regions of Nigeria, and by I966, this amount had increased 

to #7 8 .7 million. In 196O, only N18.2 million was allocated to investment 

projects, but by 1966, it had increased to N39.5 million. This amount 

was quite small when compared with the contribution made by the commercial 

banks which was in form of short-term loans. However, the loans from 

the specialized institutions, small as they were, was very important since 

they were long term in nature.

As a result of the growing prosperity of the Nigerian economy, 

the funding of the specialized institutions became a major policy of 

the Federal Government in 1970s. Through the reorganization of the 

existing specialized institutions, three major national institutions emerged, 

namely, the Nigerian Industrial Development Bank, the Nigerian Bank 

tor Commerce and Industry Ltd., and the Nigerian Agricultural and 

Cooperative banks. These three institutions, together vdth the state-owned 

finance institutions, constitute an important source of long-term finance 

for industrial and agricultural orojects in Nigeria. It is instructive 

to discuss briefly the contributions made to the Nigerian economy by 

the three important specialized institutions mentioned above.

10.3a The Nigerian industrial Development Bank and the Economy

This institution started operation with an authorized caoital of

N10 million largely subscribed by loreign institutions with the

International Finance Corporation holding 97.4 per cent of the total.

The Federal Government reconstituted the institution in 1973 and 
1

empowered it to borrow three times its initial resources of #8.3

million to enable it fulfill its financial obligations. In addition,

the bank also attracted considerable loans from the world bank as well 
See the Federal Military Government Decree No. 22 of 2nd Aoril,
1975» Federal îfinistry of Information, Lagos
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8s from the Federal Government. Thus by the end of December, 1983, the

total rrsources of this bank amounted to #200 million compered with just

#148 million for December, 1977, which of course included #113 million

borrowed from the Federal Government.

In terms of its contribution to the finance needs of the economy.

Table 10,K shows the magnitude of. loans and investments made by the

NIDE between 1967 and 1985. According to this table, 96.7 per cent

of the total loan sanctioned by the bank represented loans and debenture, in 1983.

In 1984, the total amount of loans sanctioned declined from #39.8 to

just # 19 .0 million out of which #17.9 million or 94.2 per cent was in

form of loans and debentures and the rest in form of equity participation.

Looking at Table 10.P, one can see that the bank shows strong preference

for loans and debenture as against ecuity investment. In I967,

investment in ecuity shares was 30 .2 per cent of the total b^nk investment

and by the end of 1984 it had déclinée to a record lov of 2.8 per cent

but rose again in 1985 to just 5.8 per cent.

Most of the investment by the bank before the Federal Government

acquired 94.2 per cent of its share capital in 1976, was in foreign-ovned

companies as can oe seen in Table 10.Q. Thus in 1968, the percentage of

loreign-owned companies in which the bank invested was 9 6 .4 , but by the

end of 1985, this figure stood at just 0.2 per cent. This preference to

foreign-owned companies was one of the major reasons for the taking over

of the bank by the government in 1976. The reason for this preference

can be attributed to the foreign ownership of the share capital of this

bank before 1976. Thus before 1976, bank's support for the small-scale
1

enterprises was very small. However, after 1976, the investment

policies of this bank have become tailored to the interest of the Nigerian

economy. |

All the short-comings of the NIDE have been clearly Identified
2

by the Financial Sjystem Review Committee of 1976 which has made recommendations
1. See NiDB's Annual Report I966, p.13.
2. -.See the Federal Military Govei|nmjent's .Views on the 'Report of the Committee 

on the Nigerian Financial System' p. 19 Government White Paper, 1977.
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for improvements in its operation accordingly,

10.3b The Nigerian Bank for Commerce and Industry:

Through the promulgation of Decree No. 22 in May, 1973, the 

NBCI came into existence with an authorized capital of #50 million 

out of which #35 million was fully paid up. By the end of 

1985, the assets and liabilities of this bank had risen to #311.1 ■ 

million, which represents an increase of #2 6 .8 million or 9.4 per cent over the 

level at the end of December, 1984.

In 1976, the NBCI approved a total loan of #7 6 .68 million on 

77 projects and disbursed #5 million on projects which cost #343*26 million.

This represents an improvement on its performance in 1974 when it approved 

a total loan of #17 million in respect of 27 industrial projects out of 

which 67 .1 per cent was in form of loans while the balance was in form of 

equity shares (See Table 10.P in appendix). The equity investment of NBCI was 

at its highest in 198O when it stood at #38 million as against #1.8 million 

which was its lowest in 1975. Of course, 1980 was also the year of 

the highest total investment by the bank which stood at #2 1 3 .6 million.

By the end of December, 1985, all told, the bank had approved some more 

than one thousand industrial projects since it started operation in 1973*

In 1985, the comulative total of the bank's loans and investments to the economy 

on 379 projects located throughout the 19 states of the federation amounted 

to #399.1 million out of which food and beverages sub-sector alone absorbed 

#2 9 4 .9 million or 62.6 per cent of the total. The total disbursement 

by the bank at the end of 1985 stood at #l6l.1 million out of which #144*3
f

or 89.6 was in respect of loans while the reamining 10.4 per cent or #l6,8

million was for equities.

However, in spite of all the bank was able to do so far, the

general feeling in Nigeria and especially the view of the government is that

the Bank's performances were too short 01 expectations considering the huge

opportunities accorded it by the indigenisation scheme and the nature of its 
1* See. G.W. Nwankwo (1980). '
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ownership. The reason for the poor performance of this bank can be

attributed ta its management which failed to initiate those important

policies necessary for the achievement of the objectives for which it was

established. For example, following the indigenization of business

enterprises in Nigeria, it was the responsibility of the Dank to buy on
1

behalf of the indigenous Businessmen, but did not. Moreover, 

the bank has not been investing on heavy industries which the country 

needs most for its industrial development.

There is no doubt, however, that the bank has contributed to the 

finance needs of business enterprises in Nigeria, but there are still 

rooms for improvement.

10.5c The Nigerian Agricultural and Cooperative Bank

Marcn 6, 1973 saw the establishment of the Nigerian Agricultural and

Cooperative Bank Ltd. to cater for the finance needs of agricultural

sector to which the commercial banks granted little or no loans.

For many years, Nigerian Governments have been trying to establish a

national institution for agricultural credit as evidenced by the Stoneham Report 
2

of 1969. and the earlier Baton Commission of Enquiry of 1948.

Since its inception in 1973, the bank had approved loans amounting to 

#253*5 million for 170 agricultural projects by the end of 1977, according 

to Table 10.3 in apoendix. In 1980, the bank made a total loans 

and advances amounting to #154 million and by the end of September, 1981, 

this had increased to #159*5 million. In 1982 the bank granted loans 

totalling #231.1 million which represented an increase of about 44*9 

per cent over the previous year. It also increased its loans and 

advances to agricultural sector in 1983 to the tune of #285.1 million, 

representing an increese of #54 million or 18.9 per cent over the 1983 figures. 

In 1985, the total loans and investments by the bank stood at #312.7 million, 

which represented an increase of #25.1 million over thst of 1984

Although the NACB has granted considerable sum of money in form of loans
1. For tiill discussion about this indigenisation see G.W. Nwankwo (1980).
2. See G.D. Baton, "Report on Banks and Banking in Nigeria 1949 snd

the Stoneham Report on the possibility of Establishing an Agricultural 
Bank in Nigeria," Fedemi Ministrv of Infor^"+i nn. Lagos.



to farming communities, it still has to do more through the opening of more offices,

This ir d'cigner t- bring th- agricultural credit institution the threshold 

of r asar' farmers who r-rp scattered a-out thp rural areas o f Nigeria,'

It is the gcn̂ r'-'* b^lie^ th t if all to- rĉ o-nTncn̂ Vations of tic Financial

I'rvic-'’’ Committer are carried out, more f-rme.s '-'ould greatly benefit fr^m the

bank's finai:cici <̂"’'vices. The following section discusses our empirical analyses 
of insurance companies Investment behaviour which is considered to be most crucial.

SECTION ill

0.4 pcrClKlFTCATT^N '"T FSTTK^TT'T uF NIGERIAN iNS'TRf j-CF COmPA^I'S DFF/Nf r 
1 rO? FiFfFCTAL ASFFTS

Most emnricai st idles oi peh-viour of financirl institutions in the

fiiicncia'' m'rket^ huvr usen t u ptock adjustment principle as the -ic f:r™"t

f'̂ r t ■ ^cifi^atior of demand e' .irtions for any o^rticulfr financi^^ ar^et.

The specification of Nigerian insurance companies' demand fo-̂  as^et ecu-1 lois

will also be bfsed on this principle. The fundamental assumption i'' th-t

the ye-'rly flo"^ of ch rsset (since then, are no data available quarterly),

depend UP on t'.- ci exerce bet-'-̂ een current rn/i de'̂ ir-ed levels. It ir

-1 o pqritrq that the yearly flow only partially ad <uwtr for thi'- discrepancy.

In gcn -̂ral, th" desire^ holdings of a sucrity in the portfolio of any

firrnci'] institution should be a function of the relative rates of interest

on the various potential assets, a wealth constraint, such as the total

assets or deposits if it is a saving-type institution, and certain nonprice

factors sich as good̂ -d. 11 (customer relation in case of commercial banks) or

public interest. In addition, some financial institutions may sub^'cct

in addition to certain typ^ s of institutional peculiarities "nd le^sl

constraints might also ente^ as arguments in specific demand functions.

The stcck adjustment mechanism may be formalized as follower-

= (1)
wh^re 0 b ^ 1 ,  stands for the flo^ ( for a particular po'rtfolip) into

*
security A during time period t (A^ - A^^^), is the desired holdings of

security A^ and A^_^ is the amount of security A held in the portfolio of

the financial institution concerned at the end of last period. The desired 
1 • For full discussion about the history of Insurance companies in Nigeria, see

G.W. Nwankwo (198U) and F. Fry (1976). ^
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fin-nclrl prciriLy A ir . tht fin-nci'i institution's portfolio 

ms y br cr-pn’, ip genpr'l, in Iwnc ' it m the discussion abov- ss follows:

A« = bj + bj,(ik) + 4 nV.' ( 2)
t

where (ik) stands for set of inte^rct rates thr-t is relevant to the 

particular finer ci a] institution's decision ecout thr. choice of its 

nortf olio composition, while V represents th' level of wealth or rs'̂ ets.

Py substituting e^u ti^n II into (I) an"- adding  ̂ to each side, one can 

pr^ivc at the general form o^ the demand for financi-1 security A by a 

particular financial institution. Ho--ever, depending on the peculiar 

char^ct-ri'tics of anv p-rticular institution, additional variables may 

enter the demand for fin^rci"! security e"U'tion.

Before presenting the specification and estim-tion of demard for financial 

securities by the insurance companies in Nigeria, it i^ instructive to 

'^yplain the dpta use-. Owing to the dcvelop-^na nature of Ki'~eri"n economy, 

it nut purpihT" to get d"t^ from only one source. The Ckntr 1 Bank

of Hiaeria ^^ich should hmve been the most rcli-blc source could not

collect returns fr^m -11 the insurance companies. For example in 1981 only
1 '29 companies out of 84 sent returns^ Thus we rely on various sourcee, including

some insurance c mnanies themrelv's and the Nigerian Statistical Review

and Digest cf statistics of varous issues in addition to the Central

Bank's publications such as th^ Dfoort and Statement of Accounts and

Fconomic and FiniPcial review of various years. The interest r®te variables

are measured in percentages.

It should be pointed out th^t th financial security crtegori» s

for which the yearly flows -re given in th- various sources of our data

are not di ̂ 'f'r - p n ^ according to maturity and hence the change in

holdings of Feder-1 Government Stocks, and the State Government Stocks

are not broken into maturity groups. However, this does not

Invalidate our results since the objective of this study is to test the

substitutability between different groups of securities that -re assumed 
~  See Central Bank Annual Report and Statement of Account, 1981 - 1984
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to be homogenous in terms of maturiijy. In fact, it is reasonable to argue 

that the data on these categories of financial securities are published 

because of the homogenous characteristics of those financial securities. Thus

our assumption that different categories of securities of financial institutions
I

are homogenous is a reasonable approximation to reality. Based on this 

assumption, therefore, we are able to use in our equations rates of interest 

which are identical to maturity ranges as a proxy for prospective yield 

on each category of assets.

10.4a Insurance Companies* Equations:

In general, insurance companies are usually categorized into two owing 

to the nature of their functions which often determines whether they should invest

on long or short-term financial securities. The first category consists
1

of life insurance companies while the second, the general insurance. We shall 

attempt to estimate equations of eaciji of tne two categories, beginning with the 

life companies.
2

The Nigerian life insurance companies have shovm much preference for 

long-term government securities in their investment portfolio. In 1984 the 

percentage distribution of funds in their investment portfolio was as follows 

according to Table 10.Tin appendix: Federal and State Government Securities, 38.1

per cent. Stocks, Shares and Donds, 18.2 percent and Mortgages, 30*5 per cent. In 

1985, the distribution stood at 42, 22.1 and 35*2 per cent respectively. We specify 

the demand equations for these three important financial assets which feature 

prominently in the investment portfolio of life insurance with the long-term

interest rates to serve as explanatory variables.
!

It should be noted that unlike other insurance companies, the life
3

companies have the advantage of being! able to actuarially predict the

ratio of their liabilities through the use of fonvard commitment process in the

allocation of funds among the alternative assets. Since the flow

1. The important role the life companies is olaying in the saving and investment 
process has been well noticed in developed countries and hence a lot of 
consideration in recent years at both theoretical and empirical levels have been 
given to the study of this institution. See the innovative work of D. Patinkin 
(1961), American Fconomic Rpvieu p p .  95-1l6.

2. See G.W. Nwankwo (1974) "Banking and Insurance Business in Nigeria.
3* gee Walford. C. "Insurance Cyclopedia. History of Life Assurance", Journal of 

the Institute of Actuaries. XXV and XXVI, 1889, pp.207-10 ----------
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of cash available for investment is relatively stable, the life insurance

companies are able to form a binding agreement to lend a specified amount

of money at a given rate of interest for a certain number of years within a

specified period of time. The use of the forward commitment process is

generally encouraged by all the life insurance companies by their desire
1

to maintain a fully invested position.

Since the use of fon-'ard commitment of funds is limited to investment in 

Federal Government Securities and mortgages in Nigeria, it is reasonable to 

include this in the specification of demand for investment equation in terms of the

measure of its impact on the holdings of investment assets. Although it is
!

necessary to explain the determinants of the forward commitment of funds to 

alternative assets, paucity of data made it impossible for us to have an estimated 

equation on this.

It is considered reasonable to use some measure of stock-price levels 

in the demand equations for other assets, since the Federal Government Stock allorvs 

a feasible investment opoortunity. As an alternative to the level of stock 

prices, we use the GNP deflator. It is oelieved that either of these price 

level variables should be useful in explaining the portfolio response to 

inflation threat. This represents the fundamental difference between the 

model of commercial bank and other deposit-type financial institutions which 

do not nave sucn opportunity to nedge against inflation. Hence the price 

levels did not show up in their demand for investment asset, equations, as 

already noticed in chapter VII. The estimated demand for investment assets equations 

of life insurance companies are as follows:
I

Demand for Asset by Life Insurance Companies Equations
In Estimated Form

FGS. = a + a EG- - a_ P + a,lA. - FGS. . 10.1t o 1 t  2 p 3 t t-1
SB

t
Mgt = + c^(SBr^ - Mgr^) + c^lFGr^ - Mgr^) - c^LVM + c^IA^

4 CjCMgt.^ + 10.)
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where equations' 10.1 through 10.3 stand for , Federal Government Stocks,

State Government Stocks or bonds and Mortgage demand respectively.

FGS, = Federal Government Stocks at time tk i
= State Government st cks at t̂ 'me t

= Mortgage et time t,

SB^ = rate of interest on state government Donds or stocks

FGr_^ - rate of interest on Feder-1 Government Stocks

Mgr^ = rate of in^v^rest on mortgages

lA^ = Tnsur.L.nce Assets

p
p—  = change in the GNP deflator, which is represented in the estimate by

= Commitments to mortg-ge'^ of the life Insur-nce comnanies 

LVM-t - Go n-to-valup ratio on mortgages ( of life insurance companies)

1 Ü.4b The le suits of the "~stima‘ es

The cmniric-I results f^om the re?res-ion an-lysis based on the t-chnicue 

0^ r-^o-strce L -st Sou-r" s -"^0 -’immerised in Table ''G.X b^low. Since -rveral 

r^grea-ions - er-e min, thn rerouted -results -re thr ones found to be mo-t 

accent"lie in ac-ord nee --ith the stand-rd 'statistical criteria.

Table 10. I

Results of the ^rtim"ted '̂ "-u--tiOi.s of Life In-^ur'nçn 
Comoanies' Investment Behaviour in Nigeria

'^\1 FGS^ = "-4.9559 + 0.?707FGr^-+ 0 .6^47-0?^+ G.1537BIA^ + 0.'’8S73FGS^_^
(-i.3'23) (=.27cO) fi.12'4) (r.rS56)

pf = ^ .9 3

FT = 49.0701

'0.2 SB^ = -0.721= -0.589'FGr^-0.21307Mgr^+ 0.45851*^ -0.3405'T^-^ ^^63838^^.,
(-2 .0 7 0 9) (-2,5691) (-2.004) (0.5231) (1.9974) (2.059')

R“ 0 .9 6

xtt ^ 24%.811

'0.% = 0 .1576 9 - 9./i^788(FGr. - Mgr) 4. 0.2347" ('Pr - Mgrj + 0.2377G0!^t
(--.3671) '--.^7"'^ f"\7l88) (l.?2/4)
+ 9.53^014^ + o.:6593Mg^_^

(r.ag/i; (,2.1812)
i
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= 0.978 
?! = 1.66

FT = 208.538

All the three equations in +he above describing the life insurance
2

invest.'ent behaviour are -uite good. The high R s, »rid low standard error 

as deoictmd by the T-statistics in parentheses- under e^ch estimate. Our preliminary 

investi‘̂atior. slowed the absence of serial corrélation as measured by IW statistics 

but which we cannot report in the final version of this model because of the

presence of lagged variables, otherwise, the final equations are close tu the reality 

tion 10.1 is the d-m-n " for Federal Government Ft-c<s by the life 

insur-nce comnani^Q in Ni^rric. The only interest rate used is the long term 

interest r-ts on Federal Government stocks ^nd it carried the correct 

sign which oras v^ry significant, ’hen o+ne- rates ’■•ere used, som* the 

signs were not. correct ^nd some came out with low t-value. '’’he rate of 

ch-n:e in the GNP d^Tl"tnr, ren-esanted by CP, has a aignific-ut coefficient 

which imnlies ^hrt the Life Insurance companies in Nigeria have a tendency to 

-diu^t th^ir Dortfolios in resoonse ts the threat of inflation. As is 

-xD'-c^cd, the total acaĉ t variable ('1^) b-s th^ co^^ect crn and is very 

signific-nt wpicn 1mnlie=^ that ag the total resets of insurance comnani s 

increase, they tend to invest more and mor" in Federal Government stocks.

^huation '0.2 result^ suggest thrt the Otate Government Stocks -re antstitut s 

fo" both Federal Gove-rm^nt st^ck^ -rd mortgages in the Nlee-ian Life Insurance 

oortfolio^. Both FGr^and Kgr^are significant and carry the correct si :n.

The GNP defl-to-a v-ri-hle, CP, ai^o ca^ri :s negative sign but nearly significant.

"he total asset vari-ble has a oositive sign as exoected and very significant.

rhe are-d ô  ̂ adjuetment for the Ft ate Gov^rr.ment Stocks is about 66 n r cent "

and ij '-'uite significant.

F-uation 10.3 in the mortg-ge demand e-u-tion which shows that

mortg-gns ore substitutes for Fcder-i '̂o- <^--ment Stocks an ’ comolem-nts with
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the btrte Government Btocks as can 'bet seen from the signs of the interest 

rate differentials, which are also very significant* The mortgage commitment 

variable (CMjĝ  comes out ^ith the expected positive sign but only nearly
t

significant. The total assets of the life insurance companies (lA^) 

which is the relevant constraint variable is ve^y significant =>nd the speed 

of adjustment is very high during th° fi^st year at 2  ̂oer cent.

Going through the results, i’’ would be se<=n thrt the overall performance of the 

^em nd e-uatious for Nigerian li^e Insurance Comoanies suggests th-t the 

regressions oresent an accurate nicture of the life insurance cormanies 

inveat^ent behaviour. The substitute-complemeri relatvonshios th-t wer*-- 

r^yoni^d ’."Pr<= in accordance '̂ith a oriori expectations that portfolio alloc-tion 

bv the firanci-1 institutions does respond to interest r^te charges. This 

is in sFam contrasts to aem^nd for savings by households which is not 

resDorsive signific-ntiy to interest rate changes as sho'-p in ch-oter 9 .

Non-ljixe Inau~--nce Companies:

’ha^e is no doubt that this category of insurance companies i«5 al'̂ o very

important to the Nigeri-n economy in -̂ erms of tn'ir provision of short-term

r-3 - o _L n lon^-^^rm i  fiippc.. In f=ct, at #484.3 mil Lion in 19S4,

the ta'-l Investment assets of non-life wnc fnr greater than t’.at of life

companies (See ^^ble 1G,u) ^hich ’--a just #139.9 million. u-p main

investment assets for which we shall specify demand equations a>e the

Federal Government '̂ tocks and the shares of comparing. As c-n be seen

from t-ble mo^e than l6 per cent of the total inve'^tncnt funds -as

alloc-trd to miscellaneous 'htch includes considerable number of ehort-term

a-aets. This is cuite justified since the non-life companies' businesses

include considerable number of short-term insurance contracts. Moreover,
1

there companies are ^-ced with the ever present danger of  catastrophe 

■̂'hich const"ntly d^ain dorm thr ir assets. Iius, their liabiliLius -nd 

assets C'-nnot b«= o^edicted ’'ith orcclse accuracy. Since there is elrmrnt 

01 variability in liability lo'' o f  there companies, it is rearoneble to
1. See Raynes, H. E. "Insurance", London, Oxford University nress. 19&0.
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include the total eprets as an explanatory variable in the demand'for 

as^et equations. The for^^ard commitment process c-nriot be used by the 

non-life compsnies o-'̂n.ng to the shorter duration of the insurance contr-ct
i

^hey deal with, ard hence this does! not entep into demand for asset equations. 

The estimated equations for non-life comp-nies are as stated in table A 

below.

Table A

Rrroults of thr ^stim-ted ^bu-tions of ^bn-Life Insurance Companies ' 
Investment Behaviour in Ni^eri-.

'0.4 FGS^ = 1.9623 + 0.24114FG^ + 0.135??IA^ - 0.881^9?B^ + .813FGS^_^

(=.3624) ("\79?4) ' (4 ."436) (2.3963) (10.977)i

X  = n.98

F-Fta+P sties - = 572.478

1 0 .5 SBx = 4."268 +0.45294SB - 0.11779FG + 0.2'1^2IA. + 0.954^988. ,t r r X» L- 1

("."psi; (4.5=15) (-".4 6 2 6) (".6 7 9 3) l'5.3'9)

R~ -= 0.96 

F-^'t-tisticr= 729.276

Fcpation 'O.4 -hie' "is the non-li^e insu "'-nee c omp ani - s ' demand for

Feder-'l loverr.me- t Stocks cru-tion cleanly supports a or'or view th-t

ahcr^s and Federal Government stocks are rood substitutes for --ch other in

the non-life inau--nce portfolios. The do^-nd for Ffderal Gove: nm-apt stocks

depends very rip-nific-ntly on the level of tot 1 assets lust lik^ thrt of

demand for FGS equation: 01 life companies.

"-nation "0 ,5  exrl. ins the determinants of dp-a, ni for sh-res by tbw-

non-life comp-nies and the 0 0=1+i^q coefficient of rnd the npeative

co-efficient of FG^ clearly confirm the substitutm relstionshic b“t"*een

4"he "FGS an-’ oR, '’’he over-11 conformance o^ the t-o 0 u-tions is puite

good annrt from thp seri-1 correlation 'Pich eyi^t^ in equation "0 .4, but

aT'-ich of c :uc-e can be approximated to .5 to be in acceptable range. 
Bacaus^. DW statistics ha» no ^^mning in eouatioa with lagged Vcuriable, it is
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not repôrted here*' However, sinca the.,, substitut ability between the ^

FGS and the Shares w^s empirically established in both equations and since 

the D.’-L of 1 .4985 can safely be reminded un to become 1.5, we considered 

it sensible to report it like that»' Mc^noveu, the results are only 

tentative since this represents the lirst attemot at estimating the 

determinants of demand for investment assets Dy insurance companies in Nigeria.

SECTIUN IV

10.5 A uT&.AMIC KOlFL 'V TI'F FINANCIAL FFCD3R OF NIGFFIA

This study begins "'ith the traditional financial institutions -nd proceeds

to the eyamin-iion of modern credit instituions suc’a n? comme-aciaj parks
I

-ith reep<act to the  ̂alysis of theih importance and investment behaviours,

From thr'!-e’, "-'e diseuse the mon et a i-»; policy and to establish the

r"!-ti aps'' in b‘=t-''«pn ’"he total domestlic credit» apd external sector apu in
!

thi- last chao-*-ec, -ections I ’̂ h^'ough III bav<a conccn' r-ted on the empirical 

^yamin-tion of the r-ip of otAer financial institutions and their investment 

behaviou" in the Nige^im economy. In this section, it is imperative to 

develop a model on the Nigerian Financial Sector vhich will embr-ce all the 

financial ins+itutions air‘=ady disc^a^gd under one umbrella. The importance 

01 this eyerci'-'e 11-=̂  in th"- i'-c+ i"h.jt it r"=presents the first bold -tteret 

at invostlga+ing the a--nkin-- of the h k g erln fin a: ci-1 sector in a detailed“* f
model which explicitly t-hes into -cooc.nt ail s u ’-ces of disturbance of 

the private sector''s stock e-uiiibrium. 'Die purpose of +hls final 

-nclyaia ic tn investigate whr-th'-r s:|me monetary propos'tions, developed 

-nj test' d mainly in the c-uitext of d.rv^ioncd countries, c-n oe valid 

-nd u eiuL for economies with irss dcjveloped financial sectors like Nigeria

w ’t- its characterir+ic heavv invervehtion by the authorities in the credit
' 1 market. rhi;- an-ly-ij is - pi*-, in^iu-apced b y  t h r  work of Magee, ^y(o -nc ^nrt

2
of F-̂ ige -T'd Johannes, 'y8 i, as "̂eli ac the frcmc-^nk pf monetary annro-cn to 

b-1 nee of p-vmepts.

4. See S.P. Magee, (1976) "The Bmpirical Evidence on the Monetary Approach to the 
Balance of rayments and Fxchcnge Rates" in American Fconomic Review. 6b pp 163-170

2. See also Feige and Johannes, (1981):. "Testing the causal relationship between the 
domestic credit and reserve components of a country's monetary base" in

^ ornics. 3 p " . 5 5 - ^ 6
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1 0 . Brief Theoretical Underpinnings;

JThe Monetary Approach to the Balance of Payments presented by the
i

work of Frenkel and Johnson (1976) is built on a number of specific
i

monetary assumotions, some of which may be stated as follows
I

(1) that the exchange rates are pegged •

(ii) that the economy is in long-run fu11-employment equilibrium

(iii) that the demand for money :̂ s a stable function of income

(iv) that changes in the money supply do not affect real variables

(v) that a country's price level and interest rate do converge
I

in the long run on the world level because of the high 

elasticity of substitution between goods in international
I

trade and highly mobile capital and 

(vi) that governments are incapable of pursuing sterilisation 

policies continuously. j 

These assumptions are really baiic and represent the main pillars on 

which the Monetary Approach to Balance of Payments rest. There have been 

many critics of this approach, however, especially from the Keynesian tradition.

For example, Von Vhitman (1975) argued that there is not a one-to-one relation 

between changes in the domestic money supply and the level of reserves as
I

assumed by the monetary tradition. |n his conclusion, he expressed the view that 

many of the policy implications of the monetary approach to the balance of payments

are largely not applicable to curren^ problems. In his criticism on the monetary
2

demand for money specification, Tsiang (1977) argued that only the demand for money 

for asset purposes should be included in the demand for money function since only

the variations in the asset demand will affect the spending on goods.
As -part of taeir efforts to respond to their critics, the proponents of monetary

'{
approach appear to concentrate on hoif to reconcile the different balance of payment 

theories and hence narrow down the problems to the issue of reconciling 

long and short run aspects of the approach.

1. See Von Whitman (1975) "Global Monetarism and the Monetary Approach to the 
Balance of Payments", Brookings Papers on Economic Activity, No. 3

2. S.G. Tsiang, (1977), "The Monetary Ineoretic Foundation of the Modern Monetary 
Approach to Balance of Payments,"Oxford Economic Papers" November.
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The theoretical end statistical' problems which resulted from th*e

snpirical investigation, of some monetary propositions see^ to be due to

the invalid Imposition of some of the above assumptions on the short-runI
of a particular series of observations over a certain period of time.

One of the arguments levelled against the monetary theory borders on 

how the theory should conform with th# reai life situation. It is 

important that any theory underlying any model is sufficiently generalised 

if it is to be applicable to real-world data. An abstractions from reality 

in order to obtain unambiguous r'^suits is in general not appropriate 

for any empirical analytic. On tbi^ particular ground some specifications
I

of the monetary -pnro-ch have bee- subjected some critieisa# a# already

pointed ou*’, abova, esprcially from the K-;/riosi-̂ ns.

The proponents of monetary theoigr have pointed out the budget

constr-int imposed on --ny country by ics balance of payments but silent

on thp budget constraints on all other sectors. For example, the.

analysis thvt embodi^c the governmrnt pu^g^t in the m-nner in which Christ 
. 1

(4 9 6 0) sugge=-t°d, emphasises the influence of this constraint on thr stock
I

equilibrium of the private sector in the same way that monetary approach

concerns it^el^ "d.hh the impact of exterr-1 flows on the ag^e stock
2

ea^iiihrium as shouai by the wp-k of Dirrie (4^7 6). The same thing 

applies to th-' c-rmercisl barks and t’-'c m-nner in which t’-oy balance 

their o^n assets apd liabilities. Many economists =eem to hav^ 

tĥ a short-comminap of 'isLng ey-pQct accounting identity, especially its 

mi-loading tendency. Because | of this it w? f=«?s ntial that -ny con-idei-ation

of suiDly -nd demr-d with respect to volume 01 crodit mu-t take c-re
[

of th' f-ct that any cn-ngo î p the volume of credit must be accompa-iod

by a ch--ge ip o+hap variable or n-T-m^ter in the system. Moreove-, the

cost of credit mu-1 bo tak n car’' of.
TT C. Christ (1 9 6 8), " A simple macroeconomic model with a government budget 

restraint" in Journal of Political Economy. 76, pp 53-67
2. D. Currie (1978) "Some criticisms of the monetary analysis of balance

of payments correction" in The Economic Journal. 86 pp.518 - 520
3. See Als J.&. Frenkel, T. Gylfason and J.F. Heliwell (1980) "A Synthesis

of monetary and Keynesian approaches to shortrun balance of Payments theory 
in the Fconomic Journal, ^0, pp. 582 - 592.
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In thn monAtsr;’ analysis, the domestic créait is-treated as an exogenous 

variable. As already noticed in chapter 9 ^ere the total domestic

credit was analysed as an intermedi»ate target of monetary policy, the
!

issue of domestic credit has t^o different but not necessarily interrelated 

facets. For ex-moie it may relate to the ultimate control of domestic 

credit by th- monetary authorities; or to the independence of credit 

from tne external sector. This import-nt issue cannot be well treated 

in the monetary mo-’el where credit is merely derived --esidually from 

the simple identity as written b-low

y.̂ = Cr + Fr (10.6 ) '

T.Th0Y*0 V — -iTT Cr = domestic credit-' b  i
F - Foreign reserves r ^

Imposing the budget constraints on jboth the’banking and public sector» 

rendrre onis point more illuminating. Thus defining the broad mo-ey 

in tenu» of the banKina d nubile »ector (thp letter incip»ive oi the 

Central Bapkj yields the follo-'ng Identity e-iution:

= (GBD + BLA + HGP - nFLB FBG—

nDDFIs ) 4- Fr (10.?)
1

’•"here

GBD is the budget deficit, . '

BLA = bank’ credit to the private sector

■’GP = holding of government securities by the private sector
nFLB = net foreign li- bilitir<j of b-nks

FBG = fo-eic'n bo-ro'-'ing by the government
1

nDDFT*- - non-deposit Liabilities of Financial institutions

and Fr = foreign reserves. ^

Tn f'-'U.tion 1Q .7 above, the domrptic c^wptt eyp-'n-ion is sho'n by the ter^s

in the b^-cket. &ny increase in the government’s forei-n borro'ing (FBG)

’•ould l^-d to sn incre-se in total dom s^ic cr-dit, (Cr)» Fiich incr^a^r 

would also cause an eeuri and offsetting chang# in Fr, tfwreby’ leaving
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unchanged. Thus a change in foreign reserves tells us nothing about 

except giving us the definition of the balance of payments as implied by 

eouation 10,7 above, but which is still not useful in this analysis.

By replacing Fr by its components - current account (CUA), the capital 

account of the private and banking sectors (CAPS and NFLB respectively) 

and the foreign borrowing by the government (FBG) will yield the following 

equation :

= (GBD + BLA - FBG) + (CUA + CAPS) - nDDFIs) 10.8.

In the above, the first bracket represents the total domestic credit in the 

economy while the second stands for the external flow of money into the 

domestic money stock. Of course, the non-deposit liabilities of the banking 

(nDDFIs) is residual item. In this model, the total domestic credit is 

put in a clear theoretical context and is shovm to be determined by the 

independent decisions of three sectors - the government, the banking and 

the private. Thus a change in the government sector with respect to 

domestic credit may also lead to an automatic change in the private sector 

which is contrary to the situation in equation 10.7 since one cannot 

definitely be sure whether the two sectors are really indepenaent. In 

making a decision on how much public borrowing would be needed, the government 

may first examine the balance of payments position. Similarly, the banks 

and other financial institutions may first examine their foreign liabilities 

position before making a decision on how much BLA to make available. One can 

also relate the holding of government securities by the private sector 

(HGP) to the capital account of the private sector (CAPS). Thus it is 

quite clear that this important aspect of exogeneity of the total domestic 

credit has been ignored by the monetajry approach. In this context» the 

"causality" analysis represented by the work of Feige and Johannes (1981 ) 

appears to be limited in scope.

With respect to sterilisation issue, one can employ identity equation 

10.8 also as a basic format of analysis. Through manipulation of the stock 

of government debt, (GBD), the government can neutralize the effect of external
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flow of capital on the money stock iij the short run. The government

can also operate directly on the holding of government securities by the private

sector (HGP) through the instrument of open market operations and also on

the level of loans and advances granted by the banking sector (BLA) through the

imposition of credit ceiling and guidelines as obtained in most developing

countries in order to remove the impact of the external capital flows.

However, the correct disaggregation of the money stock identity is very

related to the form in which the money supply process is analysed.

In the model building, the common way of treating the money stock by many

economists is to regard it as either being determined by the demand or supply

function. In the monetary approach, (for instance, the stock of money is treated

as being determined by a demand function while total domestic credit is regarded

as Dolicy variable and the external flows are assigned the equilibrating role.

Another method is to regard the components of money stocks as endogenous

so that the money stock is treated as being residu^lly determined. In this

context, there is an imolicit assumption that the money suoplied is eaual to
1 ?

the money demanded to hold by the public. Bergstrom (1976) and Goodhart, (1979)

have both argued that such method also suffers the same problems associated
I

with the use of an identity as a behavioural relationship in some of the 

monetarist formulations. There is, therefore, a need for disequilibrium

analysis since such anproach is also |consistent with the nature of money as
j

a means of payment and as being present in all market transactions.
II

Money is widely acceptable in all exchange transactions and because

of this a disequilibrium in any other market would certainly manifest itself
!

in the money market before any adjustment can be made. And since money may 

be held temporarily, especially in an uncertain economic situation, this means 

that individuals do not immediately idjust to the desired level, but temporarily 

allow their money holdings to be either above or below what they actually 

reouired. People can accept money even when they do not desire to retain it.

1. See A. Bergstrof»( 1 9 7 6) on "Statistical Inference in Continuous Time Economic 
Models" North Holland, Amsterdam.

2. Also see C.A.E. uooohart (1979) "Money in an open economy" in Ormerod P. ed.. 
Economic Modelling, London: Heinemann Educationa^ Books.
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In the context of the above arguments, money component ?= exoresred

in the identity “cuation 4 0,3 is our mein focus. However, any difference

in magnitude between the desired, and th'̂  actual money stock is regarded as
i

b-ck into the suonly nrocess at each noint in time.

10,5b SPECIFI04IIQK AND ESTIMA.TION OE A SHORT-RUN MODEL-OF NIGERIAN F. SECTOR

Using the above theoretical framework, the monetrr?/ hyoothAsi- io b^ing

tested for Nigeria. However , since the m-in focus of this study is on the

commercial b-nks =nd oth^r finrncial institutions in Nigeri-, th,’ model 1? built

on financial sector -lone, treating th« real income ao c-yogenous. iliis
1

anoroach has some inspiratior; .from the work of Melitz and ft^rdvniak (1^78)
2

and th t of Dpvidson -nd Keil ('981) but has :o oe modified to suit the

develoning n-ture of Nigerian economy. Data . av-il-biiity also leave u- no

ention. For instance, data pre onry availrble in yearly series inste-d of
r

ou-rterlv.

in Nigeria, tha fiscal o-licy is usually motivateo by devexouine.ut 

considerations and oolitical commitment contrary to the Keynesian analysis 

of aLT ̂ regate dkmrnd. Hence there ig no other on + ion than to treat budget 

deficit as exogenous.

4s c-n be s^en in Table :0.'̂ i.”hich shoe's the model, the Nigerian 

economy i» divided into 4 maior sectors, n-m-ly the oublie »pctor, 

which includes the Central bank of Nigeria, ĥ̂  ̂ b-nking sector, comorising 

of commercial b-nks and other financial in-titution-, tha oriv- + e sector 

and 4-’-.̂ fo-eicrn sector.

4< c-n b-a sern from Table 40. tho' demrnd for real balances 

function is oostulrted in equation 10.9 with the underlying assumotion 

^hrt the wealth holder is only confronted ith a choice uetween spending 

-nd holding rpai balances in the form of currency and denosits. In 

“•h c ant'ay t of Nigerian economy with less develoned financial sector, 

thi- assumotion »eoms ver-/ rcasan-ble since o’-iv-'te noldings of securities 

is -till very limited. Fo’- this reason also, e>-nccted infi tion is tr -ted 

as the only onoortunity cost, r., . . r^ -re "ĥ  aitern-tive interest r-tes

1

1* See Melitz and Sterdyniak (1978) " An econometric study of the British Monetary 
System" in the Economic Journal.'89 ; 2 See David»on and Keil (1981 ),
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represented by dr which is the weighted average of the other rates on deposits.

The external components of money stock is expressed in equation 10.10 

as already defined in the previous section. Since for many years Nigeria's 

balance of payments was always in deficit, the composite variable was, 

therefore negative for the greater part of the period under review.

Hovrever, in order to get their logarithm defined, the negative balances 

vere multiplied by -1. We cannot estimate two separate equations for 

the cummulated current account (CCUA) and net foreign liabilities of the 

private sector (FLPS) since in Nigeria, the bulk of private caoital inflows 

consists of long-term caoital largely associated with a few large investment 

orojects. And since the decisions concerning these investment projects 

and their completion are spread over quite long periods, it is difficult 

to associate nFLPS with current economic conditions at least in the short-run. 

In equation 10.10, we include the variable for money stock, M^, domestic 

price level, dp, foreign prices in domestic currency fp to measure the 

Durchasing-power parity effect and a oroxy variable GP which is used as 

an indicator of foreign position of the country which dictates whether 

the government should intervene in the financial sector or not. Such 

indicator can be in the flow (or stock) of foreign reserves or the flow (or 

stock) of the external component of money measured by nominal income.

In specifying our general response function, we include such variables as 

explanatory arguments in the short run. We also include a variable to 

represent a set of exchange rate dummies (which is the weighted average 

of some exchange rates). In Nigeria exchange rate parity has been allowed 

to remain fixed for long time in relation to major currencies and only 

minor ch-nges had been effected in some occasions. Since 1984, however, 

the Nigerian exchange rate is no longer pegged in relation to other currencies. 

Because of the fixed nature of Nigerian exchange rate before 1984, therefore.
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exchange rates are treated as fixed 7-dth one dummy to represent the 

changes in the exchange rate pith.

In specifying our reaction function for the authorities' foreign 

borrowing as expressed by equation 10.11, we devise appropriate proxy variables 

as follows: (a) cummulated official settlement balances (COS) defined in 

our model as the sum of the current account plus the private and the 

banking sector's capital accounts, (b) government financing requirements 

represented by HGP, and (c) the public borrowing from the foreign sector (FBG), 

which is assumed to be mainly long-term capital. It is believed that what cannot 

be financed domestically has to come from the foreign sector and as the 

government is assumed to have no alternative, but to resort to the foreign

sector, interest rate variable is not included. Moreover, considering the
i

various guarantees that are reouired by the lenders, the long bargaining period

vhich usually precedes such loans and the political considerations involved,

it is difficult to see the importance of interest rates. For example,

in Nigeria, there had been a long argument on whether the country should

get the IMF loans or not. The issue was turned into an open debate and the 
1

overwhelming arguments did not support the IMF loans ’-"ith all the conditions

attached with it. This is a clear evidence of political consideration. Interest

rate did not feature in the debate at all.

Also included in the model for foreign borrowing of the government is
I

the stock of foreign debt, scaled by the nominal income which provides an

additional long-run effect. It should be noted that the larger the foreign
!

debt of any country, the heavier will be the burden on the public and the 

lower will be the credibility ojf that country. Hence the inclusion of theI
stock of foreign debt, (FBG)

Yp
For the banking sector, we specify the vari-bles which determine the

I
suiply of total domestic credit as expressed by eouation 10.12. The 

consideration of the banking sector in a model like this needs special 

caution in view of the fact that there are some specialized financial insti

tutions as already discussed earlier, which account for more than 20 per cent

1. See the West Africa Magazine of 14th October, 1985, pp. 2141»
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of the total domestic credit. These specialized institutions are under the Federal 

Government which created them for the purposes of meeting the credit needs of 

certain sectors of the economy, most especially agriculture and manufactufejL 

What makes it further complex is the' fact that the Nigerian authorities not only 

set the prices of loans (interest rates), but also control the quantity of such 

loans. The authorities do this by devising a complicated system of incentives for 

some types of loans and credit ceilings and guidelines for others vhich dominates 

the Nigerian credit markets. The loans granted by the specialized institutions are 

a typical case of credit rationing, since the interest rates charged for such 

loans are usually lov̂ er than those of the commercial banks and other financial 

institutions. The hypothesis of the credit rationing, therefore, seems to be valid 

for the rest of the financial institutions since all of them are expected to 

comply with the credit guidelines often issued from time to time by the Central Bank 

to them including the commercial banks. Hence the caution is necessary because 

of this high degree of intervention in the domestic loan markets by the authorities 

and also be«ause the financial market is not yet well developed which, therefore, 

implies that the demand for credit cannot be adequately satisfied by any alternative 

means. j

From the supplier's side, therefore, credit has to be considered together with 

the (holding of government securities by the banking sector). The portfolio

composition of most financial institutions are to some extent determined by the 

interest rates and liquidity considerations as our estimates have shown in chapter 

7 and this chapter. The reserve requirements are usually fixed by the monetary 

authorities depending upon the quantity of deposits and the type of loans.

In our banking sector as expressed by eouation 10.12, bank deposits (DD) 

have been used as a proxy for banks' Tjiabilities. Since the net foreign liabilities 

of the banking sector (nFLB) which are mainly deposits in foreign exchange 

by emigrants are very small compared with the total bank deposits and the fact that 

they are exogenously determined, we have no option than to eliminate them from the model
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By so doing, we are able to avoid non-linearity problems in the solution

of the whole system. Variable Q in the equation stands for the liquidity

ratio and is used as a proxy for direct government intervention which

we define as follows:

Q = BDCNB + HGB)
(DD + NCBC + nFLB)

vdiere BDCNB = banking sector deposits with the Central Bank of Nigeria

HGB = holding of the government securities by the banking sector

DD = banking sector deposits

NCBC = Central Bank Credit to the banking sector

nFLB = Net Foreign Liabilities of the banking sector.

The Q is regarded as a policy variable in the hands of the Nigerian monetary 

authorities since they can operate on both the numerator and the denominator.

The price of loans represented by Lr, which is the weighted average of 

various types of loan rates, is treated as being exogenously 

determined in the context of the reasons given previously.

Eouation 10.13 is an expression of demand for currency, i.e. notes 

and coins. It is specified as a function of interest rates on deposits 

since the cheque system still has a limited application in Nigeria.

Therefore, it will be easy to see the process of substitution between currency 

and savings deposits. Also, substitutability between currency and physical 

goods is tested through the inclusion of the expected rate of inflation 

proxied by EP and the real income. (See Table 10. ^ )

Finally, equation 10.14 is an expression of how the rate of inflation 

is determined. If an economy is a closed one, in a monetary model , the 

tendency is to postulate the orice level as a long-run function of the 

excess demand for money. In an open economy like the one being considered 

here, under the assumption of the operation of "law of one price" being 

held in the long-run, one would expect the domestic prices to be 

simultaneously equal to foreign prices. A weaker formulation will be to assume 

that FP/DP is equal to a constant, but not necessarily equal to unity. However,
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Table 10.*.

The Model of the Nigerian Financial Sector 196O - 1984

6In.M = a + a.ln.dr.+ a^ln.Y - a,ln.P, 10.9o 0 1 t 2 —  3 t

V  ^  + b^ln.dr,. bgln.Y - b In.^ + 10.IO
T  k  5

In.WE^ = + c^ln.M^ + CginWP_^+ c^ln.PP,^ 10. "1
In.DiF^ = d^ + d^ln.M^ + dgln^MP^f d^ln. PP^+ d^ln. iQ.12

In.GF. = e + e,ln.COS.+ e^ln.ND. 10,13V O 1 Xi £1 W
In.GFt = r  + fqn.COS^+ qin.ND^^ 10.14

In.BL^ = gg + g^ln.DD^+ g^ln.Q^ + g^ln.Lr^ 10.15

In.BL. = h + h.ln.DD. + buln.C. + h^ln.Lr. + h.ln. BL, . .xt o i  t 2 t 3 t 4 t— 1 10. lo

In.CU^ = ig + i^ln.YP^ + i^ln.dr^ + i^ln.P®^ 10.17

ln.CU^^= + j^ln.YP^ + j^ln.dr^ + j^ln.P®^ + j^ln.CU^^_.^ 10.18

In.F®. = k f k.ln.M . - k In.dr. + k, In.WP 10.19t o i  ot 2 ^ 2  t
In.P^. = 1  + l.ln.M . - l^ln.dr, + 1  In.WP + 1  In.P®, 10.20t o i  ot 2 o 3 t 4 t— I
Identity Equations;

BL + HGSBS + NOACBN = DD + nFLB + NCCBNBs. 10.20

Fr = CCh + nFLPr + nFLB + GF

Mq = DD + CU 10.22

COS = CCA + nFLPr + u FlB 10.23
GBD + NCBNCBs + NOACBN = HGSBs + HGSPr + GFB + CU.

1/Vhere HGSB = holding of Government securities by the banks and non-banks
NOACBN = net holding of other assets by the Central bank of Nigeria
DD = total demand deposits in the banking sector
nFLB = net foreign liabilities of banking sector 
NCCENB = net credit to the banks and non-banks by the CBN

CCA = cumulated current accounts

nFLPr net foreign liabilities of the private sector
GBD = Stocks of Government borrowing
HGSBS = Holding of government securities by the banks
HGSPR = Holding of government securities by the private sectors



Table 10.Z contd.

CU = Cur-^ency in circulation

BL - bank loans and advances

OF = Public bo’-roT-ring the foreign sector

Fr = Foreign Reserves

Mo = Proad Money (M^ is the desired money stock) 

C^S -  Cumulated 'Official settlements balance'

Y/n = ̂ eal Income

Mp = Potential Income

0 = Liquidity ratio of the banking sector

dr = Denosit rates

FTP = Foreign nrices in domestic currency

P® = Fxnected domestic nrices
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to '■he f^ct that equilibrium is not attained instantaneously, it is 

considered reasonable to test tnree uisenuilibrium effects "ulch 

f - )  '■h*--' ourchasing-pover oority effect (FP/P), (b) the disequilibrium in the 

money market and (c) the diseruilibrium in the goods market,

as explained by the discreoancy between the ootential end actual output (YpA) 

"hich is already defined in the aopcndix. The results of the estimate 

is nresented in table '’O.Za.' below.

Table 10.Z*
Pesult of the Estimation of-the Short-run Model

of Liberian Finar'cial Sector 1961-84.

Tenant for Pea 1 Balances: Tkajytion .. Deoender.t Vori-bie = Mo/o

Equilibrium Model

C Ldr LYn LPE DW F-Stnt.
4 .3^96 0.4949 -0 .4=54

(".0791) (^\0 0 8 ) (-5.6320) n.97 2 .0^9 480.668

Ld-'equilib’i’ium Model

c Ldr LYp LPE Mo/o^_.^ R'̂  DW

2 .991? ’3 .’6/10 n.6741 - ^i04662 1.0482
(2 .5671) (^.3;0 5 l (2.5017) (-4.8 ^3 0 ) (17.061) 0.98 1;99

F-8t=t =531.005

err-' ^.-7 r*-*- ' r ' P - n 10, 1 n Fi/'n f-' r-. 1 I --R -(nu 4. r,hT.pq>
^cuilibrium Mod'll

c 17? PF DW F-Stat=346.409
0.77972
(4.4S95)

0 .097;
( 1.6101 )

0,0606 
(7.0672)

0.9754
(4.3793)

0.98 2.294

Diseoulibri um Mo-'el

C yf̂ T . p PP '•'1-1

n.?9?77
(2.8156)

U../|80R -0 .3"4?1
(-9 .0797)

n.6501
(9.2951) (:

F-

0.4011
2.5460) 0.23 2.477
-Stat. =32.729

Foreign Borrow ing by the love arment: "ou, tion 10.11 Dependent Var̂ 's.ble OF

Eouilibrium Model
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c COS GF/Yp=ND DW F-stat.

1 .5220 3.399) 8.0847
(1.6921) (6.4085) (2.8794) 0 .6 6 1.54 20.742

oicequilibrlam

c COS ND GF^ ,t— , DF/7 F-St-t

0.38=94 0.50167 0.7704 0 .9641’
('.6299) (1.8184) (2 .37356) (5 .6540) 0 .9 0 ? .12 55.655

FruilibrliLm
Banking Be ctor ^auction 10.10 Deoendent V ari-ble ■= BL

C DD Q Ir R'" M.V F-Stat

-2.0884 0.7512 1.2399 n , 75129

(<2 .1:5 0) (".4079) (2 .7396) (6.0776) 0.96

Disequixioriun

1.82 159.645

D" Q T- BI,_. 0^ nr- F_St

-0.1=5'9 ".=472 0.20J57 0.7455 "\6 7 77

f-:.Q492) (".2181) (".6750) (2 .2961) (6.'3’4) ".99 1.93 905

Demand for C nrrcncy: Or-u at! on 10.1 3 ^en en t Variable = d /

Fnuiiibrium

C Yp dr P® R^ DW F-Stat.

^.2511 0.8498 o.-’l , 3 0.22516

(12.8959) (4.2872) (-1.6665) (7.3550) 0 .8^ 4,5  ̂ %o.55

Diceauilibrium

C "P
a H

P- Ci^_, R^ 17'̂ F-Stat.

0.78931 0 .202^ 0.3027 -0.84^5 0.78-4
(2 .1058) (2 .1640) (1.61764) (-1.9047) (7.1679 ,) 0 .86 1.2? 24.7?

The Rite of Inlation F-ustlon 10.14

R-iulibrium

Denenient Variable P
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p
C Mb dr l'Tp P DW F-?trt

2.3035 1.1835 -2.9258 0.98367
(4.2839) (3.2366) (4.3717) (2 .O154) 0.95 1.88 76.49

Disequilibrium

C Mo dr 'b DFV F-rt-t.

-0.11S20 0.55530 0.34928 0.38^7
(-1.9063) (5."505) (1.7266) (2.7540) 0.98 1.16 ?=4.4?7

The above model estimated using the yearly average data 

to t-ke c'-re of se-sonality and covering thr ncr'od to 1234. a.l 1 th

eou^tious ’’ere ^stim-ted b} the standard OlS method and since several regressions 

were run, the reported results are the ones found to bo mo^t occeotable.

Judged by st-n'^^d ^t^tistic-l criteria,- tr- fitted ^ation^ o" the mo-’el ên(-'-'’Liy 

oerij-mea In cases, exceot the e-ulibrirm for" of p-u-tion

th-̂  coefficients of d ‘̂ tproin£ tion she-cd th -1 more tb-n 80 oer cent  ̂̂ the 

variation in the dependent variables were explained by variations in the

exolsnatory v-ri-bles.

In eruption i0 .2 , all the v-ri-bles hr va t’-'- correct sign ^nd vrry 

significant The signifieruce o*' the rate 01 interest clearly estaolishes th-t 

thrrA i" el. ment o"̂  r d  sti'ution betw-en money -nd saving deno-it^ in Nig«^i^.

^•'hilo in the short run, th< expected rat® of inflation (P^) is V'~"y significant 

in '■he d-m-nd f©r real balances mod-l, in the long-run it i.<=; not.

With respect to the lo^nion sec or, tha result? of eru-tion 10.10 

cle-rly confirms the ro±e of th<> money m-rk^'t in influencing th. b^I nr^ of o ,ymen's 

ba>th in th=> long ^̂ in and in the abort-run. Oth^r variables such ac foreign 

rate of'inflation, W ’P ) -nd the ourc'r .-s'ng-BO-er rarity (PP) are also signific-rt. 

Because th-̂  irclusim of domr stic r-te of infl tion r-nd^red the model 

un?cc<antable since mo t of toe variables bee m< n significant, - n ’ suffered 

from ^ulticolli-rity, ’re had no ootion th-n to di-oo it. Also tested - =s the 

dummy variable for the civil ’’sr year in Nigeria but have to be droooed also
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since it was not oniy insignificant but also renderea the model quite unacceptable 

uy any statistics! standard.

The insults of equation 10.13 show th.st the real income has both a short-

and long term influence on the demand for currency in Nigeria. Both

the e^oect'Ç r^te of inflation and interrte rate variables «re very significant

in the short-run but only significant at 5 per cent level with a one-tailed test

which seems to suggest that in the Nigerian economy, peoole's =vnrcc-tion

pbout inflation or interest rates is non-static. In all the equations*

the dynamic resnose to ch-nges in a!i the deoendent variables has been suggested

prA confirmed by the "esnlts ^viderced by low standard error measured by

t-ct=>t'̂  sties which ^re greater th-n 2 as can be se^n in parentheses under

each estlm-te.

Altho’gn, this result should be regarded as tentative, thn overall
2

nerformcnce of the model is ouite good. Yne high Rs, the low optics of

t̂'̂ n̂ 'ard e^ror m^^'ur-d by t-statistios, and the lack of significant serial co

rrelation ’̂il su -g:"st th't estim t^d r-u; lions -re close '>royim--tww lo

r>'-ni_7r̂ j, IH situation. Thp e-^rlier ’-ork on demand for money in Nigeria by 
. 1

Terib^ (1274) i<̂ clearly confirmed by this result, with resnedt to the equation

for demand for cu r^ncy and d-mand for re^l balances.

10.5d CONCLUSIONS

In our short-run model of the Nigerian financial sector, we have tried to 

provide a framework for a consistent test of monetary approach to balance of 

payments. We have also tried to establish a relationship between the money 

market and the balance of payments.

The tentative imnlication of our results is that the authorities can 

finance the budget deficits if they so choose and if they have the ability 

to do so without too much reliance on domestic banking sector. Now that

the government revenue from oil has fallen as a result of fall in the price of

oil, the inflow of foreign credit can oe encouraged by the government only 

if such will be primarily used to expand the productive capacity of the

country and not for consumption purposes.
1, See 0, Teriba (1974) "The Demand for Money in Nijgeria Economy" Some methodological 

Issues and F^arther Evidence; Jiigerian Journal of Social Studies, vol. I6. No. 1 
'■larch,---------------------------- --------------------------
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It should be stated, however, that a straightforward generalisation of 

the above results would be risky, the more so because this represents 

the first empirical work on this issue using the Nigerian data. The framework 

of Nigerian financial sector is likely to be similar to that of other 

developing countries or some small European countries since in those economies, 

like Nigeria, the authorities intervene very heavily in the credit market. There 

is no doubt that through our model, it has been demonstrated that a valid 

test of the monetary approach is ouite possible and useful for monetary policies.
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CHAPTER .11

SUMMARY AND CONClUSIUNS OF'THE STUDY _

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The theoretical foundations of this study are that the financial 

institutions are very important for the growth and development of Nigeria and any 

nation end that their gro;-th and roles in the economy are associated 

with the level of economic activities, and th^t in the provision of credit 

in Nigeria in the past, the unorgani?ed financial institutions played a 

very significant role, in view of the alleged discrimination against the 

indigenous customers by the foreign banks in the allocation of loans.

As the survey of thp literature indicates, an emerging consensus is that 

financial development facilitates real growth and that financial underdevelopment 

constrains the grovrfh process. Of great significance is the thesis th=t financial 

development matters lor real growth is oased on the measurable increase 

in financial assets associated with a real increase in Gl\iP and tangible 

wealth for some countries over time and across countries. An eyrmination 

of the growth of commercial Banks and other financial institutions as 

Nigerian economy develops also shows 9 significant association.

The most important 1unction of all the financial institutions in 

any economy is to mobilise savings from the surplus sectors and lend to 

to deficit sectors, and the extent to which this function is effectively 

discharged mirrors the efficiency of these institutions. Since the commercial 

banks are easily the most appropriate institutional vehicle through which savings 

can be directed from the less essential expenditures to productive investment, 

our study naturally starts from the development of banking institutions in 

Nigeria,

Starting with the unorganised institutions in Nigeria, survey of 

literature indicates that in most developing countries, these institutions 

have played a great role in providing credit not only to the rural agricultural 

ccmmunities, but also to the small businessmen who could not get loans 

from banks because of their inability to provide collateral securities.
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One of the indigenous banks, Wema Bank, developed from an unorganised 

credit institution.

Many indigenous banks that were established between 1940s and 1950s

were killed by the competition from the foreign banks in addition to
1

other factors mentioned in the Baton Commission Report. One important 

reason for the banking debacle witnessed in Nigeria was the absence of the 

Central Bank to act as a lender of last resort. The West African Currency 

Board could not prevent any bank failure since its activities -̂ere limited 

to the maintenance of the £WACB in strict parity -̂ith the British pound sterling 

Our estimates have shovm that under this board, money supply was a function 

of export trade, colonial government expenditure, the level of economic 

activities in Britain and the world trade situation.

Nigeria, like other member countries, drcided to opt out of the Board 

ever before her independence in 196O. Since the establishment of the Central 

Bank of Nigeria in 1959, there has not been any record of b^nk failure, as a 

mark of importance of its existence. However, one other important reason for 

bank success is the government financial support to the indigenous banks 

each time they were in fin-ncial crisis. In fact all the banks in Nigeria (27), 

are more or less with substantial government participation following the 

indigenisation of banking of 197& •

The Nigerian monetary authorities have always favour low interest 

rate policy which is designed to enable investors to obtain loans at 

considerably low cost. Ho^^ever, inspite of this low, but relatively 

stable interest rates on savings, the monet-ry savings in Nigeria 

has been shown by our empirical investigation to be increasing even in 

those years when the real rate was negative. The logical explanation for 

this might be adduced to the relative stability of the value of monetary assets 

as a result of prolonged stability of consumer orices between 19^0 and 19&7. 

However, during the high price inflation of 1970s, there vas a considerable 

increase in the monetary savings, but this might be explained in terms of 

the growing prosperity of Nigerian economy as a result of oil boom.

1. See P.P. Baton Commission's Report of 1948.
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In fact during 1970s, almost all the countries in thr world experienced 

negative real rate of interest on savings. For example, our computation 

of real interest rates for selected countries including Nigeria shows that 

in 1974, all the countries had negative real rate of interest in varying 

magnitudes.

On the empirical investigations on the determinants of household 

savings in Nigeria, it has been established that, like Gupta's (1970) 

work on India, the interest rate variations have a significant effect on 

personal savings. Other variables such as number of bank offices, 

income, price levels and government expenditures are very important 

determinants of household as well as national savings not only in 

Nigeria but also in most of our selected countries.

In the light of our findings and our diagrrmatic exposition of 

the level of household savings and real rate of interest in Nigeria, based 

on the 'finrncial repression hypothesis', it is clear that this hypothesis 

might be relrvant to Nigeria. One can, however, state that real interest 

rate is not the only major determinants of growth of household savings in 

Nigeria as already deinonsbiatcd by the results of our estimates. It is 

our belief that the proponents of financial repression hypothesis have made 

a sweeping generalization across all the develooing countries without 

considering their different social -nd economic characteristics as well as 

ideological beliefs which can affect the inflow of crnital and relative 

standards of their financial developments. The limited number of cases on 

which they based their conclusions can certainly not be the basis of generali

zation for all the developing countries. However, their innovative work 

on the issue of the importance of real rate of interest on domestic 

saving is fully supported by our empirical findings on Nigerian domestic 

savings, using the mean of the real deposit rates of interest on all financial 

claims, instead of the real deposit rate of interest used in McKinnon's work.

Our findings on the effect of interest rate variations on total domestic 

credit show insignificant effect on the volume of domestic credit. Our
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results of the TDC model bring into the limelight the importance of credit in 

Nigerirn economy and it? effects on the final target? of monetary policy.

Tlie use of selective credit controls by the monetary authorities seem# to be 

justified since variations in intfrest rate have no significant effect on the 

demand for loans. ' CXir empirical investigation on the external targets 

of monetary policy also seems to validate the monetary an roach to balance 

of payment? which holds thrt there is a signficant relationship» bet- sen the 

trade b; lance and total domestic credit on the one h^̂ nd and between the foreign 

exchange rate variations and domestic money sunnly (K^) on the other.

The good performance of as an intermediate variable when the exchange 

r*te is the target, and its bad performance relative to both the anr the KB

when the GDP is the target also suggests that the most appropriate intermediate 

targets of monetary policy forintsrnal and external puroose must not 

necessarily be the same.

The significant relationship revealed by our ermirical investigation 

of the monetary policy and capita-1 inflow implies that the monetary authorities 

can, if they choosf, use effectively domestic interest rate variations to 

encourage the inflow of foreirn capital and discoura *e the flight of caritel out 

of the country.

Oar study of other financial institutions in Nigeria shovr that

inspite of many obstacles, such as bad management, government regulations,

shortage of conoetent personnel, and the inability or unwillingness on the

part of many of them to take initiatives^ tney have all experienced considerable

growth in t h ^ r  operations in varying magnitudes and have contributed immensely

to the economic development of Nigeria through provision of medium end lung-term

loans for development projects. The insurance companies, the Pension ?ur,ds,
»

the Federal Kortgate Bank end Post Office Savings Bank, are very notrble 

in the area of provision of medium and long-term loans end to a smell e>*ter.t, 

the merchant banks. However, their performance? are still below expectations 

but can be improved by accepting all the various recommendation? made by the 

Financial System Review Committee. The same goes with the Nlg^ri^n speciellred
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institutions such as the Nigerian Benk for Commerce nnd Industry, the 

Nigerian Agricultural and Cooperative Bank and the Nigerian Industrial Deve

lopment Banks.

The principles under which these specialized institutions operate 

need to be reviewed in the light of the economic circumstances of the 

country, in order to enable them to be able to help the loc?l industrialists 

and businessmen in the private sector ihere they have so far made 

little impaot.

Finally, our short-run model of Nigerian financial sector presents 

us with an opportunity to have a consistent test of monetary approach 

to balance of payments. We have tried to establish a relationship between 

the money market and the balance of payments.

The conclusion which easily emerges from our results is that 

the authorities can finance the budget deficits if they so choose and 

if they have the ability to do so without too much reliance on domestic 

banking sector. Now that the government revenues from oil have fallen 

sharply, owing to the world oil market situation, the inflow of foreign 

capital can be encouraged by the government only if such will be primarily 

used to expand the productive capacity of the country and not for 

consumption purposes.

In general, the study have shown that although commercial bank deposits 

been growing steadily over the years, the magnitude of the growth has 

been reduced by the establishment of other financial institutions. However, 

banks are still very dominant in the national savings mark't, controlling 

85.6 per cent of the total deposits in 1984. Unfortunately, inspite of 

indigenisation of banking, there is still little change in the nature of 

credit they provide to the economy. They still prefer to give short-term 

credit rather than long-term. The conclusion that emerges from the model 

of their investment behaviour is th-t variation in the ouantity of loans

be in response to variation in loan rates, but that there are other variables 
rmch stronger than profit motives. We have also established empirically that 
credit rationing exists in thr commercial b^nk loan market in Nigeria.
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Table 10/A

^  NIGERIAN NATIONAL FIKSyiDENT m m *  19&1 - 1984. GRüm RATE 
OF EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEES IN THE SOtiEHE AND INVESTMENT

(ïn Rlulon Naira)

T No, of 
Smloyers

9^ « 
Change Nb or Phployees %

Change
Amount of 
of

Contribution
M

%
Change

/jnount
Of

InvestmentIT
9̂
Change

It 1260 - 65000 - 49.9
' w
50.5

1? 5011 291.7 63501 0.8 50.1 0.4 52.6 4.6

5! 5200 3.8 63849 0.5 51.5 2.8 53.9 2.5
‘i 6149 18.2 63700 -0.2 58.2 i\5 54.1 0.3
5 6359 -r;8 64301 60.5 0.04 60.1 l y . o
Ï 5917 -2.0 65901 2.5 60.9 0.06 61.9 3.0

11 5900 -0.3 66722 3.4 63.0 3.4 65.3 5.5
13 60?0 2.0 70022 4.9 63.5 0.07 66.4 2.8

6101 1.3 79114 1.7 64.1 0.09 70.9 6.9
6290 M 82212. 3.6 69.8 8.9 82.7 16.6

'1 7060 12.2 965230 17.6 98.1 40.5 104.1 25.9
? 8336 18.1 965236 0.006 103.9 5.9 114.0 0.5

9059 8.7 , 1130301 17.1. 1?2.4 17.8 130.5 14.0

’! 7584 •16.5 1157331 2.4 144.9 18.4 61.6 23.8
) 7968 5.1 1304307. 12.7 160.5 12.7 200.4 24.0

I 8478 6.4 1314307 7.7 179.2 11.6 210.5 5.0
] 7380 -7.0 1624294 23.6 180.1 0.5 232.8 10.6
1 8478 7.5 1614294 -0.6 267.7 48.6 339.8 45.9

'5 9060 6.8 • 1311658 -18.7 290.8 8.6 401.5 18.1
I 9051 -0.09 1368658 4.3 295.1 2.8 5 5 M 37.0
!l 8O9O -10*6 1456058 6.4 330.4 12.1 590.6 7.4
? 9001 11.3 1868658 28.3 399.5 20.9 601.8 1.9
!) 8994 -0,08 1931791 3.4 459.4 15.0 711.8 18.3
!(. 9068 0.48 1931791 - 490.0 6.6 820.1 15.2

f?
tb rat 
-—

5
-------

14,3 4.9 15.1 11.5

i- 1

nrces: National Provident E\ind Of rice, Lagos and CBN Annural Report end Statement of
Accounts of various years.



: Table 10*B Appendix B
THE GROT.iTH OF DEPOSITS AND TUTAL ASSETS OF MORTGAGE BANKS

1968 - 1985 (In Million Naira)

fepr Rid Amount of Deposits 
Nm.

Deposit Growth 
Rates

Total Assets 
Nm.

AssetGGor 
'owth Rates

1968 1.8 - 169.9 •

969 2.0 11.1 170.8 0.5
970 2.6 30.0 173.8 1.7
971 4.0 53.8 176.1 1.3
972 5.3 32.5 176.8 0.4
973 5.5 3.8 178.1 0.7
974 7.3 32.7 180.5 1.3
1975 ■ 10.4 42.5 181.2 0.4 •
976 14.4 38.5 18?.4 1.2
977 16.8 ! 16.7 185.2 0.9
978 19.2 14.3 187.9 1.4
979 27.9 45.3 197.2 4.9
980 40.7 45.9 334.8 69.8

981 56.0 37.6 428.0 27.8

982 75.4 17.8 466.1 8.9
933 89.9 19.2 512.0 9.8
984 116.5 29.6 586.0 '4.4
rS; 113.9 -2.2 536.0

L ■

brce : CongjUed from the Central Bank of Nigeria Annual Report and Staterents of Account 
of various years.

Table 10c .
THE GROWTH IN DEPOSITS, TOTAL ASSFTS, TOTAL AND MORTGAGE LOANS OF NIGERIAN

building socftifs. 1955 - 196?
(In Thousand Naira)

Year Deposit?
H

Tot'll Assets 
V

Total Mortgage 
Issued 

N

Mortgpge/
Deoosit
Ratio

Mortgage/
Assets
Piatio

'1955 1500 13116 4800 "3.2 0.036

1956 6072 127022 33454 5.3 0.025

1957 6324 175190 36370 5.7 0.021
1958 5634 206810 51682 9,2 e .025

1959 17400 119952 43320 2.5 9.036

i960 48670 115850 403320 8.3 0.35

1961 , 49480 1651011. 410011 8.5 0.025

1962 50240 169257 429981 8.5 2.5

W4 ffOT*4 an C+ -* •*



TebleiaD
FEDERAL MORTGAGE B>T;K*S LO.'N INVFSTMPT:T5 19&% - 1985 

(In Million Nalrp)

'eriod Tot'l Loans and 
Investment

Lornr and 
Mortprga 
Advance

Percentage 
of 

_ Total
Investment

t
of

Total

0 . 7 5 0 . 6 8 0 0.15 2 0

\2 * 0 . 8 6 6 0 . 4 34
\ 7 1 . 0 5 8 . 8 0 . 7 41.2

% 1 . 2 1 83.3 0 . 2 16.7
$ 1 . 0 0 . 8 8 0 . 0 0 . 2 2 0 . 0

0 1.5 0.7 46.6 0 . 9 53.4
%9 2 . 8 2 . ' 7 5 . 0 0 . 7 25.0
510 3.4 2.4 70.6 1 . 0 29.4
‘5]1 5 . 0 3.5 70.0 1.5 30.0

11? 1 1 . 8 10.4 8 8 . 1 \ 4 11.9
173 15.8 14.2 8 9 . 9 1.6 1 0 . 1

174 2 1 . 8 2 0 . 8 95.4 4.0 4.6

175 53.9 32.1 9 4 . 7 1 . 8 5.3
$ 52.2 50.2 96.2 2 . 0 3 . 8

17? 8 4 . 5 83.5 9 8 . 8 1 . 0 1 . 2

178 1 1 2 . 1 1 0 0 . 1 8 9 . 3 1 2 . 0 10.7

179 1 8 5 . 6  . 144.6 7 7 . 9 41.0 2 2 , 1

180 300.6 - 207.0 69.1 93.0 30.9
181 2 3 1 . 0 274.9 90.4 27.0 9.6
182 423.7 327.0 77.2 96.7 2 2 . 8  .

193 445.7 360.7 8 0 . 9 8 5 . 0 19.1
184 7.9 7 . 9 1 0 0 . 0 - -
135 14.2 . 13.2 93.0 1 . 0 7.0

'• The Fedcr-1 Mortgage Bank vas undergoing reorganisation and hence information 
by its activities in 1984 and 1985 vas scanty,

(nirce: Compiled from the Central Bank of Nigeria Annual Report end Statement of
Accounts of various years as veil as figures obtained from one of the bank*s 
Officials for 1984 end 1935. I

1:



Table 10.1

COMP/JIISOK OF PIN.âNCL'L IKrTir'TION: B  NIGERIA IN TERMS OF VOLUNTARY 
savings 1960 - 1983 (in Million Naira)

Com, Bank 
Time Dep. 

Nm.

% of 
,otel

K, Bank 
Time Dep. 
#n.

of
total

Post 1 5:
Office ; of
Savings . Total

Building [ 9̂ 
Societies of 
Savings 1 total

Bonds
’remi'im
Savings
Cert.

9:
of Total
to-!; Saving" 
tal

68.5 
76.9 
83.2
94.2 
M 4.8
153.4

190.3

161.2 
2"1,6
265.4
396.6
441.6

539.1
6 8 5 . 5  

1074.8
1723.0
2154.0 
2465.4
2843.0
3981.6 95.7

85.2
89.5
91.0
85.9
86.3
87.6

92.2
38.9
02.6

94.4
95.9
95.7

95.2
95.2
96.3
94.8
95.5
95.0
94.5

5470.1

6366.3
7358.2
8618.4
8956.8
9994.9

94.1
93.3
91.4
91.1
89.9
88.7

*
3.5

1.3 
% 0
4 .9

5.3
7.9
8.1

7.5
6.9
6 . 7

6.8 
7.2

10.8
17.1 
22.0
63.4
69.1
82.4
110.7
111.4

219.7 

328.0 
522.6

631.1 

8 7 2 . 9

145.1

4.3
1.5
1.1
4.5
4.4
4.5
3.9
/.i
2.8

2.4
1.6
1.6

1.9
2.4
1.9
3.5
3.1

3.2
3.7

2.7
3.8

4.8
6.5
6.3 
8.7 
10.2

6.4
6.7 
6.2 
6.0 
5.9
4.8
4.5
4.8

4.9
5.1
5.1
4.6

4 . 3

4.5

4.7
8.1

6.9 
8.0 
8.1

7.7
7.3
5.8
4.8
5.0
7.3
8.1

8
7.8
6.8
5.5 
4.4
2.7 
2.2

2.6  
2,0

1.8

1 . 9

0.9

0.7
0.6
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.1

0.08
0.05
0.05
0.07
0.07

1
0.5
0.5
2.5
2.6
4.8
4.2
5.4
4.5
2.8 
2.8

6.6
10.1
10.6
12.8
18.8
22.1
35.2
42.8
55.8 
75.1
114.4
158.9
175.8
116.5
113.9

1.25
0.6
0.55
2.3 
2.0
2.7 
2.0
3.0
1.9
0.9
0.6
1.4

1.8

1.5

1 . 1
1 .0

0.9
1.3
1.4
1.3
1.3
1.5
2.0

1.9 
1.2  

1I.OI

V.O
0.5
0.5
2.0
3.9

4.1
2.2

3.0
1.5 
%2 
0.5 
1.2

2.2

2.5 
2.8
3.1
3.2

4.0
4.2 
4.8
5.0
5.2
8.1

9.5 
0.1 
0.1

1.23
0.6

0.53
1.8

2.9 
2.5 
1.1 
1.4

0.7
0.5
0.4
0.4

0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
o . o e
0.06
0.01
0.1
0,09

80.4 
85.9
91.4
109.6
133.0

175.0

206.4
181.4
241.4 

281.2  

411.8

461.2

566.5

720.2

1157.1
I816.4
2255.3

2595.0

3009.7

4160.2
5769.9

6819.7 
8052.6
9439.8 

9953.6

0.0211262.1

mrce: Compiled from the Central Bank of Nigeria Annual Report and Statement of Accounts 
of various years.

The above figures represent monthly averages.



Table 10.F

OIL EXPORT EARNINGS OF NIGERIA 
1958 - 1984
(In Million %)

Period Volume of Exports 
In Million < 

Barrels

%
Growth
Rate

Value of Exports in 
Million Naira

%
Growth
Rate

1958
1959
1960
1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978
1979

1980 
1981 
1982 
1985 
1984

1.8
3.9
6.2

1 6 .5

2 4 .7

27 .7

43.4
96.9

139.5

1 0 9 .3

52.1
197.2

383.4
542.5
6 5 1 .0

723 .3

795.7
6 2 7 .8

7 3 6 .8

7 4 4 .4

6 6 7 .4

812.7
7 0 1 .3

458.2
452.1
4 5 6 .0

470 .2

1 16 .7

59.0 
.166.1

49.7
12.1
5 6 .7  

1 23 .3

44.9
-2 1 .6

-5 2 .3

278.5
94.4
41.5  

20.0 
11.1 
10.0

—21.1 
17.4

1 .0  

-1 0 .3

21.8 
- 13.7

-34.7
- 1 .3

0.8
9.1

1.8
5.2
8.4
22.6
34.4
4 0 .4

6 4 .0

136 .2  

184.0 
1 4 2 .0

77.6
301 .2  

5 0 9 .6

10 5 3 .0  

1176 .2

1893.5
5565.7

4565.1

6 3 2 1 .7

7 0 7 2 .8

5401.6 
10166 .8  

13523.0 

10280.3
8292.0
8527.7

9 6 6 5 .8

188.9
6 1 .5

1 6 9 .0  

52.2

17.4

58.4 
112.8
35.1 

- 22.8
- 45 .3  

293 .3

6 9 .2  

1 0 6 ,6

11.7
6 1 .0  

2 3 6 .2

- 1 4 .9

38.5 
11.9

-2 3 .6

88.2
33.0

- 24.0
- .190

2.8
13*3

Sources: CBN Economic and Financial Review of various years.



Table 10.@
THE STRUCTURE OF HOLDINGS OF UUTSTAKDTNG TRF^SUPY CERTIFTC'TES

( in  Percentages)
1969 -  1983 ~~

T e rr
T o t'll O utstrncin -' 

( In  M i l l io n  N a ira )
C en tra l

Bank
Commercial

Banks
Acceptance

Houses
F ed era l 

Oovrrnmcnt Others

1969 1.25 0.01 98.1 - - 1 .9

1970 2 .53 5 .4 90.9 - - 3 .8

1971 3.05 0 .04 8 7 .0 1.4 9 .2 0 .9

1972 3 .4 0.04 69.1 1.1 2 9 .3 U.4

1973 3.4 2 .0 81 .2 % 6 14.4 0 .8

1974 3.4 1 .2 8 7 .0 - 7 .7 % 0

1975 7 7 n .9 93 .8 - 4 .0 0 .6

1976 2.26 1 .0 89 .9 - - 7 .9

'077 10250.0 .9 .0 89.1 - - 1 .0

1978 16600.0 4 8 .3 4 8 .0 0 ,2 - 3.5

1979 2510.0 4 6 .4 36.2 0 .7 - 16.7.
1Q8O 2727.6 58.3 3^.6 0 .7 10 .4

1931 2507.6 49.2 37.1 ^ .8 13.9

193? - 1797.0 46 .8 41.7 0 .6 10.9

1983 2201.2 48 41 0 .7 10.?

1984 5115 /7 48.1 40 .2 0 .7 1M .0

1985 7O81.I 49 .2 40 .0 0 .6 <0.2

I
Source: Conrouteci î'rom thr Central bnnk of Nigeria Annual Renort ^n^ St^tmcnt

of Accounts of v-rious yrrrs.



Table <0.H

7H7. rTPTTCTir.-F OF HuTTTNlS Qv nirPTyniNO Bli/LS
U n  Percêntagep)

1q 6i - 1983

Year Total
Outstanding 
(Million Nairn)

Nm .

Central
Bank

ü-11
Money
Fund

Commerci;1 
Banks
%

Federal 
And State 
GovArpm^nts

Others
(ü

"961
196?
iq6?
1964
1965
1966

1967

1968
1969

1970
1971 

197,9
'973

1974
1975

1976

1977
1978

1979

1980 
1981 
198?
1983
1984
1985

0.31

0.52
0 .56

0.75
9.88

1.13

1.74
2.4
3.35

5.31

7.34
7.4
7 .4

7 .4

7 .4

7 .4  

9 .1

19.3
110.1

212.5
2150 .8

1797 .0

2245.0
13888.0

14976.0

15.8

20.8 
2".7 
17.9 
18.4
23.7
42.7 
7.2
4.4

11.4

24.5 
6.9
11.5 
2.5 
0.8 
0.8 
5.4

15.1

20.2
40.2

I 38.6
• 4 6 .8  

i 47 .0

' 3?.8
22.5

9.4
6.9

6 .3

2.4
2.2
2.4 
2.0
2.9
1.7 
% 8  
2.2
1.7

52.1 

*6.0 
18.8
24.1

28.1 
26.5

96.9 
76.1 
^0.0
56.4

32.4
27.9  

?8.9
62.2

81.4
80.3
71.4

65.1 

68.0
51.1

35.5

4 1 .7

48.2
4 6 .8

53.3

9 .3

23.2
15.3

14.0  

<2.7
2.3
’ .5

6.2
22.1
46.9
30.9
16.3
3.0 
1.9
2.0

32.0
43.2
40.3
3 3 .8

31.7

33.4

15.5

11.5
9 9 .0

2 3 .0

19.4
16.6
1 7 .2

16.5

13.3

15.1

19.4

19.8
11.8
8 .7  

2 5 .9

11.5
4.8

19.4

2 4 .2

Source: Calculated from Central Bank of Nigeria .Annual Penort and Statement
Accounts or various years.

of



Table 10,1 APPENDIX I

THE STHnnTTpy OF POTT TNI 0? mTST&NnTNG T^PAPURY BlnLS
(In Percentages) 

1961 - 1985

Tear Total
Outstanding Central Cî ll Commercial Federei
(Million Naira) Bank Money Banks And State Other®

Mm %
P u ^

%
Governments at

"961 0.3^ 15.8 52.1 _ 32.̂
1962 0.5? 20,8 - ?6.0 - ■ 4?.r
"96? 0.56 2".7 9.4 18.8 9.3 40.:
1964 0.75 12.9 6.0 24.1 23.2 33.9
1965 0.88 18.4 6.3 28." 15.3 31.7
"966 1.13 2?.7 2.4 26.5 "4.0 3?.4
1967 1.74 42.7 2.2 26.9 "2.7 15.5
"068 2.4 7.2 2.4 76.1 2.3 1 1 . :

"969 ?.35 4.4 2.0 '̂ 0.0 '.5 "V\ r

<070 5.31 "".4 2.9 56.4 6.2 23.̂
197" 7.34 24.5 ".7 32.4 22." "9 . j

"9' ?̂ 7.4 6.9 '.8 27.8 46.8 "6.6
'077 7.4 "1.5 2.2 38.9 *0.9 " 7 .
"974 7.4 2.5 ".7 62.2 "6.3 "6.5
1075 7.4 0 .8 — 81.4 3.0 " 3. "

"976 7.4 0 .8 — 80. 5 ".9 "5.'
1077 9.1 S4 — 71.4 ?.o " Q . '

"9"9 "9.9 i ' 5.1 — 65.1 — 10. ;

1979 " "0. " ' 2".2 — 68.0 —
ioço 2"2.5 , 40.2 — 51.1 — s r

"99" 1 ?"50.8 =8.6 — ' 5.5 — 2^,0

"99? 17 9 7 .0 46.8 — 41.7 ■’ I

199? 2245.0 i '7.0 — 48 .? — 4 .

10£.1 1?858.0 , t ' . e — 46.8 — 1 ■* Q . '

"985 14976.0 1 ^^.5 — 53.3 — i 24.?

Source: Calculated fron Central Bank o: Nigeria Annual Penort r̂.d Statement of
Accounts of various year?.



Table "0.J
*

pr->Qi:"--Ar,v Nm-p"?? ir ^'ptrsAC^ioNc l 'GO"
nCfjfMF "?6" - "995

Yr - T lovr rnT.mt 
9( curi ti's

No. 4

c
r

Irdu" tri.'-i 
S.r CUrltirp

MO . I

T-ntal

1961 1 92 ''7 q !< • - 1 242 72.5 7 XA

4 af/' '75 2P.9 ; 520 74.8 69^

"96? oof 41.6 4"5 59.4 7"1

"964 /lO/J 41.2
t 5°i 59.0 "85

'969 ?Q1 78.4 i 6-7 6 " .6 *n"8

"^66 50" 45.7 595 54.7 '006

iq67 **5 Z'.o 4"7 56 .0 769

"968 986 4a.* ?60 55.7 646 ,

"960 *07 58.5 "46 44.5 555
4 070 ?07 47.8 T T  ' hr." '654

' O 4 7 8 .6 952

'972 73P 29.7 640 71.3 802

1973 232 1 34.4 537 6 5 . 6 8" 9

1974 1 "56 ' 8 .4 2807 91.7 I 3063

1975 "93 ; 27 .8 501 7^.2 694

197: 321 , 31.6 696 6 3,4 1017

1977 3'7 20.4 "314 79.6 "651

1978 24*. 9.8 2230 90.2 2475

"979 '24 3.8 3098 9 6 ,2 3228

1980 *16 4 .4 6924 95.6 7140

1981 120 " . 2 10080 98.8 "0200

1902 184
i
; 1.8
i 9850 98.2 12014

198? 1 188 i 1.6! '1757 98.4 11025

"984 194 ! 1.1
1

'7250 98.9 174.-4

1985 314 % 3 25252 98.7 23540

Source: O n t r d  b'-nk of Nlreri? Annual Renort mci Statment of Accounts of
various years.



Table 10.X

THE n.rppEYTP py j) VTJr nr ?*> .̂ c'T'TO'S AT M O F ’T/;- F '^r.K "TCh'^’GF 
?9é" - "995 (In Million Kairal ^

Y'' ar
Government 
Securi tic? 

Nm.

Of
Tot-1
Value

Indu' tri r.l 
Srcv-iti c? 

Km.

of
Total
V-lU£

T/>! -1 Valu'- 
of

'li Securities

i?6l 1.42 95.4 0.1 6.6 ' . 5 2
196 ? ' 4.-7 9".8 0.75 7 ." 4.56
'96 = 9.7* q7.o 0.45 6 .2 10./
196/j 11.82 81.5 " . 2 15.5 '4.0
1965 '4.4 92.7 1.5 9.5 "5.86
1966 '5.2 0 - “ Q  •  y 7.' '6.4
1967 96.0 9.5 7 . '2.5
1963 ' 2 . 5 8 03.4 9." ".6 '2.8
'969 ' 6 . 2 92.9 0.18 1.1 "'.6
1070 16.4 99 .6 1 9.24 1.4 '6.65

1971 '6.7, 90.5 1.75 9.7 18.1
1972 22.2 96.4 ".93 5 .6 27.2
1975 9 ' . 8 90.4 9.55 9.6 92.4
1074 46.4 97.4 1.5 2 .6 49.6

'"75 62.8 99.6 9.9 '.4 65.7

1976 1".3 9 9 . 5 2 . 6  . 0.5 111.8
1972 178.8 9 9 .5 .  c 0.7 180.0
'978 187.2 9 8 . 7 % 5 1 ?' • ̂ ' 6 9 . 7

1979 249.6 98.1 4.8 ' . 9 254.4
1 9 8 0 5 8 0 . 4 97.3 8.4 2 . 2 * 8 9 . 8

"981 2 9 8 . 8 98.0 6.0 2.0 324.8

' 9 9 2 207.0 9 6 .5 3.0 5 .7 215.9
1 9 9 3 591.4 0 0  //  '- m - f 6.5 % 6 5 9 7 . 7

'984 241 .0 95.9 15.7 6.1 256.7

1 9 8 5 295.3 9 2 . 7
oz 0 7.5 * 1 8 . 5

Source: Computrd from the Crntr"! Bpnk oi Nlgcrirn Annual Penort and Statement
of Accounts of various yc^rs,
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APPENDIX H
TabiflOj

LH'KUES IN LU*n S AND ANvFoTMEnTa vP bPFLlAUZED IwSTirJTTuwS in NIGERIA

(In million N#lr#) ly6 0  - 6 6

lod
LOans end 
Advances 

#

Uiana es Investments
N

Changes - Loans «nd Changes
Amount

«
» Amount

*
H Investments

i
Amount

«

10 1 0 . 2 - 8 . 0 - - 1 8 . 2 - -

1 1 3 . 9 3 . 7 3 6 . 2 8 , 4 0 . 3 4 . 1 2 2 . 5
2 '6.2 2 . 3 '6 . 5 9 . 9 . 5 i7 .a 26.1 3 . 8 '7 . 0

Î 1 7 . 8 1.6 9 . 9 '2.2 2 . 3 2 3 . 5 3 0 . 0 3 . 9 1 4 . 9

i '8 . 3 0 . 5 2 .8 . 1 7 . 9 5 . 6 4 5 . 9 36.2 6 . 2 2 0 , 7

5 1 8 . 1 - 0 . 1 0 . 5 2 0 . 0 2 . 1 ' 1 . 7 3 6 . 1 1 . 9 5 . 2

! 1 8 . 6 0 . 5 ^ . 7 2 0 . 7 0 . 7 * . 5 3 9 . 3 1 . 2 3 .'

'?ge
?• % 2 0 . 8 % 8 '5 .' 3 . 0 " ' . 9

cf?: Usnoixed from (JBK Renort »r.d Annual bt«tement of Accounts end the
NIDB Renorts sr - bt»tement oi Accounts of vmriou’ ye^rs.



Appendix .0
Table 10.'0

THE NIüEPIAN INDUSTRIAL D ^ lOBMENT BANK LTD: LOANS AND DEBENTURE SANCTIONS
AH AT DECEMBER 31üT, "9&7 - 1983 

(In Million Naira)

Year

1967
1968
1969
1970

1971
1 9 7 ?

1975

'974
"975
'n?6
"977
19?3
'979
"sgo
"991
ioqp

'983
199/
"9%5

Total

Amount
N

3.6
3 .4

19.7

18.3 
?9.0
35.1

/9.5
66.1 
194.3

"47.3
1P5.9
199.8

pi*.6
94.3 
48.1 
*9.8 
"9.0 
C6.8

Urowtn
Rate

%

19.4

-P.3
51.2

48.0
54.2 
'4.1
49.5

33.5
88.0 
49.9
41.2

-24.8
-3.3
"8.8
55.8

-48.9
-17.2
-53.3
251.5

Equity

Amount

1.9 
p.O 
".7 
*.1 
4.4 
4.7
6.9
9.0

13.2

19.1 
?%.5
14.2 

1-3.2

6.6
1".7

5.3

1.3
1.1
1.9

Growtn
Rate
56

% of
Total

5.
35.0 
14.8

6.8
6.8

46.8

*0.4
4 6 . 6

"4 .71

23.0  

-*9.6
-7.0
- 5 . 0

77 .3  

-35.0 

-7 7.
5.8
2.8

Lo-ns and 
Debentures

Amount
N

96 of
Total

22.3

P3.2
21.0
16.6

15.3

14 . P 

i'.9
13.6

10.7 I 

'0.9 I
9 .5

: !

3."
12.4 
12.0 

' . 3

8.6 
2.8

6.7
6.5

"0.0
15.7

24.6
28.4 
42.6 
57.1
i"i.i 
"56.0 
223.8 

17'.7 
166.6 

20".0 
82.6 
42.3
38.5
17.9

64.9

77.7
76.8

79.0
83.4
84.7
85.8
86.1
86 .4  

89.*
89.1
90.5 
92.4 
92.7 
96.9
87.6 
88.0
96.7

04.2
97.2

Sources NIDB Annu''l Penort B-̂ nk eturns of various yerrs,



APPENDH P
Table '0,:P

NIGERIAN iNDUPTRDb DEvIlvrMEbT s»NK liivFaThFftT yRuÿW: 
AS AT 31 ST ifuEMEFR 1967 - "985 

( In million Naira )

Tear
1---------------------------------

Total Investment 
Amount 

N

Fruity Investment 
Amount 

N

9( or 
Total

Loansr^nd DeOenturea 
jmount

■ { *

1 % oi 
Total

r—  ■

Remarks

1Ü7 4.7 1 1.4 30.2 69.8 •

1968 5.6 1.7 30.5 69.5 Decline

1969 5.5 2.0 38.7
•• • 

• 3.3 61.3 It

1970 9.1 2.2 24.4
.  * '9 75.6 Increase

1971 12.3 2.5 20.9 9.7 79.1 Increase

1972 15.6 3.2 2^ .4 12.4 79.6 Increase

1973 19.1 3.3 . 17*.2 ; 15;8 82.8 Increase

1974 24.6 4.7 ■ 19.1 19.9 80.9 Decline

1975 33.6 6.7 18.4 27.4 81.6 Increase

1976 61.6 10.3 16.8 ' 5 1 . 3  < 83.2 «

1977 106i6 17.5 16,4 89.3 83.6 n

1978 125.0 10.9 8,7 114.1 91.3 It

'979 '79 .8 3.2 1.8 76.6 98.9 It

'990 2"3.6 38,0 17.8 75.6 82.2 Decline

1981 93.0 " . 7 "2.6 81.5 87.4 Increase

1992 48.1 5.8 10.4 43.1 89.6 Increase

'983 39.9 1.3 3.5 38.5 96.5 Increase

1984 45.8 1 .3 2 .8 44 .5 97 .2 Increase

1985 52.8 3.1 . 5.8 49 .7

1

94 .2 Decrease

Nigerian Industrial Development Bank Reports of various years and CBN Annual Report 
and Statements of Accounts o* various years.

X ,



Tedle I0.ft Appendix Q

OF IhVT^bTMFfr KIPE lORi^IGN-a’TCT
ANU M GP TfN-0',\TTU CuMr'KlFS

1968 - 198* (In Million Nalrs)

riod Tolrl Investment 
Approved ^

N

Foreign 
Cent rout'd

Nm

Percentage 
Share of■ 
foreign-ovned 
ccranrnirs 

%

Kiÿri on-
owned
Companies

^ Km

Percent :pe 
Share of 
Nigori'n- 
orned 
companies

19 1.4 '.'5 of.4 .05 3.6
•9 4.9 :.5 72.9 1 7' . -- 77."
'0 f.d r.c? /1.0 *.72 58.1
71 . % '.91 '4.* 'r /O. - .
y '.n 0." '".5 7 7 97.?
77 "7.£ / 4 -*.c 1*.7 77, f
7/ 19.3 1 < . ✓ 7.8 1J.8 92.2
T sq.c 4 /-•. - ?f.i 41.7 7%,Q
7< 51.4 ".7 1.4 qn,7 98.6
77 74.4 6.1 8.2 68.1 91.8
7Q 65.0 *.5 5.4 61.5 94.6
iq *.? 0.? 6.2 *.0 • 9'.8
?0 5.8 U.5 8.6 5.1 91.4
)4 6.9 n.6 8.9 f.o 91.2
37 i?.0 1.0 e.* ; 11.0 91.7

5.8 9.? *.i 5.6 96.4
/ 19.0 ' 0.9 1.1 18." 95.8
% 6d.O 0.2 b4.0 yq.8

nIDB Reports of var'ous yesrs.



I
APPENDIX R

Table 10.R

The Nigerian Bank for Commerce and Industry 
Loans ancf Investment 

1974 -85

«- (In Million N)

Year Total Amount 
• of 

Loans Approved
Equity Share 
Investments No. of Projects

N Nm

1974 17.0 1.8 27

1975 20.1 1.8 32

1976 76.7 2.9 77

1977 80.1 3c2 79

1978 65.2 5.5 68

1979 97.1 5.1 204

1980 213.6 38.0 300

1981 94.3 12.0 75

1982 48.1 5.8 52

1983 124.1 18.0 450

1984 150.0 "8.2 300

1985 i6i .1 16.8 379

Source: Comoiled from the Central Eank Report of v-riour yparr, and
the NiFFrian Sank for Commerce - no Inriu^trv innu-l Renortr.
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Appendix ?
Table 10. vT

PFHCFr.’TAG  ̂ DISTRIBUTIIH OF D jV F S ^ N T  PATTFRIV Of F«CH Or THF OfT^YjORIFS

OF IKSITHANCF IN KIGERIA 1960-84

life Innirancr Non-life Jnmrance

lÿpe o'* Aepets IVne of Assets

e?.'

c S(trÊ -P
E t
H .c to

to TOa TO
0 i.Xc c c
(Aë £

00 n c chi B
g a
P m c c

* Ü
ok S

t •r'CC  CCITO

HCO0.

c. •p TOC H  PTO 1 LEp  l/p C TOTO6- <s-TO > C 1—

P  TO
C TO

KTO rII TOTO TO T 0 TO C
w  tt £

ë

of
TOTO
tL TO TO CTO' r.
t s
ë

H  0gam  TO
t

JZ TO

"OU 9.2 30.6 e.? 52.0

100 17." 27.9 p.-! 46.0
"00 14.4 *".2 i • - 47.2

100 13.0 30.4 5.2 51.3

100 15.4 28.2 -49.1
100 9.8 25.9 6.9 55.3
100 11.5 22.1 10.6 53.1
100 16.4 17.0 10.8 53.5
100 17.1 24.8 Q.8 45.7

100 14.0 26.6 8.6 48.7
100 10.c 24.0 8.4 51.9

100 9.4 19.8 7.7 55.8
TOO 17.6 12.9 "1.8 46.3

100 14.2 12.3 6%6 49.%
100 6.3 15.0 6.7 32.5
100 9.9 11.3 5.4 33.6
100 8.7 9.8 6.8 38.1
100 10.5 7.0 8.6 36.4
100 10.3 8.2 9.9 30.9

100 10.' 10.0 10,7 30.0

100 10.! 10.4 10.7 29.4

100 11.c 10.5 11.8 31.1

100 10.( 12.1 11.3 30.4ro:i 12.2
12.4

11.4
12.6 MICO 10/ 12.6 12.5 30.0

+) oo c +TO C0, TO•a. 6
4-H  TOr c

’6f 9.5
id 57.0

~i.2 
)‘A ’S.5 
H '-‘.I

'd :7.9 
?8.4

l6l 28.2
26.9 

i5( 20.2 
I7( 18.7 !
7- 26.5 
7S 25.4 
73 76.9 

21.5 
22.8 

26.4
23.3
26.4 
*2.9

*3.5
35.5
34.9

8̂  42.0
, , e  ^

5.6
«4.7
"5.2
15.7
"6.7
16.4
17.2 
16.1 

"4.5
12.4
17.2 
10.0

= c:.. 
11.1 

10.6

14.3 
12.?
15.3

43.1
45.9

f
35.6 
32.0
30.9
29.6
29.3
26.3 
23.8

23.7
16.8

"6.2 j 17.2 
» i6.7 
21.7
22.3
25.1 
24.5
24.1

15.5 24.7
15.1
16.2 

14.8

il;l
22.1

23.9

24.3

22.4

3S2

26.3 

"0."
•- I

11.9
10.9 

"1.S 
"1.5 
12,6

19.8
40.5

36.6

42.0
30.5
34.1
36.0

36.1

23.6

23.4

19.6

13.6

13.9

15.5

15.2

5.3 

.6.4 

6.0
3.3 
1^.1 
19.3 
13.0
13.8

13.6

3.1
3.8
4.7
10.7 
"0.0
9.7
8.2 

11.2  

15.9

14.6

"*.4
13.6 

18.5
12.7

1:§
0.1

ourcFs : Computed from Nigerian btetisticpi Digeit, CBN Economie and Financial Reviev̂ ,
CBN Annual Report and statements of Accounts and Economic btatisticrl
Review of various years.
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Tflble lÙ.a
Appendix 10$W

D i r p y n - T  T u? e ^ch u/ tfooty u r  iN^-iPM-xr c o m n ^ D  ik  ktof^ ia

1960 - 1984 (Tn Million N)

L ife  Tnpurrnce .A o n -L ife  Inrurence

?r Type of Assets♦ TVne oi Assets

V: '0
:

10 X H 10d H w d c iH gr. ë ro 0 +3 k d m  Q> <D +5 da +)
I I W K n •o ro g d p I I ro V: d V. g 3 I-iE+3 » *§ I I 1 i. H ^'1 P v' 0 ? r 1—I Z Îhk •H 0) H  d jd ro w ^ 0 H ro a d
II 0 X'' d U c ■ë Ê ë l 0 t) s d 0) PÜC/J %  ë ê c ro £ E-! M c ro ro c ro ro

Nm

aO o'.r . 1.: /Î. ; 0.5 9.5 0.9 3.0 0.8 5.1 0.1 9.8
a1 2.5 . 1.6 5.0 1.1 0.1 10.9 1.9 3.1 0.9 5.2 n 11.1.
52 ?.i 1.9 5.1 1.4 1.̂ 12.5 1.8 3.9 0.9 5.9 n 12.5

5? 4 .5 2.5 5.7 1.9 1.! 15.9 1.5 3.5 0.6 5.9 n 11.5

54 4.1 2.6 5.0 1.7 2.2 ^5.6 1.7 3.1 0.8 5.4 n 11.0
55 a .€ 2.7 5.̂ % 9 2.2 16.5 1.1 2.9 1.0 6.2 0.1 11.2

56 4.8 2.9 5.0 2.0 2.2 16.9 1.1 2.5 % 2 6 .0 0.3 11.3

57 4.9 2.8 5.1 2.2 2.Z 17.4 2.1 2.2 % 4 6.9 ^.3 12.9
58 5.0 2.7 4.9 3.5 2.Î 18.6 2.6 3.8 1.5 7.0 0.4 15.3

59 4 .0 2.5 4.7 8.0 0,̂ 19.9 ; 2.6 4.9 1.6 6.9 0.4 18.3
JO 4 .5 4.1 5.7 8.8 0.9 24.0 2.2 5.4 1.9 11.6 1.3 22.4

Jl 7.9 3.0 5 .0 12.4 1.4 29.6 3.0 6.3 2.4 17.6 2.3 31.6

12 7.9 5.1 5.4 9.6 3.4 31.4 8.9 5.7 6.2 24.3 6.3 52.6

73 15.3 7.0 9.5 19.4 5.7 56.9 7.4 6.4 3.4 25.6 9.1 51.9

74 15.4 8.0 I5.f 25.9 7.0 71.9 4.2 10.1 4.5 21.9 36.6 67.4

73 18.6 8.7 18.2 29.5 6.7 81.7 10.5 12.0 5.7 35.4 42.0 105.6

76 29.4 if.o 27.9 25.7 12.4 111.4 <3.1 14.6 10.1 56.8 54.9 149.4

77 33.9 18.7 35.5 34.0 23.1 145.2 27.5 18.5 95.7 93.8 263.1

78 39.6 23.8 36.1 29.4 21.9 149.9 38.5 30.7 36.8 115.2 152.1 373.3 .
79 50.4 24.1 37.1 20.9 20./ 153.4 139.9 39.5 42.0 118.2 154.8 393.9

180 53.3 26.4 38.0 ?2.1 21.( 159.1 42.2 42.5 43.9 120.9 161.3 410.8
181 58.3 25.1 39.9 25.5 13.! 164.0 45.6 43.6 49.1 129.1 148.5 4 5̂ .9

182 59.3 24.5 38.0 25.9 21.( 169.9 48.9 54.6 51.0 136.5 159.6 450.6

63 57.1 28.1 40.0 26.1 20.9 172.2 48.8 55.6 52.1 138.6 160,1 455.2
64 61.3 30.2 43.5 28.9 26.0 189.9 52.3 59.7 54.8 142.5 175.0 484.3

Inircess Computed from Nigerian St*'tirtlc'‘l Digest, CBN Fconomic ]ÿnd Financial Review,
CBN Annual Report and Statements of Accounts and Economic Statistical Rrvlev

vorimi*» years.


